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PREFACE

Throughout the history of civilization, the availability of
native labor has constituted a crucial factor in areas of conquest and
colonization.

Among the host of administrative problems that proved to

be Columbus* Nemesis in the settlement of Espanola, those pertaining t o .
t h e .conscription =of native workers were the most urgent, and though
Governor Fray.Nlcolas.de Ovando succeeded where others failed in carry
ing forth royal instructions in. the Indies, the economics of conquest
forced revisions in the king's commands regarding Indian labor, the
Crown relenting in its role as patron of its Indian subjects to the ex
tent of permitting periodic labor drafts from their villages.

The re-

partimiento system was established, and conquest and colonisation pro
ceeded ahead, grounding the standard of Castile oyer half a new world
during the next fifty years.

..

. v ..

... .

The evolution and extension of Hispanic-Mexican labor systems
is quite significant in the history of Anglo-America* s. Southwest.

.

The

peonage system was well established in New Mexico by the time AngloAmerican settlers arrived to take up lands in the Mexican Cession.
■

......

•

.

•...

Far-

......

ther west, however, the vestiges of colonization had been nearly oblit
erated by the outbreak of Apache hostilities, and indigenous groups were
again in control of the region.

The picture of conflict in Arizona was

but a continuation of many scenes of intrusion,.conquest and abandonment
that make up .the panorama of human history in this troubled zone.

v

With .

the Anglo-American advance into this region, the usual chain of cir
cumstances and reactions repeated themselves, giving rise to problems
that beset the vanguard of conquest arid settlement elsewhere in the
Americas, the question of labor being the foremost.
On entering a virtually abandoned region, mine operators were "
faced with the choice of -importing expensive labor from the states or
attempting to utilize Indian labor, at least in ore sorting arid other
simple tasks.

As experience later proved, neither source of labor would

have been satisfactory during the early years .

On a new and promising

frontier, Anglo-Americans were restless in the employ of others arid
tended to work only long enough to grubstake themselves, then struck
off to prospect on their own.

On the other hand, the Pap ago, Pima arid '

other semi-sedentary tribes had not yet developed economies conducive

* '

t'@’ the establishment of complex labor systems such as the Spanish found
in the Valley of Mexico and the Yucatan peninsula.

Nor were they in

clined to adj ust to the regimentation required to work mining and fann
ing enterprises on a large scale.

However, another alternative was open

to Anglo-American enplbyers in southern Arizona at this time.

Second to

their excitement in discovering many untapped silver deposits was their
enthusiasm in finding an abundance of Mexican labor in the villages just
below the border.

■

' ,

''

-'' -

'' 1 '"/;

Students of Southwestern history realize the importance of Mexi
can labor in opening the Arizona frontier arid developing the region into
a modern state.

In this area, tiiey provided a work force trained under

Hispanic-Mexican labor systems to the sustained and coordinated* efforts
required by mining and other large undertakings.

They had a traditional

knowledge of construction techniques and knew how to utilize t h e ...
physical resources of this isolated area, effecting for,their employers
considerable economy in time and expense.

More.important, many o f .them

had experience in working ores of the Arizona-Sonora zone.

These fac

tors are apparent in the history of Mexican labor throughout the,South-,
west.

However, this paper is concerned with unique aspects of the story

as it developed in Arizona.

Where the system of peonage continued in

New Mexico,' adding.fuel to the slavery controversy there,, peonage .did
not return to Arizona to any marked degree following the reopening of. the
mines after the Mexican War.

Though hostility, and resentment against the

advancing Anglo-Americans prevailed, among Mexican families throughout
the Southwest for many years, the Apache threat in Arizona aided in cre
ating a common bond between the two groups, despite the controversy raised
over the pacification and containment of these tribes.

Yet, where Mexi

cans achieved a significant degree of political representation in New

,

Mexico, both in territorial politics and in the writing of the state con
stitution, the union movement and the alien labor issue tended to exclude
Mexicans from the political arena in Arizona.

These are but a few of the

distinct features characterizing the history of Mexican labor in Arizona
during the territorial period.

... .

... .

.v . .

..

.

.

All discussions of social groups ,of the. Americas are menaced
at the outs tart by a terminological tangle, largely due to the. insistence
of the citizens of the United States (del Norte) that only their country
be identified by the name assigned to all the New World by a German
cartographer in honor of the Italian explorer, Amerigo Vespucci.

Con

sequently, writers are led into formulating a string of meaningless

vii

hyphenations, such as, Anglo-Americans, Mexican-Americans, GeraanAmericans, and so on, in order to identify certain national groups
within the United States in contradistinction to other people of the
Americas.

As a rule these distinctions are drawn primarily along cul.. . a

tural or-national lines, Anglo-American pertaining not solely to United
States citizens of English extraction, but to light complexioned peo-

'

:

V

; ' .;

- ; - nv: :■

v,

pie born in the United States and reared in a cultural environment
traditionally Anglo-Saxon in regard to language and social customs.

A

person whose ancestry may include Irish, English, Norwegian, and a dash
of Cherokee, is still considered to be an Anglo-American.

Consequently,

if the cultural interpretation is adhered to strictly,- it is logical
- ■
'' ■"
r
T
'' ' r,:
that an Oriental b o m in the United States and reared in accordance to
prevailing social standards should be designated as an Anglo-American.
For the purpose of this paper, however, it is not important to
narrowly define the term Anglo-American, except to note that it is used
in contradistinction to persons of Mexican extraction, since the basis
for discrimination between workers within the two groups actually lies
in socio-economic rather than purely cultural or racial factors.

By

the same token, it is not actually important to distinguish between
various groups of Mexican ancestry, for whether they were Mexican-Ameri
cans,1resident Mexican aliens who may have lived in Arizona most of their
lives, or Mexican nationals who had recently arrived, they were all
treated largely the same, paid the "Mexican" wage, and usually assigned
to jobs considered by Anglo-Americans as "Mexicans'" work.

However,

this paper attempts to distinguish between them, though this is often
quite difficult.

Other than census takers, few people were interested

viii

i

in ■. differences between the various Mexican groups during the terri
torial period,, and those least concerned with these distinctions were
the Mexicans .themselves.

In,migrating and. remigrating between Sonora.;

and Arizona, they were not entering .or leaving.a foreign land, j They
had known the Arizona-Sonora zone for:generations, th^r had .social and
economic ties on both sides of the line, and it mattered little what
terminology was applied to them s o ;long, as the purpose of life and
living flowed on uninterrupted.

. ...

Largely for this reason, the following

chapters devote considerable space to political and social conditions in
Sonora.

Describing the history of Mexican labor in Arizona:separate from

the events, in Sonora would be no less_difri(^t ani meani^less than at-;
tmpting to study .the course, of life in a -tidal pool without regard,to
the surge of .the surf .adjacent to it. . Mexican immigration and the way
of Mexican life in southern Arizona was constantly influenced by the

.
„

surge and ebb of social pressures.in Sonora and.other states of northern
Mexico.

•

.

.

.

;

Perh^js the most inqportant definition in.this paper is that as- ,,,
signed to the term labor.

As the title.implies, the principal emphasis

is placed upon the contribution Mexican people have rendered while in
the service of an employer.

However, though the.history of Mexican labor

in this region stresses this interpretation,.it is not the intention of
this paper to define labor so narrowly as to ignore the -accomplishments
of independent Mexican prospectors, farmers and businessmen whose labors •
were equally important in developing .this .^ntter.;.;:^e-peopling.of
this area from the south was part of the universal urge to follow the ,
frontier, to escape from the restrictions of life in the older settlements,

ix

and to respond to the challenge of new environments which held the
promise of a better way of life than that left behind.

Whether this

energy in the Mexican frontiersman found its outlet in working indepen
dently as a prospector or a freighter or in working in the employ of
another person is of secondary importance when one considers his total
contribution toward the economic development of Arizona.
In regard to source materials used in writing this paper, con
temporary newspaper accounts constitute the majority.

Though often er

roneous, biased on various questions, and extremely regionalistic in
point of view, the opinions of editors exerted as much influence on a
frontier without government or law as the decisions of the Supreme Court
exert upon our present society.

There is no doubt that the editorials

of the frontier weeklies effected attitudes between employers and their
Mexican workers.

However, their primary merit as a source of informa

tion is that they reflect, perhaps more than any other contemporary
writings, the compulsive emotional environment surrounding the issues
that shaped the course of Mexican labor through the territorial period.
Particularly during the decade following the Gadsden Purchase, news
papers and other periodicals were quite profuse in their infomation
regarding Mexican labor.

Editors were genuinely interested in the

availability of Mexican workers, the number employed at various mines
and ranches, and the types of work to which they were assigned.
end of the 1870's, however, the novelty had worn off.

By the

Editors and other

writers became less specific in their mention of Mexican labor, and
finally census reports alone become posterity* s only evidence that Mexi
can workers had not mysteriously vanished from Arizona.

This is

characteristic of the writings of the latter quarter of the century,
for, by that time, labor and Mexican labor had become synonymous in
the minds of those interested in the economic enterprises of the
Southwest.

V
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CHAPTER I
FRONTIERS IN CONFLICT

\

Lawlessness is a natural manifestation in the evolution o f .

I .

a frontier, and the settlements of Arizona had their share of the
usual criminals and social misfits that infested Abilene, Dodge City,
and other frontier towns.

Though this class was a continual nuisance

in Arizona, its members were birds of passage who usually departed
from the local scene, by one means or another, leaving as their only impression a short-lived story of a holdupi or a shooting, or some

-

other incident which had ceased to be news by the time the type was
set for the next issue of the local'paper.

i

^

In other instances, however,' acts of assault, robbery, or
murder ignited an explosion of fury that flared inteimittently across
the territory for weeks, converting settlements into blatant garrisons
bent more on organizing a campaign of retribution against the social
class to which the criminal belonged than on making certain of the ‘ .
capture of the culprit himself.

These were crimes committed by Mexi

cans, the majority of whom, according to newspapenien and writers of the
time, were Sonoran laborers of a vicious class then being employed in the
mines and ranches of southern Arizona.*^*

Such incidents served as grist

for lengthy editorials urging the speedy organization of the territory,

^Hubert H. Bancroft. History of Arizona and New Mexico. 1530-1888
(San Francisco: The History Company, 1889), p. 503•

1

2
the expulsion of Mexicans from Arizona, the seizure of Sonora, or
•whatever chant happened to ,be pcmular vitii the editor or his readers.. at the moment.

Company agents warned their eastern directors that, --

Mexican workers, while plentiful, were often untrustworthy and treacherous.

Handbooks and guides, while publicising the opportunities for .

settlement in Arizona, also advised settlers and travelers to be prepared against marauding bands of "Sonorians" who were as dangerous as
the Apache, if not even worse, when encountered in isolated areas.,, In
time, the excitement would run its course. - Then, news of another murder
or the theft of some cattle would set the territory ablaze again, reinitiating the same excitement and sequence of reactions.
This circular pattern o f .violence, retribution and agitation
was quite visible in the relations between Mexicans and Americans
during the early, territorial period, and its retarding effect in the
development of Arizona was considerable.

It farmed hatred between the

two groups which at times exceeded that exhibited b y ,them toward the
Apache, whose leaders often used it to their own advantage. . It robbed
the mines and other industries of tiieir labor force as periodic waves
of racism drove both resident and alien Mexican workers back into Sonora
where angered officials soon retaliated by ordering tiie expulsion of
Americans from the state.

■

.

-

<

However, these acts of violence and vengence were not the r e a l .
cause of tiie. hatred which existed between Mexicans and Americans during
this period.

To the contrary, it was the result of the tension .and

suspicion that arise as a natural conseqttonce when the political and
economic motives of two groups are placed in opposition.

Antagonism

and violence were unavoidable in Arizona, for the area not only

• * '<

represented another point of impact between America’s western frontier
and the northern frontier of Mexico but the ultimate frontier of several
Southwestern tribes who gradually sensed the advance of a final conflict.
The internal problems of each group were brought to the forefront in
this clash, directly affecting the relationship between Mexican workers
and their employers as well as the rest of society in Arizona at this
time.
The history of Mexican labor in present Arizona begins during
the turbulent years following the Mexican War.

Half of the republic

had been swept away, and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo forced bitter
decisions upon Mexican families now alienated on their own ranches and
farms by the drawing of the new boundary line.

As resentment and hos

tility mounted between them and the Anglo-American settlers advancing
into the Mexican Cession, the Gadsden Purchase cut again into Mexican

,

territory, extending United State® control over the only areas in
Arizona then settled by Mexican people.

During the decade which followed,

... the meeting of the two peoples in the Purchase area was accompanied by
suspicion and hostility.

!

\

The "gringos" were slow in making their appearance in southern
Arizona, and the Mexican population, then concentrated at Tucson and
along the Santa Cruz Valley, waited uneasily and listened to the rumors
of travellers from Santa Fe who had seen American troops, supposedly on
their way to occupy the Gadsden Purchase.

Eighteen'months passed with

little evidence of Anglo-American immigration.

Bit, with the departure

of the Mexican garrison for Tamris in January, 18j#, apprehension spread

:

4
among the Mexican families.

An American, •who was among some thirty re

cently taking residence in Tucson, said the decamping troops "advised a
number of families to. leave.the.American territory and avoid the brutal
treatment and numerous evils, which th^-.said wero iirflicted by the Aaeri- :1
cans on the Spanish race.wherever t h e .f o m e r had the upper hand,H

Agricul-

ture was neglected b y farmers faced with the prospect of leaving:their larals,
wheat was scarce, and Tucson* s diminishing population of about six hundred
and fifty began to move below the line in increasing numbers. -.Meanwhile, the
American residents looked vainly for the arrival-of the United States troops.
Summarizing the attitude of the Mexican populace, the American resident
added:

.

.

.

.

This /scarcity of food/ added to the ravages and the atrocities
of the Apaches will contribute, not a little to subdue the animosity,
of the Mexicans toward the Americans, and if the U.S. Goverment
,should appoint men to office here who understand the Sonorians, I do
not doubt in the least that it would be an easy task to get more of
those in this vicinity to .favor, annexation. According to. information
which I have received from reliable quarters, the Apaches have driven
. away from the district of San *Ignacio.(forty leagues.from .here-- nine ,
leagues from the line) stock worth $13,0(30 between the first of Janu
ary and the middle of .February. A company of Rangers is, forming .for
the purpose of intercepting all of the stock which the Apaches drive
through this territory on their way to their country in order to get
the salvage from the owners‘in the interior of SonoraT2 "

• 2The writer states there -were thirty •’foreigners” in’Tucson at
this time. However, since he uses the term Mnative families” in reference
to the Mexican residents, it can be safely assumed that the thirty for
eigners were Anglo-Americans or Europeans. His information regarding the
loss of $13,000 worth of stock in the district of SanrIgnacio (now Magdalena)
was probably correct. During the spring and summer of .1856, the Apaches
launched a series of terrible raids in this district and through Arizpe. In
July, the Apaches struck Chinapa, a settlement ten miles northeast of the .
village of Arizpe, killing all but a handful of the inhabitants and burning
the settlement to the extent that it remained evacuated until 186?. In
reference to the Rangers collecting salvage on recovered stock, this was ac
cepted procedure by a law passed by the Sonoran government, February 7, 1850,
which, among other measures directed to control Apache raiding, specified
that owners having stock returned to them would pay rewards ranging from two
reales per head.for minor livestock up to six pesos for horses and twelve
for mules. San Francisco Weekly Chronicle. May 10, 1856. Regarding Apache
depredations, see Francisco R. Almada, Diccionario de Historia, Geografia
y Biografia Sonorenses (Chihuahua: Ruiz Sandoval, printer, 1852), pp.

25, 211.

By August, according to a correspondent of the San Francisco Weekly
'^ '
.......
,
Chronicle, the settlement had reduced to about three hundred persons,
mostly Indians and about thirty to forty Americans,

The latter were then

engaged in keeping stores, bars, and hunting Indians, the Bangers assuming
the latter duty along with collecting salvage on Sonoran herds.

'

''

:/

V;.'

i.
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% e Mexican families who decided to relocate south of the new
boundary had little to look forward to.

At this time, villagers in
.r;. v.;r L- l .

-r--

Sonora were struggling desperately to maintain their crops and livestock
in the midst of civil uprisings and the depredations of the Apaches,
whose raids along Sonora’s northern frontier had reached a degree of
1
destructiveness never witnessed around. Tucson and the Santa Cruz Valley.
,vj - -

Defense had became a village matter, if not a problem the individual had
to face alone.

The state could offer little more than an occasional

volunteer troop, and the federal government, bankrupt and torn by dissident
political factions, had little time to worry about conditions along the
northern frontier.

After defeat in the Mexican War, Santa Anna resigned,

and a parade of unsuccessful governments followed, culminating with the
administration of the liberal Party headed by Ignacio Comonfort.

In an

attempt to devise a national policy which could be adapted to, or at least
superimposed upon, the divergent interests of the country, the liberals
tested several anti-clerical reforms aimed at increasing civil power and
stimulating economic progress through the abolition of clerical and
military immunities arid the sale of church lanls.

The resulting opposi

tion of the church and the army to the liberal program reached its height
with the adoption of the Constitution of 1857, which broadened federal

3August 16, 1856.

6
powers and extended then into the regions,of Mexico.

The nation

;; .. :

crumbled into various liberal and conservative factions, and Mexico ?
plunged into the War of the Reform. ..

.

Tito paralysis, of the Meriean goverment was particularly evi
dent in Sonora where.the threat of foreign domination hardly exceeded
the reality of the political chaos spread

local officials who often

placed Sonoran sovereignty beneath their o m ambitions.

At the time

•

of the,Gadsden Purchase, the governorship of the state was being eon- .
tested, by two. factions led by Ignacio Pesqueira and Manuel Mi .Gandara.
The latter, a conservative dominant in Sonoran politics for the past
twenty years, was finally defeated by Pesqueira in 1 8 ^ .

The victory

was not complete, however, and for over a decade afterward, Pesqueira
constantly drew, upon the resources of the state to meet Gandarist counter
revolts and the uprisings of the Yaqui and Opata tribes over, whom Gandara
exerted surprising influence.

Through this period, life in Sonora was

seldom free of the threat of conscription and confiscation imposed by
the military factions.

Villagers tried to avoid being pressed into

the national guard by changing residence within the state.

:

To eliminate

this, the government notified district officials to keep, a strict

;

register of the population and the military status of the people within

^

SdlctloneN

.- c:.

V-

If.
.. : ■v .Fejrnando Pesqueira, Documentos para la Historia de Sonora ’
(Hennosillo,: Sonora: ‘Biblioteca del Estado). Yol. IV. quoting La
Estrella de Occidente (Ures), August 5» 1859. The above source.is a
typewritten collection.of state proclamations, newspaper articles, etc.
arranged In: chronological: order -in some twenty-five volumes, which were
still being compiled at the; time .this ‘.thesis was written.

7,

weighed heavily upon the economy of the state. ,Apathy increased among
the farmers, ranchers and businessmen, adversely affecting commerce,
which reduced to a system of local barter in vegetables, fruits and
grain.

Along the northern frontier, garrisons were left with a skeleton

force incapable of intercepting the Apache bands that struck below the
':

'

- "•

,:v." v

.

.. ;v vr:;-v/>-■

border with increasing frequency, driving off herds of cattle and leaving
a trail bounded by burning homes and ranches.

As Apache raids intensi

fied, northern Sonorans watched the activities of Americans in Arizona
with growing suspicion.

The Gadsden Purchase had become a hornets*

nest apparently harboring all the forces of adversity endured by the
Sonoran villager.. Through unofficial treaties, the sale of aims, and
the purchase of stolen cattle, American settlers encouraged Apache
raids below the border, and as the Sonoran ranchero surveyed the
smoldering ruins of his home,* he looked northward, his fury magnifying
the guilt of those who lived in peace with the Apache.

v;.

. W

. The problem of Apache raids into Mexico constituted one of the

::: :r , ....

;. :

~

-

V

' . .

:

major sources of. lu>stility.between Sonora and Arizona.

: ■ vlr •

By Article XI

of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo the United States had obligated herself to prevent these raids, punish the participants, and pass laws
prohibiting the purchase of captives or property taken from Mexico.^
But with the signing of the treaty, the Apache increased their raids,
striking below the new botmdazy line and returning again, knowing that

-Tor an evaluation of this treaty, see George P. Hammond (ed.)
The Treaty of Guadalupe-HidalgoFebruary 2. 1846 (San Francisco:
Grabhom Press, 1 9 % ) .
_

Mexican patrols could not pursue them above the border without official

'‘.-1'
permission.

eiiL;; j-

.".'--..V;

'Vr

V.

' .1.: :

.American civil, and military officials were soon convinced

that the goverment could not- uphold its commitments in Article ZI, and
sought to escape them when the Gadsden treaty offered the opportunity to
re-negotiate the question of Apache control.

The.two nations agreed to

abrogate Article XI of the Treaty of Quadalupe-Eidalgo, retaining only
the provisions relating to the purchase of captives and stolen property
which was embodied in Article U

of the new treaty.

To this was added

Article V H I by which both nations agreed ,to cooperate in suppressing
unlawful invasions by the citizens of one power against the territory
of the other.

Though these revisions freed the United States of seme

of her former obligations, they did not remove the problem.
'" '

- •'

''

'

' ' •'

J ■'*

.

..»

..............»

Farther-

i. ‘

i,

-

more, the Gadsden Treaty increased the government's responsibilities by
extending its jurisdiction over practically all of anacherla* as well
as dividing the raiding perimeter of the Western Apache in such a way
that neither Mexico nor the United States could assert effective control
over their raiding parties.

Speaking of the problem the Gadsden Treaty

created in regard to effective pursuit of the Apache, Joaquin Cbrella, head of the Arizne ayuntamiento * wrote to the governor of Sonora, on
- '
. . . :. . . .
:■ . %
c c .

•
•

January 25,1856:
■f ■

.y-

:v.:: : 'f r . , ; f,f'f'

. ..

...f.rf.

f-f:^
.. 0

:
ojhe above informatibh regarding the Gadsden Treaty was drawn
from a photostatic copy of timi original located in the archives of the
Vi •
University of Arizona library/ Tucson,"; Arizona. ;
.
v .
Aoacheria refers to areas occupied hnr the various Apache : "
tribes extending roughly from the middle of Arizona east to the Rio
Granle in Mew Mexico.
v
"
' ■-

9
r ; ,; Ihe ttreaty of Mesilla has deprived us of tills right
;
and with it all hope given us by the compromise we had
% with the United States tiiraugh Article 21 of ,the Treaty
of Quadaltpe. The Gadsden Treaty, we repeat, has. marked
;
again the misfortune of Sonora; through it she has been - r;
deprived of her most valuable lands, through it the
greatest protection has been given to the ^>ache who
launch hostilities from these lands and to the North
Americans themselves who live among them because in -: ■ : :
less than twenty-four hours they cross the boundary,
b
thus the robbers and assassins remain beyond punishment,
f
and in our opinion it is necessary and indispenalble to
:;
garrison the boundary by the best means possible with
sufficient troops which are constantly alert, because
upon this depends the best outcome of their operations:
:
and the defense of the integrity of a state threatened by
filibusterers. v;;: \
v.
- ■, :■
: ^ : --v
: j : v .;1

^

Many factors contributed to the goverment* s failure in pre
venting Apache forays into Mexico:

the distraction of the Civil:War,

the lethargy and disinterest of federal bureaus, the fatal delays in

.

the fulfillment of the flimsy agreements drawn up with Apache tribes.

,

However, most damaging to an effective Indian policy in the Southwest
was the belief among officials that the sovereign nations concept,

• .

, Pesqueira, Vbl.. H I , 1850-56, see.letter, Corella to the governor,
tfres, January 25, 1856. Corella*s inqilication of an alliance between the
Apache.and Arizona* s ”filibusterersH is typical of tiie suspicions held by
Sonorans, often with justification, during tills period, and persist in the
writing of some of their historians to the present time. With considerable
emotion,’ Laureano Calve Berber writes, "The cursed war with the United
States brought to a peak the already anguished condition of the inhabitants
of northern Mexico; since, losing our states of New Mexico and Alta
California,' Yankee pressure upon the Indian territories became daily more
intense, forcing them to find subsistence through pillage and in the
direction which presented the least obstacles, that is to say, upon Mexi
can territory, with the further aggravation that, very far from complying
with the obligation imposed in clause,3a of the Treaty of Guadalupe, to
guard the frontier and prevent,' whenever possible, the incursions of the
barbarians toward Mexican soil, the North American government permitted
unscrupulous traders to establish themselves at various crossings of the
Colorado River who controlled the trade in property robbed by the Apache,
supplying them witii equipment, aims and munitions." Nociones de Historia
de Sonora. Publications of the Goverment of Sonora (Mexico, D.F.:
Idbreria de Manuel Porrua, 1958),p. 50.
■ > 'v
> ;n .
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successful to scene extent in relations with eastern tribes,- might
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This concept as

sumed that an Apache tribe was a nation led by men authorized to speak for
the group as a whole.

It also attempted to treat Apache raids as though

they were a fora of organized warfare directed toward an end which could
be attained by treaty rather than fighting.

In both cases this was a

mistake.
Unlike the Iroquois or seme of the plains tribes, the Apache
had no formal political organization with chieftains capable of nego
tiating treaties which would bind upon more than a haniful of warriors.
Apache tribal divisions were broken up into roving bands, and these into
local groups of three to six families.

The members of each group generally

looked to an elder or a man of ability when a decision was required and,
as long as his leadership proved satisfactory,1 regarded him as the head
man of the group.

In some instances, hereditary or elected chiefs con

trolled an entire band which, when faced by a common enemy, might unite
with other bands under the leadership of an appointed "war chief," but
once the crisis was over, the alliance would dissolve, each band re
suming its former independence and dividing again into scattered local
groups in order to facilitate,* hunting and foraging activities. 9
This informality in Apache government, as well as the custom of

Ralph H. Ogle, Federal Control of the Western Apaches. 18481886 ("Historical Society of New Mexico: Publications in History," Vbl.
IX; Albuquerque; University of New Mexico Press, 1940), pp. 23-24..
His sources on political organization include Clark Iftssler, "The Apache
Indian." The Target. LXXXIll (1923), 5; Granville Goodwin, "The Social
Divisions and Economic life, of the Western An aches. *1 American Anthropolo
gist. XXXVI (1935), pp.-55-57; p. E. Goddard, Tndians of the Southwest.
American Museum of Natural History, Handbook Series No. 2 (New York: 1913),
p. I63.
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raiding, were to a great extent shaped by environment.

To exist In the

Southwest, Indigenous groups had to choose between a precarious agricul
tural economy or one derived from hunting and gathering.

The Apache

followed the latter, and though local groups often engaged in simple
agriculture, this was never developed on a scale conducive to the forma
tion of larger semi-sedentary social units with more complex and cen
tralized forms of government.

The band remained the largest social unit,

and when their environment failed to support economic needs, various
local groups joined in raiding the villages of the Pima, Papago, or
other semi-sedentary tribes.
The importance of raiding to the Apache economy is reflected
in an early report made by Captain A. V. Bowman, who was sent to investi
gate an Apache raid launched for no apparent reason upon the town of
Bona Ana, Hew Mexico.

He stated that the Apaches were facing a failure

in game supply and explained to him, "We must steal from somebody; and
if you will not permit us to rob the Mexicans, we must steal from you,
or fight you."10
Apache culture strikes to the forefront in this remark, which
differentiates between raiding and warfare.
beyond purely economic ends.

The raiding pattern went

On minor sorties, youths were trained and

conditioned for the day they would accompany the warriors on prolonged
forays deep into Mexico.

Much of Apache ceremonial was rooted in the

^Ogle, p. 31 quoting Bowman to Army Quartermaster, April 21,
1850, 31'Gong., 2 sess., S. E. D. no.l, Vbl. I, pp. 295-297.

12
raiding complex—

the victory feast, acquisition and distribution of

plunder, social status and prestige.
could be attained b y treaty.

To the Apache, none of these

Nor could raiding be eliminated from

his way of life without crisis.

Where warfare was directed toward a

particular enemy and with a specific aim in mind, terminating either
with victory and defeat,' or b y compromise, the objectives of raiding
were not so clearly defined.

Though the Apache had traditional enemies,

raids were not directed against the foe alone, for the Apache often
raided each other.

And they alternated their raids between various

villages, depending upon which of them had the most to offer in the
way of food, captives, and booty.

It was not the purpose of the Apache

to annihilate, expel, or completely subjugate their prey.

This would

defeat the economic and cultural ends achieved through raiding.
To a certain extent, this custom was self-perpetuating, for
in order to make up the continual losses sustained during these incur
sions, more raids were launched to replenish their supply of horses and
to bring back women and children to be taught Apache ways and ultimately
replace warriors killed in the past.

Due to this constant drain on

their manpower, the Apache seldom risked themselves in organized war
fare with surrounding tribes, and when forced into an open encounter with
a foe bent on revenge, they were often defeated.

Instead, the Apache

developed a system of hit-and-run skirmishes, utilizing terror and
terrain to confuse their adversaries during attacks, and at other times,
dividing the foe with Tartar-like diplomacy, employing threat toward one,

13
pacific overtures toward another, while the rancheria of a third
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enemy ally might still be smoldering in the adjacent v a l l e y . ...
Mexican settlements with their cattle and storehouses made
excellent targets for Apache incursions.

VBLth the internal chaos that

followed the Mexican Revolution of 1810. the Indian policy of the
colonial period collapsed.

An uncontrolled wave of Apache raids broke

across the northern frontier, killing an estimated 5,000 Mexican settlers
during the years 1820 to 1835 and driving 4,000 more out of the .region,
in northern Sonora, only the presidios of Tucson and Tobao remained,
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pressures of their social and physical environment, the years prior to
the Gadsden treaty must have brought to their rancherxas an economy of
glut and to each warrior a prestige unequalled in the legends of the
past, thus exaggerating the importance of raiding in the Apache mind.
if not entrenching it deeper in their.culture.
Hatred also worked to reinforce the raiding 'pattern, transforming
it, by 1850, to a form of retributive warfare against Mexico}
ferocity of the Apache counterattack—

In the

driving the Mexicans beyond the

frontiers of apacheria, south to Fronteras, south to Magdalena, •smashing

,
^Ibid., p. 16 quoting John G. Bourke, “Notes and News,"
American Anthropologist. VIII (1895), p. 288; ¥. Turner, "The Fearless
Caches," National Republic. XVI (Jan., 1929), p. 39*
^Bancroft, p. 403
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back the encroachments of two centuries-- an enmity developed between
the two groups that motivated, acts of violence far more irrational than
those engendered by conflict over the calculated ends of raiding or war
fare.

In 1S59, during a discussion with an American agent at Apache Pass,

the Coyotero chief, Francisco, asked if the Apache would still be per
mitted to steal from. Sonora in the event that the United!States took
the state from Mexico.

The agent answered that he thought'not, to which

the old chief replied that #as long as he lived and had a warrior to
follow him, he would fight Sonora, and he did not care if the Americans
did try to stop it, he would fight till he was killed.

With the

;

outbreak of hostilities;above the border, in 1861, the Apache turned
against both intruders, their hatred merging into a cult of vengehce
which appears to have transcended all former motives in raiding and
warfare.

A traveller later told of the experiences of a Mexican muleteer

who spent his youth as a captive of the Chiricahuas and understood their
concept of vengence:

_

■

•

'

;

He had seen tears flow from the eyes of the Apaches braves
at recital of their wrongs by the White and Mexican. "There is,"
say they, "no justice for us, either among Mexicans or Americans;
they have so often lied to us, and deceived us into believing
their most solemn promises,for the purpose of gain, that we can
not trust them anymore." Having thus stated they fall into the
idea that "God made the Apache to murder and rob his despoilers,"
and act upon it to the utmost of their power, a la the holy
;•
prophets of God around Sinai. Lex,talionis isTthe Apache law.
,
% e y frequently pass two or three days without eating or drinking,
and driven at length to desperation from hunger or thirst, attack

"^Weekly Arizonian (Tobac). July 14, 1859

15
remorselessly tiie first ranch or .train that gives promise of
relieving their immediate necessities.l4
Goverment agents made several attempts to conclude formal
treaties with leaders of these tribes, the most significant being that
negotiated by Colonel E. V. Sumner with Mangas Coloradas and other
Apache chiefs at Santa Fe in 1852* since this treaty finally made men
tion of United States obligations in Article XI of the Guadalupe Treaty
regarding prevention of raiding in Mexico.

After the Santa Fe treaty,'

however. Congress largely discontinued its efforts to meet the Apache
problem and returned to the slavery question, leaving the settlers to
shift as they could in their relations with the Apache.

In view of the

government* s lack of support, Arizonans found themselves in much the
same plight as the isolated Mexican villagers below the border.

Con-

sequently, they followed the precarious course of seeking protection
through concluding private treaties with local Apache bands.

Where the

goverment failed at treaty-making bii a tribal scope, Arizona miners
and ranchers struck bargains with local groups which proved generally
successful, providing economic ends could be served by raiding elsewhere.

^Arizona Star (Tucson), April 25, 1878.
^-^For treaty provisions, see Charles J. Happier, (ed.), Indian
Affairs: Laws and Treaties. Vol. H , 57th Cong. 1st Sess., Senate Doc.
No. 452, (Washington: U.S. Goverment Printing Office, 1903, pp. Wt-45.
Previous treaties had merely stipulated that the Indians should deliver
up Mexican prisoners. J. Fred RLppy, "The Indians of the Southwest in the
Diplomacy of the United States and Mexico; 1848-53." Hispanic American
Historical Beview, H (August, 1919), P* 375- In fact. Mangas Coloradas
was not even made aware of the provisions regarding prisoners until his
meeting with Bartlett* s boundary commission in June, 1851. John R.
Bartlett, Personal Narrative of Explorations (New York: D. Appleton & Co.
1854), Vol. I, pp. 312-14.
■•
.
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Indian agent. Dr. lEeha&L Steck, negotiated the principal
treaties between private parties in Arizona and the Apaches.

,

On his

arrival in Apache country west of the Rio Grande, Charles D. Poston,
head of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Ckaapany's Initial expedition to
Tubac, Arizona, arranged through Dr. Stock for a meeting with several
Apache chiefs at the Pinal camp near the Santa Rita del Cobre mines.
Gifts were exchanged and, as Poston later recalled. Stack told the
Apaches “that they must not steal any of my stock nor kill any of m y
men.

The chiefs said they wanted to be friends with the.Americans,

and would not molest us if we did not interfere with their •trade with
Mexico. •

On this basis

ve made, a treaty and the Apaches kept it.

During this period, there was much ooiacem with protection to the Over
land Boad due to increasing westward immigration aid the importance of
the road to Arizona’s settlement.

Dr. Steck, who was among those favoring

a pacific policy with the Apaches, continued unofficially cultivating
friendship among various tribes.

In December 1858, he met with the

Chiricahuas near Apache Pass and received their premise not to molest
traffic on the Overland Road.

17

Three months later, he made a similar

agreement at Canyon del Oro near Tucson, on March 20, 1859» when he
met with three hundred Pinal chiefs and warriors reported as representing some 3,000 Indians.
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Charles D. Poston, ’’Biilding a State in Apache Land,"
Overland Monthly. H I T . (August, 1894), pp. 204-05♦ '
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^Ogle, p. 41
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Meanwhile, Cochise aimed and prepared his raids into Mexico
in full view of station agents and officials at Apache Pass who listened
to his warriors boast of long raids into Mexico and their plans to sack
Fronteras, Bacoachi, or seme other Sonoran village on their return trip.^
At Fort Buchanan, established on the Sonoita River a few miles north of
the Patagonia mines, all was quiet, except for incidental interest
stirred by the sight of raiding parties passing on their way up the
Sonoita toward the border.

Commanding officer. Captain R. S. Ewell,

remained largely absorbed in toe exploitation of the Patagonia Mine,
of which he was a part owner.

As military commander in this area.

Captain Ewell discharged his duties quite admirably, considering the
apathy of toe government toward affairs in Arizona and the fact that
circumstances often forced him to assume toe role of both military and
civil administrator in an area that' had neither law nor government.
However, his conduct in regard to toe Apache and toe affairs of the

;

fort was indicative of official indifference toward effective military
control of the Apaches in this region.

The extent to toidi toe Patagonia

Mine distracted Ewell's attention is illustrated in his following r e - marks.

Speaking of his interest in toe property, he wrote to his

niece, Elizabeth Ewell of Maryland, on August 10, 3858:
I have been offered $1,000, having at the time expended
about $100;....If toe college regulations are altered so
that toe Governor resigns, you can toll him there are five
openings here /presumably at toe fort/. The Chaplaincy is
vacant and no questions asked of the applicant, pay $1,200

^ Weekly Alta California. May 21, 1859;
June 9» 1859.
""
~

Weekly Arizonian.

;

18

.

with house and fuel, and provisions at eastern prices. We
want a scientific manager for the mine, good wages with-a
chance for outside speculation....If I can clear by the mine
$10,000, I shall'take ay line of march for tito States and
settle down; It sometimes gives me Chills for fear that it
may turn out a failure— more from the wise "I thought so"
of friends than the loss of m o n e y . ^
Needless to say, the condition of the fort and the morale of

the troops were chaotic.

The physical appearance of the post hardly

justified its designation as a fort, being a scattered collection of
adobe buildings without a stockade through which Apaches prowled at
night, requiring the men to carry their pistols drawn as a precaution
when travelling between their quarters after dark.

For some time after

its establishment, the garrison consisted mainly of infantry.

later,

two companies of dragoons were added, mounted on w o r k o u t horses and
mules and aimed with eight different types of guns but issued only one
type of ammunition.

The troops did not exert themselves to recover

stock stolen by the Indians, and they were even less inclined to pursue
1
21
and punish them for such acts.

Consequently, the Apaches soon

learned that there was little to,fear from Fort Buchanan, and in June,
1861, when tiie troops sallied forth.for their first real encounter with
'
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^ P . G. .Hamlin,(ed. ). .The Making of a Soldier. Letters of General
R. S. Ewell CRichmond. Va. : . Whittet (S: SheDPer3on. l93 5 L pp. W -86.
^■kllement W. Eaton, "Frontier Life in Southern Arizona, 2858-1861,
The Southwestern Historical Quarterly. XXXVI (January. 1933)* p. 191.
22Ray Brandes, "A Guide to the History of the U. S. Army Installa
tions in Arizona, 1849-2886," Arizona and the West; I (Spring, 1959), p. 49.
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However, at the Patagonia Mine, located in the same v a H e y twelve miles
south of the fort, the owners had. protected their interests by pro- =

,

visioning Apache raiding parties, idiich often stopped there for this
purpose.
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fore the (kogragihioal Socie^" in New T o A , February 3, 1859:
The i^aehe Indian is pr^aring S o m r a for the rule of a
higher civilization tiaan tiie Mexlean. In the past half cetitury the Mexican element has disappeared from what is now
called Arizona, before the devastating career of the Apache.
It is every day retreating farther south, leaving to us (idien
the time is ripe, for our own possession) the territory without
the population. 2**
.
Other settlers were dubious as to the final outcome of sudh tactics.
Criticizing the above treaties, the editor of the Weekly Arizonian
warned:
The ill effects of the policy adopted by our government
toward the Apaches are beginning to tell upon the people of
this Territory. We make treaties with the Indians to protect
ourselves, and at the same time allow them to plunder our
jxineighbors across the line, which they do to an extent almost
beyond belief. The whole State of Sonora is ravaged by
marauding bands of Apaches, who find safe retreat, and often a
market for their booty, in Arizona Territozy. • .It is, in fact,
nothing more nor less than legalized piracy upon a weak and
defenseless State, encouraged and abetted by the United States
government; and mark the consequences: The Mexicans retaliate
upon us, and steal.back their plundered stock, or its equivalent,
whenever the opportunity offers.25
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Sjylvester Howry, Arizona and Sonora. 3rd ed. (New York:
Harper & Bros., 1864), p. 33%
2^ r i l 28, 1859.
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Herman Ehreriberg, a local mining engineer, pointed to the outcome of

Speaking of the recent treaty with the Final Apaches, he said:
If we hate the Mexicans, or if we want to take their
: ooantry, we want no blood-thirsty sava^s to do the work
>
for us, or to injure them. Die United States is strong
enough to fight her own battles..••The consequences of
■
<
this treaty must be the creation of bitter feeling all
along the frontier /of thej State of Sonora. It must
foster thieving in our country, unpunished by the authori
ties in Sonora, because we do not punish the Indian assassin
and robber for his crimes in Sonora, and by his crossing
the line, virtually protect and harbor-him. ...Ho quiet,
‘
industrious Mexican will venture himself and family in
our midst under the circumstances, to live for work; *
and if any hands at all come up, they will be the outcasts,
the lazy, the desperadoes, in fact the worse than good for *
^
nothings. How can mining prosper under such circumstances,
and how the whole couhtxy?^”
:r :
>.
• ■ .:
Moreover, the security afforded by these private treaties was
as meager as it was selfish, for safety depended perilously on the be
havior of the individuals involved.

A drunken act, a display of

bravado, or a foolhardy decision on the part of some greenhorn could
forfeit the lives of all.

However, originated to serve private

interests, the alliance was destined to collapse in the fulfillment
of this cause.

On February 4, 1861, Cochise was arrested by Lieutenant

Has coo of Fort Buchanan under the charge of stealing a yoke of oxen
and kidnapping a boy, both of which belonged to John Ward. ‘The
Chiricahua chief said his men might have taken Ward’s stock, believing
they .were Mexican cattle, but he knew nothing of the disappearance of
Ward’s boy, Mickey Firee*'

There is little reason to believe that the
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boy was kidnapped, and the only one who appeared convinced of it was

26Ibld; June 2, 1859.
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Ward himself.

According to Poston, Ward beat the boy, causing him to

rod away in 1858.
taking him.

Some three years later, Ward charged Cochise with

lieutenant Bascca believed him aixi acted in haste. ’

In commenting on the incident, Poston’s associate, Raphael Pumpelly,
makes no reference to Ward by name, nor does he question his charges.
However, he states that Bascom* s conduct of the interrogation of

'

Cochise provoked "an uncalled-for war with the Apaches,” and pointed
out that the only interpreter at the meeting with Cochise "was the
American /Ward7 who was directly interested in the result.

It is

also significant to note that at this time it was already being rumored
that the troops at Fort Buchanan were due to be recalled to the east be
cause of the approaching conflict with the southern states.

Ward,

whom Poston described as a drunk with a hay contract at Fort Buchanan,
was one of several settlers financially interested in keeping the post
activated, though it is hardly conceivable that they would pursue this
end to the point of provoking a war with the Apaches.
the result.

However, this was

Cochise, realizing his denials could hardly surmount the

impasse presented by such a hearing, slashed his way through the side
of the conference tent.

The Indians who failed to escape this meeting

,became the victims of a senseless retaliation that docmied a thousand
lives above; and below the border during the next decade.^
'1
^Poston, Overland Monthly. XXIV (September. -1894). no. 291-94.
^Raphael Pumpelly, Across America and Asia. 4th ed. (Hew York:
Leypoldt & Holt, 1870;, p. 16
^Neither Poston nor Pumpelly recall the exact dates of Cochise’s
arrest, except.that it occurred in the spring of 1861. Consequently, I
cite the date February 4, 1861, which appears in an article referring to
the incident in the Ins Angeles Times. February 16, 1861.

r Added to the despair. Soiwrans felt in the face of continual
Apache depredations was the fear that the havoc of these raids would
add weight to the plea of American expansionists who argued that the
cause of humanity and civilization ,demanded United, States occupation of
Sonora.*^

Few events occurring in the Sbuthwest at this time were free

of the undercurrent of agitation to take Sonora.

The act was justified,

according to the thinking of the time, as the next logical step in the
fulfi llment of manifest destiny.

However, even William Walker, Henry

Grabb and other American adventurers felt their crusades into Sonora would
be best prefaced by humane overtures, the grounds for which were made
abundant by the depredations of the Apache.

After Walker’s abortive at-

tempt to seize lower California in 1853» idiere he descended upon the port
of La Paz and proclaimed it the capital of the "Republic of Sonora and
•Lower California, " he explained that his intention in Sonora was to establish a military.colony to protect the state’s northern frontier from
31
the Apaches. -

The French filibusterer. Count Raousset de Boulbon,

advance Ids attack on & > m r a through similar premises, during the

^ D r . John Denton Hall, a noted annexationist of the period, adorned
economic motives in seizing Sonora with the following sanctimonious over
tones: "After so many years' residence among them, I naturally feel an
interest in their welfare, firmly believing that the grain of gold among
so much dross is worthy of seeking out, and will repay the finders. The
United States could do it, and would to God it should be so..." But the
Apache had to be utterly destroyed. Hall continued, in order to "gain the
external gratitude and friendship of the people, and the annexation of
one of the richest countries in the known world, which will serve as
another connecting link of the great chain of commerce with the Indies."
50-51*
Pesqueira, IT, quoting La Estrella de Occidente. June 22, i860.

J
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following year, •^ileh were;receivod-witii ap^Laase

by some "orphans of

the frontier,# as -the editor of EL Sonorense caastically described tlwse
claiming to:support the plan for reasons of p r o t e c t i o n ^

The invasions

of this period, which J ; Fred Rippy calls the "Golden Age of the AngloAmerican' •Filibus terers,*33 culminated with- the melodramatic filibuster
of Henry' A. Grabb,’whose party invaded Sonora in 1857•

Though Sonorans

met this crisis effectively, the Incident created such hostility that

-

some of the mines in Arizona had to suspend work due to lack of labor
and supplies from Sonora.

Arizona contributed her share of jingoists to

this ill-fated expedition which, in its origin and sudden end, reflected
the turbulence of the border as well as the uncertainly of Sonoran
politics during this period.
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Married to a member of the Afnza family, Crdbb acccHapanied his

brother-in-law, Augustin Ainza, during an interview with Governor Aguilar
of Sonora early in May, 1856.

They represented themselves as precursors

of Don Jesus Islasj agent of colonization in California, who was among
many reportedly disturbed over the discrimination suffered by their
ccaapatriots there and wished to obtain financial aid in repatriating .
those wanting to return to Sonora.

According to Ainza, some five hun- ’

dred Sonorans were already leaving California and would arrive at the

■■■■32goraC£0 sobarzo, Cronica de la Aventura de Raousset-Boulbon
en Sonora (libreria de Manuel Porrua, Mexico, D.F., 195h), p. 80.
^*An^lo-American KJifc^ters iuad the Gadsden Treaty." Hispanie
American Historical Review. V, (May, 1922), p. 155. Hippy’s article
covers the period 1848 to 1857. For a complete account of the Crabb fili
buster, see Robert H. Forbes, Crabb's Filibustering Expedition into
Sonora. 1857 (Tucson: Arizona Silhouettes, 1952).

Colorado crossing on Hay 15, where they -would wait until means were pro
vided for their relocation on the rorthern frontier of Sonora.

Lacking

official information on the matter, Aguilar dismissed the conspirators
with the promise that aid would be provided after a decision was made
on the extension arid location of the land to be colonized."^
At this time. General Gandara held the balance of political and
military power in the state.

In order to enlist help in Gandara1s over

throw, Pesqueira agreed tb grant Crabb and his followers certain coloniza
tion and mining concessions along the northern frontier.

During the sum

mer, however, Governor Aguilar was displaced by Bamdn Enolnas, who had
the support of the Gandara faction.; Meanwhile, due to Ainza's indiscre
tion, the plot was discovered.

In July, La Voz de Sonora made public

several letters which Ainza had mailed to the San Francisco Chronicle
... " ■
denouncir^ the violent persecution of Mexicans in California at the hands
of a "gang of North American bandits who fattened themselves on robbery
and assassination in defiance of their authorities."

The Sonoran editor

commented that it s eased strange that Ainza zppeared to be the only mem
ber of his family, then residents of California, who was so affected by
these h o r r o r s O n discovery of the true intent of the pint, Ainza and
and others were arrested,’ only to be freed when Pesqueira and others re
fused to divulge the information needed -to convict them.

- ;

:

^ At this interview, Ainza also asked for a reimbursement of
nearly three thousand pesos, supposedly already spent by the "Casa Ainza
y Hermanos* of San Jose;' California, toward the repatriation project.
Berber, p. .193.
^ Pesqueira, Vol. H I , 1650-56," quoting La Voz de Sonora. July 4,
1856
^Berber, 194-96.

By this time, however, the plot had gone past the point of re
turn.

Having returned to California, Or abb recruited a company of forty-

niners and hangers-on who had drifted into San Francisco from the placer
fields of the Sacramento valley.

Making provisions for other reinforce-;

Bents, he bad already sailed down to San Pedro with about hinty men and
marched overland,' crossing the Colorado below Fort Yuma and entering
Sonora in mid-March^ 1857.

Just prior to crossingthe line. Orabb sent a

detachment up the, Gila River to Tucson to enlist recruits, which were to
join the main body below the line.

When they passed through Tubac,

Colonel.Douglas.warned thea^r "Boys,: unless you can carry men enough to
w
whip both sides, never cross the Mexican Idme," •' . . . : »;
: ..

5.-Meanwhile the iusual transformations in Sonoran politics con-

firmed the wisdom of. the old caapaigner.

.- -

Pesqueira had quelled the Gan-

dara uprising, ,and due to the sickness of Jose de Aguilar, Pesqueira was
virtually, governor of Sonora.

To further alter the picture,f the writing of

the liberal constitution was completed in February,' elections were now in
order, and liberal factions,.among whom Pesqueira counted himself, trem
bled with patriotic anticipation for the dawn of a new era in Mexican
nationalism.

-

At this moment, Henry:Crabb was struggling southeastward a-

cross the Sonoran desert toward Caborca, unaware that recent events had
altered his role in Sonoran history'from that of Anglo-American ally to
' that of hated gringo interventionist.
With the governorship of Sonora all but guaranteed, Pesqueira
was neither concerned with Cfcabb’s assistance n o r :with the brevets to be

37poston, Overland Monthly^

(August, 1894),' p. 213.

von by personally attending to his annihilation.

Instead, he issued

a proclamation exhorting all Sonorans to "Shotr no mercy, no generous
sentiments toward these hounds."

The order was complied with when a

troop of national guard and a division from the frontier of the Moctezuaa
district converged on the Crabb party at Cabdrca where, under the fire
of the townsmen, they had fortified themselves in some buildings across
from the church. On April
■. and were executed.

6, after a four day siege, they surrendered

The sequel to the Crabb filibuster was one of rescuing parties
< •>.

from Tucson arriving too late at the scene of the Caborca massacre,
their disorganized flight northward through the mesquite" thickets of
Pitiquito, pursuit and capture by the Mexican troops, and more executions,
four of which took place above the Arizona line, according to the writers
of President Buchanan* s third annual message.

In all its aspects the

affair touched directly upon general issues and fed popular appetites.
Therefore, it was duly added to the long list of reasons why Sonora
should be absorbed by the United States.
However, Sonora1s greatest danger lay in what might be described
as official filibustering raids conducted bn Mexico City by American
diplomats.

In this arena, Sonorans were.helpless to defend themselves

against the "Colossus of the North."

Wars, treaties, and official

3®Forbes, pp. 15-16.
James D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers
of the Presidents. 1789-1897. Vol. V, Government Printing Office, Washing
ton, D. C. 1$97, p. 565. On March IS, nineteen days before the massacre
of Crabb*s party, twenty-five Mexicans attacked the home of an American
named Dunbar, near Sonoita, and killed four sick men left behind by
Crabb. Arizona Sentinel. May 25, 1878.
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negotiations had pressed- the northern frontier continnally nearer.

In

1851, nhen Bartlett1s boundary commission proceeded on the westward sur
vey of the Guadalupe Hidalgo line, they meticulously scanned the interior
of Chihuahua and Sonora, noting mountain passes, water courses, and
stretches of timber, all of which pointed nut conclusively, that the
ideal route for a railroad lay south of the Gila River boundary already
agreed to by the Guadalupe Treaty.
this that

James Gadsden ims so .convinced of

went to Mexico City prepared to lay down an ultimatum.

"Gentlsmmr, * he saidi completely losing control of himself at one point
durir% the negotiations, "it is w w time to recognize that the Valley of
Mas ilia in question must belong to the United States /either^ for a ....

r

stipulated indemnity, or because we shall take it."

4o

The politicians

at Mexico Cily chose indemnity to the amount of ten million dollars.
Bit, Bartlett* s side e^editions had v^tured into Soiwra as far as the
port of Guayaas, the prize of American annexationists.
where the [concessions at Mexicp City might end?

Who could guess

Anxiety rose from past

realities, ■and Sonorans watched their northern frontier restlessly, ,
feeling that their land had become part of an expendable north march
they would ultimately have to defend alone, if they were to keep their
'homes.-.':'

.-> ,

-c:

^Rippy, MA Ray of light on the Gadsden Treaty,w
Historical Quarterly. XXEV (January, 1921), p. 241. The
was added by Hippy in translating the above passage, the
he indicates as Genaro Garcia, Documentos Inedltos o muy
Historia de Me.lico. Vol. U , pp., idSZll.

,

Southwestern
word in brackets
source of which
raros para la
.^
\
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:

Early In 2B57» the California press circulated an article' to

the effect that President Coaionforb was preparing to sell lower Califor
nia, S o m r a and part of Chihoahua to the T M t e d :States as a means o f alleviating financial problems in his government.

Infuriated by the

thought of having -their state sold from beneath them,' Sonorans set up
a defiant clamor:

c

‘ ;'r.:

•••* .

We do not believe such,an ignominious transaction will take
place,’ since we have more faith in Comonfort* s patriotism, but
if such a. threat does materialize before the peace of our gmer-r
ous people,’ through a monstrous expatriation, may all the land
ceded be covered first with our blood and that of its iniqui
tous accomplices,: before theJSexican people permit such ignominy,
to repeat itself here again.
5:
Pesquelra* s first act, following his.election as .constitutional
governor, was to direct a note dated October 9 to the congress of the
state, urging them to register official protest against the idea of
separating Sonora from the Republic.

Later, Comonfort discredited the
• •*• i‘ ‘ ■v-.
I, ^
'
mm \ ■ ......
..
^
rumor as propaganda originated by the enemies of the Reform.
But this
■ ;1

'‘

1

•»" - .»*• *-

*

’

.....

assurance bore little comfort for Sonora.

President Buchanan's aggres

sive policy toward Latin America was as relentless as it was notorious.
Not satisfied with the territorial gains resulting from two treaties
within a decade, he continued bargaining for more of northern Mexico.
When this approach proved unsuccessful, his methods became obscure.
Writing in 1880, Charles D. Poston told of a trip he made with
Herman Ehrenberg back to New York and Washington, D. C.,' during the

*■-;*
-• - 1'1
'',■••• ' '' '> . .
"Tesqueira,1 Vol. IV, quoting Puerto de la Paz. March 3# 1857«
^ B a m d n Corral.' El General Ignacio Pesquelra (Hermosillo:
Imprenta del Estado, 1900),' pp. 6-7.
.

winter of .1857-58,

Exough Poston was concerned primarily witti obtaining

special medical treatment for an eye infection, he and Ehrenberg,spent
considerable time publicizing the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company* s
work in Tabac,u as irell as the general mining prospects in northern
Sonora, "laying this infomation before capitalists
/who/ listened to the silver story of Sonora."

and even statesmen

;»

Enlarging upon the signi

ficance of this trip, Poston comfcitmed: ~
^
^
..
’
' ' ' .
y
"' '
■...... .'
- ... imong other secrets it, may now be told that President Buchanan
and his cabinet, at the instigation of powerful capitalists in
. Hew York and New England, had agreed, to occupy northern Sonora
by the regular aray and submit the matter to Congress afterwards.
.Ben McCullough was sent out as agent to select the military line,
and Robert Rose was sent as consul to Goayaas with an American
.
flag p r ^ a r e d expressly to W i s t over % a t interesting seaport
tpon receiving proper orders.^3
Though Buchanan may not have intended to carry such a plan into effect,
Poston* s statement may reveal the motive behind several official actions
culminating with the expulsion of Americans from Sonora and a threat
to bombard Guaymas in 1859•

From, early 1858 through 1859, the agita

tion to annex Sonora shifted increasingly toward Washington, D. C.,
where it became an issue between northern and southern blocs, and after
ward, between Congress and Buchanan Mmself.

"

‘

On February 17, 1S58 ,1 Senator Sam Houston wrapped the annexa
tion question into a hemispheric package which he presented as a resolu
tion to establish

an "efficient protectorate by the United States over

the states of Mexico, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, and
San Salvador...," for the purpose of assuring order and good government
,,
' ■ " V.
, r■•
: .■ ■
,
/UL
there.
Though Sumner attacked Houston’s resolution as an instrument

^Arizona Weekly Star. February
^U.S., Congressional Globe.

1880.

'

35th Cong., 1st Sess.,1858,’jp.735-37.
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to foster the filibustering spirit, it was taken up again on April 20,
amended at Houston’s request, to include only the Republic of Mexico.
The Committee on Foreign Relations, he argued, should inquire into ex
pediting the bill due to the political anarchy and Indian depredations
in Mexico, advising that this condition would be best alleviated by
placing United States troops there at an estimated cost of about $6,000,000
for a tern of ten years.
tion as .amended.

At this meeting, the Senate adopted.the;resolu-

On June 2, Houston again brought up the resolution

and insisted-on a vote, which showed the Senate against further considera
tion of the resolution by a count of sixteen, to thirty-two.

It is inter

esting to note, however, that while northern legislators were generally ' ,
opposed to territorial acquisitions that might favor the South, the vote
did not follow regional lines. ,The northern states were represented by
eight of tiie sixteen senators favoring the resolution, among which were
Hale of Hew Hampshire, Simons of Rhode Island, andjboth Pugh and Wade of
Ohio, >tiie home state of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company then working the silver mines of Tubac, Arizona, under Poston’s management.
With.this setback, the supporters of Houston’s proposal;pared
down their objective again and pursued it by other means.

On November 22,

Robert Rose was commissioned as the United States Consul at Guaymas.^
-- — —

— —

v

:
PP* l679-82.

^Ibid..

‘\:.d

r
.

...

"

0.,

p. 2630.

'On request of author. Senator Carl Hayden wrote to the State
Department for information on Rose and McCullough which revealed Rose’s
assignment on the above date. The famed Texas marshal, Ben McCullough,
was reappointed as U. S. Marshal for the district of Texas on June 3* 1858,
following a temporary appointment since April 9 of the preceding year.
However, he had served as marshal from 1853 on, so his appointment in
June, 1858, was no doubt routine. Letter to Senator Hayden from Wayne
C. Grover, National Archives and Records Service, Washington, D. C.,
July 10, 1959.

>1
Two weeks later, in his second a n m a l message, on December 6, President
Buchanan restated the essential points of Hooston's resolution, discus
sing at length-the problems of lawlessness in northern Mexico and giving
special emphasis to the need of effective control over the Apache.
concluded!

--v:,; ■

— v :-

He

_____________ _

I can imagine no possible remedy for these evils and no mode
of restoring law and order on that remote and unsettled frontier
but for the Government of the United States to a s s m e a temporary
protectorate over the northern portions of Chihuahua and Sonora
and to establish military posts within the same; and this I ..
earnestly recommend to Congress.
Though Congress refused this request, Buchanan's proposal created
a wave of excitement through the settlements west of the upper Bio Grande.
Landing the President and reprimanding Congress for its ^grave mistake,"
the editor of the Weekly Arizonian wrote, on March 3* 1559*
The seizure of Sonora can be but a question of, time. .Its
possession is vitally necessary to the settlement and develop
ment of all the great expanse of country between the Colorado
and the Rio Grande...Twenty-five hundred American troops, properly
distributed, could control the.entire state of Sonora, preserve
order, and open one of the richest mineral and agricultural regions
in the world to American industry.
At this time. Governor Pesqueira w a s .in Sinaloa .at the head of
Sonora* s national- guard where, on-March 10, they were joined by a force
from Durango in preparation for a decisive battle near, Ititzatlan with
General Jose Marla TafSes, leader of the conservative forces,who had
recently declared in favor of the Plan of Tacubaya.

^Richardson, V, pp. 512-14.
.
'

■

•

.

On receiving word of

■ .

ha
Pronounced in December, 1837, the Plan of Tacubaya called
for a Ccmonfort dictatorship, repeal of the Constitution of 1857» and
nullification of the anti-clerical laws;passed by the Liberals. The
following War of the Reform had reached Sinaloa, resulting in the fighting
near Mazatlan.
-, : . .'
V':';,' , .
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Bachanan* s aessage,;he directed a circular to the district prefects of
Sonora, ordering them to call out whatever forces remained there, then
took leave of his command at' Mazatlan to personally direct the defense
of Sonora's northern frontier.

50

Buchanan* s emphasis on conditions in

Mexico, and particularly on the problem of Apache raids there, conveyed
a special note of foreboding :to the people of Sonora.

Just prior, to the

conclusion of the vGuadalupe freaiqr. President Polk raised the point of
.tv
pacification of the New Mexican tribes as justification for the territorial
settlement sought by the United States.

In his third annual messagei . <

December 7, 184?, Polk had argued:

::

^

^

•

:

It would b e 1a .blessing ’to. all these 'northern states to have
their citizens protected against them /the Indians/ b y the power
of the United States. At this moment.many Mexicans, principally.
female and children, are in captivity among them. If New Mexico
were held and governed by the United States, we could .effectually
prevent these tribes from committing such outrages, and compel
•: them to release these captives and restore them to their families
and friends.51
Two months later. New Mexico belonged to the United States as part of
the Mexican Cession.
When Robert Rose arrived at Guaymas as the new United States
Consul in November, 1858, he was watched by suspicious Mexican officials,
who ultimately refused to grant him an exquatur.^

Their attitude was

further aggravated by his close, association with Carl P. Stone, an
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51Richardson, Vol. IV, p. 541.
‘
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Tetter, Grover to Senator Hayden, July 10, 1959. Rose remained
at Quaymas through the spring of 1859. His signature appears on seme
land grant documents issued there on March 24, photostatic copies of which
are filed presently with the Larry Kellner Collection at the Arizona
.
Pioneers Historical Society. .According to the above letter. Rose*s last
dispatch to the State Department was dated May 27 of that year.
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American who had arrived there in March of the following year at the head
of a surveying team employed by the Swiss Jecker-Tbrre Ck^pany, then
holding a contract with the Mexican government for the survey and aliena
tion of certain public lands in Sonora,

local officials did not oppose

the project, but when the company's agents Insisted that both federal
and state lands were included in the contract and commenced to survey some
seven million hectares of the latter, Pesqueira threatened to expel the
party from S o n o r a , S t o n e ' s attitude became beligerant, and when rumors
began to circulate that Walker and Lockridge were planning a. filibustering
raid on the state, all Americans were ordered to leave, according to a
group who arrived at Tubac on April 30 complaining of anti-American riots
in Hermosillo.

Given a forty-day notice. Stone's surveying team took

refuge at Mulege', and in June, they departed for Arizona accmpanied by
Robert Rose, arriving at Port Buchanan on the 15th.

Prom here. Stone and

Rose went on to Washington,;D. C,, to request guarantees of protection in
Sonora.

55 ‘

'.

.'

Questioning Stone's activiti^, the editor of La Estrella de
Occidente wrote:

!

:

What can his object bet It is suspicious that he works with
utmost effort to accomplish the ends of this odious contract, but
ignores the limits of the recourses permitted him. Can this af
fair be the motive for a declaration of war by the conscientious
cabinet in Washington? Can it be that Mr. Stone wants to make
through his calculations and risks a preliminary examination for
conquest..,? It is important for us to be on guard, for it may
be necessary to sustain a new struggle against the filibustering
element.

^Alaada, p. 401
^ Weekly Arizonian. May 5. 1859.

,.

^^Ibid., June 16, June 23, 1859; Weekly Alta California, July 16,
1859.
^ J u n e IX), 1859.

-

Meanwhile, rumors continued to mount.

On July 14, the Weekly

Arizonian reprinted an article appearing in the Courier and Enquirer at
Washington,' D. C. which stated that reliable persons had recently informed
the press that a treaty had been concluded between McLane and the Juarez
government by which Sonora, Chihuahua and part of Taaaulipas would be
ceded to the United States.

La Estrella de Occidents pounced upon the
:

article, reprinting it with the following declaration:
.It may or may not be true that they intend to
and? feet and deliver us into slavery, as is done
destined for sacrifice. Bit we are not so meek,
have g ^ e n sufficient proof that we intend to be

bind our hands
with sheep
by God! We
free, and we

With the Stone incident already loaning up as an inroad for
American intervention, Pesqueira turned to prepare Sonora against diplo
matic seizure.

In August, he strengthened the presidio garrisons at

Fronteras, Santa Cruz, and Bavispe and coordinated their command with the
state government by removing them from the Adjutant Inspector of the
Frontier and placing them under the prefects of the above districts,
where they would continue in the form of national guard units.58

By ad

ding to the federal garrisons and placing them under the state government,
Pesqueira revealed his insight regarding Sonora* s two most vulnerable
fronts:

the northern frontier, where direct attack could be met only by

military strength, and Mexico City, where loss of Sonoran sovereignty
through a treaty with the United States might be offset by usurping
federal control of the northern garrisons and combining them with state
forces now preparing to make a stand against the invader.

In view of the

weakness of the liberal government, it was foolhardy to honor federal

^August 19, 1859.
58pesqueira, Yol. IV, quoting Pesqueira* s proclamation. La
Estrella de Occidente. August 5, 1859.
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authority to the detriment of local defense.
Treaty rumors continued, and news of Buchanan’s request to oc
cupy Chihuahua and Sonora spread alarm through Hexico and Europe as well,
adding weight to the growing conviction in the House of Jecker and other
European firas that the time had come for a show of military strength in
Mexico,' for they also had interests in Sonora and the rest of the repub
lic which could be placed in jeopardy if Congress should decide to act
on the President’s recommendations.

A portent of a possible affirma

tive decision reached Sonorans via an article published in the Daily Delta
at Mew Orleans, which stated that negotiations between McLane and Juarez
had resulted in another concession granting the United States rights

'

to transport troops and munitions of war across northwestern Mexico to
the Gulf of California.

This news heralded the delivery of the McLane-

Ocampo Treaty, then being extorted from the desperate liberal government
by a nation already debating whether to anticipate European intervention
in Mexico by intervening herself.

^ ^

■

“ Thomas A. Bailey, A Dinl<matic History of the American People.
3rd ed, (Mew York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., copyright date, 1946),
p. 378* Bailey feels that “the aggressive policy of Buchanan unquestionably
aroused fear in Europe that the Yankees were bent upon absorbing all
Mexico, and helped crystallize the schemes of those who were planning
armed intervention."
- 'v": ' v '•
-■
'

fy)
La Estrella de Occidente. September 16. 1859.

,^

^

^ & n r y B. Parkes. A History of Mexico (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., copyright date, 1950), p. 24?. The McLane-Ocampo treaty failed
ratification, and concessions regarding transit rights across Sonora were
delayed until December, I860, when Pesqueira established a transportation
route oyer which ores and stppliee could be shipped between the mines of
southern Arizona and Guaymas. Sacramento Daily Union. January 9, 1861.
The first shipment of ore from the Howry Mines passed over this route in
April,' 1861. Ibid.. July 2, 1861.
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Isolated from the capital and excluded from many of the decisions
effected there, Sonorans were often forced to determine their course of action
through information picked up from American press releases and public utter
ances generated
in -the
biased
furor
of \the»..1850‘s.
...
'•
i■
.•_
. . ,
«■*
-

•>

This
factor
also tended
■
'
•- * ^ - ••••

to aggravate the threat-oriented view Sonorans held toward activities in
Arizona during this period. Through the stamer of 1859, Sonora waited for
reprecussions from the Stone incident, which they feared would be used as
grounds for intervention in their region.
trouble was on its way.

In the fall, they learned that

On October 2, the San Francisco Herald published

an article stating that Washington officials had met with Captain W. N.
Porter, commander of the American frigate St Mary's.

They briefed him on

the Stone affair and agreed t o .actions to be taken, supposedly pending v
the decision of President Juarez in the matter.

Meanwhile, Sonorans could

only speculate on the outcome, regarding which v&e editor of La Estrella
de Occidente commented:

C'

This decision requires yexy s erious meditation in view ,of
the inconveniences offered by the execution of a contract to
which the state should not consent, nor, is it able to without
renouncing its liberty and rights; but while this question is
being resolved, what will Hr. Stone do T What should the state
Jn?OZ
However, Captain Porter was already oh his way.

Aboard the St

Mary’s he wrote, on October 5* "I am commanded by the government of the
United States to proceed to Quaymas and protest against certain acts com
mitted by the authorities of Sonora..."

The lengthy draft reiterated the

expulsion of the Stone party, the stagnation of Sonora’s industry and
agriculture, the Apache problem, the sufferings of American citizens in2

62pesqueira,
2, 1859

Vol. IV, quoting La. Estrella de Occidente. December

37.:
Sonora—

a complete restatement of Bachanan* s m s s a g e of the preceding

year, the threat of military occupation being replaced by the implica
tion that a breach of treaties existed between the two countries. Post
dated, November 7, and signed by Porter, the note was delivered to the
63
Sonoran government when the St Mary* s arrived at Guaymas . J

Pesqueira

denied the charges, saying that the espulsion resulted frcm the actions :
of federal a u t h o r i t i e s ' t . r ,

v,v:o tr.;

Ey this time, American p a p w s had again taken up tiie chant for
more of Sonora.

Resuming its protest against Stone's deportation and

extolling the virtues of Buchanan's plan to occupy Sonora and Chihuahua,
the Weekly Arizonian printed a letter written to the Mew York Herald by :
Easey Biven, a San Francisco annexationist, who outlined the great advan
tages which the port of Quagmas offered as a railroad terminus, as well
64
as the agricultural and mineral resources available in the state.
With the stage set for military intervention. Captain Ewell ar
rived from Fort Buchanan, also under the pretext of investigating -the
Stone affair.

The incident had occurred over six months previous, con

sequently, it is apparent that Stall's trip was intentionally, coordinated
with Porter's arrival at Quaymas.

While passing through Hermosillb, he

had borrowed a mule belonging to a resident, Senor Lacarra, who asked
Ewell to leave the animal with Don Onofre Navarro of Quaymas.

On reach

ing the port, however, the mule was carrying a United States Army brand

\Ebid., quoting La Estrella de Occident#. November 18, 1859.
^Pesqueira, Vol. IV, quoting La Estrella de Occidente. December
2, 1859.
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and was left with other mules and equipment belonging to Ewell, along
with a paper purportedly verifying the sale of the mule to the United
States government.

.

Navarro took the matter to a local judge, and on his

decision, the mule was turned over to him.

Ewell and Captain Porter di

rected a protest to Governor Pesqueira, insisting that the mule be re
turned.

On receiving a negative reply. Porter prepared to land one hundred

men and two pieces of artillery.

As the force drew within,two hundred

yards of the beach, Pesqueira ordered the national guard to resist t h e .
invasion.

Porter retired to the St Marvts. and following an official

conference ashore, he decided to blockade the port, despite the protests
of the French and Spanish consuls. .Meanwhile, the inhabitants,of Quaymas
became excited.

A riot developed and the American flag was torn down

from the United States Consul building.

Pesqueira ordered the, remnants

of the flag returned to Consul Faraby Alien who had replaced Robert Rose,
and made a fonaal apology to Captain Porter, concluding it with the
statement that if Porter fired a single shot upon the plaza, he could
not guarantee the life and safety of any American in the state of Sonora.
With this. Porter limited himself to requesting Captain Ewell’s baggage,
which was conceded, and the affair ended.
occupy Sonora and Chihuahua did not end here.

However, Buchanan’s plan to .
Within a month, on Decem

ber 19» 1859* he repeated his request before Congress, pointing to the .
difficulty of trying to negotiate with a nation divided,by Miramon* s
de facto government at Mexico City and Juarez’s constitutional govern
ment at Vera Cruz, a nation where peaceful Americans were being expelled.

^ L a Estrella de Occident®. November 18, 25. December 30, 1859;
Corral, pp. 14-16

vessels seized, property confiscated, and so o n » ^
The year and the decade closed on this note, which touched again oh
all issues then threatening to boil over in the Southwestern cauldron.

In

view of the prevailing atmosphere, it is understandable that relations between Mexican workers and their Anglo-American employers were often marked
by desertions, theft and the murder of superintendents.

Contemporaiy

writers, the majority of whom were" financially interested in Arizona’s J
mines and other enterprises, usually attributed these acts of violence to
the lawlessness of this area.

Bit, in doing so, they seldom failed to

slant their remarks toward the conclusion that the majority of crimes
were the work of a degraded class of Mexican laborers then drifting" into
Arizona.

The following statement by Raphael Pumpelly is representative

of this opinion.

Speaking of social conditions in Arizona from 1857 to

1862, he said:

"

' ''

""'X ' ' .

There was hardly a pretense at civil organization; law was
unknown, and the nearest court was several hundred miles distant
in New Mexico /La MesillaJ... Jfiirder was the order of the day
among a total white and peon population of a few thousand souls;
it was daily committed by Americans upon Americans,, Mexicans and
Indians; by Mexicans upon Americans; and the hand of the Apache
was, not without much reason, against both of the intruding races.
The treachery of the Mexican workmen went to such an extent that
I believe there was hardly a mine in the country at which the manager,
or in several instances all the white employees, had not been at some
time assassinated by their peons for the sake of plunder. °7

,

The popular opinion that Mexicans,were treacherous f onaed the basis of a
standard apology used by mine managers tdio found it easy to explain
sagging production and incompetent
management
to eastern directors in
•*"_.
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^Richardson, Vol. V, pp. 564-68
^Across America and Asia, on. 29-30.
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terns of untrustworthy Mexican workers that'merely "pretended friend
ship on this side of the U n e " bat,.as a group, w a l d "all cheat and steal,
' AA
- ''' '
:
r' "
i>1♦ -v~
*•^• 'i
■ •« • .• '••••■
.'
'
from the Priest to tiie Peon."
r/.'. 1; - ; - "
r v r : : U r .
K.
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Supplied with ample evidence of tids kind, Bmcroft, perhaps to.

hr.
conserve writing space, merely agreed tiiat many of the robberies and mur
ders were committed by Sonoran laborers of a vicious class, and a parade
of historians followed his/example.

B e a m y of time and space in writing

was further advanced with the advent of a set of frontier stereotypes
which historians used in various combinations to achieve a dramatic and
- • •• *
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credible reconstruction of historical events.
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Qy this method, vast areas

of history could be compressed almost into code form by using the frontier
symbols which readers of the late nineteenth century understood and
accepted a s 'genuine.

9y the' turn-of the century, Thomais Parish was able

to reveal to students a broad and impressive view of the Arizbna-Sohora
panorama in this concise fora:

•

‘

life in this far country was not ideal; lurking foes lay
in wait to ambush the traveller ,at every turn of the trail. ..
The murderous Apache, and the Mexican outlaw, rivalled each
other in their deeds of pillage, robbery and slaughter.5'

The interpretation of the history of this period has been even further
simplified by the view that the border violence of the mid-nineteenth
century may be the result of a collision between two societies repugnant
to each other due to certain cultural and biological factors.

Though

Rufus K. 'Wyllys does not wholly subscribe to this concept, in analysing
the Texas rebellion of I 836, he speaks of racial antipathies between

y
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PQThird Annual Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Ccmpany.
March. 1 8 ^ 1Hew York: W. Mimas & Co.. 1 8 % ) . p. 29. Major S. P.
'
Heintzelman wrote the report, including the above statement.
;
^ History of Arizona. Yol. I (San Francisco:
1915), p. 346
” .

The Filmer Bros.,
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Anglo-Americans and Mexicans, and suggests:
•
■..v.V' : . v-: r
.
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"

-x-.' :

The American never loved the Spaniard ehen the two met along the
Mississippi azid on the borders of Florida, low much less did the
American love the Mexican, who seemed to be (in fact, often was),
less white in blood than the Spaniard had been. Right or wrong, the
prejudice, would not last indefinitely without breaking into violence.
The feeling was especially strong after Anglo-American Texas achieved
practical independence from Mexico in I836 and after California had
made a vain bid for independence in the same year. During the forties,
this inter-racial dislike reached a crisis.70
Trailing in the aftermath of these interpretations is a tacit con
clusion that the violence of this period was caused largely by an influx of
an innately vicious people into the Southwest.

The student is left to assume

that the pillage, mutiny, and murder of mine owners during the early his
tory of Mexican labor in Arizona occurred as a natural course, since Sonoran
laborers were constantly described as dangerous and prone to kill Americans
without a visible motive other than robbery.

The explosive issues that

flared along the border at this time are too often treated as external
forces which had little influence upon the individual, particularly the
Sonoran peon, who was assumed to be too ignorant to understand them or at
least react to them in such a way that the killing of an American mine
■'■■■
.vvy:i: ' \x,:.
\
y., % v :
owner might be justified in his mind as merely helping to even the score in
the undeclared war which continued after the Guadalupe Treaty.

And if the

peon returning to his home village displaying the plunder he had taken and
even lx)as ting of his deeds before indifferent local authorities, ^

7°Arizona: The History of a Frontier State (Phoenix:
Herr, copyright 1950), p. -81.

the

&)bson &

/Ipompelly, describing his retreat from southern Arizona following
the outbreak of the Apache war, tells of seme workers bragging openly on the
streets of Caborca, Sonora, of their murder of Poston's brother and his two
German assistants at the Heintzelman mine. According to the inhabitants of
the village, the Mexican .workers were waiting west of Caborca to waylay Pumpelly and Poston for the silver they were supposed to be carrying. Across
America and Asia, p . .52.
■■
,...
:.c
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student turns, from his-study convinced that not only were Sonoran laborers
vicious, but the whole populace of Sonora must have been quite depraved at
this time.

, ouo

It is difficult for m o d e m writers to treat this period without
resorting to the stock of.stereotypes originated in the biased reports of
idie mid-nineteenth century, maintained by the artificial respiration of
Zane Grey, and revived ad nauseam as the."good guys" and "bad:guvs" of
m o d e m television.

Furthemore, this period still touches uncomfortably

close to national egos, so much so that the mention of "treacherous peon"
in Arizona histories draws a withering salvo from below the border~
"political expansionists,? ^depraved, adventurers," "unscrupulous,gun-runners"
who deliberately aimed the Apache against desperate Sonoran villagers.^2
Even the suggestion of racial antipathies reveals an ethnocentricism that
would prevent the objective study of human reactions to "Wie social and
economic currents which characterize this period.

On any, frontier, that

divides disputed land, the people on the other side of the line will be
described as "treacherous, avaricious, and unscrupulous,

whether they be

Genaans or Czechs, Poles or Ukranians, Jews or Jordanians, and.in every
' V" xr

-v ::. - ; v.

... • -'.xxv:

.p'.n -

. ... ^^Berber, pp. 163, 1?6, 1?8. In regard to arming the Apaches,
resentment is still marked in the writing of m o d e m Sonoran historians,
particularly in regard to General 0. 0. Howard’s naivete in issuing the
Chiricahuas the latest model repeating rifles and abundant anmunitibn as
part of his peace agreement to provide them with hunting equipment.
, ....
Eskiminzin and Geronimo found this invitation too good to resist. Slip
ping the border in small bands, they continued raiding from Sonoran hide
outs, thus provoking a storm of protests against Howard’s action and its
fatal consequences. Ahaada, p. 76: Sobarzo, pp. 31-32; Eduardo W. Villa,
Ccmpendio de ELstoria del Estado de Sonora (Mexico. D. F.: Patria Nueva,
1937)» PP* 363-04. General Crook was in agreement with Howard regarding
aiming the Apaches. He felt they should have weapons, not only to secure
food, but to protect themselves against irate settlers whose lynch mood
had led to such outrages as the Camp Grant massacre in March, 1871. The
removal of their aims, he said, "would bring the bloodiest Indian war this
country has ever experienced." Bancroft, pp. 571-72.

instance, emphasis will fall upon race or nationality rather than the
issued involved.
. .•
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In order to understand this period of Southwestern history, one
has to read between the lines of contemporary writers and attempt to
recognize the forces motivating their opinions as well as the reactions
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of the people they describe.
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lar conclusions remain predominant even though they often conflict with
facts.

In time we may discover that the "vicious Sonoran of the 1850’sn

was more myth than reality.

In elaborating on the desperadoes of the

Southwest, "composed largely of Mexicans from Sonora," according to
Parish, he adds the conclusive flourish that a race war existed practically
all the time, during which, "in the four years ending 1861, one hundred
'
and eleven Americans and fifty-seven Mexicans met violent deaths."'^
.

Judging by the figures he uses. Parish drew his information from a letter
Berman Ehrenberg wrote at Tucson on August

16, 1861,

when the town was

isolated by the outbreak of the Apache war and its inhabitants, by
Ehrenberg*s description, expected to be massacred at any moment by the
"ovendielming and naturally inimical Mexican element."

The writer, a

German mining, engineer employed by the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company
at Tubac, originally drew up the list of "violent deaths" accompanied
with details which Parish emitted;

Referring to the period beginning

in 1857. and ending presumably in August, 1861, the list read as follows:

a

T^Parish, Vol. H, p. 13.
^ W e e k l y Alta Californian. September 7,, 1861.

0;

Americans
Killed by Mexicans...........
Killed by Americans.........
Killed by Apaches............
Killed in accidents.........
Died of thirst..... .
(Mexicans dying of accidents
or thirst).............
Death by poisonous herbs....
Total................ .

Mexicans

5

20
16
62

23
26

4

6

ir’
3
0

Ill

......

57

Unknown bodies found, 4;
Grand Total.......... ...........................

172.

Regarding hoaocides involving Americans and Mexicans, these figures show
considerable contradiction in the emphasis which historians have placed
on Mexicans in accounting for the crimes of this period.

According to

Bhreriberg’s figures, these crimes were committed as follows:
Killed by
Americans

Nationality
of victims
American
Mexican

16
23
Total Hoaocides

39

Killed by
Mexicans
■ 20
—

L
25

Considering the fact that Americans represented a very small minority of
the population of southern Arizona, the percentile crime rate among Amer
icans is multiplied to a proportion much greater in relation to the Mexi
can population than that indicated by the above figures.

Furthermore, if

we are to accept the view of Bancroft, Pumpelly, Parish, and other writers
that the violence of this period was the product of an innately vicious
population arriving in Arizona as lawless refuse of Sonora or as ruffians
run out of California

by Judge lynch and the San Francisco vigilantes, we

can only conclude that American outlaws must have constituted a far more

45
vicious breed, since they not only killed much more frequently but more
indiscriminately than did the Mexicans, since over forty percent of their
homocides involved other A m e r i c a n s . O n the other hand, these figures
might appear to support the concept of racial antipathy, as suggested by
Wyllys, since the low number of Mexicans killed by other Mexicans indicates
'
'
■ ' ■ "v, .
.
■ - ' -'
- -v :
a stronger feeling of partisanship among the Mexican population. However,
this concept falls apart when one considers intermarriage and other rela
tionships which proceeded amicably so long as they were not rooted in the
issues of the time.

Nor does it allow for the intensification and dimi-

nation of hostility between Anglo-Americans and Mexicans which correlate
with the rise and fall of the political and economic issues that raged
between the two groups along the Arizona- Sonora frontier during the decade
following the Gadsden Purchase.
Another consideration must be made here.

While the above discussion

attempts to explain the hostility of this period in terms of motivating
issues, it does so at the risk of creating a deceiving impression of the
beginning of the history of Mexico labor in Arizona.

Even during these

years, violence between Mexican workers and their employers was an excep
tion to the rule, despite the evidence revealed in contemporary accounts.
Unfortunately, for every report describing theft and violence committed
by Mexican workers, a multitude of reports were left unwritten which
might have told of the many thousands of Mexicans who, set adrift in their
home regions by the pillaging of the Apache,- the civil uprisings, and the
decline of commerce, came northward to work tranquilly and productively,
earning a living for themselves and their families as well as providing
the labor upon which many of Arizona* s fortunes were built.

CHAPTER H
REOPENING OF THE MINES.OFTDBAC, 1854-1861

Perhaps more than any other area in the West," Arizona acquired
its regional identity through the ruthlessness and romance that charac
terize America* s westward Impulse of the mid-nineteenth century,

Gadsden* s

obdurate diplomacy won for the United States a southern railroad route,
abrogation of Article XI of the Guadalupe Treaty, as well as some thirty
thousand square miles of territory south of the Gila River,
time, settlers had paid little attention to* Arizona.

Until this

California immi

grants regarded the region as little more than a difficult and often dan
gerous stretch of country west of Santa Fe, and those who took this route
did so mainly because it was free of the geographic and climatic barriers
encountered farther north.

They remembered little of it except the

Mexican presidio of Tucson, the Pima Villages, and the Colorado crossing.
But these were mere incidents in the long journey leading to the placer
fields of California, then considered the prize of the Mexican Cession.
;

However, with the acquisition of the area below the Gila, the

ancient silver mines of Tobac came into the possession of the United „
States.

It was said that the Jesuits had.worked some of these mines in

the past, and that they had located other rich veins—

the Santa Margarita,

the lost Tumacacori mine, and still another somewhere in the hills southwest
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of the Guevabi Mission ruins.
Interest in Arizona suddenly awakened.
or
and among the gold seekers who made the trip to California, some of the
more imaginative broke camp'amd struck south, then west, back across the
Mobave Desert toward Fort Independence (Fort Yuma), attracted by the romance of Jesuit mines they had once heard mentioned in stories told along
the trail west of Sbnta Fe.

''

'''''''

" '"v
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Amor^ those who made the initial journey back into the Gadsden
Purchase were Charles D. Poston and H e m a n Ehrenberg, a German mining'
engineer.

With a party of about twenty-five men, they entered" Sonora

from the south after the ship on which they had passage to Guaymas ran
aground near the Rio Fuerte on March 9* 1854.

'Poston spent most of

that summer exploring the Tubac region, collecting ore specimens, making
maps, and taking up locations.

Meanwhile, the Dunbar party were preparing

to enter the Purchase area from Yuma to explore the A jo mines.
found signs of sporadic mining activity and sudden abandonment.

Here they
At the "*
•

In evaluating the mines in the Gadsden Purchase, many promoters
*•salted" their accounts by hinting, that the Jesuits were known to have
worked this or that location. However, there is no record of the Jesuits
working any of the mines in this region. The Silver Rush of 1736, init
iated by the discovery of some slabs of solid silver southwest of present
Nogales, marks the beginning of sustained mining interest here. Though
the "bolas de Plata" incident occurred during the Jesuit period. Kino and
the Jesuit missionaries who followed him found that conversion in the face
of Apache depredations required all the attention" and effort they could? .
put forth. It is 'very- doubtful that any of" them'h a d ,time1to engage!in "
mining activities.
' ' ....... ' ' : '
'.:
^For Poston’s account of his exploration of the Tubac .mines, see
his diary entitled "Reconnoissance in Sonora*N "A photostatic copy of the
original notebook is kept in a boxed collection of Poston* s peers',"Arizona
Pioneers Historical Society, Tucson, Arizona.
.
’ V,. ! , , _

bottom of one shaft lay a jumble of skeletons and rotted leather bags
3
still containing rich o re.-’ Bntimsiastic over .the prospects at Tubac.
Poston left Ehreriberg at Tucson to watch after their interests and returned to San Francisco.

During, the next year, .he spent most of his time

in Hew Efagland, raising capital and taking part. in organizing the Sonora
Exploring and Mining Company at Cincinnati, Ohio.

In the spring of 1856,.. ..

he led the ■conmany,s first expedition westward from San Antonin, Texas,
bringing with him other coaroany officials and a small crew-to aid, in _
driving the wagons loaded with equipment, arms and provisions necessary
to occupy their claims in the Gadsden Purchase.
important precautionary steps.

On the way," h e .took two

At La Mesilla, New Mexico, then the last

seat of civil justice between the KLo Grande and San Diego, California,
Poston had himself empowered as Deputy., Clerk of Dona Ana County, of which
the Gadsden Purchase area was then a part.

In July,' as the train entered

Apache country, Poston made good use of the influence of. Doctor Stack in
A
concluding the treaty with the Finals.described in the preceding, chapter.
Vested with civilized powers and primitive immunities, he led the train
beyond the Mimbres River and through Apache Pass, arriving at Tubac in
August, where they established their headquarters in the old presidial

A
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E. Dunbar entered the area in October, 185^/ accompanied by
F. Rondstadt, Charles Hayward, Dr. Webster, and nine others. Attacked by
Mexican troops from Altar, they.withdrew and returned on the following
spring. Parish,* Vol.I,' pp. 277-79*
; .y
h.....
.
.. . ,- ' - '' '
Supra. Chap.' I,’p. 16. At this meeting, Poston distributed a lot
of tintypes of himself so they would recognize him at future meetings.
Later, an Apache girl told him they could have killed him often from am
bush, but did not. This may account for his surprisii^ fortune in roaming
through the Tubac region unscathed during the outbreak of hostilities in
1861, when others were being killed almost daily, including his own
associates.
.
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cuartel of the abandoned, settlement***
Judging by the small population in Tucson at this time, it ap
peared that the company would have to recruit labor from. Sonora before
work could commence.

Apache attacks m l the disruption of the Mexican

War had reduced the town to a condition hardly better than the destitute
vil lages south of the new boundary.

However, the mining company's immediate

need for labor was not great, and for the remainder of lS56,i efforts were
directed mainly toward exploratory work.

A party of Mexican miners were

hired to d e a n out old shafts and start new veins, ^ and, before the end
of the year, good prospects were discovered in the Cerro Colorado Moun
tains twenty-four miles southwest of Tubae on the Aribac grant.

Ignacio

Ortiz, holder of the grant, sold the location to the company, and work
7
soon cosaaenced.

On February of the following year, Frederick Brunckow,'

a German engineer who had joined the company in San Antonio, filed claim
papers on this location, naming it the Heintzelaan Mine and listing his
associates as Poston, Major 5. P. Heintzelman,1 Edgar Conklin, William
Wrlghtson and others, most of whom were members of the Sonora Exploring
and Mining Company.

8

(hi the preceding month, Poston filed on a location

& o r an account of Poston's part in reopening the Tubac mines, as
well as a complete history of this settlement, see Doris W. Bents, "The
History of Tubac, 1752-1948" (unpublished Master's thesis. University
library. University of Arizona, 1949).
^Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company. December.’ 1856
(CinclnnaH; Railroad Record Print, 1856), p. 44.
?Bents, p. 94.
^Records of the States of the Uni ted States of America. -A micro
film. compilation prepared by the library of Congress in association with
the University of North Carolina (Washington, D.C: library of Congress
Photoduplication Service, 1949), Film Xx, Reel.la, 1856-1909; Unit I, 185661, Recorder's Record for DoSa.Ana County, p. 197. The above information
was drawn from a copy of this film in the archives of tire University of
Arizona library. See Film # 88.
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ten miles east of Tubac in the Santa Rita Mountains.

Here, on a site

formerly worked by Spanish and Mexican prospectors, the Santa Rita Sil
ver Mining Campany camaenced operations.

Meanwhile, the Patagonia Mine

was being e p w e d in the Sonoita Valley about ttrelve miles east of the
Santa,Rita Mines.

Though the Patagonia location did not belong to the

Sonora Exploring and Mining Company, it constituted the third principal
mine opening in the Tubac region at this time.

Discovered in 1857 by a

Mexican herder, it was sold for a pony and some traps to four settlers,
among whom were Colonel Douglas and Captain R. S. Ewell, cooraahding of
ficer at Fort Buchanan.

In 1859» Colonel Titus and a trader named

Brevoozrt became the owners of the mine, who in turn sold it to Sylvester
*'

•1V •
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Mowry for $25,000.
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During the years 1857 to 1862, these mines became

the major employers of Mexican-labor in this area, particularly the
Patagonia Mine, which drew its labor froa the Sonoran village of Sapta
Cruz, a few miles to the south.
As shaft work commenced, the question of labor became more impor
tant to the superintendents.

Mexican workers were available below the

border, though most of the experienced hands had emigrated from the
Apache dominated frontier, going either to the gold fields of California
or to safer mining regions in the interior of Sonora.

However, during

the first year of operation there was little concern over the absence of
skilled labor.

Considerable money was already tied up, prospects were

good, and there was no reason for f u r t h w delay.

In 1857* tlw. Sonora

^Ibid.. p. 195.
Hiram C. Hodge, Arizona As It Is (Boston:
1877), PP» 126-28

H. 0. Houghton & Co.,

Exploring and Mining Company made their second report >&' the stock
holders, saying:
The mines of the Company can be worked, as-they were opened,
by the aid of Mexican labor, and be made profitable....This
Company will reap the reward of its enterprize in the develop
ment of its property, by the labor which is now at hand, and
•.
that the yield of its mines will increase as more intelligent
labor is supplied.-U'V;. ;.vxV.y .t",

■,

Even if other labor could have been obtained, the managers probably
would have relied largely on Mexican workers during the early period.
The Mexican people were adapted to this region and1knew many practical
applications of the resources in the Arizona-Sonora environment.

There

were always some hands who were familiar with the silver ores jin southern
Arizona and could prepare and extract them by simple methods whexe opera
tors unaccustomed to this zone would have been at loss without machinery
and elaborate equipment.

Consequently, the new owners of Tubac’s mines

soon became acquainted with ,the construction of the stone and adobe
roasting ovens and smelters used in the preparation and reduction of ores.
The little mill-like arrastra used in crushing -ores became a common sight
around the reduction works of the mining camps, and there were few mana
gers who did not use the patio process of separating silver from less
precious metals, as well as other mining;techniques employed by the
Spanish and Mexicans for centuries in areas where fuel, water and

^Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company. September.
1857. (Cincinnati: Railroad Record Print, 1857), p. 15. Though there
is no signature attached to the reports of 1856.and 1857» Poston
probably wrote them.
.....
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machinery could not be obtained.^2

By 1859, when the Weekly Arizonian

commenced publication in Tubac. it was not unusual to see advertisements
requesting persons having esqoerience in beneficiating silver pres by the
13
patio process and other typically Mexican methods.

,x

,y,

.......y

In regard to tiie availability of labor, experienced or otherwise,
the mine operators f o u M little difficulty in attracting Tucson's former
residents back, despite the picture of abandonment the company found on
arriving in the Santa Cruz Valley.

In this respect, Poston later wrote:

As soon as it was known in Mexico that an American company
had arrived in Tubac, Mexicans from Sonora and the adjacent
states came in great numbers to work, and skillful miners could. ,
be employed from fifteen to twenty-five dollars a month‘and ra
tions... .Many Mexicans that had been formerly soldiers at the
Presidio of Tubac had little holdings of land in the valley, and
they returned to cultivate their farms, in many eases accompanied
by their families.!*
'
.

■nDue. to the richness of silver in the ores of the Tubac region,
furnaces were generally used during the early period. Ores were passed
through the roasting ovens to separate the metal,from the rock. If cop
per predominated the initial fusion, the metallic product was"run into
bars; then the silver was sweated out in the smelting furnaces, leaving
honey-combed skeletons of copper. The silver-lead product was then fur
ther refined to oxidize the lead. The arrastra was simply a mill com
prised of a stone patio with a circular trough in which the ore was
crushed into a powder under a stone dragged by a burro tethered to a boom
which rotated freely from a post anchored in the center of the patio.
Anglo miners often referred to the arras tra as a "horse mill."
It was
used in conjunction with the patio process. After ores were pulverized
in the arras tra. the powder was transferred to the patio, a floor of
closely paved stones. Here it was worked with mercury by a tedious pro
cess which gathered the silver in amalgum with the mercury, which w a s ,
then separated by squeezing the amalgum through a canvas bag. The resi
due was subjected to heat afterward to vaporize the remaining mercury,
leaving honey-combed bar the Mexicans called Plata fina.
|
^
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The members of the company were particularly pleased with the
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arrival of a significant number of Sonoran women at this time. Poston
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explained the feminine immigration as due to the exodus of males to
California, leaving some of the villages with a disproportion as great
as a dozen females to one male.

Consequently, the "senoritas and grass

widows sought the American camp on the Santa Cruz River."

Some came on

the supply wagons, others on burro or on foot, and being adapted to life
on this frontier, they added to the camps an element of stability that
reduced the problem of labor retention, which usually arose under condi"•
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The Mexican senoritas really had a refining influence on
the frontier population. Many of them had been educated at
•convents, and all of them, were good Catholics. They called the
American men wlos God-dammes, " and the American wmaen "las camisas
coloradas.w If there is anything that a Mexican woman.despises
it is a red petticoat. They are exceedingly dainty in their under
clothing,— wear the finest linen they can afford; and spend half
their lives over the washing machine....The Mexican women were not
by any means useless appendages In camp. They could, keep house,
cook some dainty dishes,' wash clothes, sew, dance, and sing,—
moreover, they were experts at cards, and divested many a miner
of his week's wages over a game of monte. 15
The peopling of the upper Santa Cruz Valley progressed rapidly

from this point, and b y the fall of 1856, about one thousand had settled
in the vicinity of Tubac where they lived, according to Poston, by "no
law but love, and no occupation but labor.•••It was a ccwunity in a
perfect state of n a t u r e . U n d e r these conditions, marriage became an

15Ibid.
____ t., pp. 207-08. The name they applied to the Americans n o
doubt originated from the latter's profanity, particularly this phrase,
without which communication between the American workmen would probably
have reduced by fifty percent. The term "las camisas wloradas"trans
lated means the red petticoats, the origin of which Poston explains above.
In mentioning their use of a “washing machine," he probably referred to
the makeshift barrel and plunger often used in.areas where water had to
be conserved.
l6lbid., p. 207.

important consideration.

Having no priest or minister in the area, Poston

enlarged upon his powers as deputy clerk as the need arose, attending to mar
riage rites, baptism, and the granting of divorces, and so on."
the attraction of more labor from Sonora.

This led to

In order to escape the marriage

fee of twenty-five dollars charged by the priest of the villages, young couples
eloped north of the border where the “Alcalde of Tubac" administered the cere
mony free of charge.

For a year or more, Charles Poston was honored many

times with the bestowing of his Christian name upon many little Carloses and
Carlottas.

MI was beginning to feel quite patriarch!al,M he said, "when

Bishop Lame sent Father Mashboef, (Vicar Apostalic,) of New Mexico,' to look
after the spiritual needs of the Arizona people."

When Poston*s flock dis

covered from the Bishop*s own apostle that they were living in virtual
adultery, the workers began to curse their employer, and the women, who had
formerly greeted him as one of the family, ducked their heads under their
rebosas and hurried away at his approach.

Father Machebeuf understood that

necessity had forced this course, but even Poston*s argument that he had conducted the ceremonies free of charge did not alter the Father*s opinion of the
marriages, nor did it help to remove the stamp of guilt Poston bore in the
judgment of his workers.

Finally, he rounded up every sheet and table cloth

in camp and ccmmenced to arrange a confessional room, realizing only this
step could avert the labor crisis now threatening the Sonora Exploring and
Mining Company's nascent enterprise:
I knew there would be a riot on the Santa Cruz if this ban could
not be lifted....At last I arranged with Father Mashboef to give the
sanction of the Church to the marriages and legitimize the little
Carlosses and Carlo ttas with holy water, and it cost the company about
$700 to rectify the matrimonial situation on the Santa Cruz.^7

'Ibid., p. 208.
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To the Anglo-American settlers occupying theGadsden Purchase,
this period was one of adjustment to Arizona* s physical and cultural enviroment.

Some employers, such as Poston, Sylvester Mowry, and Pete

Kitchen, adapted readily and had little trouble with their Mexican
workers.

.

Labor came to them and they seldom found it necessary to go

into Sonora to recruit hands.

Often as a matter of facility, employers

recruited a whole force in Sonora prior to establishing themselves in :
Arizona.

When Pete Kitchen settled in the Santa Cruz Valley, h e brought

thirty Opata Indians up from Sonora to help open his ranch, prepare his
fields and guard against prowling Apaches.

TjR

Harried to an able Sonoran

woman and always successful in his relations with his workers. Kitchen*s
Ranch became one of the principal local suppliers of meat and vegetables
to Fort Buchanan and the mines.

Poston supplemented this source of food

by starting a vegetable garden m a r Tubac in the spring of 1857, which
was attended by a Genian and two Mexican assistants.

19

Of the Mexican customs which Poston, Mowry, and other Anglo-Americ&n employers adapted to their own ends at this time, the tradition of
peonage was among the most significant.

Though the labor system, was al

ready well established above the border prior to the Guadalupe Treaty,
the holding of large peon work forces had been restricted due to the
Apache, whose constant raids prevented the northward spread of the
hacienda system.

At the time of the reopening of the mines, however,

Mexican peons could be found working on small farms, ranches and in pri
vate employ as servants, bound to their employers b y the peonage laws of .5
5

Gill Proctor, Tucson. Tuhar»t Tmaacaeori. To Hell (Tucson:
Arizona Silhouettes, 1956), p. 21
"
" •^poston. Overland Monthly. Vol. XXIV (August, 1894), p. 209.
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New Mexico.

The mines/ with their "(kmpahy stores, presented a situa

tion -Hhich mi^it have led to peonage on a large scale in Arizona, and
several mine owners openly accepted the system in its ■traditional form.
But/ before the system became entrenched in the mining industry, cir-

.

cumsharices -forced a departure from it.

■

- r:':

Certain conditions in this area made it difficult to maintain
the peonage system/ either above or below the border^ ■Heavily -indebted
peons often e s c ^ e d llieir employers by crossing the border, •knowing that
authorities on the other side would make no attempt to apprehend him.
In the Arizona mines, the labor turnover was great enough to reduce, the
possibility of the workers charging supplies at the compatyrstores•to 7the extent that permanent indebtedness would result.': Purtheimbre^ labor
demands often fluctuated "and economy-minded superintendents "saw little
advantage in holding an idle work force purely bn the basis of their '
debts at the company store.

.They had come to Arizona to exploit the sil

ver veins by the cheapest a M quickest means possible, not to develop a
hereditarial estate.

However, they were concerned with the matter of

acquiring and holding a labor force as long as it was profitable to -do
so.

Toward this end, the company store was" used to advantage.

By taking

as high as a three hundred percent profit/ the monthly salaries of the
workers were easily drained away/- forcing them to rely on credit to get
by on the following month.

Though there is no evidence that mine opera

tors relied upon the peonage laws to hold an indebted worker, he had the
legal means to do so, as others were doing in Arizona at this time.

How

ever, the essential features of true peonage were being pursued in the

mines to an extent that observers and often the mine owners themselves
expressed alara over it.

c;

v:

V-

;The drift toward peonage in the mines of southern Arizona was
guided by economic necessity and tradition.
proclivities had little to do with it.

Personal ethics or sectional

This is particularly, interesting

when viewed in the light of the slavery issue, then, nearing a crisis at,
the time the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company arrived in Tubac.

The

year 1856 was one of violence which prophesied the end of the slavery
compromise.

On May 19, Senator Sommer of Massachusetts, delivering a

speech against the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, shifted suddenly from issues to
personalities and fired an abusive volley at Senators Douglas and Butler
whom he described as the "Don Quixote and Sancho Panza of the harlot.
Slavery."

Three days later, Sumner was caned senseless t o t h e senate

floor by one of Butler’s kinsmen. --Out in tiae debated territory, on the
25th of the same month, John Brown led his jayhawkers on another, crusade
against the pro-slavery border ruffians, massacring five of them on the
Pottawatomi River in retaliation for the killing of five free-soilers.
Farther south another storm was gathering.

New Mexico, with her back

ground of peonage and Indian slavery, had not yet defined the legal
status of Begroes within her territory. .Political leaders in both the
north and south waited for Bew Mexicans to announce by legislative act
their position in the slavery controversy.

Abolitionists viewed as

:

cmiims the acts of 1851 and 1853t which followed traditional Mexican

58 '
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usage in regard to peohs^e*&u

‘

Meanwhile southern *a^-taiors in Santa

Fe urged local legislature to go the rest of the

v:v

pro-southern slave code.
"

in foi%ulatih^ a

:,U;'v:i VV

During the spring and summer of this turbulent year,' while -

partisan teepers rose and the nation 'wondered at the final outcome of

'’

the Dred Scott case, their scheduled for re-argument *in the Supreme Court,
the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company reached Tubac and tiommenced work
in this quiet corner of the territories, free and far removed from the
reverberations of the -slavery question back in' the "States.n If the
1
1
Gadsden Pmrchase was to be used to provide "bigger pens to cram with
'

»

,

»

^

f t

- >■

‘

** **.

8

^

^#

slaves," one would not expect this to be encouraged by a company "origi
nating in Ohio, backed by New England capital,* and superintended by men
from the northern states.^ * To the contrary, however, within a year
they had' accepted-peonage in its initial stages, advocating it as the
only,’ if not the best,* means of meeting the company's labor heeds!

- ■1

120ihe act of 1851, entitled a "Law Regulating Contracts Between
Masters and Servants," defined peonage, .while the act of 1853 strength
ened regulations pertaining to the system. W. W. H. Davis. El Gringo.
'
or Hew Mexico and Her People (New York: Harper & Bros., 1857), pp.
231-33• In 1859, New Mexico*s peonage laws were made even more stringent
by "An Act Amendatoiy of the Law Relative to Contracts between Masters ,
and Servants," passed oh January 26. U. S.y Congress, House. Slavery
in the Territory of New Mexico. 36th Cong., 1st Sess., I860, H. Kept.
508 to accompany H. R. 64, Vol. I H , pp. 1-2.
^"This was done in February 3,' 1859,' when New Mexico passed "An
Act to Provide for the Protection in Slaves in This Territory." Slaveryin the Territory -of New Mexico, pp. 2-7.
^ T h e only exception was Poston, who was born in Kentucky. How
ever, he revealed n o .strong proclivities regarding the slavery issue.
The birth place.-of-.qthar -superintendents, were as follows: Heintzelman,
'
Lancaster, Penn.; Wrightson, Albany, N.Y.; Grosvenor, Ohio; Ehrenberg
and Brunckow, Germany. Howry was born in Rhode Island, however he was ,
strongly pro-southern.
,
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, , In all probability, the Tubac mines could, not have been worked.
successfully without recourse to a system of labor similar to peonage.

A

large percentage of the Mexican workers around Tucson and adjacent, settle
ments were then being amloyed as peons, about half the population, accor
ding to one writer, ^ o observed that the custom still prevailed there in
1858.2^ ’Consequently, ordinary laborers expected to be hired on a similar
basis.

Due to isolated conditions, even,skilled Mexican workers preferred

receiving part of their ,pay in rations for themselves and,their families.
The managers of the Heintzelman Mine did not prefer peon labor, and „as a
rule,, they hired non-Mexican workers whenever possible. ,In I860, however,
the superintendent, S. H. Lathrop, reported that a large order of merchan
dise for the company store was on its way out and would do much to put
the mine in full operation.

"A stock of merchandise is indispensable to

us;" he explained, "aside from its being a source of profit, it is impos
sible to keep men without being able la furnish them with what they require;
this, fact is particularly applicable, to the Peon laborers."

The con

cern of mine operators to cut costs by, taking a sizable, profit at the
company store carried them farther, along the way, to peonage.

During the..

preceding year, Brunckow, while estimating the cost of, operating the same
mine with a force of two hundred peons, wrote that the workers brought
back to the store nearly all their wages when the profit on goods was set
25
at fifty percent.

Two years later,.however, Raphael Pumpelly, a mining *
5
2

^Golden Era (San Francisco), January 24, 1858.
gh
Fourth Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company. March.
I860. (New York: w. Minns & Co., 1860), pp. 12-l4.
25
Report of Frederick Brunckow to the Sonora Exploring and Mining
Comnanv upon the ffilstorv. Prospects. anH Rasources of Company in Arizona.
(Cincinnati: Railroad Record, JU859;, pp. 17-15.
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engineer eeqplc^ed tqr the cempaiy In 1861, discovered the:profits of the
coBpaiQr stores had Increased many times.

Regarding this, he wrote:

The system of paying the Mexicans the greater part of their
wages in cotton and other goods, on which the company made a
profit of from one hundred to three hundred per cent., reduced
the cost of labor to a minimum. This last plan, however, being
foreign to American ideas, would soon disappear before the competi
tion that would arise under the influence of a vigorous mining :,
indnstiy.26
u: • 7 -y.- ■■■ -.vv- , ■
:
- ' -:
/
Though Pu ^ e l l y and other spokesmen of the mining industry disap
proved of the use of peonage, they generally conceded that.employment of
the system,1 or at least the working of peon laborers under conditions
■ similar to peonage, would be necessary for some time in Arizona.

During

the above year, Pumpelly stated before a meeting of the California Academy
;of Natural Sciences: "

v

;

n r . % rrr
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The substitution of white labor for peon labor would probably .
be a failure, owing to the debilitating influence which the climate
:rvv..:-':. exerts on Northerners. The Mexican labor is good when properly
superintended; but, to render it advantageous,.the recognition of
->.n.:■ the traditional custom of peonage is necessary.2?
:
^
y

.After a trip through Arizona with Poston, in 1864, J. Boss Browne sum-

i

’marized the course of peonage here, concluding that "under the existing
system of labor in Southern Arizona, the silver mines can never be developed
to their full capacity or profitably worked.

The Santa Bita, Cerro

Colorado /HeintzelmanJ* and the Cahuabia mines have been tried in this

28
way, and the result has been invariably unfortunate."

;

On the other hand, Sylvester Howry always spoke favorably of
Mexican workers and advocated use of the peonage system in the mines.

Across America and Asia, p.

32.

^Mowry, p. 175.
^ J o h n R. Browne, A Tour Through Arizona. 1864 (Tucson: Arizona
Silhouettes, 1950), p. 206.
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Though somewhat idealistic, his.following' statement regarding mining ■op
portunities in Arizona and Sonora reflects the traditions governing relations between the peon and his master: .. ....

.

.....

The question of labor is one which commends itself to the
attention of the capitalist:, cheap, and, under proper manage
ment, efficient and permanent. % own experience has taught me
that the.lower class of Mexicans, with the Opata and Yaqui Indians,
are docile, faithful, good servants, capable of strong attachment
~
when firmly and kindly treated. They have been •peons1 (servants)
for generations. They will always remain so, as it i s .their
natural condition.. The master, if he consults his own interest,
and is a proper person to carry bn extensive works, is (in their
own language) their •amo % patron1— •guide, philosopher, and... „ ....
friend.1 They depend upon him, and serve him willingly and well. -

Largely due to Mowry 1s attitude, perhaps, the development of peonage in
Arizona1s Angla-Americah enterprises reached, its peak at the Patagonia
Mine.

In 1864, Browne described the mine as having a population of several

hundred workers and their families.

Its fortified reduction works, store

houses and peon quarters were located in a small vale along Sonoita.
During this year, when all other mines were abandoned due to the Apache
war, Mowry* s mine was still in full operation.

Wagons hauled loads of wood

and ore to the smelting furnace, rumbling past the adobe peon quarters be
fore which groups of women and children chattered and worked, making a
social event of the daily chores.

Pay day at Mowry Mine was described by

Browne as regional event:
For two or three days....work is out of the question,: so far as
the'peons are concerned. Under the shade of every tree sits a group
of thriftless vagabonds, conspicuous for their dirty skins and mahycolored serapas /serapesZ, shuffling the inevitable, pack of cards,1or

'Mowry, p. 94.

casting their fortune of greasy "holies" upon the capricious
hazards of monte; The eari&ngs of a month at# disposed of; and
the women and children are left dependent upon new advances from
the storehouses;...and idien all is over— the fandango at an end—
the monte tables packed up* every miner bankrupt, and no more goods
or money to be had, the posse of shaipers from below the:border Ids®
of Sonora take their leave; and thus it goes from month to month.
The wages paid to Mexican labor changed little during tiie first
decade following the reopening of the mines in

1856, nor was there an ap- :

preciable difference in pay between the various mines in southern Arizona.
For a work day of twelve hours, the average monthly wage for Mexican labor
was, $12.50. , This pay group included the pick and crowbar men (barrateros)
and the ore carriers (tanateros) idio hauled the ore out of the shaft in
leather bags.

In some instances, the barrateros earned as high as $15.00.

Furnace tenders and smelters usually received a higher monthly wage,
ranging from $25.00 to $30.00.

At all mines, Mexican workers received the

traditional weekly issue of sixteen pounds of flour, which cost the mine
operators eight to ten cents per pound.

In contrast to "Mexican" pay

scales, American workers were paid frraa $30.00 to $70.00 per month and
board, depending upon the nature of their job and its responsibilities.
There is little evidence regarding the types of work to which Americans
were regularly assigned, nor were their salaries set by a predetermined

^ I n I860, A. B. Gray, superintendent of the Maricopa Mine, re
ported that he could buy flour from the Pima Indians for eight cents, a
pound in any quantity. Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the
Maricopa Mining Company.... December 5. 1860 (New York: Dodge & Grattan,
printers, 1861), pp. 13-14. For statements on Mexican wages during the
years 1859-64, see Report of Frederick Brunckow to the Sonora Exploring
and Mining Company..., pp. 17-18: Mowrv. p. 166: Arizona ICUiiiK ( k m p a w :
Reports of Sam F. Butterworth. Es q .. and Guido Kuitel. Esq., 1864 (no date
or place of publication), p. 19.

scale during this period. :.At the Maricopa Mine. which was being opened
in I860 on the Gila River about twenty-five miles west of Fort Breckinridge,
Americans were reported to receive $30.00 to $40.00 per month, presumably
as mine laborers. . At the Santa Rita Mines, their salaries ranged as high
as $70.00, however, this was for smelting and jobs of a supervisory nature,
for Poston hired Mexicans almost exclusively for the routine mining jobs.^
.:

There is occasional mention of a "peon* wage, which was thirty

cents per day, both above and below the border.

This wage was drawn by

unskilled laborers assigned either to wood chopping or ore sorting.

How

ever, averaging about $11.00 per month, this salary was not much below that
earned by experienced Mexican miners and was far above the $6.00 to $8.00
then being paid to the hacienda peon in Sonora.

R e m a n Ehrenberg advised

caution in trying to economize by over-hiring in this class of labor.

"I

would like to say in regard to Mexican peons, merely by paying them Mexican
wages, say thirty-seven cents per day, we should not expect American labor;
their conduct at times, and often, is very annoying, enough to make a saint
swear..."

33

There was very little difference in the pay Mexican workers re

ceived above the border and that they received for the same types of work in
Sonora.. According to Mowry, monthly rates in Sonora were as follows:
comaon laborers ("peons"), $11.25$ barrateros and tanateros. $15.00; furnace
tenders, $15.00 to $22.50; azogueros (amalgamators employed In the patib
process) and refiners, $30.00.

;
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;?
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.,,: 32pmapelly, p.

32.

'The Weekly Arizonian. June 2, 1859.
Mowry, p. 97,' 121.

; :

The shortage of carr«icy in Arizona at toLs tiae made it'diffieult
to pay the workers in manageable denominations.

Occasionally* workers

being laid off were paid in m a l l silver bars, which could be cashed in at
Tucson d r Heraosillo.

However, these were •unsuitable for daily business

transactions at the company stores.

To meet this problem,- the Sonora Ex

ploring and Mining Company issued a series of tickets ranging in value from
twelve and a half cents to ten dollars.

Each ticket bore the picture of a

pig; or a rooster, or some other animal to aid illiterate Mexican workers
in identifying the value of each "boleta" in his possession.

Each Satur

day the hands were paid off in boletas. which became accepted currency, not
only at the compaiy stores, but among the merchants on either side of the
border.- When a run of silver was made; anyone holding these tickets could
redeem them in silver bars.

According to Boston, the system worked very

well, the success of the Sonora Exploring:and Mining Company becoming a
matter of cossminity interest, and even anxiety, as purses began to bulge
with boletas.
:

■' '

■ -v

Even when considered ^ a r t from the

•

issues' and

outcome of the Civil

War, it is doubtful that the labor system adopted in the mines operated by
Anglo-Americans would have evolved into true peonage, that is forcing
workers to remain employed to pay off debts accumulated at the company
stores.

Since speculators were interested only in the rapid exploitation

of the more profitable veins, they occasionally hurried work along by em
ploying Mexicans on the partldo plan, in which crews worked ore for a
specific share.

However, on ranches, farms, and in business establishments

35poston, Overland Monthly. Vol. XXIV (August, 1894), p. 210.
36pufflpeUy,’ p. 32.

■
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where it was useful to keep extra hands at the cost of little more than
room and board, Anglo-American employers often adopted the peonage system
in its traditional Mexican fora.

Through Hay, .1859* N. B. Appel, owner of

a merchantile store at Tubao, advertised a reward for the return of a peon
servant who was indebted $82.68 and ran away, taking a Mississippi rifle .:
and other articles with h i m . ^

The,fugitive was later captured and brought

before a "temporary court," organised primarily to decide on the disposi
tion of a Mexican accused of murder.

With the latter consideration resolved,

the court turned its attention to the fugitive peon ,1who was found guilty
and sentenced to fifteen lashes, which were administered in a "prompt and
38

effective manner,

Early in the same month, seven peons ran away from

the Beventon Ranch near Tubac.

Accused of theft and of being in debt, they

were apprehended by the overseer, George Mercer, who whipped them and cut
*
their hair off. During the process of shearing, one of the peons was re
ported .to have lost some "particles, of skin" along with his hair.

The

.

thought of scalping a man alive offended the community, and disgusted citi
zens spread accounts of th e .affair as far as San Francisco.^ ,in a fetter
to the Weekly Arizonian. Mercer branded the scalping story an "imaaous lie"
/sicTV but openly took responsibility for the whipping and shearing and in
vited those disapproving of it to apply to him for satisfaction.^

The

^ Weekly Arizonian." June 16, 1859•
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^Ibld.. June 30. 1859.
•^^Weeklv Alta Californian.1May 28, 1859.
^ Weekly Arizonian. May 19, 1859.
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actions taken in the above cases were in accordance with the Heir Mexico
peonage laws," as amended, in Jamiary of that year/ which stated that run
aways would be considered fugitives from justice (Section I) and that no
court would Interfere with -the correction of servants, "provided, that such
correction shall not be inflicted in a cruel manner with clubs or stripes"
•-i •

•’ , - 1

(Section

-

Tf)»

its extreme.
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On the latter point,* h o w v M 1, Mercer pressed tiie law to
:

"

; :' " ' '

'

'

On the other hand, many peons escaped'below the border and found
security and even civil protection in a land where peonage laws,'‘despite
current liberal trends, were exercised with more severity than in Arizona.
In one instance, four peons ran away from the ranch of B. C. Marshall,
taring below the border some fifty dollars worth of property.

Later a

horse belonging to James Graydon was identified in Santa Cruz, Sonora.

On

arriving there to claim the animal,' authorities notified him to leave.

"The

Insolence and rapacity of Mexican officials in some instances seems intoler
able," protested the editor of the Weekly Arizonian, "and the better labor
ers are treated the more treacherous and thievish they appear."**2

Though

some Arizona employers took full advantage of existing peonage laws to hold
their labor, others did hot,' and being without civil courts. New Mexican 1
laws were not exercised in Arizona with the regularity necessary to make
them binding upon the settlers.

As a result,' Mexicans who were in peonage

at the time of the Gadsden Purchase, as well as those subsequently charged
with being indebted by their Anglo-American employers, soon followed the

^ •Slavery in the Territory of New Mexico, pp. 1-2.
42july 7» 1859.

:

'
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example of the rest of the populace in Ignoring the law altogether.' This
condition and the prospect of escape below the;border offered a strong temp
tation to prospective violators; particularly indebted servants.
respect,* Pmq>elly observed cynically:

" ;

In this

^ .

The Mexicans in Arizona, freed frcm the restraints of peonage.
which is practically ra system of slavery, and working for
Americans, toward whom they feel only hatred, give full play to '
the treachery of their character. In this connection the proximity
of the boundary line is a serious evil. ^
Arizona might have become the target of even sharper abolitionist
attacks than those directed at New Mexico,' where peonage was much more preva
lent.

Peonage had long been in use on the Mexican farms and ranches on the

Santa Cruz.

However, this would not have been as alarming to northern legis

lators as the knowledge of the evident tendency among Anglo -American managers
to establish inroads for the spread of the system into the mines.

That

their activities did not become known here is largely due to the fact that
peonage did not become involved in national politics prior to the Civil War.
By this time,* the commencement of Apache depredations in southern Arizona
interrupted mining and other enterprizes requiring cheap labor on a large
scale, thus leaving the peonage issue to be settled in New M exico,^

--

In regard to local attitudes toward peonage in Arizona, those in
clined to be bothered by its legal aspects could always look to New Mexican
law

aind the principle of popular sovereignty, which combined to give legal

-

^3pumpeHy, p. 32.

^folliam A. Keleher. Turmoil in New Mexico. 1846-1868 (Santa Fe,'
N.M: The Itydal Press, 1952); pp. % 9 - 7 0 ^ Another very good source o n ••- •
peonage and the slavery question in the Southwest is found in loomis M.
Ganaway, New Mexico and the Sectional Controversy: 1846-1861 (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1944).
'
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and philosophical encouragement to those wishing to make the most of their
labor situation.
prohibit it.

If peonage was morally wrong,1 the laws would certainly

On the other hand^ those opposed to peonage, assumed that

the trend toward abolition of slavery applied to peonage also,' as Pumpelly
implies in his statement above.

However, the question was seldom raised in

Congress, and.,those aware of the existence of the system.in Southwest, felt
its end had ultimately come with the Qaancipation Proclamation, on January
I, ' I863.

On the following month, the Arizona bill was finally passed, ac

companied by provision outlawing slavery and involuntary servitude in this
territory.

But peonage continued, and it was not until 1865 that Congress

turned directly to the problem.

Cta September

5 of that year, Maximilian

issued a proclamation officially re-establishing peonage in Mexico and in
viting southerners to bring their slaves Into Mexico behind colonization
contracts to be worked under the new peonage laws prescribed in Article 71
of the act.

On receiving this information. Secretary Seward wrote to

President Johnson requesting information on peonage in Mexico and reported
actions taken b y the State Department.^

An investigation was made of peonage

in New Mexico,' and on March 13 of the following year. Special Indian Agent,
J. K. Graves, reported to the commission of Indian Affairs that the system
was the universally recognized mode of securing permanent labor.

No less

than four hundred Indians were being held in bondage in Santii Fe alone.
Included in this report was evidence that on General Carle ton’s orders,"

^ U . S .,1Congress, House.- Slavery or Peonage in Mexico. 39th Cong.,'
1st Sess.f 1566,' H.E. Ex, Doc. 13. Maximilian’s peonage clauses are stated
in Article 71 of his colonization decree, pp. 3-5• See letter,' Seward to
President Johnson,' December 14, 1865,- pp. 1-3. This information also ap
pears in the presidential message, "Restoration of Slavery or Peonage in
Mexico,’ Under the Decrees of Maximilian," 39th Cong., 1st Sess., 1866,
House Rept. No. 8,!Pt. I, pp. 470-82.

6?
mllitsbry personnel were aldljng in the apprehension and return of fugitive
peons .—

In the Senate,' Charles Smarter bitterly condenned the system and

held General Carleton and Governor ConitoUy of Hew Mexico responsible for
allowing it te continue.

In 1867, oh the basis of the Crates report,'

Congress' passed "in Act to Abolish and Fwrever Prohibit tiie System of Peonage
in the Territory of New Mexico and Other Parts of the United States
tion H

Sec-

specifically charging military personnel with enforcement of the

act under penalty of court martial and dismissal.

Meanwhile, the New

Mexican legislature hurried to conform,' and by the end of the year,' all acts
permitting peonage were abolished.

However, vestiges of the system con

tinued te a p p e ^ t h r o u ^ u t the century,"' openly or disguised,1the fugitive
laws being replaced by threat of exposure to the Immigration authorities^ :*
or by a Mexican alien's m m fear of being turned out destitute when his
labor could be exchanged for board arid lodging, at least.

These factors

have remained a part of the history of Mexican labor in Arizona.

^;

In regard to peonage as a means of retaining a permanent pool of
cheap labor,-under normal conditions," Mexican workers were usually avail
able in sufficient numbers to meet the needs of employers during the early
period.-

In some instances," however, the supply of labor'was:Iritearrpted b y

unforseen events, some of which were far removed from the Tubac area,- yet
had serious local repercussions.

In April, 1857i developmental work was

well under way at the Helntzelman Mine when the Crabb filibuster struck

h6

U. S., Dept, of the Interior, Report of the Commissioner"of Indian
Affairs (Washington,! D.C. : Government Printing Office, 18o6), letter from
Graves to D. N .1Cooley, March 13, 1866, p. 137•
. -

47

•- •
» -'' - '- "
* '■* *'- :
-U.S., Congressional Globe. 39th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1867, Part 3,
appendix, p. 238, For debates, see p. 1371, :
,
^Bancroft, p. 682.

Sonora.

Die incident provoked a storm of excitement on both sides of the

border:and caused serious delays in the Tubac mines for several months.

In

his report to the stockholders/ Frederick I&unekotr said*

:

"

:

In consequence of this, :m embargo was laid on the ezporta:
tion of supplies from Sonora. ••Under these circumstances, Col.
Poston gave me the order to discharge all miners, excepting one
:
for my personal services. It was totally impossible to carry on
our mining operations, and w r e d u c e everything to the utmost de- c
gree. Fortunately we received c o m , peas, beans, and pumpkins
from the Pimos tribe. Col. Poston having sent a party to these
Indians to trade brown cotton for such provisions as they might
be able to get.
. ; , _■
^
'
Another bad influence was created by this Filibuster expedition;
the rfeeling.of the Mexicans became hostile against the Americans,' - ?
and for a time it was impossible to engage Mexican miners and work^ men from. Sonora.^
V
;
:
:
Poston took leave for San Firaztoisco and.a rest,- returning that win.
ter to find the country still suffering repercussions.

"But b y the talisman

of silver bars the mines were put in operation, and the miners’induced to come in from Mexico," Poston laiter reminisced,

"In 1858,: the business of

the Territory resumed its former prosperity,’ and -the sad events of the
50
TCrabb Expedition* were smoothed over as far as possible."

:

By June,1 a

traveller reported that Poston was growing enough -vegetables at Tubac to
supply the whole settlement, shipments from Sonora had resumed, and a total
force of about one hundred and fifty men were working for the company, the
51
laboring crews being .comprised entirely of Mexicans. '

'

Seasonal and cultural factors constituted another cause of labor
shortages.

Planting and harvesting time,1seasonal sickness, and, in

.:
^ Report of Frederick Brunckow to the Sonora Exploring and Mining
Company.v.. p .17.
;
^ P o s t o n ,1 Overland Monthly.' XXIV,' September,’1894,’p. 291.
'^Eaton,' Southwestern Historical Quarterly. Vol. XXXVI,' p. 188,
quoting excerpt from diary of Phoolan Way dated June 17/ 1858.
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southeastern Arizona, the Magdalena fiesta, presented a continual round
of problems which had to be accepted as part of the regional milieu, as
. company officials learned during their first year of operation.

Work

was hampered particularly through the late summer and early fall when
,, seasonal sickness and the Magdalena fiesta merged into a formidable com
bination, offering laborers both the motive and the excuse to return to
. their homes in Sonora.

In the early fall of 1858, even the company’s

, supervisory staff yielded to the oppressive demands of summer dysentery,
,. which usually followed rainy season.

The furnaces of the Heintzelman

Mine at Arivaca closed temporarily, and S. H. Lathrop,,the superinten
dent, was forced to come in for treatment at Tubac.

Poston took over

his duties at the mine, only to be taken sick also.

With the opening of

. the Magdalena fiestas on October 4, day of San Francisco de Assisi, pa■

•'

■

'

r:.:;

. >•

.

■

:-.v, ;.:z

• -

tron saint of the sick and lame, the labor crisis reached a peak. Con''' ' '
- ■■
•■ ■
• :
'• '•■’■
: : .
L
:
■
sequently, feeling better and realizing the imprudence of attempting to
.. obstruct the fulfillment of this important regional tradition, Poston decided to join the southward pilgrimage of Mexican workers, hoping to com
bine pleasure with an effort to procure laborers and supplies.

This

proved too much even for his constitution, and he was unable to make
'• it back until December. . However, between festivities and relapses, he
managed to negotiate a contract for the erection of an amalgamation building
1 and dwellings at the Heintzelman Mine, though the contractor did not make
. his appearance for several weeks after Poston’s return, and then sick and ,
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without laborers.

52

;

'

-

;.

In the winter of 1858, a large train of wagons arrived from Texas "
bringing tools and equipment, increasing the Anglo-American work force to
Ifo

about twenty-five. -

Due to an eye infection, Poston went back east at

the end of the year, accompanied by H e m a n Ehreriberg and Frederick Brunekdw.
Major S. P. Heintzelaan came out to relieve him, assigning William Wrightson, who had arrived with the supply train* to manage the Santa Rita Mines
in Poston* s absence.

Under Wrightson* s' supervision, work progressed well,

and by March, 1859, several shafts were sunk on the site of the old Salero
Mine and buildings were being erected;

Two months later," a furnace was

completed and the first plancha (bar) of silver extracted.
zelman Mine, Lathrop continued the work started by Brunckow.

At the HeintFrom one small

furnace, three to four hundred ounces of silver were being extracted a week.
Over one hundred men were employed, and work was finally completed on an
extensive amalgamation works at Arivaca expected to reduce about three to
four tons of ore a day.
productive point.

Meanwhile, the Patagonia Mine was nearing its

According to Colonel Douglas, then superintendent and

part owner, over one hundred tons of ore was oh the surface and the smelting

■Third Annual Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company....
1859. pp. 5, 18. A great number of the Pap ago tribe also take part in the
pilgrimage and the ceremonies. Originally, their celebration day fell On De
cember 3, the day of San Francisco de Xavier. However, when the Franciscans
replaced the Jesuits at the San Xavier Mission, they persuaded the Papagos to
change their celebration to October 4, the day of the patron saint of the
Franciscan order. The Papagos complied to the extent of making the Magdalena
pilgrimage on the day of Saint Francis of Assisi but maintained, nevertheless,
in dedicating their worship to Saint Francis of Xavier.
-Boston, "In Memorium" (H. C. Grosvenor). The Arizona Weekly Star.'
March 18,1880.
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works would soon be in operation.

Farther up the Sonoita, Colonel Titus

filed on two locations he called the Trench and the Compadre mines, which
had been worked successfully by Mexican prospectors in years past.

At

this time, news of the discovery of a veiy rich silver lode about seventy
miles west of Tucson caused considerable excitement." Having returned to
Tubac this spring, Herman Ehreriberg organized the Cahuabi Mining Company
and filed on the site near present Quijotoa/ where the Cahuabi and
: Picacho mines were soon producing considerable silver from argentiferous
copper ores processed by the patio method. ■
: :

r

By all appearances, a silver boom was on its way in southern Ari

zona in the spring of 1859.'

The labor situation i^roved, but due to

increased production, ads calling for laborers became more frequent in
the Weekly Arizonian.

By April, the editor commented, "There is a

scarcity of good Mexican laborers in this region of the country.

Men

; are wanted at several of the mining establishments, and also to do or
dinary labor in the vicinity of Tubac. "Farm hands are in demand along
the S o n o i t a . T h e gloom that followed Crabb's attack on Sonora had •
passed, and an atmosphere of amenity existed between the Mexican workers
and their "employers.

Though Mexican hands drifted from one mine or

settlement to another, as their majority were accustomed to do, there
were no reports of significant losses of labor,' except on one occasion
when a party of Apaches stopped to demand provisions at the Patagonia
Mine and frightened off several Mexican workers.^

;.

-

- ^ T h e Weekly Arizonian.':March 3. May 12. 1859.
55Ibid., April 7, 1859.
■^Weekly Arizonian. April 28, 1859.

'*
5

.
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O n .the following month, however, calamity struck again on the Santa

Cruz with the'killing of some Mexican and Yaqui workers at a xaescal'distillery
in the Sonoita Valley.

The Sonoita massacre was prefaced b y the series of

hostile incidents that foUoired Bichanan’s request to establish a military
line across northern Chihuahua; and Sonora. . Being a part of the border
milieu at this time, none of these incidents had any profound local influ
ence in /the Santa Cruz area until the expulsion of. Anglo-Americans from
Sonora following the trouble at Quayzaas with Carl Stone and his surveying
crew.- -Suddenly,.and without warning, every Anglo-American was ordered to
leave the state, according to several who.arrived at Tubac, on April 30,
following a rapid journey from. Heraosillo.

They claimed the inhabitants of

the Sonoran town were thronging the streets in graat excitement, threatening
the fifteen or twenty Anglo-American residents and even forcing their way .
/Vi
into homes, apparently with the consent of local authorities. Those e x
pelled were unaware of the reason for the deportations, though some attri
buted it to the rumor that Walker and Lockridge were preparing a filibus
tering raid on Sonora.

However, the editor of the Weekly Arizonian gave no

credit to the rumor and warned that, “any persecution of Americans in
- -"’"
-• \
-i* •••*••'-"• •••
:
*
“•
"
-,, - ■- '-'
Sonora will sooner or later bring severe r etribution.^
: During the next six days, when excitement was at its peak, two
events ignited smoldering tempers in the Tubac area, leading directly to
the Sonoita massacre.

On about May 1, the seven Reventon Ranch peons were

whipped aid. sheared by George Mercer.

A local settler named Greeribury Byrd

was with Mercer at the time the punishment was administered.

A few days

later, on May 6, Byrd was found murdered in his log cabin on a small* farm

57ibid. , May 5, 1859.

..... ‘
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near ftmacacori.

His assailants.sere believed to be his two ilaxiean peons,

58
yho fled into Sonora taking considerable;stock wlth them., > - On the following
Sunday, May ;9» Mercer accompanied a mob of seven armed men led by William Ake
and a man named Page, who declared they were going to clear all Mexicans out
of the Sonbita Valley.

Proceeding from ranch to ranch, they drove all, the

Mexican workers and their families ahead of them at gun point until they
reached a mescal distillery just below ike’s ranch.; On seeing the mob ap- ,
proach the distillery, several of the Mexican and Yaqui workers started to
run, and the attackers opened fire.

A. short,’ one-sided battle ensued, in

which four Mexicans and one laqul were killed, while one of the Americans,
59
was injured slightly by a Yaqui lance thrust.
On the following day, the murderers sent word through the Santa Cruz
Valley that a meeting would be held that evening at a fana near Tubac owned
by John Ware for the purpose of driving all Mexicans out of the country.^0
Meanwhile a wave of fear spread through the Mexican populace, the results
of which brought these cements from th e ,editor of the Weekly Arizonian:
Already the effects of this massacre have been disasterous.
Thirty Mexicans left Tubac the day following the receipt of the
news, and every farm on the Sonoita is deserted by its'laborers^..
Consternation and distrust is spread among the Mexican population.
Some families have sacrificed much to.es cape from the country; have
abandoned their little property, and fled for their lives.
A meeting of citizens was held, but not the one previously planned.

l

Instead,

a group of infuriated mine owners, ranchers and merchants gathered to draw

% b 5 d . . May 12, 1859;

Weekly Alta Californian. May 28, 1B59

59

Ibid.. May 19, p. 2:1, See p. 3:2 for Mercer’s part; in the affair.
He denied having anything to do with the actual shooting,1 or aiding the
proceeding in any way.
,
,
. ,

^ Weekly Alta Californian. May 28 r 1859.
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up a resolution condemning the affair.

Rrihted in Spanish and Ehglish,' and

signed tyr the principal residents of Tubac, including O b t a i n Ewell of Fort
Buchanan, the resolution assured full protection to those who had fled, as
well as Sonorans who wished to come up to work, trade, or transport supplies.

6l

Four of the killers, including Page, were rounded up and put in

irons at Fort Buchanan, while William Ake and two others left the region,
Ake having W e n warned itot to show tp in Tucson if he wanted to stay alive.
In searching out motives, the editor of the Weekly Arizonian felt
that the expulsion of Americans fron Henaosillo together with the murder of
Greeribury Byrd caused the unjustified attack.

To this conclusion, -Captain

Ewell added, *1 think one part of the murderers were induced b y the hope
of driving off Mexican labor and forcing the people to hire Americans at
their own price.
labor.”

'

Americans here ask $40.00 per month for c o m o n field

As one of the owners of the Patagonia Mine, Ewell*s feelings in

this matter reflected those of mine owners generally.

The mine was com

mencing to reduce silver ore profitably when the attackers, whom he de
scribed as a band of ”cut throat Americans compounded of murderers and high
way robbers," drove the Mexican workers out of the Sonoita Valley, in which
the mine was located.

The Patagonia Mine lost its whole work force and was

forced to suspend operations.^
. .:

■■•■

• -■ : :- :: •

: :

At the Santa Rita Mines, located in the
' '.: ' ' : ' ' ! cf-.. '< : ' ?

..

" '■"

^Weekly Arizonian. May 19, 1859» Those taking part in the shooting
were: "Page (Paige), Bolt,5 Scott, Vfa. Ake, J • Pennington, Sam Anderson, and
a man named Brown.". Pennington was quite young, and was believed to be led
into the affair by older associates. Ake, Page, and Anderson were considered
men of the worst kind, Ake having already committed several murders, see p.

3:2.

_

'

^2P. G. Hamlin,’ Old Bald Head: General R. S. Ewell (Strasburg, Va.:
Shenandoah Publishing House, Inc., 1940), pp. 49-50.
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mountain range that separates the Sonoita and Santa Cruz valleys, none of
the men were frightened off, though it required considerable effort on
Hrightson* s part to keep them contented.

On the other hand, though lo

cated much farther away from the scene of the massacre, the Heintzelman
Mine lost one hundred men, which, except for about a dozen workers, con63
prised its total work force.
By the end of the month, the full impact of the Sonoita massacre
was being felt throughout the region.

The season for corn planting was

passing, and seeding had been delayed to a critical point due to lack of
hands.

The faimers* hopes of attracting labor back from Sonora in time to

finish planting were made even gloomier because the haciendas in Sonora
lost no time in taking advantage of the sudden influx of field hauls.

Word

was passed north that some laborers were due to return in time, however,
the majority were busy in their home areas and would remain until the
wheat harvest was in. ^

Meanwhile, the Sonora Exploring and Mining Com

pany solicited help along the Santa Cruz Valley, informing residents that
the Heintzelman Mine had employment and good wages for seventy-five or
eighty men. ^

By June, some Mexican workers began to come north again,

about thirty returning to the Heintzelman Mine early in the month.

Shortly

afterward, the same zraaber were reported working in the Sonoita Valley,
and before long, enough hands had returned to the area to meet the require''

66

ments of most of the mines.

However, the return of Mexican workers in

^ W eekly Arizonian. May 19, June 16, 1859.
....... ^ l o i d . , June 2, 1859.
fetbid.. May 26. 1859.
^Tbid., June 16, 1859.
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sufficient numbers may not have been evidence of an early reconciliation
between them and their Anglo-American employers.
broke into political upheaval again.

On that month, Sonora

Seme of Gandara’s Opata followers

had rallied under Chief Tanori, defeating Governor Pesqueira* s troops in
several battles.

"Yaquis are in revolt," the Weekly Arizonian added, "and

the whole miserable country nearly suffering from famine at present, which
the incoming wheat crop only seemed to relieve, and now that the people
are about gathering the product of their fields they are again obliged to
1
arm and drill against these Indians."
'

'

.

. y

.

,

. - .

Work resumed, but in the aftermath of the Sonoita massacre a
feeling of increased hostility and suspicion remained between employers
and their workers.

From this point on to the outbreak of the Apache war,

superintendents seldom submitted a report without including a plea for
other labor than that available in northern Sonora.

Lathrop continued ad

vertising for a "few good American laborers," though it is doubtful that
his appeals improved the labor situation at the Heintzelman Mine, since he
advertised continuously in the Weekly Arizonian from March through the sum
mer of 1859.

Probably he encountered the same difficulty that provoked

Poston to comment later regarding his experiences with this source of labor:
A few straggling Americans came along now and then on the pretense
of seeking employment. When questioned on that delicate subject, they
said they would work for $10 a day and board; that they got that in
.
California, and would never work for less. After staying a few days
at the company* s expense they would reluctantly move on, showing their
gratitude for hospitality by spreading the rumor that ’the managers at
Tubac employed foreigners and greasers, and would not give a white man
a chance.’ 60

67June 9, 1859.
^Poston, Overland Monthly. 7ai;:m v

(August, 1894). p. 207.

I
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On the following year, Lathrop finally decided that Tubac* s labor needs would
be best alleviated by importing w o o e r s

frm. beyond the border districts.

"I

am convinced in the opinion that we should offer inducements to at least one

;

hundred Yaqui and Opata Indians with, their families,N he reported ix> the: stock
holders,^

The suggestion of. employing, Indians in the mines appeared often in

reports at this time, particularly the ■Yaqui and Opata, whose reputation as
good workers was known throughout Sonora and Arizona.

Seme operators suggested

hiring Arizona Indians, the Pima, Maricopa and Pap ago being considered for sort
ing aid dressing ores.

However, having sold some 300,000 pounds of wheat to the

Overlaid Mail Company during 18$9, the Pima aid Maricopa were quite satisfied in
working toward the development of their own enterprises,7^

in regard to the

Papago, while they often visited Tubac, Poston found that "they would not submit to the regimentation of the mines and were never any serious challenge to
71
the Mexicans 1 almost complete monopoly on mine labor." ,

I860, p.

. .

___

^ Fourth Annual Report of the Sonora Exploring aid Mining Ccaroaiwv.V.'.
13.
70Annnal Report of the Maricopa Mining Company.... i 860, pp. 13-14.

7^Bents, p, 103» quoting Poston* s Narrative. However, this does not
mean that the Papagos did not seek mining work under certain conditions. In
dian Agent, John Walker, reported to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Sep
tember 28, 1859» that when the wells dried up at their villages, they sought
employment wherever they could. "Some go to Tubac, where they have the con
fidence of the Sonora /Exploring &7 Mining Company, and readily find employ
ment, and a portion of them come to Tucson and are variously employed by
Mexicans aid Americans. These Papagos regularly visit, a salt like, ,which lies
near the coast and just across the line of Sonora, from which they pack large
quantities of salt, and find a ready market at Tubac and Tucson. Mr. Lathrop,
superintendent of_the Sonora Mining Company, told me that they boughti.some :
twenty thousand /pounds/" ...annually from them, as they use a great deal of
salt for smelting purposes, etc..They.also nearly supply Tucson." Taken
from mimeographed reproductions o f :the Executive Documents in APRS Archives.
U.S., Congress, Senate, Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Secre
tary of the Interior, 36 Cong., 1st Sess.,1859-60, Vol.I,' Rept. 172, See
Letter, Walker to Commissioner, September 28, 1859• During the territorial'
census of 1864, forty-two Papagos and their families were reported working
at the Cerro Colorado (Heintzebaan) Mines,' then being operated under lease
to Elihu Baker. The 1864 Census of the Territory of Arizona. Compiled b y
the Works Progress Administration under the auspices of the Historical Records
Survey (Phoenix: Historical Records Survey, 1938), p. 103. A mimeographed
reproduction of the original census schedules.
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Others favored importing Mexican families from the mining districts
farther south, the editor of the Weekly Arizonian suggesting that recruiting
.................

•

♦

*.

"

v

*

y

efforts be made as far as Sinaloa, Chihuahua, and Durango.

g

Heraan Ehrenberg,

who had returned to Arizona at the time of the Sonoita massacre, approved of
this plan in a letter to Poston, June 11, 1859, a copy of which was included
in the company's report.

He pointed out:

....... ,

-

Those in our employ now are mostly from northern Sonora...These miners
are a kind of mixed animal, brought up as herders, farmers, miners, and
laborers in general, with a slight touch of the military. Such 'Jacks of
many trades' can of course not be expected to know one which they never
learned. The proper way is to import some forty or fifty families from
the purely mining districts of the south, from the mountains where mining
is the only_industry, where work at mining is preferred to change of
,. occupation.’^ ..
■.-v, ; : .
The above suggestions covered all practical means of obtaining other
*
labor. However, some superintendents were willing to go even farther. In
another report made during the same year, Heintzelman informed the company di
rectors that he was collecting information on the feasibility of importing
German and Wallachian miners from Europe,

74

while Pumpelly, a few years later,

even touched on the propriety of hiring "voluntary Chinese labor."

75

Bit,

while superintendents pondered nightly over the proper phrasing of their re
quests for more efficient workers, their Mexican crews continued to work the
mines through the sweltering days of July, 1859» unaware that such formidable
••
competition was being planned for them. Meanwhile, the Patagonia Mine was
being reopened under the management of the Howry brothers, .who passed this

72June

2, 1859.

^^Report of Frederick Brunckow to the Sonora Exploring and Mining
Company..♦,1859. p p . ^5-46

1859, p.

P^Third Annual Report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company....
2£
'
'• - '
'
^‘ - r , 'y-.,
^Across America and Asia, p. 32.
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news on to the local paper with the accompanying announcement:

"Mexicans

76
are wanted at this mine.

The highest wages paid,"

Despite the dissatisfaction of some superintendents with their labor
at this time, most of the mines were beginning to produce significant pro
fits. .According to reports from t h e ,Sonora Exploring and Mining Company,
their amalgamation works at Arivaca was turning out $1,200 per week from the
ores of the Heintzelman Mine and other locations in the Cerro Colorado dis
trict. ; They were operating two amalgamation barrels, and six mor e ;were
ready for use, pending the arrival of two steam engines to provide the re
quired power.

According to the richness of the ore, they expected an out

put .of $5,000 to $7,000 per week.^7

By the end of the year, the Sonora Ex

ploring and Mining Company was employing one hundred and forty Mexican laborers, while the Santa Rita Mining Company had about ninety.
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Having returned

from the east, Frederick Brunckow was working in the San Pedro Valley where
he and Captain Ewell had filed on a good prospect.

Brunckow started a shaft,

certain he had a good location, but never realizing his work was leading him
to the silver lode that later:made Tombstone famous.

At this time, there

were signs of corporate interest in cattle and agriculture, the latter of
;■
•
\ * '1 * r *, •■•
.
•
which would employ thousands of Mexican workers in the coming century.

In

July, 1859, the Sopor! Land and Mining Compary- was organized, its head
quarters located at the Canoa Ranch.

Backed by a group in Providence, Rhode

Island, the company did surveying and exploring work for the mines.

W e e k l y Arizonian. July 14, 1859.

,

77Ibid.. p. 2:2.
ffifhe Mining Magazine. Vol. I, (November, 1859), P» 14.

Later

,
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as the Sopor! Land and Cattle Company, they included ranching in their
enterprise, as well as opening lumber camps in the Santa Rita Mountains.
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But, during these years, most of the Mexican agricultural workers and ranch
hands were employed by the small ranchers who, from 1859/ began rapid settlement along the Santa Cruz, Sonoita, and San Pedro valleys.
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However, through the spring and summer of 1859» the relations be
tween the workers and their employers degenerated markedly from the early
days when life around the mines was governed by "no other law than love,"
according to Poston.

Though his statement was overgenerous, there had been few

reports of hostility and violence during the period preceding the spring of
1859»
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But from this point on, distrust increased, in some instances lead

ing to misunderstandings that resulted in unavoidable violence.

On one oc

casion, Colonel Titus was forced to shoot one of his Mexican miners when the
latter became excited during an argument and attacked M m with a stone hammer.

^ Weekly Arizonian. July 21, 1859; Arizona Weekly Star, April 1, 1880.
80Mowry,' p. 55.
8^The notable exception occurred in September, 1858, when four
Americans were attacked by three Mexican hostlers while they slept. All
were employed at the Southern Overland stage station near Apache Pass.
Wielding axes, the Mexicans killed three of the American employees, then
fled, leaving the fourth, Silas St. John, terribly wounded. He was dis
covered three days later and brought in to Fort Buchanan, where he received
medical care and survived. M. L. Crimains, "Recollections of the Old Medi
cal Officers: Brigadier General B. J. D. Irwin," The Military Surgeon
(March, 1928), pp. 36I-65. The above information was drawn from a pamphlet
reprint of this article, a copy of which can be found in the University of
Arizona library.
8% e e k l y Arizonian. November 10, 1859•

8:
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In other instances, violence was deliberate and accompanied by increasing
overtones of racism to a point where it became difficult to distinguish when
an act of lawlessness occurred as an isolated crime or as another stroke in
the mounting sequence of retributive blows Americans and Mexicans delivered upon each other.

.

v':

-^

^

The incidents that followed the killing of the rancher, John Ware,v
are. typical of the violence of this period; and apparently were a continuago
tion of the anti-Mexicanism launched b y tiie Sonoita massacre. • On June 25, “
about seven weeks after the killings on the Somita, Ware was stabbed to 1
death while attempting to rescue one of his dogs which had attacked several •
peons while they were passing his ranch on the Tubac-Tumaeacori road.

One

’:

of the peons, Rafael Polaco, was later captured and identified: by Ware’s
partner, James Caruthers.

Though Polaco denied having struck Ware, he was -

brought before a body of Tubac residents two days later;- who decided to have
the prisoner confined at Fort Buchanan pending the arrival of civil authorigj.

ties from Mesilla.

In July, Polaco

m s transferred to Tucson by Sheriff

G. Matterson for a hearing before Justice J. W. Holt, who committed him to
trial at Mesilla.

Having no jail at Tucson, the prisoner was heavily ironed
• .

..

..

and placed under guard of "one or two citizens."

f>7

However,1 on the night'of 1
85

August 3» he disappeared, apparently having escaped.

Later, it was dis

covered that a man named Sam Rogers had "kidnapped" Polaco, according to the
editor of the Weekly Arizonian, and hung him to a tree, still manacled;

..

3"-'Though Ware's ranch was selected as.a meeting place for the antiMexican rally on the day. following the Sonoita massacre, there is i» .evi
dence that he had any. direct part i n the affair.
.. >»
;

* 4

:

V

-

.

:

-

:

v

.

-

--

•Ibid., June. 30, 1859* It was; at tiiis meeting that the peon be
longing to -N. B. Appel was tried and punished,.as described earlier in this
chapter. .
•'
'■ '••'''

8^ibid., August 4, 1859. . •

:

• -
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Apparently, no immediate action was taken against Rogers,: for by the time
this development appeared in the paper, Rogers was already involved in
another crime.

While after some horses reportedly stolen,' he and a man

named Page accompanied a Mexican man and boy out to Ware's ranch, where the
boy lived.

Here, they shot the iaah without provocation, emptying their guns

;; into him, then cutting off his ears -while the horrified boy was forced at
: gun point.to watch.

As in: this instance, the criminals often could

neither show a motive for their crimes, nor justification for the perpetua
tion of their own lives.

Yet they were allowed to go unpunished^ their

. existence contributing nothing to the community but a hate-poisoned ataaosphere that further aggravated relations:between Mexicans and their employers.
During the next;year/;the majority of crimes involved the killing of
American superintendents by their own employees, though conclusions in this
respect were often a matter of community opinion.

The murder of Frederick

R m h c k o w in i860 was -among the first of these crimes, and the most ironic,
since the Tombstone boom might have occurred nearly two decades earlier were
it not for his death. : His body and those of two other Americans working with
: him were discovered at the site of his mine on the San Pedro... According to
Captain Ewell, they were killed by their Mexican employees.

87

‘ H I fortune

qZ

Ibid.. October 20, 1859.
^Hamlin, Old Bald Head, p. 55.. There is confusion regarding the
date of Brunckow* s death. Most accounts are based on Poston* s recollec
tions, which set the date on October, 1859. Wallace W. Elliott, History of
Arizona Territory...(San Francisco: Wallace W. Elliott & Go., 1884), p.209,
quoting the Tucson Citizen/ April 15, 1884. Other accounts place the date ..
as the summer of I860, Alta Californian, February H , 1861/ and even as late
as the spring of 1861, Arizona Weekly Star, June 26, 1879. However, the
census of i860 listed Brunckow among others at the "San Pedro Silver Mines”
on August 28, I860. At the foot of the page was the notation, "Since mur-.
dered by Mexican employees at the mines." Evidently he was killed during
the fall of I860. U. S. Census Office/ Eighth Census of I 860, Arizona
County. New Mexico Territory. A microfilm copy of the original schedules
filmed by the University of New Mexico library. (See film No. 100 lo
cated in the University of Arizona library. )
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continued to stalk this location, and before the silver strike was made,
the Apaches and an argument over possession took the lives of two more op
erators attempting to work the prospect.

:v

^

In the fall of that year, a rancher named Jack Powers was killed on a .ranch he had recently opened at Calabasas, south of Tuhac.

Having arrived

from California, where he had acquired tiie reputation as a protector of
Sonorans from the ."code of Judge lynch," his activities were followed with
considerable humor in the California papers.

According to accounts there, he

spent some time "sloshing around* Hermosillo,"claiming to have been run out
of California.

In the s m m e r of I860, he recruited one hundred Yaqui Indians

and started for the Mimbres Mines in New Mexico, taking two large mule teams
and considerable mining equipment and supplies.

88

However, in November, he

was found murdered on a ranch near Tabac, where he had located with some
eight hundred head of:stock.

His peons had fled,,and, consequently, they

were "suspected of having perpetrated the bloody deed,* though the California papers held this conclusion with reservation.

89

The last development in

Powers*, ranching enterprise was the posting of a notice of the sale of his
personal effects, which a traveller saw on the gate of the Overland station
at Calabasas, in February of the following-year, and dutifully relayed the
90
news to California on arriving at Hermosillo.
Nothing.was said, regarding
the disposal of the stock belonging to Powers, which was reported to value
$6,000.

Those "inheriting" the herd, however, were soon to share it with

Cochise, for after lieutenant Bascom* s attempt to arrest him, during the
above month, the Chiricahua leader drove Bascom*s troops back to Fort Buchanan

88x q S Angeles Star. March 12, 1859; August 18, i860.
89sbuthern News (Los Angeles) November 21, i860, p. 2; Daily Alta
CaUfmfntan. November 3. i860.
.
9° Sacramento Daily Union. March 1, 1861.

:
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and opened war on settlers above the border.

'

-

The consequences of past hostility between Americans and Mexicans
were never more marked than during the months following the outbreak of the
Apache war in the spring of 1861.
for wholesale retaliation had come.

For those bearing old accounts, the moment
Bands from Sonora rode north to plunder

the mines, in one instance, killing a superintendent and his assistants, and
even openly attacking the settlements of Tmaacacori and Ttibac.

The Apache

war might not have had such serious effects, if the employers of Mexican
laborers could have counted on the aid of their workers in defending the
mines, ranches and outlying settlements.

Instead, fearing their workers as

much as the Apache, most managers ceased operations and retreated with the
rest of the populace to Tucson, or abandoned region entirely.
ranch and the Patagonia Mine were -among the few exceptions,

Pete Kitchen1s
kitchen* s Opata

workers continued cultivating the fields while he,1 aided by his Sonoran wife
and her brothers/ stood watch against raiding Ghiricachuas and Finals.
while, the Patagonia Mine also continued work.

Mean

Some lives were lost along

the trail between the mine and the Sonoran village of Santa Cruz, but there
91
was no work stoppage due to Indians, according to Mowry.

At both the

Kitchen ranch and the Patagonia Mines, there had been no reports of trouble
with their Mexican workers, or evidence of prejudice against them.

It was

no doubt largely due to tills factor that' their labor remained with them during
this critical period.
peons held good.

Mowry* s reputation as a patron and; protector of his

When the Apache war commenced, his laborers numbered seventy

9^-He claims he "did not lose two hours* work in ten months on account
of the Indians." Mowry, p. 56. In April, 1862, a party of Apaches attacked
one of his supply wagons on the road to Santa Cruz, killing seven peons and
his East Indian servant. San Franclsm Cal 1. June 28, 1862.
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to eighty, but by September, all the residents of .Santa Cruz left their
village and. came above the border, establishing theaselves. at the mine for
protection against the Indians*

92
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;
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Through the spring of 1861, -Cochise confined his attacks largely to
go
;
the Apache Pass area. Heamdiile, however,’ tension mounted along the Santa
Cruz*

'Even.among;Mexican workers who felt well disposed toward their Anglo-

American employers, there was a noticeable anxiety to terminate their em
ployment and leave,:for they knew the devastation this region would soon ex
perience,

Not even Fort Buchanan was .considered a good risk.

:Here, the

Mexican, hostlers and teamsters.gathered at an evening meeting late.in January
and decided not to trust the government any longer regarding back pay owed
them by the disbursing; department.. Their action sent Captain Ewell,fuming to
his quarters.

‘•The miserable brutes are only kept a H v e by the troops,? he

wrote to Elizabeth that night, "and if ,these are removed they would become,
as before, herders for Navajo or Apache Indian s.
praved and cowardly than the Indians.

They are in fact more de

More Americans have been killed b y them

in cold blood than by the latter.

,

-

!

^2Alta Californian,' February 11, 1861, September 22, 1861.

•

P^Poston feels that the Apaches continued to observe their treaties
with the mine operators along the Santa Cruz and the Sonoita until June,
1861, when a group of greenhorns from Maine, who had recently set up a lum
ber camp at the Canoa Ranch, assisted some Sonoran ranchers in recovering a
herd being -driven north by a party of Apaches. On the next full moon, the
Apaches killed every man in the lumber camp and drove off the Canoa herd,
breaking the company financially. Overland Monthly. Vol. XXEV,' (September,
1894), pp. 292-93: Arizona Weekly Star. April 1. 1880.
^Hamlin, Making of a Soldier.... pp. 97-98.
January 22, 1861.

See Ewell to Elizabeth,
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When news of the rebellion in the ei^t arrived, glocny rumors be
gan to circulate along the Santa Cniz VaLLey that both Fort Buchanan and

95
Fort Yuma were soon to be abandoned*

In view of this, Poston and Raphael

Pumpeliy,' the latter having come out td :Arizona as a mining engineer for the

96
Santa Rita Mining Company, decided it would be impossible to hold the mines.
Their Mexican work force was still intact, but even Poston had become uneasy
as to how long he could rely on them." In order to get money to pay the
Mexicans off, as well as two Anglo-American employees, they requested a wagon
load of ore from the Heintzelman Mine/ which was indebted to the Santa Rita
Company.

Horace Grosvenor, who had replaced Wrightson as superintendent,

went to collect the ore, taking two Mexican teamsters with him.

On the re

turn trip, they were killed by Apaches at dusk a short distance away from
the Santa Rita camp.

Managing to enlist the help of another American, thus

raising the non-Mexican population of the camp again to a total of four, they
commenced to reduce the ore;

Apaches closed in, harassing them by firing

random shots into the fortified smelting works from, vantage points along the adjacent hills.

As a safeguard against surprise attacks, they issued breech-

loading rifles 'to the Mexican workers who, despite Pumpeliy* s anxieties,
seemed to behave quite well.

They stood their rounds on watch, braced by

rations of diluted alcohol, while the others slept or relieved the men at
the furnaces.

Meanwhile, Poston, Pumpeliy and their two associates stood

watch on the Mexicans, the furnaces being the absolute, boundary between
themselves and the crew.
' •

■

■

• '

They worked through
May into early June, deciding
.
»

-

’

■

•■

.

.•

..

-

.. -

•

^^Weeklv Alta Californian. June 12. 186l.
9^ihe Maricopa Mining Company had already suspended operations lo
cated on the upper Gila in the heart of the Apache country, superintendent
Gray abandoned the area within a week after Cochise* s arrest. Southern Hews,
February 20, 1861.
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to smelt enough ore to pay for the transportation of loose company property ,
to safe storage at Tubac before leaving the region. .Feeling that the great
est danger from the Mexican hands .would follow the extraction of the silver,
Punpelly delayed the final refining process until the last two or three days,1
a task he had to finish himself, after an Apache shot struck the chief smelter
while he was tending his furnace one morning at daybreak.

During the extrac

tion, which lasted some fifty to sixty hours, "I scarcely closed m y eyes;fl
P u m p e H y :later wrote, "and the three other Americans, revolver in hand, kept
an unceasing guard over the Mexicans, whose manner showed plainly their
thoughts."

With arrangements made to haul the loose equipment, the silver .

olanchas were loaded still warn into one of the wagons, and they departed
under heavy guard down the trail for Tubac on June 15, 1861, leaving the
97
Santa Rita Mines abandoned.

;b

>"

:

:

. :

Known as having a policy generally favoring the employment of Mexi
can labor, judging by Poston's attitude, at least, it may .be more than coin
cidence that the closing of the Santa Rita.Mines came without a serious demon
stration of violence.

Aimed as they were, the Mexican workers could have

easily taken possession of the company* s final run of silver and.eluded the *
Apache by passing through Pap ago country into Sonora.
did not attempt this is significant.

The fact that they

On: the other hand, the Heintzelman Mine

^ P u m e l l y , pp. 17-28. Pumpelly's.account of the closing,of the
Santa Rita Mines is far more dramatic, and, perhaps, exaggerated, than I
have depicted it above, particularly in regard to the threat posed by the
company* s Mexican workers. However, I have followed his narration in con
siderable detail because of his description of the difficulties employers
and their Mexican workers encountered in attempting to work together at a .
time when suspicion and distrust were at their height. *
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closed witii tiie massacre of its superintendent and his two German assistants.
Major Heintselman had returned to the east in late 1B59•

His plan to import

German miners did not materialize, however, he and Lathrop *continued a policy
of hiring Anglo-Americans and Europeans whenever possible, which evidently
had brought results, for their numbers were sufficient to defend the reduc

es
tion works atJbrivaca when the attack on the mine occurred.

.,

__ At this tine, Lathrop had,also been transferred back east, and, John
Poston, brother of the company’s field director, replaced lathrop at the
Heintzelman Mine.

.

The company was already having trouble with the Mexican

laborers here. . Desertions and theft were.becoming uncontrollable, and rumors
were spreading among the,workers that one of their number had cached a large
quantity of stolen bullion in the hills north of the mine shaft.

In addition

to these distractions, Apache attacks had become general throughout the area
following the departure of the troops from Fort Buchanan on July 23, 1861.
Killings occurred almost daily in the Somita, Santa Cruz, and along the
deserted trails tiiat linked the mines to the settlement of Tubac.

The mo- ;

ment for a Sonoran filibustering attack was never, more opportune. . One day
in August, a band of Sonorans rode into the reduction camp at Arivaca, their
appearance being part of a prearranged plan ‘tb\ incite^ o r "assist,' the Heintzel
man workers into mutinying and sacking the mine.

Qg

,; -

Finding the non-Mexican

..

.•

//; T

\

.

The German assistants killed at the mine were part of the regular
flow of immigration from Europe, the majority of which was Irish and German
during the mid-1850*s. One of the workers killed with Brunckow was also
German," as were Brundcow and Ehrenberg," who had recently arrived in the
.
country. Trained in German mining techniques, they were naturally attracted
to mining areas around the world, Ehrenberg having spent time in Chilean and
Australian camps before coming to Arizona.
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force too strong at Arivaca, they rode to the mine site, a few miles north,
without revealing their intentionsV

Here, they waited for a signal from

John Poston's servant, indicating that the latter and his two German employees
were taking their siesta, then attacked the hacienda and killed them.

Joined

by the Mexican workers, they ransacked the mine, and left for Sonora."
From this point on, Anglo-American settlers alerted to the approach
of Sonoran riders with the same apprehension they felt toward an Apache war
party.

Through August, the remaining residents of Tubac held the settlement

against successive attacks by Apaches and Sonoran bands.

Henaan Ehreriberg

wrote that abandonment began in earnest following an Apache attack on Septem
ber 3, adding the following statement:

^According to another account, a few days prior to the attack, John
Poston had caught his Sonoran foreman, -Juanito, south of the Arivaca road
with a load of silver bullion in his saddle bag, presumably headed for Sonora.
"Exasperated by desertions and stealing on every hand, Poston...shot the
Sonoran out of his saddle. With the kill ing of Juanito, all work stopped at
the mine. The miners stole everything they could carry. Then slipped away
in the night to head for their homes in nearby Sonora." With them went the
story that Juanito had buried $70,000 in stolen silver between the shaft of
the Cerro Colorado Mine (Heintzelman) and the Cerro Chiquito to the north.
Hearing the tale, the above band of outlaws and former workers returned with
the intention of locating the silver cache. Richard Van Valkeriburgh, "Haunted
Silver." The Desert Magazine. XE (September, 1948)/ pp. 8-9. According to
Bents,1 a similar incident was averted at Arivaca when a Negro cook discovered
the plot in time to put the reduction works on guard, pp. 159-60 • This mayaccount for the strong concentration of non-Mexican employees there, where
the refined silver presented an attractive force. :Pumpelly and Charles Poston had not yet left the region and were on
their way to Arivaca at the time the attack occurred. Having spent the pre
vious day burying the dead massacred by the Apache at the G a m a Ranch, they
were saved from the possibility of being included among those killed at the
Heintzelman Mine. Shortly after John Poston's death, they left the country.
At Caborca, site of the Crabb massacre, they heard that some of the Heintzel
man neons had been there boasting of the attack on the mine. Pumpelly, pp.
~
49-52.

*
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'

We are hearaed in upon all sides by the savage and unrelenting
Apache...There are very few of us, and we have in our midst, an
^
overwhelming and naturally inimical Mexican element, who wait only
until we become so weakened by Apache raids and emigration that it ; .
may be done with impunity, when they will, in all human probability,
wipe us out to a man.100
:
.
,
.
.: ..

Some twenty-five men held the settlement for three days,' and finally escaped
to Tucson under the cover of darkness.

However, by December,'.even Tucson

seemed to be daily nearing the point of complete sdesertion.

The Overland

Road was cut off from the Pima Villages to a point east of Apache Pass due
to Apache control of the intermediate area."^"*"

Several parties had left

Tucson for Mesilla and "not a single person has returned," Ehrehberg wrote
from the’oisolated town.

"On the tenth of this month, 12 Americans go to

Yuma.V.and there will be only 15 whites left here.w

There was no money left

in circulation, and the only commerce consisted of sales in supplies to
Mexican miners at Ehrehberg* s Cahuabi Mine, located in the security of the
Panago country some seventy miles southwest of Tucson, i "If you1should come
along I think we could work our Cahuabi mine with perfect success," he
..
.
;.v
speculated, hoping to encourage the return of Poston and other company of-

102
ficials, who had left for San Francisco.

^Weekly Alta Californian, September 7, 1861. According to another
report, Sonorans were enjoying a complete reversal of the past in regard to
the herds of stock they had lost above the border during previous years.
After the withdrawal of the troops, some ranchers in the Santa Cruz Valley
drove their stock below the border for safe keeping against the Apache.
"They are now anxious to get them out, but can’t", wrote one irate settler.
"The greasers threaten assassination if they go after them." Ibid. See also
Los Angeles Star. August 24. 1861: Weekly Arizonian. August 10, 1861.
•^ W e e k l y Alta Californian. June 22, 1861.
102Ibld., December 21, 1861.

However, Mexican workers at the Cahuabi and Picacho mines were,
for all practical purposes, operating these locations for themselves.

On

the following year, the Picacho was leased by a Mexican manager who worked
it successfully until the shaft became flooded with water, and for
several years afterward, Mexican gambusinos (ore thieves) continued
patiently working accessible ore, taking out some 240,000 ounces of sil
ver which was never accounted for, according to 'Hodge.

In 1864-, J. Boss -

Browne reported that the nearby town of Fresnal, then populated by some
?twenty vagabond Sonorians," was being supported by the ore stolen from
the Picacho Mine and smelted at Fresnal.

He asked their patron why he-

.

bothered packing the ore twenty-five miles from.the Cahuabi district to
the village when the mine owners could as easily intervene at Fesnal as
they could at the mine site.

;

The boss of the high-grading operation

evaded the questioning at length, shrugging and answering, "I don't know—
maybe yes, maybe no", and finally put an end to Browne's curiosity with
the flat statement, "Who knows?

I am very foolish.*?

:

■

Meanwhile, gambusinos were also at work at the deserted Heintzelman Mine, selling pilfered ore for a half a. dollar a pound at the mouth
of the mine to the inhabitants of Saric, Sonora, who transported the ore
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Hodge, pp. 124-25; Browne, p. 282; Browne's conversation
with the Mexican gambusino at Fresnal also appears in Richard J. Hinton,
The Hand-Book to Arizona... (Tucson: Arizona Silhouettes, 1954’),
p. 124.
.

to the security of their village 'and refined it at a considerable profit.
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Others engaged in the traffic of Heintzelman ore transported, it on to
Hermosillo, where the director of the mint later reported that it assayed
six hundred dollars per ton.

Though gambusinos invaded the Patagonia

Mine following Howry* s arrest as a Southern conspirator, in 1862, with his

lO^Alta Californian.*July 23i 1863. These activities were inter
rupted by several legitimate.efforts. An article in the Overland Monthly
tells of an attempt to reopen the Heintzelman Mine in the autumn of l66l,
resulting in another story of mutiny and death. Having taken up the lease,
Colonel Colt sent Colonel tally and seven Anglo-Americans to work' the
property. Mexican.laborers came up from Saric and were hired for as.high
as fifty cents to a dollar a day; Though fear of the Apache seemed to keep
them in subjugation for several weeks, insubordination and neglect of work
were followed by an outbreak during which the storekeeper was stabbed and
the assistant manager killed by a blow with a rack hammer. The Mexican
crew escaped below the line, driving all the stock ahead of them. Of
several workers taken prisoner during the melee, two were tried and hanged
as soon as Confederate Captain Hunter arrived with help from Tucson. Shortly
afterward, the Alcalde of Magdalena returned the stolen animals, premising
to punish those found in possession of the stock. Apaches accounted for
another of Lally*s party as they.abandoned the,region, the author of the
article succeeding in reaching Guaymas and departing via the American
trading schooner libertad. Charles Harkins, WA Scrap of Frontier History,”
Overland Monthly. XXI (March. 1893). 265-76. According to the territorial
census of 1864, the mine was being worked again during that summer under
lease to ELihu Baker. However, it is significant that of 95 persons counted
there, only five were b o m in Mexico. The majority o f ,the work force was
comprised of persons b o m in Arizona, 63 in all, principally Papagos. The
1864 Census of the Territory of Arizona, p. 103...
■ ^ I t was by this testimonial that, the mint director assured. ,
Guido Kustel that the Arizona'Mining Company had made a wise decision in
taking over the Heintzelman property. The. company was formed by a merger
of the Santa Rita Silver Mining Company and the Sonora Exploring and
'
Mining Company. Kustel accompanied the company's expedition to survey
the condition of the mines, January, 1864. Arizona Mining Company; Re
ports.... 1864. op. 1-18, passim.
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release, ,the fortune of the mine reached greater proportions than before.
Early in 1861, Governor Pesqueira extended, rights of transit to the port
of Guaymas over which Mowry sent his first, shipment of ore in April.
Though this concession came too late.to be of use to the rest of the mines
in the region, in 1864 the Howry Mine began, to increase its shipments of J
silver to San Francisco, as well as litharge and lead oxides to Hemosillo
for use in Sonoran refineries.
out and left the region.
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Shortly afterward,however, Howry sold

At this time, the expedition of the Arizona Mining

Company into the region of 1864 constituted the only significant effort to
resume mining.

William Wrightson, Colonel Sam Butterworth, Louis Janin,

Guido Kustel and three mining engineers surveyed the condition of the mines
during this year.

However, two of ,their party were killed b y Apaches near

Tubac, and the project was discontinued.

On the following year, Wrightson

was killed on the trail passing abandoned Fort Buchanan.
From the outbreak of the Apache war to the peace treaty with Cochise
in 1872, mining remained dormant in this region.

Though Apache attacks and

the abandonment of Fort Buchanan were the primary reasons behind the de
cision of mine operators to cease operations here, the factor of increasing
labor trouble was important.

The Mowry Mines demonstrated that, with the

support of the Mexican workers, the mines might have been held, and with
less casualties than those which ensued with the desertion of the region.

- ^ Sacramento Union. July 2, 1861.
IQ?Alta Californian. July 10, 1864.
lO^Arlzona Weekly Star. March 11, 1880. For an account of the experiences of this party, see Browne, pp. 212-24.
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However, even if company officials had been inclined to risk Apache
attacks and seizure by Confederate troops, it would have been unprofit
able, perhaps suicidal, for those to remain in camps where hostility and
lack of discipline had been fomented by managers apathetic toward rela
tions between themselves and their workers.

The massacre at the Heintzel-

man Mine and Ehrenberg’s expressed fear that such incidents would recur
emphasize the importance of the latter factor.

Cr>:.
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CHAPTER III
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GILA-COLORADO PLACER BOCM, 1860-1870

While the settlers of the Santa Cruz-Sonoita region fought Apaches
and struggled to regain their former prosperity, national attention shifted
to the Gila-Colorado junction where the placer boom of 1862 had attracted
■ •
1 .
* ;
*
■
; « *;.
" •
X
•
prospectors, speculators, and news correspondents from all over the world,
A dozen or more clap-trap settlements sprang up overnight along the lower
Colorado, overcrowded one year, empty the next, many serving as hardly more
than forwarding addresses for a cross section of humanity whose excitement
for gold might have led them as readily to Alaska, Australia or South Africa
as to the placers of southern Arizona,

In this area, the history of Mexi

can labor was developing along much different lines than in the Santa CruzSonoita region.

Spanish institutions had made no mark here, except in the

memory of the Timas, who pointed to the ruins of Garces* mission which were
still visible on the site of Fort Yuma across the river.

The little dif

fusion of Hispanic-Mexican culture occurring here was that imparted by the
teamsters and, immigrants who passed the Colorado crossing in increasing
numbers following the days of De Anza's expedition.

Consequently, there were

no traditional customs which might serve,as a basis•for relations between
Anglo employers and the Mexican workers.

There was no resident peon class

already working under a hierarchy of overseers -and adapted to the traditional
routine that was part of life on the ranches along the Santa Cruz and on the
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large haciendas farther south.

Many Mexicans coming into the Gila-Colorado

area knew life under the hacienda system and had broken with it.
them arrived directly from the gold fields of California.

Most of

Having spent

several years there, they had become accustomed to the independence of the
placer beds, where there was no traditional working class and social cus
toms depended largely upon the cultural inclinations of an ever-shifting
majority.

Some of them had migrated two or more times between the villages

of northern Sonora and Los Angeles, San Jose, or other towns in California,
aid though they may hot have earned a living as placeros. they had learned
to rely upon themselves, by one means or another.
The flow of immigration between Sonora and California was accen
tuated by three mass emigrations from Sonora during the years 1848-49,
1852-53» and 1865-68.

The California bonanza, according to Velasco’s con

servative estimate, attracted some four thousand Sonorans, during the five
month period from October, 1848, to March, 1849, of which only about fif
teen hundred remained in California.

However, this six month period

^Francisco Velasco, Noticias Estadisticas del Estado de Sonora
list. ed.; Mexico:. no publisher indicated, 1850), pp. 290-91. ;Reports
appearing in KL Sonorense indicate considerable traffic returning from
California in 1850. One account mentions a party of twenty being attacked
by Apaches near Batuc on December 24, 1849. This group mentioned that
another party of five preceding them had also been attacked at the same
point on the trail earlier that afternoon. Pesqueira, Vol. Ill, 1850-56,
quoting EL Sonorense. January 4,1850. Enough immigrants returned from
California to give credit to the rumor that the notorious John Clanton
gang took $100,000 in gold from Mexican victims while ’’ferrying” them
across the-lower Colorado. The Yumas justifiably massacred the gang for
their atrocities,.but were reported as quite wary regarding questions on
the disposition of the gold. Alta Californian. August 23, 1850. , ‘

presents hardly more than a photographic glimpse of the gold rush inflow,
most of whom remained only long enough to try their "luck and satisfy their
curiosity;

Those who remained continued working eastward into the Sierra

Nevadas along the tributaries of the Sacramento1River•

In the counties of

EL Dorado, Amador and Calaveras, Sonoran camps were established and, swelled
by subsequent immigration, grew into villages, many of which still exist
today.

-■

u ':

'

The Sonorans who stuck it out in the California placer camps formed
the vanguard of the migration that later peopled western Arizona.

Among

"

the Sonorans often mentioned in the history of the Gila-Colorado area, the
Amabisca, Contreras and Redondo families are representative of many who
arrived here via California.

Felipe Amabisco, Antonio Contreras and Jose

Maria Redondo were among the first trains of Sonoran forty-niners to ar
rive in the Sacramento gold fields.

At this time, they were young men of

ages ranging between eighteen and twenty, Antonio being the eldest.

They

remained in California almost a decade, during which time the bond of joint
adventure and the charm of the Contreras girls effected a pemament union
between the three families.

From the marriages of Francisca and Piedad to

Felipe Amabisca and Jose Redondo, respectively, five Sonoran-Califomians
were b o m , while Antonio's marriage to a girl of another family increased
the new generation by two more before the call of gold on the lower Gila
River spurred the three families southward again along the road to Fort Yuma.

^Unless otherwise indicated, the source of biographical information
used in this paper is drawn from the biographical folders filed in the
Arizona Pioneers Historical &>ciety under the person's name.
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The Sonoran emigration of the gold rash years hardly matched the
exodus that followed in 1852 to 1853, after the intensification of Apache
attacks along Sonora's northern frontier.

During 1851, 16? Sonorans were

killed, as compared to 111 on the previous year.

In 1852, the Apaches

killed 119 and captured 101, while on the following year, the death toll
alone reached 216.

Through these years, travellers reported the trail

across the Mojave Desert as being "almost lined with Sonorians."

Following

a trip from Sonora in 1850, a California resident claimed he passed thou
sands of Mexicans along the trail and assured that previous reports to this
effect were not exaggerated.

In the spring of 1853, the flow of immigra

tion into Arizona and California showed another marked upturn.

Some Mexi

cans, hoping to find protection at Camp Yuma, were settling on arable land
along the banks of the Gila near its junction with the Colorado, while
others were going on to Los Angeles and San Louis Bey.
stolen their all from them" one correspondent wrote.

"The Apaches have
Another report from

Sonora stated conditions along the northern frontier as follows:
The Apaches have swept the entire country and advanced' to
the very gates of Durango, Chihuahua and HermosiUo.... The
government has been incapable of coping with the savages, not one
man in twenty has any anas....The people may be seen huddled

^Rippy, Hispanic American Historical Review. Vol. II, (August, 1919)
pp. 388-89. The Apache problem may: also account considerably for the immi
gration during 1848-49. According to RLppy, in 1848 the districts adjacent
to Montezuma, Tubac, and Fronteras had at least 46 deaths, while 1849 opened
with a terrible series of raids that took 86 lives across the northern
frontier during the thirteen days commencing bn January 10. Velasco also
attributes much of the emigration, as well as the retreat south from the
frontier, to Apache attacks during 1848-49. In view of this, it appears
that the gold fields of California presented only an incidental factor in
the emigration of these years, insofar as Sonora's inhabitants of the
northern frontier were concerned. Velasco, pp. 52-55.
^Alta Californian. May 14, 1850.
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together at the doors of tiaeir houses, tiielr looks eoqpreeslre x 'l;,of the most abject fear and despair.5
According to various census reports in Sonora, the total population which
had risen from about 137,000 to 147,133 through the eight-year period from
1842 to 1850, declined during the next three years as some 7,700 Sonorans
‘•
- ' - • ...
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emigrated, leaving the state with a population of 139*374 in 1853•
The
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great majority of these emigrants were among the trains of refugees seen
along the Overland Road between Yuma and-los Angeles.
The rapid immigration of Mexicans and Anglo-Americans into the
Sacramento Valley and the upper San Joaquin produced another area of colli
sion between the two groups.
claims.

Mexicans were forced off of the desirable

On April 13, 1850, the California legislature passed an act re

quiring all foreign prospectors to pay twenty dollars a month to retain a
special permit, without which they could not mine.

Complaints of anti-Mexi-

canism arose in counterpoise with the retaliations of Joaquin Murrietta* s
bands.

These reports drifted back to Sonora and became the basis of the

colonization schemes used by Raousset, Crabb, and other filibusterers to
camouflage their invasions.

However, out of their furtive proposals evolved

sincere efforts to repatriate those Mexicans in California who wished to re
turn.

Following Governor Aguilar1s interview with Crabb and Alnza, in 1856,

Ibid.. March 21, 25, 27* 1853* Hie tenor of profound sympathy
that accomqjanied these reports of Sonoran immigration in 1 8 5 3 have been
merely a part of current annexation agitation, which often expressed itself
via humanitarian themes. During these months, James Gadsden was preparing
to lay down his ultimatum regarding acquisition of the area south of the
Gila River, and even beyond that, if possible.
,
■/•..V

v

’Almada, p. 155.
^Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of California (San Francisco:
History Company, 1888), VI, 403-04.

The
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the Sonoran, government set up juntas at Alamos, Goaymas and Henaosillo to
administer and assist the enigration of Mexicans from California, the
program to be funded by state and private contributions.

Similar boards were

later established in California to register emigrants and provide for land or
sea passage back to Sonora.

Ey 1858, the >program was in progress.

At Los

Angeles, the Mexican newspaper. EL Clamor Pi&lico. published circulars ad
vertising the program and assuring; registrants of political tranquility in
Sonora, protection against the Apache, as well as rights which they had not
enjoyed in California.

Meanwhile, the juntas in Sonora were prepared to re-

8
ceive the registrants and aid them in -applying for land.

; ;

However, the writers of these pamphlets were over-optimistic re
garding the tranquility Sonorans would find on their return.

By July of the

following year, many Sonoran families were migrating northward again, fleeing
the internal chaos which was concurrently driving laborers back into the
Tubac area to seek re-employment in the mines and ranches from which they
had recently fled following the Sonoita massacre in May.

Gandara was again

on the rampage, the Apaches were ravaging the District of San Ignacio and
adjacent areas, while the Opata chief, Tanori, was terrorizing districts
- _____
;
,* •
w . ^"v •'"v" :*:/.
Q
*-'.
......
^
''
‘
°Pesqueira, Vol. IV, quoting original.copies in his personal collec
tion entitled "Bnigracidn Para Sonora" and ^Invitaeidn a los Hispano-Americanos.w
put out in October, 1858, by the Junta Promovedora de la Bnlpracion HispanoAmericana sobre Sonora. It is noted that the land available to registrants
was situated particularly along the northern frontier and along the lower
Yaqui and Mayo rivers. In discussing the colonization projects, Berber adds
that Colonel Rafael Angel Corolla was placed in charge of La Junta de colo
nization de los r£os Yaqui y Mayo, at Alamos, the principal concern in
colonizing here being to.exert more effective control over the river tribes
,
who invariably turned against the government during times of political un
rest. Berber, p. 208.
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farther south.?

At this time, Racey Biven, a correspondent of tiie Weekly

Al-faa nalifornian. reported "quite a number of Mmcican families" trudging

-

northward again past the Warner Ranch "to escape from civil war, robbery
and murder."

10

It is difficult to say how much the repatriation movement

was successful in encouraging Sonora* s population to return from California.
The government evidently continued programs of this kind, for as late as
18?8, the Arizona Sentinel reported large numbers of Mexicans boarding the
steamer Coquille at Toma in route for ports south, booked as steerage and

11
paying half fare by arrangement with the Mexican government.

However,

the initial impulses that launched the emigrations of 1848 and 1853 sub
sided, and though the surge and ebb of migrating families continued between
the two states, Sonora’s population slowly climbed back from 139,37b, in
1853, to 146,819, in 1862.

Then it fell again to the lowest figura'in over

thirty years as the Gila-Colorado placer boom and the French invasion of
Sonora combined to exert attractive and compulsive forces resulting in the

12
third exodus of 1864 to 1868.
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^Ibid., quoting La Estrella de Occidente. July 8, 15, 1859.
in
*1'
■^Biven, whom Sonorans regarded as one of California’s arch annexa
tionists, viewed the passing column of Mexican refugees with this remark:
"I would be pleased to see the few worthy ones of the nation adopt the same
course, while some of those already in the state, who are on a par with the
present faction in Sonora, could be spared to go the other way, to the ,
great benefit of horses and cattle drovers in this and the surrounding valleys."
Weekly Alta Californian. June 7, 1859.
!
.
l
y-June 1, 1878.

.

,

--.v

-^Almada, p. 155. By 1868, Sonora’s population had dropped to 112,636,
the lowest it had been since the census of I83I, which listed 93,84? inhabi
tants.
V-
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As a result of these migrations, the majority of Mexicans attracted
to the Arizona placer beds had few illusions about life either above or be
low the border.

Resentful of the discrimination they received in Califor

nia, yet refusing to return to the conscription and tyranny that was a part
of life in their home villages in Sonora, they arrived in the Gila-Colorado
area ready to assert the * - rst comers'" option in the placer beds when

; _

necessity forced it upon tir vu-. Unlike the workers in the Santa Cruz and
Sonoita valleys, the placeros of the Gila-Colorado area demonstrated more
self-confidence in their relations with Anglo-Americans, yet pursued their
own course whenever possible.

Mexicans held no monopoly on labor ,in this

area, and as long as the placers afforded them a living, they tended to re
main independent of employers.

This factor often worked against their

r,

chances for employment in western Arizona, where a clear distinction was
drawn between "Mexicans" and fCalifornia Mexicans," the latter being con
sidered prone to "forget their place."

They "lasted about as long as a snow-

ball in Hell" on the ranches of Yavapai County, Sharlot H a H -remarked, speak
ing of life here during the ISSO's.

According to her recollections, "white

cow hands generally rode separate from Mexicans in those days—

the color

13
line was as real as the Hassayampa Highway is now.".
:

»

The presense of gold placer in the Gila-Colorado area was known for

several years before the strike of 1858.

As early as 1850, N. B. Coons,

a trader who worked between St. Louis and Chihuahua, reported hearing ac
counts at EL Paso of Mexican prospectors "busily engaged in gathering gold

^sharlot Hall, "Every Day was Frontier Day in Early Years in
Prescott," Prescott Evening Courier. June 29, 1946, Sec. 2, p. 8:4.
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from the G U a and its vicinity.*1^

In 1853, Felix Aubrey and his trading

party panned gold on the Colorado crossing, according to his journal of a
trip w e s t . ^

However, Parish believes the strike that started the Gila River

placer rush was made by Jacob Sniveley in 1858, about eighteen miles east of
the Colorado junction.^

People on the lower Colorado went out to the

location and found panning good enough to justify setting up camp for awhile.
" ■>
Meanwhile, the news reached eastern papers where it was edited according to
contemporary appetites.

The Gila camp became "Gila City”, population: six

hundred, average income: fifty dollars per day.

The rush was on.

To those

who arrived to find the location ailmost deserted on March of the following
year, the editor of the Weekly Arizonian explained the eastern news accounts
as mere humbuggery.
Gila at one time—

"No such number of men...have ever been at work on the
not over three hundred at the very highest estimate."

There were but few men at the diggings at this time, aid most of them barely
making expenses.
*
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*

*
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By May, however, the papers were booming the "Colorado Mines,"

another placer bed located on a dry wash near Chimney Peak about fourteen
miles north of Colorado City (Yuma).

Some two hundred prospectors had

gathered there, three-fourths of whom were Mexican placeros.

A correspon

dent at the location reported that "mining is being carried on principally
by *dry washing,1 and the Mexicans are’the only miners that can work that way
successfully."

-

On asking one of them how much they were taking out, he replied*
6

^Alta-JCallfomian. April 4, 1850.
^Browne, p. 69.
l6Vol. I, p. 296.
^ M a r c h 3, 1859.
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"Mfc es perdido el traba.1o.w- (Oar work is not in Tain.): This strike proved
to be knottier disappointment to those not inclined to put forth the -patience
required by such techniques nor the endurance to employ then in the heat of a
dry -stream bed during mid-summer.

By June, there were only five Americans

working on the Colorado bed and about seven or eight on the Gila.

However,

the Mexicans on both rivers now numbered about 350, and it was reported that
■I O

many more were bn their-way.

They remained tediously working the two lo

cations, and by June of the following year, they had taken out considerable
gold.

At this time, however, the newspapers had ascribed a new description

to Gila City:

"./.a sporadic camp of miners. .Sonorenses and dogs—

four hundred of them—
^

some

who are here today and somewhere else tomorrow."

19

The initial wave of Mexican population attracted into the Gila-

^

Colorado area proved quite energetic, both in their pursuit of the placer
strikes and their willingness to take advantage of the commercial opportuni
ties offered by an undeveloped area.

Among the names associated with Yuma* s

earliest business enterprises, the above-mentioned Amabisca, Contreras and
Redondo families were the arost prominent.

In 1858, when news of Sniveley* s

strike on the lower Gila began to spread, Felipe Amabisca and his family ar
rived in Arizona City (later Yuma). ^Profiting from his experience in Cali
fornia, he opened a mercantile establishment, rather than casting his lot on
the dubious fortunes of the placer b e d s . T h e placer excitement mounted, 'and
on the following year, the Contreras and Redondo families also packed up and
left Amador County, bound for the GUa-Colorado area.

like Amabisca, they

^W e e k l y Alta Californian. May. 28, 1859? Weekly Arizonian, June 2, 1859.
^ Daily Alta Californian. June 24. i860.

engaged mainly in commercial enterprises.

In 1873 1 Mabisca organized a

freighting company, and both he and Contreras did a large business hauling

road built through to Yuma in I878.
arriving in the area.

Jose Redondo followed the same path on

However, born the son of the Honorable Don Jose, pre

fect of Altar at the time of the Crabb filibuster, .he proved to be endowed
with his father* s political ability.

Well liked by both the Mexican and

Anglo-American communities, he was elected as councilman for Yuma in the

.

first territorial legislature, though he did not serve on this occasion.
Later, he served in the lower house of the seventh legislature, as well as
holding other elective offices in Yuma.
Jose Redondo engaged in many ventures—

During the course of his years,
mining, ranching, real estate.

But,

like the majority of Mexicans attracted into western Arizona during the 1860*s
he remained a placero at heart, seldom failing to respond to the excitement
of placer gold which had drawn so many far from their native regions in
Sonora.

.

.

.

The mineral wealth of the Gila-Colorado area was not such that
Arizona could be over-generous.

Yet, geology and climate worked in combina

tion to keep the premise of riches alive in the minds of the population at
tracted there.

Thunder storms revitalized placer diggings which, though ...

mediocre at best, seemed eternally capable .of producing another day*s wage,
a virtue for which they were roundly cursed.

Prospectors complained of being

stampeded farther north by Mflash-in-the-pan” strikes.

Yet each rush always

seemed to justify hanging on another day and pressing on a little farther.
Finally, in early 1862, the La Paz strike brought to gold seekers the excite
ment they were searching for.

The discovery was preceded by tales of ,
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fortunes lying somewhere in the gullies sixty miles north of luma between
the river and the mountains to the east.

In May, 1861, Juan Ferrar of Yuma

returned from this area with a nugget weighihg three pounds that brought
eighteen dollars per ounce.

During the same year, a Mexican boy in the

same placers found a nugget that weighed nearly six ounces more than
er
I
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Ferrar*s.
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In January of the following year, Pauline Weaver discovered a

rich placer bed about seven miles east of the Colorado in the general area
in which Ferrar* s Gulch was located.

When news of Weaver*s discovery reached

Yuma, Jose Redondo set out to find Weaver, accompanied by his brother Estevan
and Jesus Contreras.

Though they failed to locate Weaver, they came upon

either the same placer or an adjacent one from which Redondo panned out a
thirty-seven dollar nugget.

Though this was quite stunted in comparison

with Ferrar* s find, when Redondo produced the nugget in Yuma, the clarion
call of gold finally reached the ears of the multitude.
Within a few days, Redondo led a party of fifty men back to the area,
and the rush followed.

Some brush and adobe habitations were thrown to

gether about three miles back from the river, giving birth to the city of
La Paz.

The event caused considerable excitement among the Mojaves and

Chemehuevis, and with their assistance, the population swelled to about
eight to nine hundred persons, "of whom about 100 are whites," one correspon
dent estimated, "the balance consisting of New Mexicans /natives of New

^Arizona Sentinel, August 28, 1880.
231bid., June 22, 1878; Hinton, p. 156. From all appearances, Ferrar,
Weaver and Redondo made their discoveries in the same system of stream beds
and gullies that became known collectively as the La Paz placers. So it re
mains to the individual historian as to whom he awards the honor of;discovering
the La Paz placers. McClintock follows Hinton stating that,the Weaver party
made the discovery, in what was named the Arroyo de la Tenaja, from which
Redondo later washed out the two-ounce nugget. James H. McClintock, Arizona:
The Youngest State (Chicago: S. J. Clarke Pub. Co., 1916), Vol I, pp. 106-07•

•Mexico and Arizona/, Sonoranlans, Indianshalf-breeds, etc...!,_ Several
Sonorans brought their wives and children with them.

Meanwhile, the In

dians established residence in the village,' on a tentative basis,; and
*

■
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seemed "quite at home and happy under the new order of things."

22

'

••

By

March, I863, the population had risen to about 2,500 to 3,000 people, most
of them Sonorans.

23

la Paz was now supplying men in the adjacent placer

fields, as well as ,those working at another diggings the Weaver party had
discovered in the mountains about fifty miles east of Bill Williams Fork.
Trade was brisk and the town continued to expand, despite its inconvenient
.location, being two or three miles.inland from the steamboat landing.
The placer excitement continued to move northward along the dry
washes and ravines that emptied into the Colorado River.

In 1864, Gila

City was gone, and gradually other settlements.died out, their reason .
for existence ending with the depletion of the beds adjacent to .them.
But, few of the placers were abandoned entirely.

As the rushers skimmed

off the easy pickings and moved on to other strikes, many Mexicans
and Indians remained patiently working the abandoned beds made repro
ductive by thunder storms that turned up and redeposited the gold washed
free of the bedrock.

Many settlements which grew up on placer, sites,

continued to exist as supply centers for mining activity farther in
the interior, as did La Paz.

Until 1868, this settlement served as a

point of embarkation for the pack trains arriving from the Weaver and
Walker districts.

However, with the routing of the stage line to the

^Evening Bulletin (San Francisco),' June 18, July 19, 1862.
^Patrick C. Henderson, "A History of the Prescott-Bradshaw
Mining Districts" (unpublished Master's thesis, University Library, Uni-versity of Arizona), p. 50, quoting the Los Angeles News, March 25, I863.

no.
crossing at 24ineral City, La Paz declined.

Renamed Ehrenberg, Mineral City

flourished until the arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad at Yuma, in
1877, then also faded with the steady southward transfer of trade and com
merce .during the closing years of the placer boom.
■■:---’--,Y.The.La Paz strike of 1862 was followed closely by Pauline Weaver's
discovery of a rich diggings in the mountains north of Antelope Peak.

Here,

his party found nuggets imbedded so thickly in the seams of ledges that they
dug out a s m a n fortune during the first few days using only butcher knives
and spoons.

News of the strike spread rapidly along the Colorado and across

the Mojave Desert.

In face of the excitement it created in California papers,1

La Paz virtually fell out of sight, hardly even serving as an adequate point
by which to gage the route to Weaver's new discovery.

"The New Gold Fields...

are becoming a reality,B the Los Angeles papers reported.
ated nearly due East of this city."

"They are situ

By August, Joseph Walker's party, and

another headed by Jack Swilling located in the area, each about twenty miles
24
apart from Weaver's camp.
Here, they found placering as they had known
it on the tributaries of the upper Sacramento:
sluice boxes, and plenty of course gold.
brief.

streams,' pine timber for

Meanwhile,: news of La Paz was

"In the last two weeks," a correspondent wrote, "300 or 400 persons

have left here for the new mines; about 200 Mexicans passed through here in
two days,"

25

news of the strike having travelled even into Sonora.

26

In

September, a writer described Weaver's camp as "quite a little town of rock

2^Alta Californian. August 2. 1863.
2%bid., August 16, I863.
26Ibid., July 10, 1863.

m
and brush shanties, and from six to seven hundred inhabitants, mostly
M e x i c a n s . H o w e v e r , in view of the rapid Immigration of Sonorans into
the area, the Walker camp,x located principally along lynx Creek,' passed
resolutions at a miners meeting on July 12 to temporarily exclude "Asiatic
& Sonoranians...from working in this district," in order to give Anglo-Ameri-

cans first chance in filing on locations during the next six months.

28

The decision of the Walker party reflected a trend that persisted
generally through the mining districts around Prescott, Wickenburg,’ and
later in Globe.

On May 21, 1S64, Henry Wickenburg\s party,- passed resolu

tions that no person would be allowed to locate a claim in the Wickenburg
district for any "non-resident" of the territory, and any person locating
in the Walnut Grove District would have to be a "sitizen."

Meanwhile, in

the Bradshaw District it was decided that only citizens would attend miners
2q
- '
'
."
" . .
■
meetings. 7 Settled primarily by Anglo-Americans and Europeans the mines in
this region an d :elsewhere in the intermountain zone tended to remain
"American camps,:" though Mexicans were employed, often in considerable num
bers.

During the years following Weaver's strike, Mexican parties prospected

through the mountains of Yavapai County, reworking diggings abandoned by
Anglo-Americans aid occasionally making rich discoveries of their own.

Z^Ibid.. September 24. 1863.'

’

.

r

;

They

„

^ Journal of the Pioneer and Walker Districts, 1863-65,’ Works
Project Administration Historical Records Survey (Phoenix: August, 1941.
A mimeographed publication),!p. 5. The resolution was revoked on January 10,
1864.
^U.S., Census Office, Department of the Interior, The United States
Mining Tams and Regulations thereunder, and State and Territorial Mining Laws
to which are appended Local Mining Rules and Regulations.- by special agent
Clarence King (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1885),' pp. 251-53*
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remained largely, independent of employers, as they did in the placer beds
along the Gila-Colorado area.

A picture of their life at this tine is re

vealed in the following account of a band of Mexican placeros who had pre
viously settled on the lynx Creek diggings after it was abandoned by the .
Walker party:

?

■ .r

r

-

- .

..

The Mexican Gulch, in whidi Messrs. Lewis and Thomas and three : :
other companies worked last Winter and Spring, was discovered in
1863 by., the Boggs boys and others; but they did very little work : >:
in it on account of scarcity of water, and went up the creek, struck
butcher knife, diggings and stuck to them for a long time. . In July,
1866, seme Mexicans left the old Mexican camp on lynx Creek on a
prospecting trip and bringing upon the Big Big, they struck the same
gulch and concluded it would, pay. They immediately came back to the
old camp on lynx Greek, reported progress, and in a;few days started
back for Big Bug, followed by stores, mujeres, hoabres. burros, etc.
;
On arriving at Big Bug, every Hex. started -instantly to.prospect
the gulch, and returned to camp well satisfied. Their numbers kept
swelling from new accessions until nearly two hundred noses m W i t
have been counted, and the way they made their batteas /bateas/spin
.:. in the waters,of,the Big Bug;was.surprising.They made money, and
drank a good deal of mescal, and never thought, of tomorrow. So long
as the rich dirt lasted, they were sure of 50 to 75 cents to the 50 lb
sack of dirt— sometimes as much as an ounce; but this did not last
. . long. The shallow diggings were soon worked out. Winter came,; and
Mr. Mex. left for the milder climate of Black Canyon. The whites
tried their luck in the old Mexican Gulch, got good prospects, went
to work,' cut ditches, got out lumber for sluices, and ever since,
when water was to be had, they made an average of $5 per day to the.
hand. They are now idle, waiting for water.™
By September of the following year, however, a party of Mexican placeros.
who were said to have "stuck to the country through thick and thin," were
reported; back b n the Lower lynx, about eight miles from Prescott.

Though

water was scarce and they were not making much, over expenses, they came
into town every Sunday for purchases and never failed "to pungle the oro
in payment," according to local merchants, .who expressed the hope that rains

Arizona Miner (Prescott), September 19, 186?. The batea
was a olacering pan which the Mexican prospectors constructed of copper or wood.

would hurry along.
:

.

A;v..

.

The Black Canyon Mines were discovered in 1864 by a MtodLcan party 4

led by Peralta, who were working placers bn Turkey Creek.

Setting aside

their bateas, they constructed arrastras and went to work mining the ore.
According to Peralta’s books, they took out $35*000 in gold during the next
two years; until the Apaches finally drove the party out," leaving the mines
abandoned until 1 8 7 0 . The Tiger or Bradshaw District, south of Prescott;"
was among other well-known'districts worked by Mexican parties.

Here, com

panies of placeros'panned for several seasons prior to 1864, at which time
quartz claims were "filed over the area, and they were excluded b y the above
miners’ resolutions.

In the Walnut Grove District, about twenty miles north

east of Wickeriburg, Mexicans followed up previous diggings, extracting gold
through 1868-69 in the Placer!tas beds, between Walnut Grove and People’s
R a n c h . A s late as 1885»' when bid timers thrilled on recounting how they
pried gold from the seams of the rocks at Weaver’s diggings— "$1,060 to
$5,000 under a small boulder*—

Mexican placebos were still working on this

site and doing well, dry washing when they had to, and during the rains,using the rocker or pan of CalifondLa fzoae.^
>V
"^Ibid.. September 30. 1867. This was probably the same group that
worked the.Big Bug on the previous year.
^Arizona Sentinel, November 16, 1878, This source does not indicate
whether the above Peralta was the legendary Ehrique Peralta,1who was supposed
to have worked the lode later known as the Lost Dutchman Mine believed to be
in the Superstition Mountains about fifty miles southeast of Black Canyon. How
ever, the dates and other facts correlate. According to Ely Sims, Don Enrique
and several of his party were killed by Apaches on his last trip to the Peralta
Mine "just a few years before" 1871. .The Lost Dutchman Mine (New York:
William Morrow & Co.V-1953) V' P.: I 63.
"
33i£Lnton,;pp. 99,101.

^Arizona Gazette (Phoenix), July 9 , 1885.

Though few Mexican parties struck it rich in western Arizona, in
dependence and the hope of fortune were rewards that more than compensated
for the hardships they encountered. . Beyond this,' their only choice was the
hereditary bondage offered them by the Sonoran hacendado or the calculated
poverty that was their lot as common laborers in an American mine.

As the

known placer deposits were slowly depleted, the latter choice became more
inescapable for those who wished to remain in Arizona.

Some Mexican parties

struck gold and silver veins rich enough for them to work profitably.1 How
ever hairdreck mining remained to be developed by men with capital,1 and as
the boom of the steam boiler and the whir of the power, whims announced the
coming of corporate mining to western Arizona, the days of the independent
Mexican placero slowly passed.

',1"

-

j . The, first significant effort to open a hardrock mine in western
Arizona was disrupted by the Colorado placer b o m , thus predicting the haz
ards speculators would encounter in holding labor here during the ensuing.
decade.

In 1859,' Holstead discovered rich copper ore about forty miles

,;

above the Q U a junction in what was later, to come the Castle Dome District.
On the following year,- he recruited laborers from Sonora'and preparations
were made to work the veins on an extensive scale.

However, difficulties

arose preventing the completion of the mine works,1his laborers probably
stampeding for .the Gila placer strike on arriving in the area.

While

the Apache remained in control of the regions where copper mining would
later become important^ the lower Colorado River area offered a training
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ground in

the volume production of low grade ores.

Early endeavors in this

direction were fraught with the distraction of the placers,’ on one hand, and
inexperience, on the other.

Racey Biven emphasized the latter factor while

analyzing the many failures that accompanied early copper and silver mining
enterprises in this region:

"

'

Better success would prevail by the employment of experienced
___ and reliable Mexican miners in silver ore and much expense saved.
If I_am informed alright the most of the mines are under the supervision
of /the/.theoretical-- a class, notwithstanding of their "book laming"
and knowledge of assays arid crucibles, unfit for the practical part of
working silver mines properly.36
.. . .
, ..
, ..

The Castle Dome.Mines were discovered in the same district in 1863,

then left abandoned for several years when it was decided that its silverlead ores could not be mined profitably.

Though the mines was worked again

for lead in 1869, their production did not become important until 3880.;
Directly across the river, some Mexican placeros who had been attracted by.
the rush to the ,placers at Chimney ,Peak in 1859, located the lode contribu
ting to this placer bed about six miles inland.

Here, for several years after

the placers were exhausted, they worked,a rich ledge, packing the.ores to
the river and reducing them by arrastra and furnace, until the ledge was „ .
claimed by J. S. Spann and became the site of the Picacho (Chimney Peak) Mine.
Hardrock mines were being opened in districts along the Colorado at this
time.

In 1863, the Planet copper veins were discovered on the south side

of the Bill Williams junction.

By 1865,' mines were operating in this area,

some of them already producing considerable ilead" and copper ore 'which was

•^Weekly Alta Californian. June 7»’ 1859•
•^Arizona Sentinel.; February 23, 1878.
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packed daily to the river and shipped to San Francisco for reduction.
About twenty miles west of the Planet lode, the Philadelphia Company was
employing some fifteen men but not taking out enough ore to make the opera
tion p a y . ^

Later,- the same company "bought the Moss Mine, fifteen miles

east of Fort Mojave, but started at the wrong end, according to Hinton, b y
building a mill and village before prospecting the mine.

Saddled with heavy

expenses from the start,1 the enterprise went bankrupt, not for lack of good
ore,’but of skill and judgment.^

Meanwhile prospecting expeditions into

the upper Colorado region resulted in the opening of the EL Dorado Canyon
District," about one hundred miles above the Bill Williams River, where
Jig)
considerable activity was reported as early as 1864.
Through the 1860*5, however, hardrock mining among the districts
of western Arizona never developed sufficiently to create a labor demand.
The only instance in which Mexican workers were hired in numbers comparable
to -those employed in the silver mines of Tubac, occurred near Wickenburg with
the opening of the Vulture Mine.

Discovered in 1863 b y Henry Wickenburg and

sold to a mining company, it was first worked b y arrastras. thirty-three of
which were in operation in 1865, and b y 1867, the mine was reported employing
about sixty men,’ half of whom were Mexicans.^"

^ A l t a Californian, February 15, 1865.
^Hinton,- pp. 161-62

1

^Bancroft, History of Arizona and Hew Mexico..., p. 585•
^ Daily Arizona Miner, September 30* I867.
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......Though the Gila River bonanza proved to be more illusion than ;
reality,' it provoked the first important shift in Arizona’s population
pattern.

Once attracted in this direction, a succession of similar mi

rages drew .the optimistic multitude northward across the erroded gullies
and alluvial plains bordering the Colorado into a region once considered
barren and quite unattractive.

During October i860. Assistant Marshal

David I. Miller and others were in the Gila-Colorado area collection in
formation for the decennial census of that year.

Their reports provide

a dramatic glimpse of the initial wave of this migration,1 as well as the
first comprehensive view of the inflow and distribution of Mexican popu/

v

••

'

'

'

■

- '

lation across southern ,Arizona.

1

,

-

V '

'

.

There is not space here to,fully discuss;the "somewhat doubtful cen
sus of i860," as Bancroft described it.

The count was far from accurate,

yet even the information they failed to obtain offers a vague description of
the difficulties they encountered in this undertaking. Time and distance
;•
;
worked against them,’ so much so that the field work alone lasted over four
..... . t .-.i

•• • . ■

, .

months.

.

*

'

"

.

.

/

..

...

Meanwhile, Arizona’s restless population migrated between settlements,

ranches and mining camps, resulting in duplications and many omissions.

■^See Table 1, p. 118
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF ARIZONA*S POPULATION
AS INDICATED BY THE CENSUS 0F.1860&

Settlement

Place of birth

Eastern Zone
Overland Stations
San Pedro Valley
San Pedro Mines
Sonoita Valley
Fort Buchanan
Compadre Mine
Patagonia Mine (Mowry)
Camp Jecker
Calabasas•
Potrero:Creek
Upper Santa Cruz Val.
Tubac
Santa Rita Mines
Heintzelman Mine
Arivaca
Sopori Ranch
Middle Santa Cruz
Lower Santa Cruz
San Xavier Mission
Tucson
Cahuabi Mines
Intermediate Zone
Overland Stations
Casa Blanca
/

Western Zone
Gila City
Sonoita
Arizona City
La Laguna
Copper Mines
Fort Mohave

Sub-totals
Tot&l

1
5
1 .
9
13
0
0
0
1
0
0

Other
foreign
bom

12
3
2
4
62
2
0
7
0

1
8
16
51
13
0
0
1
8
3
4
192
16
38
34
10
30
15
13
24?
33
733

38
185
482
12
599

559

155

24
0
"24

8
6
14

72

15

12
”54

"li

117
9
42
26
12
0
205

5
2
12
2
5
2
"25

963
p

Else
where
in U.S.

Arizona
or
New Mex.

Mexico

:

0
3
5
5

3
2
15
3
13
16
2
111
0

2

941

0

,

20
10

137

:

33
23
6 ..
28
54
6
5
6
8
5 .,

2
14
1
1
7
0
3
4
0
28

i!

20

:

1
64
5
4
J2

8
1
12
0
1
86

537

io5

590

i
m imm wmm

—m — —

281
—w

2775

^Compiled from Eighth Census. I860. Arizona County..«(microfilm copy
of the original schedules).
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Distribution of persons born in Mexico
or Arizona in i860; Mexican b o m , 963,
Arizona born, 941, over 80^ of the latter
being of Mexican descent.
Each dot repre
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Distribution of persons of non-Mexican
descent in I 860; foreign born other than
Mexican, 281, persons born elsewhere in
the United States than Arizona, 590.
Each dot represents ten persons.

Though it would have been pointless, even.suicidal, to attempt a complete,
count of Arizona1s tribal population,, many Indian faoilies i^sidW. in and

>

around tlw settlements and ware as much a. part of the territory* s heterogeneous
society as any of the non-Indian groups.

Yet there seemed to be no clear;

definition regarding which of the Indian population might be included in the
census.

By official abstracts of this census, Arizona County had a total

population of 6,482 persons, co^riaed of. 2,421 whites, 21 free Negroes, and

2
4,040 Indians. . The latter figure was derived from a count taken at the Pima
Villages.

Ebwever, they are not included in Table 1, since it is less dis

torting to exclude all tribal enumerations than to count only the Pima and
omit the Papago, Yuma and other peaceful semi-sedentary tribes whose rela
tions with the total Arizona community exerted an influence, equal to that
effected by the Pima.

On the other hand, Table 1 does include Indian popu

lation found residing at settlements, randies and•mines, their inclusion
being based upon.a definition in the census of 1870 which stated that an
Indian could be counted among the white population if he was living under conditions where he could "be taxed, were he in possession of property.#

3

In

••

part, this accounts for. the differeiwe between the total aggregate population indicated in Table 1 and that given in official sources where,,in some
instances, Itdians and Mexican aliens included in the original count wer e :
later deleted.
The most notable deficiency in the census of i860 was that the
!
i
..•■■■'
schedules made no provision for applying Article VIII of the Guadalupe Treaty

2

4

U.S., Bureau of the Interior, Ninth Census of the United Statest 1870.
Vol. 1, p. 12.
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to the Mexican population. : By this article, Mexicans living in areas ac
quired by the United States could, either become citizens by choice, or leave
within one year if they intended to remain Mexican citizens.

If they failed

to leave, they would be considered as having chosen.to become citizens of
the United States.

In:regard to other questions, much depended upon the

discretion of the individual taking the census;

Apparently, only, estab

lished villages and known areas of habitation were canvassed, since the.
schedules were not interspersed with entries representing population en
countered. on the roads;or in the mountains, as .was the case in later census
reports. ••To:some extent, this may be explained by the fact that few people
settled in isolated areas during the I860*s.

As a rule, at mines and other

work sites both the superintendent and his Mexican .crew were counted.

In

some instances, howeveri the families of the workers were not listed, even
though they were, residing in the eamq?, -and occasionally only the supervisor

k

and his staff were i n d i c a t e d . ::

r: . '.

.: •

Y

—

•

Table 1 lists all the areas of habitation spearing in the original
schedules,-though their.sequence has been rearranged in the general order of
tlieir location in relation: to the Overland Bo ad, beginning with the stage-::
stations west of .the Mimbres River.

The Overland stations are. entered twice,

the first entry pertaining to the; stations between the Mimbres and.San Pedro
rivers, among which were the Mimbres Station, Apache Pass, and Cienega Sta
tion, just west of the San Pedro crossing.

The second entry includes the

stations between Tucson and Gila City,the principal stops being Pioacho,
Sacaton, Maricopa Wells (near .the Pima Villages), and Griswell1s Station.

Itote tlmt* only five persons boro in the United States were counted
at the Patagonia Mine, though contemporary reports indicate between 50 and
SO Mexicans were working there, principally residents of Santa Cruz, Sonora.
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At Casa Blanca, one of the Pina Villages, the Overland Company had located .
...
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another statin, as well as a post office to serve the intermediate zone beW-

tween Tacson and Arizona ,City.

;

., ■

.

:

Table 1 includes persons of all. ages and sexes.

Though there is no

conclusive way of differentiating between Mexican population, attracted above
the border after the reopening of the mines and those already residing in
Arizona, columns one and two attempt, to make
I a distinction between the two
...
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groups by separating p e r s o n born, in Mexico -frcm those lx)m in Arizona (or
New Mrodoo).^

;

Column one becomes more important with the increase in imai-

gration through th e .next decade.

In I 860, however, many,persons listed as

b o m in Mexico may have resided.in Arizona many years prior to the reopening
of the i'
mines,
or may have actually been born in Arizona when the region still
'■*'
ll '

•
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belonged to Mexico.
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Column two is also somewhat misleading,in that many ,

Indians are included in this group, particularly, in the case of native

...

:..

,

Arizonans counted at the San Xavier Mission, t&o were .almost exclusively mem
bers of the Pap ago families, residing on mission lands.

However, of those

listed on the I860 census, as b o m in Arizona, about eighty percent were of
Mexican descent.

All persons not b o m in Mexico or Arizona are included in

columns three and four.

At this time,.they were comprised almost entirely of

Anglo-Americans and Canadian and European immigrants, all of. w h m competed
against the Mexican worker, particularly, the German and Irish laborers. ,
Persons born in areas of the United States other than Arizona are entered.
in column three.

In I860, this group was comprised principally of Anglo-

Americans, though, as the placer boom, increased in western Arizona, the group
,.... \ ■....
V- ,.v' - ■ L M .—
•.'
•••
" ' •* •'' "

'’Until territorial organization, persons b o m in Arizona were often..
listed merely as New.Mexicans.
• ^
-

began to Include an increasing

mssb&r

of persons of Mexican descent, mainly

children of Sonoran 'families migrating back 'firom' the "gold rush in California.
Column.; four includes all foreign-born other than persons born in Mexico,
the majority of whom were Germsm "and Irish soldiers assigned to military ; ~
posts.^

English, Scotch and Canadian miners and settlers were 1the only other

nationalities here in significant rubbers in

1^ ) .

During this year, the majority of Arizona's population was still "
concentrated in the Tucson-Tubac region.

While some were attracted westward

to the Gila-Colorado placers, the great majority now arriving in western
Arizona came from Sonora, Callfoirhla and other areas' outside the territoiy.
Reports "of ore outcroppings farther north indicate some prospectors were al
ready working up the Colorado, but other than these ventures and the estab
lishment of Fort Mohave, the population had not yet made a prominent entrance
into the mining regions north of the Gila.

Viewing Arizona at large, regional

cleavages between the Mexican and the Anglo-American and European populations
are riot yet evident, though the predominance of the latter group in the
western zone is indicative "of a trend which became quite marked during the
i860*s as the population advanced into the upper Colorado districts arid
eastward into the Frescott-Wickenburg region.
With Weaver's discovery of Antelope Peak and the spread of mining '
activity to the east and southward along the tributaries of the upper Agua
Fria and Hassayampa rivers, ’a new major area of settlement appeared, unique
in comparison to other regions due to the influx of a predominantly nonMexican population.

Rich in minerals arid assured of a clear bill of cultural

^Of the military personnel listed in the I860 census, 97 were: AngloAmerican and 148 were European and Canadian.
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health, the area was selected-by Governor Goodeln and his •party as the
proper seat-for Arizona* s ^rrltorial goverment, a mining camp -later named
Prescott becoming' tiie first capital.in ^Arizona at this time is provided

A irecord of the population picture;

1^7 the territorial census of 1864, con

ducted by the goveraor in compliance with the organic act.

The-territory

was divided into three judicial districts, teeir boundaries being foraedhy the Gila River arid the present:eastern border of Yuma and Mohave Counties.
Census officials were instructed to give special attention to Article Y I H
of the Guadalupei Treaty regarding the Mexican population.

The schedules

were provided with two colxsaris wherein the foreign-bom population could
claim citizenship either by naturalization or iother means, such* as residence,
choice, or service in the ahoy.

Having made these preparations, interpreters

were hired, protection provided, and counting began earlly in the year with
the intention of completing the schedules by April 1.

'■-■’— '-y -

The figures used in Table 2 are drawn from a reproduction of the
original census compiled during a survey of the state’s historical records
by the Works Progress Administration, in 1938. ^

In the original abstract of

the census, •the settlements of Eeventbn, Calabasas,'San Xavier and Eresnal
had been omitted, thus"setting the total peculation of the' First Judicial
District at 1,991.
■■'i.
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^the omission and the fact that,the

total for the district should be 2,377.

However, neither the Governor’s

abstract nor the WPA’s revised total allow for the deletion of two entries
appearing on the original schedules, one among the population counted at

^The 1864 Census of the Territory of Arizona (mimeographed copy of
the original schedules).
'

Reventon and Calabasas and the. other at the Pima Villages, which reduce
.ir-v
the total to 2,375. . .On Table. 2, these corrections have been made, plus
the addition of forty-two Pspago and eight Apache Indians listed as working
O
at the Cerro Colorado (Heintzelman) H i m . 0 In regard to tiae total popula
tion counted in the Third Judicial District, U w Goveamor *s abstract indicates 1,039 persons, according to the

W A reproduction.

Yet, by actual

count, as well as by the total shown in the original schedules, the correct
figure is 1,088, bringing the aggregate total of those enumerated through-

v-..i
out the territory to 4,670 persons.7
Though the census takers made a genuine effort to indicate the
basis on which persons of foreign birth claimed United States citizenship,
their task was not easy, particularly in regard to those affected b y the
Guadalupe Treaty.

As a cultural zone, Arizona of the i8601s did not

terminate at the Gadsden line, but extended much farther southward.

8nIbid.. pp. 103-04. The additional population is indicated by
a footnote stating that" "forty-two Papago Indians and their families are
laboring at this mine. Ditto eight tame Apaches." However, since no
count was made of their families, only the fifty workers have been added
to Table 2. The "tame Apaches" referred to here are often mentioned in
Spanish and Mexican accounts aus apaches mans os. who were not members of
a distinct band but merely Apaches who had left their respective bands,
either singly or with their families, and took residence with other ‘ .
tribes or in non-Indian settlements; A captive Apache named Jilar is
also listed as a servant at the San Antonio'Mine, ’p. 99 •
V

I
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Table 2
DISTRIBUTION OF ARIZONA’S POPULATION
IN 1864 ACCORDING TO PLACE OF BIRTH

Settlement

Place of birth
Elsewhere
Arizona
in U.S.

s
:
Mexico .

1st;Judicial District
Apache Pass
San,Pedro Valley
Howry Mine
San Antonio Mine
Reventon and Calabasas
Cerro Colorado (Heintzelman) Mine .
Sari Xavier Mission
Tucson
Fresnal
Pima Villages
2nd]Judicial District
Arizona City
La Laguna
Picacho Mine
Castle Dome (Mine)
Mineral City.
Olive City
La Paz
Ploraoso Placers
Hughes Mines
Salizar Mine
Scottie Mine
Los ;Ppsos
New ^Waiter
San Francisco District
Fort Mohave
Hardy’s Landing
Apache Chief Mine
:
Apache Wide West Mine :
EL Dorado Canyon
:
3rd Judicial District
Prescott-Wickenburg
Antelope Peak area

15
3
240
13
0

87

63
92
717
3

20
2
246
0
18

7
1
120
1
2
195

ws
22
13
1
19 .
10
12
109
4
5
1
0
0
2
49
90
25
2
3
72
539

9
9

0
0
0
0

17

0

10

16
0
3
0
48

W

111
90
5
7
0
0
147
10
45
2
4
14
53
4
0
2
0
1
%95

39
3
8
3
134

0

8
873

!

Other
foreign
bom

4
0
1
1
0

s:

5
17
485

:
:
:

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
:

1

;

-i

Sub-totals
l6l3
:
927
Total aggregate population--------

406
221
627
7

1539

9
1
1
6
6
7
79
0
4
2
0
0
3
13

26
7
4
0
17

iS
115

2oi
591
--- 4670
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Distribution of persons born in Mexico or
Arizona in 1864; Mexican b o m , 1,613, Arizona
b o m , 927, over 75/^ of the latter being of
Mexican descent.
Each dot represents ten
persons.
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Social and economic intercourse.t&thin the Arizona-Sonora zone progressed
uninterrupted by the treaty line, which was practically non-existent inso
far as its influence .upon the population. ,. Consequently,,in regard to their
flow of.life, it mattered little to parsons of Mexican birth how the census
taker, listed them on the schedules. . Their answers,varied according to the
community in which they were interviewed. In .Tucson, with very few excep
tions, all,persons.born in Mexico claimed United Stated citizenship by. virtue of residence.

On the other hand, at the settlement of Fresnal located

about thirty miles to the Bouthwest, none of, the persons of this group claimed
;citizenship.

In the Gila-Colorado region, then receiving a large number of

persons, of Mexican birth either directly from Sonora or via California, the
great majority apparently, preferred to remain Mexican, citizens, as was the ,
case ^in the Prescott-WIckeriburg area.

*'

*

1'

j

1

_

^

In general, only the Canadian
and,...:
r
^

—'

'■ i *

■

>-*■...■

t

*

t

'

- i - V "■»

European
immigrants
had• attended
tonaturalization
procedures
prior to ar-.. ,_
' ■■
•
•.1.
e* - "r.i
.. "
riving in Arizona,.though a conspicuous number met questions.pertaining to
this with the answer, "lost papers in California. ** Viewing the Mexican population at large, virtually all claiming United States citizenship were.con
centrated at Tucson.

This was probably due more to the cultural environment

of the town ,tham to its relatively large number of long-time Mexican resi
dents.

Over fifty percent of Tucson's Mexican b o m populace had resided

there less than-one year, which followed the territorial, average in terns
of length of residence for this grorpA Meanwhile, in other places of..
Habitation within the First Judicial District where large concentrations of
Mexican population were found—

Fresnal, the Howry Mine, the San Antonio

Mine.— less than a dozen persons b o m in Mexico claimed citizenship.

9See Table 3, p. 134.

This
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disproportion could have occurred as a result of a misintmrpretation on the
part of various census takers, but it is not likely, for the same person con
ducted the census, or at least affirmed the schedules turned in for the eht,
'*
:* . *
1tire district;
- " ■’ '
;:
•
'

#•

•

--

\*

By 1864, the early demands of the Civil War, tdilch had taken all
military protection from the territory in the summer of 1861, now subsided,
and, of a population ‘of seme 2,130 Anglo-Americans and Europeans / 889 were
soldiers, many of whom had arrived as members of the California Column." With
Fort Buchanan in ruins, the old Gandara ranch at Calabasas was used to quarter
182 men assigned to the upper Santa Crass area.
lows:

Other garrisons were as fol

Apache Pass, 51; Tucson, 309; Fort Whipple, 241; and Fort Mohave, 106.

However, Apache killings were frequent, and the absence of several places of
habitation listed during tbe census of i 860 reflects the abandonment witnessed
by census takers as they proceeded with the count of the population along the
Santa Cruz four years later.

Some farmers had commenced work again in the

San Pedro Valley, but due to the loss of one of the supplements, the census
shows only six persons there.

While the Santa Rita Mine and the village of

Tobac were abandoned, the Mowry Mine enjoyed a larger population than ever
before, having become a refuge for the inhabitants of the beleagured Sonoran
village of Santa Cruz.

In this census, no effort was made to count the

Indian population at the Pima Villages, and2though the original schedules
K
show an estimated 4,100 Papagos living in eight villages,: this figure was
*

*

” -"*

- ..

,

... *

- -

not included in the final count.
—

A comparison of the census reports of i860 and 1864 indicates that
..
—..'
,
•,
..
_
_•
Arizona's, population had almost doubled during the four year period; Where
the number of those born in Arizona remained about the same, the foreign-born
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population increased to nearly twice their former number, and the count of
persons b o m elsewhere in the United States than -Arizona neared three times
the figure shown in I860.

The population increase occurred almost entirely

in western Arizona, particularly around the placer fields at La Paz and in
the valleys adjacent to Weaver’s diggings at Antelope Peak.

Unfortunately,

the census takers did not subdivide the Third Judicial District according to
the location of its population.

However, judging by the places of residence

cited by persons interviewed there, the census of the Third Judicial District
can be divided roughly into two major areas.

Among the population assigned

to the Prescott-Wickenburg area on Table 2, the places of residence most of
ten stated were lynx Greek and Fort Whipple.

Though the town of Prescott

was not mentioned by name, the predominance of^merchants, and professionals
indicate that the population of the nascent community was:included in this
section of the schedules.^

On the other hand,- among the population ap

pearing in the section designated as the. Antelope Peak area on Table 2, v
Antelope was the place of residence most often mentioned, though some indicated
Kirkland’s ranch and Date C reek.^ ,The noticeable cleavage between the two
areas in regard to population born in Mexico is due, to a large extent, to
the restrictions against Mexican prospectors in Walker•s diggings on lynx
Creek and those e^iressed at'.this time by mining parties around the Wickeriburg
area.

Consequently, the majority of- Mexican placer workers concentrated to

the west of the upper Hassayampa through, the Weaver Mountains, principally
around Antelope Peak.

-...

^ Ibid., pp. 169-87.
Richard C. McCormick, p. 177.
•^•Ibid., pp. 189-209.

,/

.: - ;

:: v

Among this group were Governor (kiodwin, and

m
The large immigration of persons from California is reflected in
this census by the number of families having children b o m there.

Of

sixty-four listing California-as their place:of birth, forty-four were of
Mexican descent, ...twenty^bne of

were residing at La Paz. _ i9y •eouparison,

only seven Californians were counted in the First Judicial District, all re
siding at Tucson and all of non-Mexican descent.
.. .

Table 3 gives a fair idea
;
f

of the rate of Mexican immigration into Arizona at this time. ■ The figures
are based oh time of residence. Though the original ‘schedules specified
' '• > •»
'
1
r
>
“How long resident at this place,” responses to this question indicate that

. •• •

-

•• 1

<

r

•*

-■

<

- ■>

.

it was interpreted to mean length of residence in Arizona,, rather than the
time one had resided at the particular location where he was interviewed
by the. census taker.

At La Paz and in the Antelope Peak area, some twenty
-

f:

v

:

V

'

v

j

percent of the population ware listed as residing in these areas from two
:
'
jo
:
to eight years prior to the discovery of gold there.
Obviously, they
took the question pertaining to residence to mean the total length of time
they had spent within Arizona Territory, and, for the sake of consistency.
Table 3 follows this interpretation. ■
■/

,

•

*

-

•

1

•

•

'
r•

;
'

■

-

If some of the responses were to be taken literally,' one would
have to conclude that sizeable Mexican communities existed at the La Paz
placers and in the Antelope Peak area as early as 1842. One entry per
taining to a mistress listed as a resident in the Antelope Peak area for
25 years, further indicated: marital status, single; place of birth,
Tucson; age, 25 years. Perhaps the only instance in which a length of
residence of more than three years in this area may have corresponded to
reality was in the case of Pauline Weaver* who was listed as a "trapper
and guide” residing here for seven years. Though he did not actually live
in the Antelope Peak area during all of this period, he certainly tramped
through it many times prior to the census of 1864.
:
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TABLE 3
PGPULATIOH BORN ni llEXICO LISTED S H E A R S
RESIDEHCE AS H©ICATED .BI CEHSUS OF 1864
. .'

'

" • »1

/ J'

.'•"-'V/.'

Settlement

: 1 yr«: 1-2 :
: or : yrs. t
2 less :
2

1st Judicial District 2
Apache Pass and
San Pedro Valley
2
Mowiy Mine
"2
San Antonio Mine . .
2
Reventon & Calabasas
2
Cerro Colorado Mine
2
San Xavier Mission
Tucson .
. , s
Fresnal
2
Pima Villages
$
2nd Judicial.District
Arizona City
'
'j
La Laguna
::
Picacho Mine
,:
Castle Dome Mine
«i
Mineral City
1 *'
Olive City
..ji
La Paz
:
Plomoso Placers
s!
Hughes Mines
:
Salizar Mine
$
Scottie Mine
Los Posos
Hew Water
San Francisco District
Fort Mohave
Hardy's Landing
Apache Chief Mine
Apache Wide West Mine
EL Dorado Canyon
.
3rd Judicial District
Prescott-Wickeriburg , :
Antelope Peak area
:
1
Sub-totals

•

:

2:
152 :
-7 :
0 :
’ 1
6
273
28
8

..

•0
23
0
0
1
4
79
46'
__0

2-3. ; .3-5 : 5-10
yrs. j; yrs. : yrs.
• 2 '• - -• •
:!

t1 .'■•- N -

,:s 5
:
:
:
:
:
:
s
:
:

2

s: ...

5
24
3
0
2
‘ 2
28
2
0
T S

ko
1
0
0
1
23
10
0
”77

%
:
i
%
:
W f : 133
..
:. .
60 : 23 s1
5
. 41 :. 4 s:
8
0
5 s
0 s:
6 : 1 s s
0
o :
0 :
0
0 % •■ 0 i . • .0
50 : 51 s!
20 :
10 %
O s i
0
29 * 16
0
2 :
0
0
0
4 :
0
... 8.:
6
0
1
38 : 14
0
0 : 0
2 :
1
0
0
0..:
0
0
2 :
0
0 :
0
0
1
0 :
0
257 :
35
:
7 : 2
... 0

10
35
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
0
35
0

4
912 : 301, :
s 116

Percentage of total pop: 56.4
Total Mexican b o m population—

18.6
.

7.2

•
Over
s
10
t yrs.

.- —
: <■2

2 "«
1 - •- ,8
1
2
0
: . 0 .
2
:
0
s
0
:
1
:
.0
:
1
:
3
:
57
:
25
V
1
:
0
:
0 . :
0
: “71
:
29
■* ■
■y.
11
s:
2
2
s:
0
0
s:
0
:
0
si
0
:
0
s:
0
it
0
s:
0
2
13
i:
0
s:
0
0
s:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27
:
:

• 1

0
4

4
:

.,.
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i
: 115

8.2

7.2

i:

37.
2.4
-1613
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Judging t*y the information on this table, 'a1large percentage of ■
the Mexican population was constantly remigrating into and out of the ter
ritory.

Of the

963 persons of Mexican birth counted- in the I860 census,

';

only about twenty-nine percent were still residing in Arizona by 1864,
thirty-seven of whom were here at the time of the Gadsden Purchase, a decade
earlier.

Yet the population of this group increased by some 650 persons be

tween I860 and 1864.: Even Tucson reveals ’considerable turnover in its Mexi
can-born population.

Of the 485 persons b o m in Mexico counted there in

1864, only about twenty-three percent were in Arizona in I860, twenty-five

13
of whom were in the territory at theftime’of the Gadsden Treaty.

Con

siderable change is also reflected among the nan-Indian populace born in •
Arizona, tiie great -majority of whom vrere of Mexican descent during the
i860' s.

At the opening of the decade, this group numbered 941 persons.

By

1864, the count had dropped to 927, & significant decrease in view of the
additions which might be expected through births.

However, these years saw

the ^opening -of the Apache wars and persons with families no doubt comprised
a large percentage of those emigrating from affected areas.

-

Indian troubles; the Confedwate invasion, and other events exerted
temporary pressures upon the settlement of Arizona during the I860*s .

But

economic factors remained the prevailing force, and by the end of this

‘

dramatic decade, -much of the demographic configuration "of present Arizona
had; taken form.

While prospectors 'worked to skim the best pay dirt from'1

^ H o t only was there considerable turnover in Tucson's population -^
during tiie years 1354-64, but also a marked fluctuation in the count" due
^
to Apache attacks.
^

■
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the placers in the Prescott region, immigrants continued to stream west
ward along the Overland Bead, many of whom looked with envy upon the fields
of com, squash, and wheat grown by the Pima and Maricopa Indians along the
flood deltas above the junction of the Gila and the Salt rivers.
long they began to take up land above the Pima villages.

Before

Farms appeared.

rude irrigation ditches commenced to divert much of the river flow, and a
new area of settlement began extending eastward along both rivers and up
the Bio V«nde, forming the outline of what was later to develop into the
Phoenix, Mesa, and Florence agricultural complex.
In the peopling of this region, the ethnographic precedents of the

rv-'v

past tended to persist.
cultural work here.

Mexican farm hands followed the opening of agri

However, during the latter 1860*5, the settlement of

the inter-mountain region to the north was left almost entirely to AngloAmericans and Europeans, as evidenced by the absence of Mexicans among the
population counted along the Verde River during the census of 1 8 7 0 . ^
Though the cleavage between Mexican and non-Mexican populations was never
absolute in any area, the tendency of the Mexican population to remain
generally in Arizona*s desert zone becomes apparent at this time, and quite
marked from 1880 through the territorial period.

During the years 1864 to

1870, the number of persons born in Mexico rose to a proportion almost twice
that of any other group listed on Table 4.

However, they concentrated mainly

around Tucson, Arizona City, and along the Salt River Valley, while their

•^See Table 4, p. 137, compiled from microfilm copies of the original
schedules. Ninth Census of the United States, Arizona. Vol. I, (Mach. No. 102).
Photographed in the Microfilm Laboratory, Bureau of the Census, Washington,
D. C. (See Film 85, University.,of Arizona Library.)
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TABLE 4
1

DISTRIBUTION OF ARIZONA’S POPULATION
AS INDICATED BY THE CENSUS OF.I87O
Settlement
Mbodx#

:
%

Else
where
in U.S.

ibdJKKe

2
Pima County
Apache Pass
104
San Pedro Valley
58
Camp Grant
78
Camp Crittenden
24
Camp Goodwin
28
Calabasas
:c
40
Ceiro Colorado Mine
48
Tubac
117
San Xavier Mission
Tucson and vicinity
2,109 :: :
Florence and Adaasville
Casa Blanca
:
8
Maricopa Wells
:
Yuma County
Arizona City
Ehrenberg
La Paz

597
102
125

824
Mohave Countv
Hardyville
Mohave City
Yavapai County
Prescott
Big Bug & Lower lynx
Camp Toll Gate and
Walnut Creek
Walnut Grove
Granite Creek and
China Valley
Date Creek & Kirkland
Peoples’s Valley
and Weaver
Williamson’s Valley
Wickeriburg
Vulture Mine & Village
Verde River
Salt River Valley

:
:

177
15
146
98
81,

2
5
5

1
6

10
2

7
41

115
5

111
88
90

6
1
6

:

14
1
330
64
19

7§

%

0
173
18
19

6

4
' 923

“638

186

260

101

15
x
:
,
___
28
X.

65

41
40
152

*
' :

i:

61

5 \ -229
1,1

3 #

0
2

20

0
-J2

2

100
120

;:

20

441

:

•4

60

169
23

7

:

"0

1:

28

:

5

2
2

: • : 6
•. •,
1

:
•:

57

62

=:
i:

15
25

0.

5_
38
9

:

4

Other
: foreign
bom

22
6
78
92
0

371

:
:
: '.
:
:

5
4
18
15
0

5
37
31

13
113
47
87
80

74
94

17
life

91

Sub-totals
4,364 . :
1,245
Total aggregate populatiozv**— —— — — —

:

2,6l2

t
%

S

1,438
-9,659
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Distribution of persons b o m in Mexico or
Arizona in 1870; Mexican born, 4,364,
Arizona born, 1,243, over 70> of the latter
being of Mexican descent.
Each dot represents
ten persons.
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in the United States than Arizona, 2,612.
Each dot represents ten persons.
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number in the Prescott-VJickenburj area remained practically unchanged.

On

the other hand, though the Anglo-American population doubled in Pima County,
their major inflow occurred in Yavapai County and other areas of the intermountain zone, where their number nearly equalled the combined total of
Anglo-Americans residing elsewhere in the territory.

The migration of

Anglo-Americans into the various regions of Arizona was far more general
than that of the Mexican-born population, seme 3»700 of the latter remaining
south of the Gila as compared to only about 600 who had drifted above the
river.

Where the cleavage between the two groups had been confined to cer

tain districts, the census of 1870 suggests the development "of a larger
geographic division between tiie Mexican and non-Mexican peoples at this time,
beginning above the Salt River Valley and skirting the southwestern slopes
of the inter-mountain belt northwest through Mohave County.- With the ex-"
ception of the Clif ton-Morehci area, which was later to be opened by Mexican
labor and to develop the reputation of being a "Mexican camp", the inter
mountain region tended to remain predominantly Anglo-American and European
in its population composition, the copper camp at Globe often becoming the
center of anti-Mexicanism in this zone during the latter territorial- days.
" -:V.
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CHAPTER V
M '

ADVENT OF MECHANIZED MINING, 1870-1880

The 1870*3 represent a decade of transition during which time most
of Arizona’s settlements
assumed a colonial atmosphere.
....
•

•

.

. •

•

.

•

. . . .

ness finally yielded to the

. .

...

mucous

-

- ■ .-

., ..........

Ihe solemn wilder-

■■

• •

*

•

■ '

noises of riviJLization, tim defiant

rustle of gingham skirts, the shouts of children playing along the cotton
wood lanes of Phoenix. Florence and other newly founded communities.

Aaeri-

can and foreign investors began to take serious Inventory of the mineral re
sources of the Arizona-Sonora zone.

Apache hostilities had gradually de

creased as more bands were brought on the reservations, and the governor
assured those Interested in Arizona that General 0. 0. Howard had offered
the savages the olive branch, and General Crook, with the sword, was forcing
its acceptance.1

The tension in Arizona-Sonora relations, tdiidi had inter

rupted mining constantly in the 18^)* s, now eased, and the two states took
their first self-conscious steps toward cooperation in alleviating the
Apache problem and other sources of controversy.

As early as 1864, La

Estrella de Occidents published an optimistic note that troops of Sonora
and the United States were due to start joint campaigns against the Apaches

2
following an exchange of communications.

However, active participation

against the Apache was delayed till the end of the Civil War.

,

In November,

I869, Colonel Barnard reported that he. had Cochise and five hundred warriors

^Bancroft. History of Arizona and New Mexico.... p. 564.
2
Pesqueira, Vol. V, quoting La Estrella de Occidente. June 3» 1864.
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trapped, on a mountain south of Camp Bowie and requested permission to pur
sue them into Sonora in the event they escaped.

Governor Pesqueira granted

the request and sent a troop of Meacieaa soldiers to assist in the operations.
Though the Chiricahua leader escaped and continued his desperate attacks
that marked the closing years of the Apache war, the incident was important
in that it symbolized a series of friendly gestures being exchanged at this
time.

3

On the preceding month, news of a placer strike in Sonora arrived in

Tucson accompanied by a note from a Mexican Colonel inviting Americans to
join the rush and.assuring thea o f ,military protection against the Apaches.
Later, they returned speaking in highest terms of the Sonoran officer, who
kept bis promise and even provided them with water and other necessities.
Though.Sonorans protested General-Howard's mistake-in aiming the Chiricahua

•

in 1S72, when the San Carles outbreak of March, I874,' caused alarm in the
villages below the border. General Crook took immediate.action to round up

!

the renegades, a report of which was forwarded to Governor Pesqueira to

'

quiet matters there.

Meanwhile," a Mexican committee convened at Guaymas to
.

investigate into reparation claims of Mexican and American citizens in
Sonora and Chihuahua.^
.

e lSonora's anxiety over filibustering activities and other border vio-

lations eased considerably during this decade i

With the opening of the

"

i

Tombstone mines, Arizona's population received another infusion of a law
less element that probably came closer to fitting Pumpelly's description of
_

"depraved society".than that whidi arrived in the territory during the

^Weekly Arizonian. Novaaber 6, 20, 1869
Ibid.. October 23, December 4, I 869.

^Arizona Citizen..March 21, 1874.

.

\

latter 1350's as outcasts of California and Sonora.-,^Within a-few months
the,settlement became the final r®fage for a restless farrage of border

..

shifts, mid-western drifters and eastern tirngs whose character and behavior
reflected the desperation symtomatic of a vanishing frontier.

In this re-

spect. Tombstone's badman was m r e a product of civilization than the
frontier, despite the tendenmr of writers to associate him with the latter
environment.

His igpe was seldom fotmi on a true frontier where the crises

of life and death are passed with a minimum, of audience and often without
record of any kind.

As a rule ,he stalked the second or third wave of civ

ilization where conditions were safer and his prey more numerous and un
suspecting.

In Tcmbstone of the l a i t w 1870's, he paraded under the label

of "cowboy, " and, beyond lending unwanted notoriety to the title rightfully
held by law-abiding ranch hands of ,this region, he constituted one of the
most troublesome of Arizona’s lawless elements during these years.

The

;"cowboy" raids on Pronteras and other Sonoran towns adjacent to the border,
accompanied by the theft of cattle, waylaying of p m k trains and often the
wanton killing of villagers, created a considerable nuisance in ArizonaSonora relations.

The federal government became concerned, and Secretary

Kirkwood wrote Governor Gosper expressing President Arthur* s dissatisfac
tion with conditions in this section of Arizona, remarking that the people
of Tombstone seemed too busy exploiting the silver mines to give proper at6
tention to the maintenance of law and order.

.
Gosper conducted an investi

gation and reportedtthat the "cowboys.are not always white; some are Mexi
cans ; but Americans direct and control the lawless element," about twentyfive to fifty of them, he estimated.
V:

\

Concern for local rights reached a
v: -y,

:
c:

^Tombstone Weekly Epitaph. February 13, 1882.

, i*'
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peak in Tombstone when the president ordered the ring of cowboys dispersed
through local measures by May 15* 1882, threatening to •achieve this through
the expediency of martial Iwr if necessary.^

^ -

In his book. Tombstone*3 Ibitaph. Douglas Martin states that it Is
difficult to say whether the cowboy gang was finally broken tap as a result
of the President* s threat or the killing of several of their leaders when
they shot it out with the Barps:at the O K Corral in October of the' preceding
year.

However, his speculations do rot include the measures taken in Sonora

to eliminate the cowboy scourge.

The zone commander at Fronteras;had de

clared open season on Tombstone •s cowboys through the summer of 1881. * In
June, a group of Mexican ranchers killed George Turner, M. McAllister and
two other cowboys who were driving a herd of stolen cattle toward the border
■.■
—
* ••
■■- • ■•. .
’ .
■■:;
- ?•
v ■ • •, *•.
for delivery at Fort Bowie, where "Turner hski a beef contract.

. When''the'-

cowboys retaliated by ambushimj and massacring four Mexicans bh the road
near FTohterasg the garrison was strengthened and both the troops and vlllagers joined in taking summary vengence on the cowboys whenever a member of
their gang was caught b n the Mexican side of the line.9

Meamdiile, settlers

in Arizona began to conplain that it was no longer safe to travel below the
border, and some were inclined to raise old issues regarding Mexican atroc
ities .

During a visit to Tucson in September, Adolfo L. Dominguez, Adjutant

to General Otero, was questioned as to whether the two governments had agreed

Douglas D. Martin, Tombstone's Epitaph (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, .1951)* u p . 162-63. quoting the.Epitaph, May 3, 1882. For
a chronological account of the cowboy problem drawn from a series of articles
published in the Ibitaph. see pp. 139-65*
.
^Ibid.. p, 147, quoting the Ebitaph. December 9* 1881.

“ibid., p. 142, quoting the Epitaph. August 5, 1881.
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on the means being used to suppress the cowboys and whether he thought a
serious misunderstanding might grow out of their raids. Dominguez diplo
matically avoided direct answers and merely emphasized that the two govern
ments were in perfect accord as to the measures necessary to suppress the
10
outrages.
The situation passed, however, and without the uproar, that
usually accompanied sutii incidents during the 1850*s.

..„

:

.

Annexation agitation also died out during this decade,ithough specu
lators still visualized new boundaries across Sonora’s silver districts.
Such talk .provoked the following comaents from the editor of the Arizona
Citizen, which are not unlike those expressed today regarding.the current
foreign aid program:,

.. .

..

• . ....

'

., . A lot of news paper statesmen now want the -government to take
Cuba from old, weak, and contemptible Spain, just as some want our
Uncle to take or buy Sonora from Mexico. ,It cannot be that we are in
want of more land, because we now have millions upon millions of un
touched acres; it can hardly be that we want to add to our popula
tion by the acquisition of States or parts of other -countries; while
, largely- in.debt, it seems almost criminal folly to add to pur burdens...
in this1regard; while at peace with a nation, we should not make war
with it just for the sake of a few people and,some territory, having
no pressing want for either....If /they government must go into the
.missionary business, or the work of developing the natural resources
of the earth, we submit that its present possessions afford field
..... enough. ...
.
■
■■ --.1 .. .,.
'
. ,.
On the following year, the Commercial Herald of San Francisco printed a .
rumor that Mexico and the United States had agreed ,on drawing a new-boundary
running due west from the mouth of the Rio. Grande., The editor of the Arizona
Star readily recognized the motive underlying this idea.

"Renewed reports of

American designs on Mexican Territory are sensational and baseless;

they are

stimulated by adventurers, who hope to create public sentiment favoring

^0The Phoenix Herald. September 2, 1881.
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their schemes for obtaining Meocican.mlaepal

However, 'the popu

lar, seal for additional territory to the south had grown out of fashion by
the 1870*3, and Sonorans had learned to take, annexation utterances with a
grain of salt.

This, probably more than any other development in the dec

ade, indicated that the leather-lunged blasts of "manifest destiny" had at
last blown by on their westward course into the Pacific, leaving the promise
of an era of comparative tranquility between Arizona and Sonora.
/ This decade also brought political stability to Sonora, opening
the opportunity to take advantage of. Imid, mining and railroad; concessions
on either side o f .the border.

Under the administration of Governor Pesqueira,

the state had finally emerged intact after thirty years of upheaval.

Since

the outbreak of the Himbres chief, Juan Ccmpa, in 1833, Sonoran villagers
had struggled for survival against constant Apache,, depredations, as well
as the frequent uprisings of the Opata and Taqui.: During this time, control
of these and other internal disorders was made doubly difficult by the Ameri
can annexation threats of the 1850\s:and the French efforts of the i 860*s to
forcibly subject the state to Maximilian*s rule.

As a result, Sonora en

tered the 1870* s almost: destitute. ^ "How is it that a state so immensely
rich, is almost in abandonment and produces so little?" a Sonoran writer
asked: in 1872.

His. conclusion matched those of foreign observers who had

watched the gradual degeneration of the state during the past decades:
The true causes of the mortal stagnation are the same. The
frequent political upheavals have affected the great mass of the
state, have thrown the state into convulsions, and have sown im
morality amongst the people. ^

^Ibid. . August 8, 1874;. Arizona Star. June 23, l877.

.,

'

^ J o s e M. Perez y Hernandez," Conroendlo de la Geografia del Bstado
de Sonora (Mexico, D.F.: Tipo del Gomercio. 1872). p.

V
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How Pesqueira's rule was challsaged by a constitutionalist
ment which gathered strength through the decade, and from I 876 to

move

1879,

Sonorans experienced their final internal political crisis, resulting in
the overthrow of Governor Pesqueira, his nephew and successor, Jose
Pesqueira, as well as the military governor sent from Mexico City to ar
bitrate the dispute.

Due to the revolt and the establishment of a high

tariff, foreign speculation ceased, mercantile houses closed and smuggling
increased.

According to the observations of the United States consul at

La Paz, the maritime traffic from Europe reduced during 1879 to its lowest
ebb in sixteen years.

Meanwhile, he said, "emigration to Arizona and Hew

Mexico is constantly going forward." ^
She troubles of these years gave impetus to the northward flow of
population into Arizona.

Between I870 and 1880, the number of persons

born in Mexico jumped from 4,348 to 9,330, representing an.increase larger
than that occurring during the next two decades combined.

Mexicans crossed

the border in such numbers that Captain W. A. Rafferty was sent with a com
pany of cavalry to scout the Sonora line in order to maintain law and protect mining enterprises there.

Many of the immigrants were political

refugees who crossed: the,line to reorganize their attack against Pesqueira’s
,
1
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supporters.
However, the great majority of Mexicans had no intention of*
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Arizona Sentinel. August 23, 1879.
15Ibid.. Mardi 8. 1879.
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^ I n early 1876, when Francisco Serna’s constitutionalist forces ;
were in flight. Governor Pesqueira met with Governor Safford to request that
semistas not be permitted to remain in Tucson, where some residents were
known to be sympathetic to Serna's cause. Safford assured Pesqueira that
he would observe strict neutrality in this respect. Corral, p. 110.
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returning to a land that seemed seized in the final throes of depression
and dissention.
Another factor encouraging emigration among Sonorans was their in
creasing desire for a higher standard of living, stimulated, to some extent,
by contacts with foreign companies operating in the state.

The wages they

received differed little from the tradition-bound stipend issued on the
haciendas, however, the laborers employed by the companies were learning a
new way of life.

As the workers drifted between Minas Prietas, Pmaontorio

and other large mines, they gradually weakened the social and psychological
ties that formerly held them in their home regions.

They became adjusted

to subsistence derived entirely from wages and to the mobility this form of
income provided.

Once adapted to these new concepts, Sonoran laborers needed

little encouragement to leave the state entirely in search of higher wages.
The revolts of 1876-79 provided that encouragement.

Commenting on the de

velopments of this period, the editor of the Arizona Sentinel observed in
1879:
Sonora seems to be undergoing a labor crisis, writes La Sonora
/La Voz de Sonora/. Ten years ago she paid her peones $7 to $10
per month and cotton clothes. Hbw due to American influence they
want shoes, pants and flannel shirts, for which the hacendado puts
them deeper into debt. But the peones now run away. Unless
Sonora learns to compete with American agriculture she will lose her
market to Arizona.^'
The overthrow of Ignacio Pesqueira marked the end of the age of
iron men in Sonoran politics, and the state entered a long period of tran
quility under the governorship of businessmen controlled from Mexico by
Porfirio Diaz.

Following his rise to power, in 1877, he opened the republic

17November 1, 1879

wide to foreign speculation.

The picture American and European investors

wanted to see in the Arizona-Sonora zone was now complete:

confinement of

the Apache in Arizona, political stability in Sonora, and the promise of
mining, land, and railroad concessions from a Mexican president friendly to
foreigners.

The surface wealth of this zone had been skimmed away, but

this was only part of the fortunes that lay more deeply buried.

Adequate

capital, m o d e m machinery, and railroad transportation could bring this
within reach.
With the attraction of corporate enterprise to Arizona, the story
of Mexican labor becomes important.

However, their employment in signifi

cant numbers was delayed through the transitional 1870's while Arizona's
mines were carefully reappraised and "tooled up* for the vast demands of
the approaching copper era.

Particularly in the closing years of the decade,

considerable money was invested in mechanization.

But, while the introduc

tion of machinery ultimately resulted in the hiring of thousands of Mexican
workers, in its initial stages, the coming of the machine had an adverse
effect on their employment.

Ancient techniques that served to open mining

in isolated regions fell into disuse.

Ores were no longer laboriously

hauled out of the shafts in leather bags, the Mexican tanatero gradually
finding himself disemployed by steam Hoists and power whims.

The arras tra

and the patio became objects of curiosity to the new generation of managers,
the functions of which reduction works foremen tried to explain to them amid
the boom of a steam boiler and a ten-stamp mill.

Hew refining methods

simplified the extraction of silver and gold, while the perfection of chemi
cal pocesses gave new value to ores previously sent to the dumps.

Though
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world markets for copper and. lead became significant during the 1870’s,
demand, for these metals was not great enough to offset the disemployment
of laborers resulting from the introduction of a simple hoisting works and
blast furnace in the majority, of Arizona*s mines, and even in the larger
mines then producing, a crew., of seme .fourteen trained men was often found
adequate to work both shifts in the reduction mills. ......
Particularly in the Colorado River area, the introduction of ma
chinery came with little time for transition.

Where mine operators in the

interior waited for adequate justification before putting forth the great
expense of time and money required to haul heavy,equipment overland, man
agers along the Colorado could have their equipment delivered almost di
rectly via the nearest, steamer landing.

In 1865, Mexican .authorities had

reduced tonnage dues at La Paz, Lower California, on vessels bound up the
Colorado, thus encouraging the Importation of:heavy freight,

18

and when the

Southern Pacific Railroad was extended to the river opposite Yuma, in 1877*
19
importation problems were cut to a minimum. .

The impact of machinery in

this area is. reflected in an editorial appearing in the Arizona Sentinel
in I 878.

Attributing the evils of unemployment, crime and prostitution to

the national trend toward mechanization in agriculture and mining, the
editor proclaimed:

•^Alta Californian. January 25, 1865.
•^Though the railroad reduced problems relating to .the physical
transportation of heavy machinery arid forwarded mining by importing coal
into the Colorado area where fuel was scarce, the anticipated reduction in
mining costs was largely offset by the high rates charged during the early
years. Bancroft, History of Arizona and Mew Mexico. .. p. 582.
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Hoble citizens.. .have already banded themselves'together to
b u m up the loathsome, hell - b o m reapers. Illinois and Ohio
are once more seeing their grain garnered by Caucasian labor^ more
' *
or less naturalized. Machinery must go! Peaceably if it can, forcibly
if it m u s t . ^
* '•
" *
The machine not only made Itself a formidable competitor to the
Mexican laborer, but it created a new hierarchy of positions for -which he
could not qualify.

Once hie could elevate himself to the position of smelter

by demonstrating his ability to sweat beads of pure silver from a fused '
cake of copper and other minerals then considered as worthless impurities.
Now, in place of his little adobe smelting oven, t h e m stood a snarling
blast furnace," the operation

m^Lntenahce of which required specialists

whose duties he could hardly describe, much less accomplish.

Hot even'in

the installation of machinery did the'unskilled Mexican laborer find much
opportunity for work.

The majority of this type of work was ‘also done by

specialists, a good many of idiom were imported. , In Septomber,^ 1879, the
Oro Mining arid Milling Company opened in the Plomoso District about twenty
miles east of Sfcreriberg.

This event was prefaced by the arrival of1black

smiths, carpenters, millwrights, operating engineers, as well as experienced
miners, all of whom the superintendent brought with him from San Francisco.
Witii this crew, he expected to be operating within thirty days.
larly in the upper Colorado districts ,~v this trend was apparent.

Particu
On May of

the preceding year, the steamer left Yuma with fifteen Cornish miners aboard.

20July. 27* IB78. His reference to Caucasian labor was no doubt
prompted by the hostility Arizonans felt toward the coolie labor then
being imported by the Southern Pacific Company for the construction of
the tracks. To associate machines with coolies strengthened his argu
ment, since both were a form of cheap labor.

21

Arizona Sentinel. October 25* 1879.
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bound for the Signal Mine in Mohave County.

Commenting on the appearance

of the miners, the editor of the Sentinel observed, "they were stout fellows,
with plenty of baggage; nothing of the tramp about them".22

-

•

The position of the Mexican laborer during this changing decade
was aptly stated by a correspondent to the Arizona Sentinel, who said,
"Arizona is brlmfulcof possibilities to the adventurous and knowing.

For

the mere laborer, and the constitutionally helpless man," it is not yet the
place, and may not be for years."2^

In 1877» Hinton's advice to Anglo-Ameri

cans planning to come to Arizona also tempered optimism with caution:
It is by no means certain that Arizona is now a godd place for
the laborer without some capital. The cost of living, though much
reduced, is still great as compared with older settlements. There
are. as yet few organized industries, and it is expensive to get there.
Experienced and skillful mechanics get good wages when employed; but
their chances for employment much depend upon being, on hand at the
time:and places where their services are needed.- A man who is not
only expert at his special traded but is generally'"handy," and has
means enough to keep himself for a few months,':could soon pay his
way, and by watching opportunities place himself where his services
would be in demand at a goed price.
- ’ ;.
The dilemma of the mine laborer was increased b y a slump in silver
prices of which the coinage act of 1873 became a symbol. ^ Arizona's produc
tion of gold, and silver, which had. averaged roughly $1,000,000 per year
during the 1860*s, fell to half that figure in 1873 and 1874.

The depres

sion in silver production was relieved somewhat in I878 with the passage of
the Bland-Allison Act, and Arizona's gold and silver output climbed to

22Ibid.. May 4, 1878.^February 1, 1879.
^Hinton, p. 377.

-

^
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$5,560,000 by 1 6 8 0 However,' this was.tdue to increased production,
rather than a rise'in prices.

Doe to the linitatiohs"tto act placed on the

coinage of silver, its value eontiLmied to decline, and the "Criaeof ,73"
became a traditional part of Arizona's editorial milieu.;
Many editoars followed Given* s views of the previous decade in at-

.

tributlng the vn.«t of the 1870*s to the iiwwpetence of "mechanical miners^
who knew only theory and had very little practical experience.

Work was

often delayed by mismanagement, extravagant outlays for pumping and hoisting
machinery, installation of improper equipment, and so on, often resulting in
bankruptcy and the laying off of their work force.

"Nothing will do them.!

more justice;" reveled one writer in commenting on the disasterous outcome
which often

accompanied these misdirected endeavors.

Poor supervision

was evident in the frequency of accidents occurring at certain mines;

At

the Picacho Mines, four Mexican laborers ware involved in powder explosions
within two months.

In one instance, two of the workers were trying to pick

out an undischarged blast which went off.

"We cannot learn whether /this/

.. .was being done by older, consent, or even knowledge of the Superintend

:

dent," the editor of the Sentinel commented regarding the inexpert procedure.
"We trust this lesson will be taken to heart by all the Superintendents of
the mines of Arizona."

The second accident occurred when two Mexicans used

excessive force in tamping a giant powder charge, bringing a second admonish
ment from the editor that "toomuch supervision...cannot be exercised."

A

month later a Mexican boy was killed at the reduction works' when ithe millman

^Bancroft,; pp.; 5 8 2 - 8 3 ; ! ; . :

' .

.;

'

^Territorial Expositor (Phoenix) April 23, 1880.

•

struck him with a piece of firewood during an argument over firing up the
furnace, which further indicated poor management and lack of discipline at
this mine.2'' There were also complaints against the "rock sharps" x-iho in
vaded Arizona at this time carrying engineering degrees yet having little
knowledge of either of the mineral properties of the region or of economical
means of reducing them.2®

Maiyr of t M opinions expressed against the new

generation of mine operators seemed to be motivated, mainly by the resent
ment of small claim holders against the advance of corporate mining*

How- •

ever,; the depression was genuine and acutely; felt, particularly in Yavapai
County, where Prescott earned, the name "Sleepy Hollow" due to the slump in
mining activity in adjacent, districts.

Here, an editor complained, "It is

bad for her /5rizona*£7 people just now that more men and means:are not
being employed in milling and mining."

He advocated enticing men with

capital to take over the mines, adding, "Those who own mines here will not
be found standing in their way by demanding too much moimy for them."'"?
In view of the large immigration from Sonora and the frequent inter
ruptions in mining due to mechanization, change of ownership, and the declining
price of precious metals, it is doubtful that many workers, Mexican or non- .
Mexican, were able to find steady employment in mining during the period
IB70 to 1880•

However, when all else failed, the unemployed of this decade

could always turn to prospecting, which held out the hope of replenishing
one's poke, or at least eliminating.the chance of further depleting it b y
remaining in the settlements.

In 1880, Phoenix reported a "grand exodus of

^Arizona Sentinel. April
28

26, June 28, July 26; 1879.

Territorial Expositor. April 21. 1880.

^ Prescott Weekly Courier. April 22, 1882.
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men who were unemployed” and decided to try their luck prospecting.*^
Particularly among the Mexicans, placering remained the "safety valve* for
the jobless of western iriaona.

As late as 1877»’ Hodge reported Mexicans'

and Indians reworking the Gila placers periodically and making fair w a g e s . ^
They also worked the ore duaps around mines for gold washed down during
rains.

'

In the winter of 1878, Mexicans did considerable placering around

the Ellen Goman, Spruce, and Hemlock mines in the Montezuma District near
Castle Dome.

Though these were copper mines, their debris carried consider

able free cdarse gold.^2
some cases.

Panning after rainstorms evidently paid well, in

During the preceding summer, the supervisor of the Picacho

Mill, then under construction, complained that work had been retarded by
the stampede of his laborers for nearby placers made available b y recent
33
summer storms. ■ .

.

The spirit of independence that characterized the Mexican placero
of the preceding decode was evident during the 1870*s in Mexican workers
who combined placering with contracting in order to make a living.

Forming

into crews,* they chopped and hauled woodj did timbering work in new mines,
and often constructed smelters along the river bank and reduced ore for a
specified rate per ton.

As early as 1864, Howry reported Meixicans operating

small, eight by ten foot furnaces at La Paz.

"There are numerous furnaces

of this kind in the Colorado region, ” he said, "nearly all of them worked by
Mexicans....The Mexicans offer to pulverize, smelt,- and refine for $40 per

*^Territorial Expositor. February 13* 1880.
^aP. 62. . .
'
qo
Arizona Sentinel. March 1, 1879.
33
Ibid., July 27, 1878.

•‘
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ton.^

Toward tiie m d of the 1870,s, some mines were putting m e h of their

work out on contract, thus permitting smaller mines to operate on an inter
mittent basis without a high labor overhead.

The Flora Temple Mine in the

Castle Dome District, which was; beginning to produce silver-lead ore at
sixty to seventy dollars per ton, reported they.could make a profit by con
tracting their work, -since "very little powder is required, timbering is
very cheap. and labor is, very low.

All work is now being done by contract.

In regard to the refining of ores in this district, however, some operators
found the silver content too low to pay for having the work done locally. _
Bu t :the rich lead, content plus gangue of florate of lime,;which brought
fifteen to twenty dollars per ten, and other minerals could be extracted at
h profit in San Francisco, making it wiser to ship the ore there.

36

In this

respect, m o d e m refining techniques and the means of transportation available
to mine;owners in the Colorado, region also worked against the employment of
Mexican labor formerly, engaged in reduction work, as well as those reducing
ores by contract.

In one instance, the screenings from the ore dumps of the

Red Cloud Mine in the Silver District were rich enough to support a small :
enterprise operated by a Mexican and an Anglo-American.

The latter," a man

.'namedi Ettuond,^ and- a crew of Mexican plaeeros worked the base of the dump
on s h arespanning out the richer chunks of ore.

The crew got half of what

they took out,' which Hammond bought'.:from them at twenty cents per pound.
Meanwhile,' his partner," Mariano Salazar, smelted the ore pannings at a

f-

.

■

" .‘

1<
' P. 91, quoting excerpts from the,Alta Californian. %ril, 1864.
^"
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^Arizona Sentinel, January 4, 1879.
.

^Ibid.. August 3, 1878.
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furnace:he had built at the river landing, which produced enough to pay
four to eight dollars per day to the
> . In the latter 1870*s, there were seme placer strikes -which,' though
negligible,’afforded considerable local excitement and few dollars for those
without other employment. , In the spring of 1878, new gold, placers were dis
covered on the Colorado near Liverpool landing," about twenty miles above
the. mouth of the Bill Williams River.

?

Two .Americans, Snyder and Finkler,■ .; ,

loaded a dry panning machine on the steamer, and in a few days they were
working the location, accompanied by a group of Mexicans who tried to compete
with the panning machine using:their bateas. ^

The panning was fair, and re

mained so until July,' when reports came down river that the Mexicans had
driven the two .Americans out of the placer beds,' protesting that the panning
machine was taking out more than its fair share of the gold.

Some people

grumbled," but the editor of the Sentinel decided in favor of the Mexicans.
"The •sand lot* business seems to have set a precedent for one class of
people to be driven but of fields of labor by another class who may happen
to be on the ground in strongest force.
ways, we don' t like it.
had not been driven out.

When the rule gets to working both

Next month," it was discovered that the Americans
To the contrary, Finkler had borrowed another pan

ning machine from the Indian reservation,’ and all was well on the placer site,

.37Ibid.. June 7, 1879.

:

.

;

y
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-

38
The beds were located about seven miles from the river. Designed
for use in. areas where there is no water, the dry panning machine became
popular during this period, and is still used by prospectors in the Mojave
Desert and Death Valley. The machine was constructed in various ways,
usually with a bellows, which blows the lighter dirt away as it falls through
a system of screens and down a cleated ramp designed to catch the gold par
ticles and heavier residue.
?
V;".
39July

20, 27, 1878.

.
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some taking out as high as twelve dollars a day.
afloat to keep other miners away.

The rumor had been set

In October, 1880, another flash-in-the-

pan strike was made forty miles west of Yuma at Mesquite Station, where a
similar situation developed.

A dry panning machine belonging to two Ameri

cans, Hoagland and Powers, was cleaning up nearly three hundred and fifty
dollars a week.

About one hundred Mexicans were also working in the area,

and though they were taking out ten to twenty dollars a day with their habeas/
the placer bed was only a mile square.

At a meeting the Mexicans proposed

dividing up the various locations into m a i l e r lots in order to give every
one a fair share.

Siis time, however, the editor of the Sentinel drew upon

higher laws in passing on the matter, saying:
v

,

. L V

, We would counsel them to be very careful in an undertaking of that
nature as it involves rights that are guaranteed by the United States
laws to American Citizens, and if the Mexicans do hot wish to become
citizens of the United States they must not expect any more protection^,,
than their Government extends to our citizens when residing in Mexico.
A t the same time, another placer was discovered near Tyson’s .Wells,"

about sixteen miles back of Ehreriberg in the Plomoso District.

Foiaing the

Arizona Concentration Company,' Ijraon hired fifty men to wash the placer
gravel, which ran from two and a half to twenty-five dollars per ton.

In

November, he imported an additional fifty men from San Francisco, and stated
he expected to have a force of five hundred in the placer beds by the follow
ing spring.

However, before the end of the year,’ he complained of having

difficulty in obtaining a "sufficiency of efficient laibor," his force having
reduced to seventy-five by then.

^Ibid.V

The Plomoso Placers had been known for

August 3, 1878.

>

^ I b i d . . October 23, November 13, 1880.
fy*T b i d ., October 9» November 20,’ December 4, 1880.

many years prior to 1880,

and there is no evidence of their being rich

enough to sustain an enterprise such as Tyson visualized.

In all probability,

he tried to compensate for rapidly diminishing returns b y reducing the wages
of his men, which would account for his complaint regarding difficulty in
obtaining efficient labor.

The prevailing rate for common labor was thirty

to forty dollars per month in the Colorado River area at ’this time.

Though

this wage would have had little appeal to the men Tyson imported from San
Francisco, it might have retained Mexican laborers, providing it' was not
cut much lower.

However, in the #renbmrg a r e ^ where Tyson was located,

Chemehuevi Indians were being hired as laborers on a nearby irrigation project
for fifty cents a day. ’like the lumas, some of them knew the tricks of dry*
panning and may have come into competition with Tyson* s imported labor.
In western Arizona of the 1870's, an unemployed Mexican laborer was
far bettbr off to confine his search for work to the lower Colorado districts,
or, perhaps, try his luck at the Vulture Mine near Wickeriburg.

The farther

north he ventured from these areas, the smaller were his chances of getting
a job.

In the Prescott region, work was slack and the labor market satu

rated by a large Anglo-knerlcan work force who excluded him from all but
the most menial types of work.

For some distance north of Tbma, a Mexican

worker's chances of being hired depended largely on being on hand at the
right time.

Above the Bill Williams River, however, such opportunities de

creased progressively, not only." because the region was still in its develop
mental stage, but, as in the Prescott area, a Mexican worker, soon found

^ T h e s e placers w ^ beii^ worked as early as 1864, 14 persons
being listed here during, the territorial census of that year. See Table 2,
Chapter IV.
.
:.
: .; . ;/...,

himself isolated in a region dominated by Anglo*4sMrican _and European
workers.

'.L

Early in the decade, Mexican ^ospeetors roccausionally enttor«i the
:
mnnntal na _nnfth of the Bi 11 ^Williams River. Writing of the period 1874 to
I876, Hodge reported that in previous years Mexican parties were in the
Cerbat Range, working large quantities of rich ore in arrastras.

> .

By

I 878, a few mines were in operation-in the Signal, Hackbeny, and Mineral
Park districts, but they employed non-Mexican crews, some of which were
comprised of skilled miners imported from Europe.

Though Mexican prospec

tors , teamsters, and merchants eontimed to migrate into the districts above
the Bill,M U tarns River, the census of 1880 showed only 125 persons of Mexi
can birth residing in Mohave County, - a small minority compared to the

Ij.5
county* s •total aggregate;population of 1,190 persons.

. % e i r numbers de

creased markedly commensurate with the distance they had drifted above the
Bili Williams into the northwestern fringe of the intermountain zone.

Some

Mexicans were found working in mining districts around Chloride and Mineral
Park, but none were employed in the mines listed on the census schedules.
Nor were they hired on the ranches and fanas farther north, the hay cutting
and herding jobs being held almost exclusively, by Hualapai ■Indians. •

•

In 1880, most of the population of Mohave County was scattered
throughout the southern portion.

Though the figures on Table 5 appear

relatively the same as those shown in other areas of Arizona, during earlier

^Hodge, p. 78.

•
-O',

^ T e n t h Census. 1880. Arizona. Vbl. I, Mach. No. 101, a microfilm
copy of the original schedules filmed by the.Microfilm laboratory, Bureau
of the Census, Washington, D. C. See pages pertaining to Mohave County.
A copy of this microfilm is .deposited in the archives of the University of
Arizona library, see film No. 86, Reel 1.
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years, the total population of the territory had increased over four times
since 1870, Mohave’s population rising from, 179 to 1,190, yet comprising
less than three percent of the territorial total, which had swelled to
40,440 persons by 1880.

Table 5 shows four of the county’s principal

mining districts-in which a little over half of Mohave’s population were re
siding.

Mexicans in Mohave County had their best opportunity to. make a

living in these districts, either working for themselves, or in the employ
of others;

‘However, excluded from miniiig and agricultural work, the ma

jority concentrated in the settlements, pursuing various trades or working
in mercantile or freighting businesses.

Representing about ten percent

of the combined population in the above ‘districts, the Mexican populace
diffused northward in a rapidly diminishing -proportion, their number con
stituting about thirty-five percent of the population in the Signal District,
thirteen percent along the Big Sandy, arid less than five percent of the
populace-of 530: then residing in the Mineral. Park area, some eighty miles
north of the Bill Williams River.
!-

t

/
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;

i

:
:

U.S., Dept, of the Interior, Census Office, Tenth Census of the
United States: 1880. Population. I, p. 49. ;
- 47
• •
Table 5 Is compiled from the Tenth Census. 1880. Arizona. A
microfilm copy of the original schedules.
—
•
. . .

hQ

‘'
..-- , .
•
•
Along the lower Big Sandy and the Santa Maria rivers, where very1
few Hualapai Indians were listed, some thirty persons born in Mexico i n - --dicated their occupations as farmers and farm laborers, suggesting that,
in the absence of Hualapai competition, Mexicans found some agricultural
;
work in the southern extreme of Mohave County, either working independently
or in the employ of others.
:
:r:;: "
'.•Wt
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TABLE 5
DISIBIBOTION OF POPULATION IN SELECTED AREAS OF MOHAVE COUNT! AS INDICATED IN THE CENSUS OF 1880

•

Settlement

•' ;
v.

%

2
1

:

2 Arizona

%
Signal District
Signal Mine
0 .
:
::\t : 0
New Virginia Mine
0
2
Signal (village, 10:.~. .
'• 2
mi. N. of B. Williams)
. ": 7 T.
Along Big Sandy River
(30 mi. N. of Signal)
Cedar Valley District
2
4
Congress Mine
/
:
:
::0
Echo Mine
2
0
. 4.
Eualaoai Mountains
American Flag Mine
' -:
0 Mariposa Mine
2

2

0
6

2
2

- r ;

2

'<
2
'.v
2

2

■

•, Subtotals:

1

:o

:

3

• J
:
-- :

10

1
25

0
0

''2.
2

0

2

0

2•

•f2'
2
3
•'2
2:
S
.■v. 1 . .

2
'■ 2
2

;
•2

70

-

9
2
4
.15

-i
177
1

3
2
15
4
17
10
12
12

172s

2
r."

310

• #

1

0
10
Zf.

, %

2 4 .: - f - i y

:
:

6
2
10 " :
2
%
i!
• 14 " -':
24
:
v
7
:
18
:
•.
Mt . 1 5 4

:

3
1

’k :4
7 .
2
7

8

.2
:
:" "153

Total aggregate population;

Else •I Other
2
2 where
2 foreign
2: in'U.S.rT: b o m

2 y/": : 1 : 2
-2.

:: v

: c;::' -•..ll: - 2
i.
:
0
:
0 '2
!
0
:
:■ %
0- 2
2
:
0
•

2

,’*2-..v.

-i
Mineral Park District
Mineral Park (village)
Nobman's Ranch
Willow Grove
Truxton Spring
Hackberry (village)
Spencer*s Ranch
Beale Springs
:
Cerbat District...
Todd Basin
^ '
Chloride
-

f
- - 4... ;

Place of Birth

:

60

-

1
.y . zj.
0

0
y . : :

■-

8
'4
2
88
124

■
672°

' , aThe principal mining districts have -been' selected, since these areas
offered Mexican workers their best opportunity to find employment. In ranch
ing and farming sections, the hired hands were almost entirely Hualapai Indians.
b0f the Arizona-born listed above, 145 were Hualapai hay cutters and
ranch hands and their families.
cThe entire population of Mohave County was 1,190 persons, about
fifty percent of whom were residing in the four areas shown on this table.
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Though Mexican labor was not important in Mohave County during this
period, it is interesting to note that in no other area of Arizona did Mexi
can workers encounter an indigenous group maintaining such a monopoly on jobs
as that held by the Hoalapai ini the farming and ranching districts in the
Hackberry-Minerar Park region.

Ironically, hardly a dozen years had passed

since this tribe had virtually swept their future employers out of northwest
ern1
- Arizona with the outbreak of the Hualapai wars of 1866-70.
!
, .'
'
.
.
-V: ;
The availability of Colorado River Indians as laborers in certain
types of work was an important factor during the 1870*s in view of the scar
city of jobs. ' Yumas -and Chemehuevis xrere never a challenge to Mexican labor
ers engaged in mining or other occupations where heavy work or hazardous con
ditions required adherence to strict routine.

However, ais in the case of

the Hualapai, when the work involved agriculture or activities which did not
depart far from their tribal sphere, either culturally or geographically,
employers recruiting crews of laborers could always count on members of the ’
river tribes to make up part of their work force;
work—

“These Tuna Indians will

some of them quite faithfully," remarked the editor of the Sentinel.

“But it sometimes shocks a new comer, who has hired an lndian to saw wood,
to find him;.v/witi|7 his bronzed hide glistening with perspiration.
They engaged in private "enterp^se to the extent of gathering wood and fod
der for sale, of ten" demomtrating a shrewdness at “bulling the market” that
astonished travellers^ " Taking advantage of the shortage of grass in the
region, they -would come down the river on a raft with a small bundle of last
year's grass,'".asking as high- as a dollar for -it, complained one customer at

iiq
/ Arizona Sentinel. March 23, 1878.
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La Paz.

On hesitating at the p i ^ e , “j^y'will set the tiiole lot oh fire

and b u m it before yotir eyes.*

With this gesture as a basis, bargaining

would begin for a raft load of grass, ■which the Indians went bank upriver
to secure, once they had’extracted the Baodmaa price.

50

:;

. .

The advent of the steamer introduced a new source of interest and excitement into their lives.

Writing of his experiences during the mid-

1870*s, Conklin describes their enthusiasm in helping to push the boat off
the shore after -the stage had driven upon it at Ebrehberg.

The Indians

adjusted to the steamer readily and often took jobs that turned up, both on
board and ashore.

One account mentions the Colorado Steam Navigation Com

pany hiring some thirty Indians to grade a landing to unload cord wood near

=

the Yuma Hill and Mining Company, which had recently" opened, and on October
30, 1880, the residents of Yuma waited excitedly through the eve of the
Garfield-Haneock:election for the arrival of the steamer Gila.' then churning
laboriously down river from Mojave County with her crew of “twenty-two voters

52
and six Indians.*

Aside from, presenting unwanted competition on the labor

market, the agricultural enterprises of the Yuaas were viewed with avaricious
eyes.

With the intention of driving them off their lands, inJune, 1878, a

rumor was passed at the Castile Dome Landing that either one thousand Mo javes,
their traditional enemies, or a band of Apaches were coming to raid their
villages.

Another version of the rumor had it that the United States troops

were after them, supposedly to force them out of their fields and on a

Alta Californian. October 16. 1863.
:. •
1878), p.

Conklin. Picturesque Arizona (New York:

-

- T

The Mining Record,
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■Arizona Sentinel. Maly 31, 1879; October 30, 1880.
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reservation. ' Aeoordiag to the Arizona Sentinel, however, none of the
threatened contingencies were to c o m about without a fierce battle in de
fense of laaa lands.

wThey sent their squaws into the mountains, the Mexi-

53
cans prepared to skedaddle and considerable commotion was the result.M
' In presenting1a candid glimpse o f 1luma during this period,;contem
porary writers seldom missed the opportunity to include a picture of the
Yumas sitting chest deep in the shallows o f :the river, patting mud on their
heads as protection against the sun and indolently viewing the advance of
another civilization into their ancient'land.

As a rule, writers associated

them with the Mexican "idlers* lounging about the:steamer landing.

Without

realizing it, however, these observers were describing;two factions of Yuma*s
work force who had reached a checkmate in their rivalry for the various odd
jobs available in the Colorado liver Valley;

Though employers offered the

Indian laborers as much as forty dollars a month, the tendency of some
tribes to accept lower pay often resulted in depressing.wages, and as work
progressed on a particular job, the Mexican laborers would gradually quit,
leaving the employer:with a predominantly Indian crew. .Soon the labor fore
man would return to Yuma; - complaining of a lack •of labor and declaring that ;
Mexicans were a shiftless lot w h o .would rather gamble their chances on a
worn-out placer bed than do an honest day’s work.
The tendency of employers to capitalize on Indian labor in this
area is illustrated by the events that accompanied the opening of canal
projects, on both sides of the river near Ehrenberg.

In 1874, Deputy Sur-

'

veyor, 0. P. Calloway, surveyed tracts in this area and layed out irrigation
dit^es.

Later, Thomas H. Blythe M d other speculators; with Wiom Calloway

% u n e 22, 1878. ' ^
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became associated, purchased 80,000 acres here, while another company se
cured 40,000 farther down the valley.

In April, 18?8, Blythe commenced to

open a large canal one hundred and twenty-five feet: in width at the bottom.
Though Chinese labor was then available around luma, the company paid tribute
to current anti-oriental sentiment by declaring its intention not to hire
Chinese laborers.

Despite the fact that the enterprise required very little

skilled labor and involved long-term financial outlays, the company would
try to obtain cheap Mexican labor. ^

Calloway started drainage and levee ;

work along the east bank in June, at which time he offered laborers thirty
to forty dollars per month.

According to the Sentinel, he was working about

fifty Indians and twenty-five other laborers.reported only as "white men."
Concurrently, he ran an ad in the Sentinel offering employment to. "Mexicans
or others" at the same rate of pay.

He said he wanted to bring his force up

to about one hundred men, who could expect permanent employment during the

55
next twelve months.

Two months later, Thomas Blythe started development .

on 75,000 acres of land directly across the river.

His work force was com

prised of Indians and Mexicans, the former receiving $1.25 a day and the latter forty dollars a month.

By October, Blythe was reported to have a ditching

56
machine near completion, which would speed the progress of his work. ^ In

^Arizona Sentinel. April 27. 1878.
^Arizona Sentinel. June 1, 1878. For the ad, see issues June 1, 8,
15. During the mict-l^O's, the wage range for farm hands and laborers was
$30 to $50 per month, including board. In the Tucson area, however, Mexican
farm hands were still receiving $15 per month, their traditional monthly ra
tion of 60 lbs. of flour being supplemented with eight lbs. of beans and four
of salt. The beans, salt, and two or three dollars per month constituted their
only evidence of economic betterment since their emancipation from conditions
of peonage two; decades previous. ‘ See Hodge, pp. 267- 68; Hinton, p. 377. For
reference to Mexican wages in' Tucson, see pp. 267-68.
.

^ Arizona Sentinel. August 24, I878 .

the spring of the following year, a market developed for arable land in this
area.

By February, a vineyard of one thousand vines was put in aeross the

river from Yuma, while in Blythe* s section, a grower had set out a vineyard
of the same size, as well as two hundred peach trees.
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In April, ,a colony

of Italians from Yuba, California, became interested in leasing land near
Ehrenberg.

Calloway hired more Indian laborers, increasing his crew to one

hundred men, and by May, the project was nearing completion.

At this time,

however, his work force consisted exclusively of Chemehuevi Indians, whom he
paid only fifty cents a day.

58

Anglo-Americans and Mexicans were no longer

working for him, and in less than a year, even the wage formerly paid to
Indians had reduced by sixty per cent.

It is possible that some Mexicans

working on the canal projects were drawn away by the placer strike at Liver
pool Landing during the simmer and fall of I878.

In August, Snyder and

Finkler abandoned the beds to the Mexican placeros. whom the editor of the
Sentinel sourly described as “gaabasinos” (ore thieves).'^

^

However,, though

employers often complained the Mexican workers were too easily distracted by
the placers in this region, it is significant that where chronic labor trouble
developed, decreasing wages were the usual accompaniment, if not direct cause.
The canal building activity of the 1870*s marks the beginning of
commercial agriculture in Arizona.

Prior to this time, agriculture had

hardly been developed beyond the subsistence level.
small farms, ranches, and around settlements.

^ I b i d .. February 1, I 879.

The soil was tilled on

Even the employees at mines

• r

^Ibid. . May 17, 1879. In April 1880,' Calloway was killed by one
of his Chemehuevi employees during an argument arising out of the appropri
ation of .tribal lands. Ibid.. April 3, I860.
% b i d . . August 24, 18?8.

.
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and stage stations "cultivated* garden plots wherever possible to help stpply
their necessities.

If fa m products entered commerce at all, it was -only

within the locality where they were grown.

In time, however, the popular

concept that Arisoha’s soil was barren arid worthless began Lto fade, and in
terest mounted in the possibility of commercial farming, particularly along
the Colorado and in the Salt River Valley, where water was available through
out the year.

The story of Mexican labor in agriculture became important in

the latter area first, probably due to its proximity to the large Mexican
population then spreading northwest f r w Tucson.

, -

.

Without neglecting to pay tribute to the Pimas, whose trade in wheat
with the Overland Company and other buyers amounted, to thousands of dollars
annually, it might be said that the first commercial crop gathered in this
area was cut by a Mexican crew working for John Y. T. Saith.

Securing a hay

contract at Fort McDowell, he established a caap about four miles above present
Phoenix in the spring of 186? and commenced to cut galleta. a wild grass that
grew abundantly along the river banks.^

This primitive undertaking was ac

companied by an event that led directly to the development* of commercial
farming in the Salt River region.

In September of the same year. Jack W.

Swilling organized the- Swilling Irrigation Canal Company and opened a canal
at the same location where Smith had his hay camp.

By the end of 1868, Henry

WLekenburg and others joined the company, following a successful summer
during which a large crop of c o m and barley was harvested on Sawyer* s ranch
and many new ranches were taken ty.

At the end of the decade, hundreds of

acres were receiving "water Arom several canals and ditches constructed by
various corporations, seme following the beds layed down by the ancient

^Elliott, p. 272.

Hohokanu^1

In the spring ■of 1871» the Salt Elver Valley Town Association

surveyed the area, commenced selling lots, and; Phoenix rapidly vegetated
into existence from this network of irrigation ditches, each street being .
bordered by small sluices rather than gutters.

Dne to the diversion of

":

river water, Pima and Maricopa. Indians fanaing the lower end of the area
were forced to abandon most of their fields.

In answer to their complaints,

some were rationed water in exchange for ditch maintenance.

However, their

protests were soon smothered in the rush of progress, which marked .the end
of the Fimas' wheat enterprise and ultimately reduced their watered acreage

Sz

to a level inadequate to support the tribe. .

*

The development of cmmercial farming during the

. °

1870*s provided a

new demand for, labor, which was met principally by Mexicans during the early
part of the decade.

Though mining attracted more publicity than any other

„

industry in Arizona, the majority of the Mexican populace earned their liveli
hood on ranches and farms.

In. Yavapai County, ranching had become-a princi

pal occupation, and, though the attitude here was to give Anglo-Americans
first.choice on jobs, few ranches were without one or two Mexican hands.

Com

bined with the Mexicans employed on ranches.and f ants along the Salt River,
the Gila, and throughout Pima County, they represented a total work force
that probably exceeded all Mexican workers employed in mining during any :
period prior to the beginning of volume copper production near the turn of
the century.

The census of 1870 indicates that of 2,261 persons of Mexican

birth working in selected occupations, only ninety were employed as miners,
as compared to

farm laborers, over one hundred of whom were concentrated

^ T h e Hohokam (approx. 300-1200AD) commenced canal building along
the Gila drainage about 700 AD, their largest irrigation systems appearing
around 1100.

^Elliott, pp. 272-75.
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along the Salt;River Valley.63,,, ;

u

,

The inflow of Hexlean.populatjtonecontiimed, and by Idle aiddle of

.

toe decade, Phoenix and Florence beoame toe subject of much discussion regarding which side of the cultural fence these.coranmities might fall.

In

1877, Hinton estimated that about half of Phoenix* s population of five hun- .
dred were Mexican, while the 1,500 inhabitants of Florence were evenly dis•
64
tributed between MAmericans, Mexicans, and Spaniards."
Ihe original

.

schedules of the census r ^ orts of 1870 and 1880 indicate no Spaniards re
siding either at Florence or toe adjacent community of Mamsville.

In all

probability, in referring to laniards, Hinton was using a "polite'’ term
intended for Mexican-Americans or Mexicans tiio were generally accepted by
toe Anglo-Americans in a given community, tons placing .toem in contradis
tinction to those who were not accepted and were referred to simply as Mexi
cans, usually with all toe vehemence and bigotry typical of frontier society
during this period.

Recent arrivals from Mexico were invariably placed in

toe latter category.

However, one's use of teiminology depended largely

upon the social or economic issue at hand.

In 1879» the editor of toe

Arizona Sentinel, who often posed as Yuma's champion in its rivalry with
Tucson, evaluated the principal towns of Arizona, applying terminology com
mensurate with his opinion of each settlement.

According to him, Prescott

had; less "Mexican element" than any. other town in the territory.

Phoenix

was a thriving town of 2,000i many being "Americanized Mexicans" while

Ninth Census of toe United States:
p.

720.
‘ .

' :';

;■ g-

.

•

T. ' # ‘
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Florence and Tucson were "thoroughly Mexican."

■

lfetil;this time, all of the settlements fonnied a f t w the ccmlng of
Anglo-American settlers sprang itp as mining towns in which the inhabitants
intended to remain only as long as the boom lasted;

Restrictions against

the Mexican population were based primarily on mineral rights, rather than
their right to reside within a :given consraniiy.

This was not the case with '

Phoenix and Florence, which were among the fii^t towns fotmdai as purely
agricultural ecranmities.

A. large majority of the population then arriving

in Arizona came f r m Utah, Colbrsdo, and the east, most of them settling
along the Sah Pedro, the Salt River Valley^ arid in Yavapai County, where
they intended to randr and farm. ^

While their attitude toward the Mexi-

can population, reflected less of the militant partizanship common during
the decade following the Gadsden Purchase, they intended to take root in the
communities they founded and had a direct social and economic interest in
attracting residents

by their energy and thrift, -would forward the

progress of the community. -Efy toe edicts of human nature, they ware certain

Arizona Sentinel. July 12. 1879 . The 'editor made ho mention of
Yuma, whose Mexican population was the second largest in toe territory in
1870. However, a passing observer 'described toe town in 1877 as follows:
"Yuma is the new name for Arizona City. It is not an Indian village; though
an Indian village exists contiguous to it....The town itself, is strictly of
Mexican origin, and savors of all the looseness and primitiveness character
istic of the smaller, out-of-the-way towns in the Republic of Mexico."
Conklin, pp. 50-51. Conklin, a Sah Francisco news reporter, was absorbed
primarily in observations and anecdotes, many of which, while amusing,' were
often inaccurate, as illustrated by his reference to toe origin of Yuma.
^Arizona Weekly Star. September 13. 1877. Here the‘editor calls
attention to the large number of Anglo-American immigrants arriving in the
Sari Pedro Valley, while the editor of the Arizona Sentinel observes that
Mimmigrants of the right sort, men with families, teaas, etc., are coming
into Yavapai County from the eastward in considerable:numbers;w September
14, 1878.
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that such qualities prevailed more distinctly among people most like them
selves.

Few of the new comers knew Mexican people, even less were aware that

the more stable communities in Arizona were predominantly Mexican, and,
perhaps, none of them would have guessed that the comercial development
of Arizona was pioneered by Mexican and Jewish businessmen, the f o m e r being
particularly active in freighting and,transportation. .Insteed, the shopworn
stereotype of the Mexican peon lived on in the. public mind, less vicious
than he.was two decades previous, yet, by Calvinist standards, dangerous by
virtue of his sloth and indolence. ..This picture was still being perpetuated
as a fora of humor in the accounts of tourists and disseminated in recog
nized journals of the period, many of which were read avidly by those plan
ning to come to Arizona.

The. Mining and Scientific Press published a de-

scription of Mexican workers on the farms near Phoenix and Florence which,
though not being representative of local opinion, was reprinted with gusto
in the Arizona Sentinel in 1879•

The writer found the climate of the

Phoenix and Florence area quite healthy, but enervating to some constitu
tions, "many being so overcome by it as to readily fall .into idle and thrift
less habits,” particularly when "thrown much into the company of Mexicans,"
With this introductory theme, the following picture of Arizona* s commercial
farming effott was presented:

.....

*

....

.

’

The irrigation of the field is intrusted to a half-clad vagabond
called a peon, who.discharges his duties in a listless and slovenly
way. When the crop requires being harvested, he gathers a crowd, and
with butcher knives, swords and sickle, sends them forth to gather the
heads by hand into little piles of 10 to 15 pounds each....Should the
crop be a failure, then with a sigh of relief at having escaped the
toil of the harvest, he goes cheerfully to the task of devising ways
and means to steal enough to tide over until the next season. When
a white man has adopted the above and sundry other customs peculiar
to the Mexican, he is said to be "galvanized;" he who escapes this
process being called a "tenderfoot.

67june 21, 1879.
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The above account is obviously exaggerated, but its message is effective
to a point -where the prospective residents of the Salt River Valley must
have arrived in Arizona already resolved to settle no farther south or east
than Phoenix, Mesa, or nearby Utahville and there hold the line against the
advance of such a hazardous element.

As for Florence, with its Mexican popu-

68
lation of a thousand or more, it was already beyond salvation.
Though the opening of this agricultural area provided many jobs for
Arizona's unemployed, the rapid immigration into Arizona during this decade
filled openings as fast as they occurred.

Furthermore, the age of mechani

zation was now exerting its influence more in agriculture than in any other
industry.

Since I860, Cyrus McCormick had been turning out over 4,000

reapers a year.

These machines, along with threshers, planters, cultivators,

and many other mechanical devices, were becoming common sights throughout
the major farming areas of the nation.

With the development of commercial

farming along the Salt River Valley, it was not long before machinery made
its appearance here.

Rakes, sickles, and hand flails gradually became ob

solete, and Mexican workers again found themselves being replaced by machines
and men who knew their operation.

Though many settlers still farmed on a

scale that prohibited the purchase of costly equipment, during the census
of 1880, a large percentage of Phoenix residents gave their occupations as
operators of threshers and headers, indicating that considerable agricul
tural machinery was already being used in this locality.
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Almost all of the

*
Through the territorial period, the Phoenix-Mesa area remained
a marginal zone between the predominantly Anglo-American intermountain re
gion and the basically Mexican communities across the desert region to the
south. Mexican population continued to increase in Phoenix and Prescott
as well. However, factors of employment and attitudes, including the out
break of race rioting in Phoenix during 1912-14, suggest that this area
functioned as a marginal zone between the two cultural sphered during the
territorial period. In reference to the race riots, see McClintock, H , 570.

equipment operators, were Anglo-American or Earopean, these groups representing about two-thirds of "Uie town* s population:
:

Population Composition of Pboenix in 1880

•

■

Population

Place of birth
Mexico.; . . . . . . • . .
Arizona . . . ........
ELsewhere in 'toe U.S. .
Other foreign-born • .
Total

. ...
. .

,613
306

1;187-1

F a m machinery would ultimately open the way to f a m i n g on a scale- that would
employ thousands of workers;

As in mining,'however, the machine merely dis

employed laborers during .the first decade of its use, the extent of which can
be seen in the sharp decline in the number ofthese workers across the ter
ritory.

By 1880, the -numbertof Arizona's farmers had risen to 1,725, while

the total number of farm laborers of all nationalities numbered only

596,

hardly one hundred more than that represented by. the Mexican fara laborers
69
alone in I 870.
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Throughout the territorial periwig however, Arizona’s fortunes were
to be translated in terms of assays and ore tonnages.

Though the price of

silver continued to depress and speculators began to watch the copper market
with growing Interest, Arizona’s miners continued their search for silver
veins throughout the 1870* s. - Northwest of Phoenix, the Vulture Mine was
still keeping many of the inhabitants of Wlckeriburg busy, in the production
of silver ore, while, to the southwest in 1875* the discovery of the Silver
King Mine near present Miami injected new enthusiasm into the silver indus
try, as well as providing more jobs.

However, where the Vulture Mine had

continued to enploy Mexican workers, the jobs at the Silver. King were taken6
9

69
*
---- Tenth Census of the Halted States t
p. 809.

1880.

Population. V o l I,
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almost entirely by Anglo-Americans and Europeans, thus extending precedents,
already established in Mohave and Yavapai counties in regard to the exclu
sion of Mexican workers in .the intermountain

districts.

There is no evi

dence of inti-Mexican resolutions at the Silver King, such as were passed
at miners meetings around -Prescott.

As. the mining districts of Arizona

-v

,

fell under corporate control, the spirit of ?self rule witnessed in the
placer canps of the 1860*8 passed from the scene.

However, the will of the

miners expressed itself through other means, and the sentiment;that AngloAmericans were to -have first claim on jobs transferred readily through the
intermountain zone to Miami and Globe, in time becoming vocal to the point
that several companies found themselves forced to reconsider decisions to
hire che^. labor, in, these districts,

Where persons b o m in Mexico repre-

seated about thirty percent of the;population counted in 1880 at the Vulture
Mine and on the ranches along the ;Agua Fria,River, they constituted less.than
four percent of the population then in the Globe-Miaai region.

Here, the

disparity in numbers is;evident m t only around, the mines, but in the lumber
camps as well, as indicated by a comparison of the two regions :
/
AREA

Distribution of Population in the Wickeriburg and Qlnbe-Miami areas in 1880.
'- '
PLACE OF B I R m ..
EGsewher^
Other
For.born
2 Arizona l in U.S.
J Mexico

WickenburE Area
Vulture Mine
Wickenburg (village)
and Agua Fria River

2
'2

31
:

Miami Area
Miami
-■ . . .
Silver King Mine and
• -Pinal City
Bremen Saw Mill
McCormick Saw Mill
Silver Era Mine

W
.: 0
4

2
2
'2
2

-•

2
2 .
2

2
7
0
13

2
2
2
. 2
2
r •

. 7
^1

2

5d

:

-^
15
0
0
0

2k

37
33
:

2
2
2

. ,9°

14
22

&

'2
2

35
137

:
2

60

2

23
11
14
220

2
2
:
2

3
2
14
88

9
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Daring the aid-1870*s , speculators also began to re-evaluate several

of the old mines along the Santa Gruz airi Sonoita valleys.

In 1872, Cochise

surrendered and consented to moving on a reservation set off for his tribe
in the Ohiricahua Mountains.

Later, they were moved to the San Carlos reser

vation north of the Gila River. ; Though Apache killings continued, the dis- ..
covery of placer gold in 1874 brought hundreds of- prospectors bade into the
Santa Rita Mountains, forming the GreatervUle District.

Water was scarce,

but dry washing was successful, one Tucson resident claiming that he was '
talcing out seventy-five dollars a day by this method.

Mexican placaros

were also there in great numbers, enough that forty managed to get into a
single fight over the outcome of a horse race one Sunday afternoon.

One

was shot, another cut across the face, “but.all made up at the evening dance,”
the above prospector reported.

70

•
Miners continued to come into the area, and

by 1878, a poll of the GreatervUle: District during the mid-term elections
showed a Mexican population o f :about four:hundred, the only registered voters
being seventy-six Anglo-Americans;

Most of the Mexicans were working the

placers, while others packed water

tram. Gardner Canyon,- four miles south,

for three:cents a gallon.

By 1881, the richer streams were worked out, and

in view;of occasional Apache killings, the men began t o .leave," figuring the
71
risk not worth It.
’
1
:
However, the placer excitement of these years re-awakened mining
interest in this area.

J. Ross Browne, who had never lost faith in the

Santa Rita Mines, published a report in 1871 purporting to show that these

.• :

‘^ Arizona Star. May 3, 1877.

'- ;, ■

■ . - ::

:■,:: - ': '^

Frank C. Schrader, Mineral Deposits of the Santa Rita and Patagonia
Mountains of Arizona. U. S. Dept, of, the Interior,'U.S. Geological Survey
Bulletin No. 582 ^Washington: U. S. Goverment Printing Office, 1$1^),
pp. 158-59.
^
..:: :
.

’
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ores could be processed with five times the profit then being derived from
the ores of Nevada’s Comstock Lode.

He attributed the difference to the

availability of fdel and the low cost of labor in southern irizbha. ' HThe
vicinity of Sonora assures that," Hinton added, commenting on- the latter
factor."

In 1877# the Santa Eita locations wer e :taken tp by- -the Tobac Mill

and Mining Company, backed by a group of English speculators.

The old Salero

Mine was reopened, in vhat w a s n o w called the T^mdall Di6trict^ and the Santa
Bita hacienda restored and occtpi^i.

Adjacent to the southeastern boundary

of this district, the Aztec District was foimed, the principal mines being

*

the Aztec, Inca, Iturbide, and the Bnpress of India, most of which were the
property of the above company.

By October, about forty men were working in

these mines, as well as some fifty in nearby Camp Toltec. ’

However, this

month did not pass without the traditional pilgrimage to Magadalena on the
part of the Mexican workers, bringing complaints of labor shortages from
■■=-*-'.
* --*...
*
'
. ky
the new owners of Tobac’s mines reminiscent of those heard in Poston’s day.
At Axivaca, site of the old Heintzelman reduction works, similar activity was
in progress.

Several mines in the distriict were In production, and Deary

and Townsend’s Mill was reported to be putting out ore valued at $307.70 per
ton.

I n the village, busy restaurants, assay offices, a sheriff’s office,

and a free school house presented a strange contrast to those who had *
3
7

80,235. The profits derived from Mexican labor never ceased
to interest mining experts, and this became a principal factor in compari
sons between mining costs in Arizona and those in Nevada, and other western
states. W. G. Boyle, a recognized authority on mining in southern Arizona/
commented in 1879? "Arizona mines pay their own way after machinery is
erected. Labor is very much cheaper in southern Arizona than it is in Nevada,
Utah, or Colorado. Labor which costs $1.35 a day in Arizona is worth $4.00
in those other states." Arizona Star..Mav 29. 1879.
73
.
*
^Arizona Weekly Star. October 18, November 15, 1877.
f^Ibid., October 11. 1877.
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witnessed the instability and violence of two decades past.'
In the
Sonoita Valley, the Harshaw District was opened, which included the Trench
Mine formerly opened by Colonel Titus in 1859.
Company filed claims in this district also.

The Tubac Mill and Mining ....

Roads were built, machinery

transported in by Tally, Ochoa and Company, as well as lumber from Hays and
Tanner’s saw mill in the Huachuca Mountains.

By spring.of 1880, one hun-

dred men were working on the foundation of a mill being erected here, and
the editor of the Arizona Weekly Star described toe Harshaw. cazap as being-;
ready for acceptance as a civilized a m u n i t y , having "four American ladies...
and no lack of dusky maidens of S

o

n

o

r

a

.

. .......

:

. With the spread of mining aetivi-ty into,the iMtmtains -east of toe
Sonoita and along toe San Pedro, Valley, Harshaw, Bisbee, Tombstone and many
otoer new camps Speared almost simultaneously, providing more jobs for
Mexican laborers than ever existed before in southeastern Arizona.

In the

Harshaw District, Mexican workers were being employed as mine laborers, wood
cutters, adobe makers and setters, and general, construction laborers.

Hbw-

ever, as in other areas, the effect of the boom upon the hiring of Mexican
workers must be judged by the size of toe.labor force available here during
toe 1870’s.

In 1858, Poston had to go as far as Magdalena to hire a crew

for the construction of some buildings at the Heintzelman Mine.

In 1880,

a force of one hundred men could readily be hired to set the foundation of
toe mill at Harshaw.

On arriving in Tubac, Poston found it impossible to

recruit an adequate work force from toe three or four hundred inhabitants

'^Territorial Expositor. Jlnril 30. 1880.
' ' \ 1: :
■ r;
. ,7
;
" :— ' : 1 &
V
--'
■
'^Schrader, pp. 251-53;-Arizona Weekly Star. March 11, 1880.

'■
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then living in this region.

In 1880, 17,006 of Arizona1s total population

of' 40,400 lived in Pima &)nhty, ^ i w e the nmiber of Mexieaai-borri alone
readied five t h o u s a n d , a large pra-centag® of idiom "were unemployed, judging
"labor is m t in groat deaaand; ” he wrote in I877,

by Hinton’s ot^mrvations.

regarding the Tucson area, "capital, machinery, and railroads are needed to
pave the way for more profitable ecployaent of more labor than is now at
COMD&aiXl*m78- •*•",•
:

:

" "i

.

"

"

‘■

/' "

.

-

.

•-■

• —

•-

■•

- ...
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■ ’ 1 .■

- ■ ■ 1■

1

'

-
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However, where Mexicans found difficulty in coveting for mine and
mil] work, Anglo-Americans were virtually barred from farm' labor work in
this area.

•

Ac(X)rdl% to Hinton,1 all agricultural labor was done by Mexicans-

for fifteen dollars a month; plus the traditional ration of sixty pounds
of flour, the wage having remained almost unchanged for two decades in this
area.

Due to the large number ■of Mexican workers'available at this salary,"

there was no demand for Anglo-American laborers in agricultural w o r k . ^

In

this respect, it is interesting to note that where jobs such as wood cutting
and water carrying were generally recognized throughout the territory as
Mexicans* or Indisms* work, only in southeastern Arizona did these workers
tend, 'to' monopolize' farm Idbor work'as well,' the exception being in Mohave
County where the Hdalapais excluded the Mexicans from -hay cutting arid

^ T e n t h Census of -the United States: 1880.

-

Population. I. nn.49.4Q7.

^^BELnton, 267-68; At this time, Anglb-teerican m i m r s received
only two to three dollars a day, and McLeans, from fifty cents to one
and a half dollars. Ibid.. 213.
•
;
v: - t:;^ Ibid.. 213. The census of 1880 indicates that zaost of the Mexicans
in the upper Santa Cruz and Sonoita valleys were engaged in farming or
ranching,' independently or in the employ of others. Of twenty-three persons
residing at the site of the old Santa Rita Mines, only one was listed as born
in Mexico, and he was hired as a herder.
~
" V
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ranching jobs. -By the 1870*s, employers in southeastern Arizona paid the
lowest wages in the territory for common labor. • Bat, through cooperative
effort, a Mexican family could make a living in this region, and even find
themselves prized by their employer above all other labor In southern1Ari
zona.

On the other hand, should an Anglo-American forego his vanity to the

point of hauling wood or wai^r for a living, he would soon be hooted out of
the camp by both his fellow countrymen, and his Mexican competitors, and
should he apply for "Mexicans* work* at some faim along the Santa Cruz or
San Pedro,1 he would run the risk of being ordered off the premises,' having
succeeded only in provoking the deepest contempt in his prospective,employer.
This tendency toward a social division of occupations was becoming quite
marked in areas of southern Arizona having a large Mexican population, and
constitutes another distinction between this region and the interaountsdn
zone, where the relatively lower number of Mexicans employed in mining,
ranching and farming tended to free many types of common labor from the
social stigma attached to them in southern Arizona.
Though Mexicans were found working in the majority of mines and mills
in the San Pedro Valley and adjacent districts, their employment in signifi
cant numbers was prevented by the rapid inflow of Anglo-Americans and Euro
peans.

Of the total population of 715 persons counted in the Harshaw Dis-

trict during the census of 1880, only 119 were listed as born in Mexico, the
latter representing aibout seventeen percent as compared to thirty percent
for the county as a whole.

The non-Mexican population increased progres

sively from the Santa Cruz Valley eastward, reducing the amount of available

Tenth Census. 1880. Arizona.
schedules..

A microfilm copy of the "original
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Jobs and," consequently,"; .eliminating.the atiaaotiiai of Maxlesm workers In,..,,.
this-direction.

The figures of -the 1880 census, shorn below Indicate the

relative decline in Mexican population from the upper Santa Cruz toward

.

Tombstone, where, despite the sudden demand for labor in the silver mines,
relatively few Mexican workers were employed.
,

:

■:

•

.^ :

Distribution of Population in, the Upper Santa . ,
Cruz, Harshaw District, and Tombstone in 1880.
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The greatest impulse to mining in southeastern Arizona following
the Greaterville placer strike occurred in 1877, when Ed Schiefflin stumbled
across the famous silver lode toward which Frederick Brunckow was working at
the time of his death nearly two decades earlier.

Within a few months sev

eral hundred persons of all nationalities and professions were at work
sinking shafts for the Lucky Cuss, Tough Nut,' Contention and other mines
whose names have become as notorious as the camp they eztolrcledv However,
due to the rapid attraction of Anglo-Americans and its brief existence as a
productive mining camp,' Tombstone was not imj^rtant in the history of Mead.- _ _• ; ; , ;*
*
11 - v . •
■
'
;'
. “
....., .
•' •
.. .v. ,
can laibor.- During the first two years, considerable Maxicans were among

; •/ ■

the population," according to a special correspondent for the Chicago Tribune.
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whose impressions of Tombstone included a description of a dance hall during
the week following the Hew Year’s celebration of l879.

A sign ^Varieties"

hung on the door, while the interior, carried the usual complement—

a long

bar on one side, several gambling tables, and an assortment of women.

"The

crowd is a motley one,H the writer observed,’,“mingled Mexican and white/ ■
mostly dirty and ill dressai/ and some half d r a n k . T h o u g h ^ t h e . ; cqrres- r.yjpondent made no mention regarding the employment of Mexicans in the mines,
by 1880, it was apparent that there was little demand for Mexican workers
around Tombstone.

The census indicates some six hundred; persons residing

around the Charlestown and Contention Mines, only seventy-four of whom were
of Mexican.birth, while only one hundred and thirty-nine were among Tombstone? s
population of 2,223, hardly more than six percent of the town’s total inhabi8 2 ..
'
•
: ’
"
tants.
To some extent, hostility may have accounted for the small per.. ■

■

:

,

■■

.

'

,

■ --

-

centage of Mexicans in the community.

-

■

■

■■

■

'

These were the years of Tombstone’s

"cowboy* raids on Mexican families below the border, and, while some Mexican
workers were employed ait the Contention and Charlestown mines, most employers
in the Tombstone area probably followed the path of discretion in regard to
hiring Mexicans, preferring not to risk public censure, particularly from
the cowboy element.

However, the great predominance of Anglo-Americans and

^Miscellaneous papers of the Charles M. Wood estate, Bibliographical
File, Arizona Pioneers Historical Society. See article by A. H.~Noon.
The payroll for January/ 1883^ issued by the Boston & Arizonai
Snelting and Reduction Company at Tombstone indicated that all the mill* s
employees had either Anglo or Germanic names, except one, "P. Pietro," who
may have been of Italian origin. See miscellaneous papers.filed under the
name of the above.company in the archives of the Arizona Pioneers Historical
Society.
r,
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Europeans in this area appears to remain the primary factor.-■As in the
intermountain zone, they were employed in greater numbers, both in mining
and other industries.

At the Chirieahua and Pine Canyon lumber mills, then

supplying timber demands along the San Pedro Valley, sixty-nine persons were
employed, according to the census of 1880, only three of whom were listed as
born in Mexico. 'Here, the number of persons of Mexican birth was about four
per cent of the total employed in the above mills. '' Considering-'that -the-tetri number of Mexican-born persons of all sexes and ages them residing im
Tombstone represented only six percent of the town's population, it appears
that Mexicans of working age were being hired at the lumber mills in a per
centage closely paralleling their relative population in this region,' thus
indicating that discrimination was of minor importance in accounting for the
small rnanber of Mexicans employed in the two camps. ’: * - f

-

Even if Mexican workers had entered the Toiabstone mines in signifi-

cant numbers, their role in this area would have been shortlived.

From the

time of Brunckow*s death,’ ill fortune stalked the mines working this lode.
At first, most of the trouble seemed to be a natural part of the milieu
surrounding most camps that grew tp too quick.

Killings were frequent, cur

rency and supplies scarce,1 inadequate reduction and transportation facilities
resulted in the piling up of ore on the dumps,1 suspended production,' and
.83
layoffs.

Late in December,’ 1881,’ the Mew York Daily Stock Report drew

Tombstone off its list of investment stocks,' and rumors of another silver de
pression began to circulate.

But the mines held their own*’ and in January

^Territorial Expositor.' February 20, 1880; Arizona Weekly Star.’
August 19, 1880. . _ .. ,y
r n : <;<
. ■x
i'.
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of the following year, the Tombstone Mine and Mill shipped $17,444 in bul84
lion via Wells Fargo,
the Sulphuret Mine.

„
..
A few months later, however, water began to invade

Yet/ this incident seemed Insignificant/ and Tombstone*s

residents continued their lively course, reveling In the fact that their
mines produced $5/202,000 that year.

In IU383, the Contention and the Grand

Central were forced to shut down until pumps could be installed.

Both mines

resumed production by the spring of tito next year/ only to be closed again
for. four months when the miners staged an unsuccessful strike in an attempt
Off
to increase their psy from three to four dollars a day.
Then/ on May 12/
1886/ the pump house at the (brand Central Mine burned, and both it and the
Contention were flooded.

86

.

-

, ,

,

■.......

Throughout this time/ the old Brunckow claim had b e c m e the scene
of an appaling succession of crimes.

located two miles from the Charlestown

I4ine on the trail to Tombstone, -it seemed that all the bad luck dogging the
Tombstone boom must have emanated from this somber place.

In 1885, the Over

land Guide informed travellers that since Brunckow* s death "no less than
seventeen.men have been killed.,on this property.

The graves lie thick

around the old adobe,house. .Prospectors and miners avoid the spot as they
would the plague...The gloomy old building is unoccupied, the present occu
pants of the mine/ not caring to reside,there...

Tombstone Weekly Epitaph. January 9/ 16, 1882.
From all appearances, the workers* demands were not unreasonable.
During the preceding year, the low range for reduction mill workers ran from
$3.00 to $3.50/ while skilled men received from $4.00 to $5.00, according to
the payroll issued by the above-mentioned Boston .and Arizona Smelting and
Reduction Company. Supra/ p. 182/ n. 82. .
^Martin,' p. 257/ regarding trouble with water s e w a g e in the mines,
Les S. Gleed, Overland Guide (Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co./
^Charles
1885)/ p. 152.

• :: .

CHAPTER YI

•• :

THE RAILROAD OPENS THE COPPER ESA

u

From the beginning of Spanish colonization in this region, Ari
zona* s geology and geography effected a lasting union between m ining and
transportation interests.

Consequently, it is no coincidence that the

early history of Mexican labor here is largely concerned with the role of
the barrateros % arrieros. the pick and crowbar men who jarred loose Ari
zona’s guarded mineral wealth, and the teamsters who fought with' reins and
rifle to blaze the course of the silver stream soon to issue from this
hostile and isolated zone.

By the mid-1870*s, the importation of machin" 'i' X " : 0
v.y
C;r. • r. -.:- . I'.--::
(V
ery, production of greater ore volumes, and the increasing need for supplies

•' '■ h v - r - r-

;

:

V .

at the settlements and military posts created demands for transportation
that made freighting Arizona’s second largest industry.
Due to the isolation of this region, it was inevitable that Mexi
can freighters and merchants would play a prominent role in the commerce.
While non-perishable goods could be shipped over the Santa Fe trail from
eastern sources, the mine operators in Tubac had to rely upon Sonora to
supply a large quantity of food and other necessities.

Furthermore, heavy

equipment was often best shipped around the Horn to Guaymas and transported
overland via HenaosiUo. ■In time, the residents of Tubac and Tucson looked
forward to the long supply trains from Sonora which rolled into the Santa
Cruz Valley, with increasing regularity, bound not only for Tucson, but to
points along the Overland Road.

The growing demands in this :area attracted
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merchants from eastern cities and Mexico, many of whc®;pioneered some of,
the principal firms of.present Tucson, Phoemix and Yuma.

Two weeks after

his arrival in Tucson, in February, 1869, William Zeckendorf purchased the
entire cargo of one of E. Arriola* s trains, which had just arrived from

i '-...

,

' '

Sonora loaded vath panoche. „ By .^jril, he had. a contract to sipply Camp

.

Lowell .and, Caap Wallen with 1,340,000,potmda ..of.grain .and..300 -tons^of ^hay,
the bulk of which would be purchased in Sonora and hauled-by Mexican

..

2
freighters.

.Within a year, Zeckendorf*s store offered one of the largest

assortments of goods in this section of the territory.

Other merchants ar-

rived, and entered into trade with simil ar vigor and scope, and by the 1870* s,
the names of Albert Steinfeld, C. Hayden & Company, Michael Goldwater, and
many others were well-known throughout Arizona, New Mexico and Sonora, but
hardly more

recognized than Antonio Bieina, Jesus Carranza, Esteban Ochoa^

and other Mexican freighters whose teams hauled merchandise for the above
firms between Santa Fe, Yuma and as far south as Chihuahua City and Guaymas.
Meanwhile the, mining industry increased the volume of freight carried by the
wagon trains.

Freighters returning.from southeastern Arizona to Hermosillo

could expect to bring with them, a load of silver, ore bound for San Francisco
via the port of Guaymas.

Outgojjig shipments f i m the mines of ^ s t e r n Ari

zona, passed through Yuma, the crossroads of river and overland traffic.
..1' . ;. t. . .,
...... 4 ’ ...
. :.
;
■ .•
•• - - •
•
^
- '
- -....... .

Here

The Weekly Arizonian. February 28, I869. Panoche, cakes of raw
brown sugar, were the only form of sweetening used in the Southwest for
many years. Obtained from the sugar plantations on the Sonoran coast, it
was available in quantity.

2Ibid.. April: 24. 1869.

>•^

. /

n -; ;

•:. :

:

.......— B o m in New Ifexico, Ochoa started business in La Mesilla, then
moved to Tucson where he became a member of the firm of .Tally & Ochoa, which
operated one of the most extensive freighting companies in Arizona. Biblio
graphical files, Ochoa, Esteban, Arizona Pioneers Historical Society.
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the trains of Felipe Amabisca and J. M. CastaSeda might be seen struggling
through the sands of the Mohave Desert on their way to Los Angeles or

'

travelling the roads north of Yuma with merchandise for the placer settle
ments along the Colorado, or Wickehbtirg and Prescott;

In a limited sense,

Yuma was the San Francisco of Arizona, and Mexican workers finding employ
ment here would almost certainly be engaged in export-import commerce •of
one 'fora or another.

Often the owner of a general store was also an im

porter, freighter, mail contractor, and even acted as a shipping agent for
the Colorado Steam Navigation Company, whose ore cargoes were transhipped to
destinations outside the territory, in some cases as distant as Swansea,
E n g l a n d . *

'

-

-

.........

-

- -

Due to the shortage of currency and the extension of Sonoran
freighting service into southern Arizona, commerce began to rely increasingly
upon the Mexican peso as a medium of exchange.

This expedient became in

evitable with the rapid growth of mercantile firms in Tucson; which expanded
their trade southward and received Mexican money in payment.

In time, many

of the merchants found a large percentage of their wealth tied up in pesos,
but there was little concern, since the currency was stable and accepted
everywhere in the Southwest.

In 1863, the Howry Mine even shipped a large
' "j
' - < - • • i ’• •
* » "...... ■- .-k*
Is
amount of silver to be coined into Mexican dollars, at the mint at Hermosillo.
*.

- *

By tiie 1870*8, all business in Tucson was transacted in this medium, the
"doby dollar" becoming a symbol of the flow of trade between Sonora and Arizona during this period.

.

Through the middle of this decade, Arizona* s freighting.companies

-..r
Alta Californian, July 23. 1863.
‘
^
::
^
•V .'
/
% :
■ ~v :
‘ .;
. >1
J- - - ••: -... -v y-..•_%
^The doby (adobe) dollar was a slang expression for the Mexican peso.
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had little difficulty in meeting the transportation demands entailed in
copper mining.

The market remained so small that copper was usually shipped

unrefined to its destination, the mine operators feeling that the limited
trade in the metal did not justify the expense of building a reduction works
at the mine site.

However, with the discovery of richer ore bodies and the

development of a significant world demand, the freighting industry faced
mounting transportation requirements.

Even if shipped in pure fora, the

profitable production of copper involved weights and volumes far greater
than those which could be handled efficiently by wagon trains travelling the
long and difficult trails that linked the principal copper districts to suit
able embarkation points.

Consequently, as further explorations revealed the

rich lodes at Clifton, Bisbee and Globe, economic necessity finally forced
into reality the southern railroad which, through the course of a quartercentury, -had been advocated by Thomas H. Benton, explored by John Bartlett,
acted upon by James Gadsden, then lost somewhere in the political storms of
£
the .ante-bellum period.

The conduct of Bartlett’s boundary survey leaves little doubt that
the running of the" Guadalupe line was 'subordinated to the primary objective
of exploring a suitable railroad route, which he decided was best located
south of the treaty line. See Bartlett, Vol. I, p. xi, Vol. n , pp. 567-74.
Acting on Bartlett’s report, Gadsden’s purchase of the area south of the
Gila was purely a matter of course. During the years immediately following
the Guadalupe and Gadsden treaties, most persons making trips into Sonora
reported, officially or otherwise, bn the advisability of routing the rail
road even farther south. During Poston’s exploration of Tubae in 1854, he
selected either Quaymas or the mainland strip east of Tiburon Island as pos
sible termini for a railroad from Texas. See •’Reconnoissance in Sonora,n
p. 19. On returning to San Francisco, Poston turned his notes over to Thomas *
Butler King of Georgia, then port collector at San Francisco, who later for
ward®! them to Major Heintzelman at the Railroad Record Office, Cincinnati,
Ohio, where they were received on August 11, 1857. See address in the en
velope,-which was included at the time photo static copies were made of these
notes ::. In 1855, less than a year after Poston’s trip. King wrote to the
Savannah Republican advocating the southern route as the only practical one
for a railroad to the Pacific, predicting that Southern institutions "will
proceed pari-oassu, with its construction to that ocean..." San Francisco
Chronicle. June 5, 1855.
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Though early efforts were made to work copper veins at Ajo and in
the Planet District north of Yuma, the employment of Mexican labor in copper
production did not become important until the opening of the mines at Clif
ton in 1872.. Aside from a few ranches scattered along the tpper Gila, this
region was completely isolated, and the environmental and social problems en
countered here during the developmental years were fully as difficult as
those experienced on other frontiers in Arizona during earlier decades.

The

veins were located on a series of bluffs above the San. Francisco River which
cuts deeply into the eroded ranges forming the southeastern escarpment of
the Colorado Plateau*
co.

The nearest point of supply was Silver City,:New Mexi

Military posts were too distant to offer effective protection, and

renegade Apaches from the San Carlos reservation roamed freely through the
region, attacking supply wagons and wood chopping crews, and even raiding

:

the settlement,.thus adding to the problems of .inaccess ability and isola.

tion a factor of danger that made it doubly difficult to attract and retain
.workmen* , .

.1''

Jv.;

:;

/ :::

LI l::7 :;h- '.'7.'.;

The Clifton ores were known to Mexican prospectors of the early
nineteenth century who reported the presence of copper in the precipitous
mountains north of the Gila River.

In 1864, Henry Clifton rediscovered the

ore body, but due to its remote location, he returned to Silver City without
attempting to file on it.

Six years later, Robert Metcalf and a group of

prospectors found outcrops of beautiful copper carbonates along the cliffs
atout two' thousand feet above the bed of Chase Creek.

A f t w locating claims,

Metcalf returned to Silver City, where he sold the controlling interest in

Frank Tuck, Stories of Arizona Copper Mines (Phoenix:
Dept, of Mineral Resources, no date), p. 27.

Arizona
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the prospect, to Charles and Henry Lesinsky.

At las Graces, the Lesinskys

formed the longfellow Copper Mining Company and made preparations to enter
the region.

Aware that Mexicans had a traditional knowledge of smelting,

Henry Lesinsky recruited a small force who had experience in copper mining,
deciding to leave it to them to b u i M and operate the first smelters'at
Clifton.

: ,

Returning to Silver City, he was joined by.Metcalf and others, and

they packed into the area.**. Deep in a canyon at the junction of Chase Creek
and the San Francisco River, they founded the settlement of Clifton, built
9
entirely by Mexican labor.

K:

0:.'■■■ ::: - /

By October, 18?3» they had thirty men working steadily and were

10

smelting seventy to eighly percent.ore using Mexican processes. .
dertaking was a success: from the start.

:

The un

According to Hodge, during the next

two or three years, thousands of tons of ore were worked through the furnaces,
several of which were in continual operation.

From two to four hundred men

were being employed at three to four, dollars a day.

11

Due to the rough ter

rain,, they experienced increasing difficulty in handling the volume of ore

(London:

James Colquhoun. The Early History of the Clifton-Morenci District
William Clowes & Sons, no date), pp. 35-37.
yIbid..

p. 39.

^Arizona Citizen, November 8, 1873.
---------- ---- *
^'
‘"^Hodge, p. 112. Throughout his book, Hodge tends to over-estimate
the wages being paid during the mid-l 870*s^ in most cases quoting the maxi
mum pay for skilled men. Lesinsky may have paid relatively higher wages to
attract workers at this time, $3 to $4 being the top for Anglo-American ‘
workers and half that figure for Mexican laborers.
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then being processed.- Prom the month of the Longfellow Mine, the ores were
carried down a steep incline to a wagon road, then hauled some five miles to
the reduction works at Clifton, where Mexican workers shouldered the ore bas
kets and" carried them to the smelters.

In 1874, Henry lesinsky improved the

local transportation problem by building a twenty-inch railway, over the route.
Mules hauled the ore cars up the incline, and, as Colquhoun puts it, .".the ore
cars hauled the mules down.*
posed the greatest problem.-

However, the shipping of the copper bullion
During the early years, they used bull teams,

hauling their copper 1,200 miles to Kansas City and returning with supplies.
Jantes1Colquhoun, later to take charge of the Clifton mines as president of
the Arizona Copper Company, remarked of the hazards of the journey, "Some
times teamsters left Cliftoh with their loads of copper, and were never heard
of again.

A few dead bodies, and the wreck of a plundered wagon, told the

tale to the teamsters who followed."

: '

: r

Through the mid-1870*s, shipping remained the principal barrier to
volume production, for which there was no apparent remedy other than adding
voice to the growing agitation for the construction of a railroad across the
territory.

In the spring of 1877» this long-postponed event began to mate

rialize with the construction of the Southern Pacific Railroad to the west
bank of the Colorado in May. -At this point, however, track laying halted,
and, for the next sixteen months, Arizonans saw their hope for transportation
go up in a political whirlwind involving arguments over the bridging of the
Colorado and subsequent routing of the track.

In mid-November, 1878, en

thusiasm mounted again when several cars loaded with material and men rolled

James Colquhoun. The History of the CUfton-Horenci Mining Dis
trict (London: William Clowes & Sons, 1924), pp. 9-11. This work is not to
be confused with his Early History of the Clifton-Morenci District, cited
above.
". .
.
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across the bridge, and preparations were made to resume work.

During the

next week, Tima residents watched their town suddenly convert into a supply
terminal.. Mountains of ties and rails rose at the rail head, teams hauled
equipment, water wagons and supplies eastward into the desert, followed by
daily importations of Chinese laborers; over six hundred by the end of the
■JO
week, i On November 30, construction superintendent Strobridge reported,
"We are now employing about two hundred white men, and have over eleven hun
dred. Chinese graders strung along ahead of the track.
:

: '

r '

Though the coming of the railroad was a welcome event, very few

Arizonans found employment in its construction.

Some local Mexican laborers

may .have been among the two hundred white men employed by Strobridge, but
the great majority of this group were company hands hired in California and
were not adapted to the heat of Arizona."^

Track laying progressed at the

rate of one-half a mile per day, but company officials feared hot weather
would overtake them before they got across Arizona.

"Should this be the

case," the editor of the Sentinel reported, "they will be obliged to take
their white laborers elsewhere, as, during this term, it is dangerous to
white men to attempt severe manual labor in the s u n . " ^

In view of this

ethnocentric logic, the heat factor might have worked to the advantage of
local Mexican laborers in justifying their increased employment as replace
ments for the Anglo-American laborers.

However, since the labor force was

-•^Arizona Sentinel..November 16. 23. 1878.
l^Ibid.. No-mzber 30, 1878.:

.

.

J .

. ...

^ I t must be noted here that the term "white man" was never used in
reference to Mexican people at this time. However, Strobridge may have in
cluded them in the tern when using it in contradistinction to Chinese laborers
Other than this possibility, there is no indication that Mexican workers
were being hired.
•^Arizona Sentinel. November

30, I 878.
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Chinese, the heat factor was Immaterial, for Chinese could, be supplied from
California in numbers that made further search for cheap labor unnecessary.
There were reports' of hiring Yuma Indiansi seme of whom had been employed '
with satisfaction while the company was building across the Mohave Desert.1^
But, they were hired mainly during emergencies when the company’s hands were
unavailable, in one instance, to do repair work when a section of track was'
washed out after the main work force had been temporarily removed to Cali
fornia.

One of the conductors claimed that the Timas "worked far better

than the Mexicans....All they need is plenty to eat and to be treated with
strict justice."

IS

Nevertheless, cheap labor was the deciding factor^

This

incident was preceded by ah effort to hire a non-Indian crew durihg ’another
washout bccurting a month earlier hear1Yuma.

A company agent recruited

-

thirty men in town, promising to pay them $1.50 per day, which was the usual
rate for this type of work.

However," when it was learned that Strobridge

refused to pay more than $1.25, only two men went out to the work site.
:

By April," the advance of warmer weather revived speculation over ’
*

the possibility- of continuing work through the hot months, some officials
even considered replacing the Chinese with Negro laborers from the South.
However, track laying preceded ahead until late May, when the summer heat
descended with full force, halting construction twenty-six miles east of
Maricopa Station.

"

The Chinese crews were "shipped back to California along*
0
2
9
1

-*-7lbid., November 2, 1878; Arizona Weekly Star. November 7, 1878.
... 18.
' Arizona Sentinel. August 24,.1878.
19Ibid., July 27, 1878.
20Ibid.,' April 12, May,24; Arizona Weekly Star. May 22, 1879.

with the ternas.

“Mot a Chinaman .can be seen—

an observer at the Casa Grande Station.

21

well, hardly any, “ quipped ;

By May 31* pratotically all signs

of the hurried activity of the past six months had vanished, except for one
hundred and eighty miles of track stretching eastward along the Overland
Road.

^

t

r r r : ' y v . :-

:

■ ' z.

■;-i!
Mot only did the importation of coolie labor exclude Mexican workers
from a great number of jobs that otherwise would have been available, but
it brought into Arizona another class of cheap labor that threatened to
destroy living standards already notoriously low ttoroughbut
part of the territory.

tiie southern

Well aware of the public’s hostility toward the

“Mongolian.invasion,“ employers of cheap labor carefully aired minute points
of dissatisfaction with Mexican and Indian labor, suggesting that the hiring
of Chinese might correct matters somewhat. : In January, 18?8, about six

•

months after the railroad had built to the Colorado, the steamer Cocopah
sailed for Ehrenberg, shipping an entire Chinese crew as an experiment, the

22

usual- crew of Mexicans being towed behind on a barge. ;

The editor of the

Sentinel explained the Colorado Steam Navigation Company’s actions as follows:
::Considerable trouble has of late been experienced in keeping crews
on the Colorado river steamboats and barges. Indians work passably
• ;well but are not steady. Mexican crews have usually been shipped at
wages of $25 per month and found, /sic/ Of late the hidalgos have
___ picked .up the habit of quitting as soon as the boat is moored, or
there was any work to do in discharging a cargo of ore, or moving
wood. The effect is likely to be an employment of Chinese crews.
This will be of no advantage t©:Ymaa,:nor to the Dons; but it.may be
come a necessity for the steamboat company.23*
3
2
*•,<•’. *- ::

Arizona Sentinel. May

.

•*

31,. 1879.
:V'l .iV

.

^ :i - Ibid.. January 26. 1878; > >
23lbid. , ^ril; 6, 1878. :

o,

15 ,’
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There was no railroad work In progress at this time, so the reported c M n g e
In the behavior of the Mexican steamer crews cannot be attributed to a sudden availability of jobs in laying track.

Nor were there any significant

placer strikes in progress to .attract the Mexican workers.

On the other

hand, unemployed Chinese were quite numerous in the area, a cause, of much

25
speculation among employers, as well as anxiety among, employees. - ;.
,'

' ' -* *

While the Chinese remained in competition with Mexican workers
*

^

‘.

7. ( -

,

^

*

4

--

*-

... 6.

.... .

4

.

'-■* ■11>
■ ■ 1 ft

only, their presence provoked little concern among news editors and .representatives of the vocal groups.

But it was not long before they began to

drift from the railroads into mining work.

In August, Henry Lesinsky touched

up this matter publically, annoxmcing that if the,Longfellow^ Copper Mines
employed any Chinese at all, fit would be at work ihich neither white men
nor Mexicans would accept.H .They did not want to be responsible for start
ing a "Mongolian invasion of that territory."

Instead, the Chinese would

be put to work in the M i l s burning and transporting charcoal for the furnaces over such rough country that "even Mexicans cannot be got to carry
anything over it."

Not more than seventy would be hired, and these worked

separately from the "225 to 275 idiite men and Mexicans, who got on very.
....... !
26
well together."

■

' ........
.... ' ' .... ' .....
'
..
A week later, the Silver City Herald reported that "some2
*
5
4

24
;..... . The mediocre strike at Liverpool Landing occurred about two
months later, in June, but it attracted only a few Mexicans. Supra.
Chapter V, p. 157*
’.....
_......
•
.* ■ .......
....
25
,
In %ril, 0. P. Calloway prefaced the hiring of a crew for his
canal project at Ehrenberg with the announcement that there would be no
hiring of Chinese, if they could get cheap Mexican labor. Though he hired
no’Chinese, he completed the project working Chemehuevi Indians for fifty
cents a day. Supra, Chapter V, p. 166.

^ Arizona Sentinel. August 10, I878 .
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fifty Chinamen have arrived at Clifton, Arizona, and will be put to work
on the mines and furnaces.

However, ~though located in the eastern ex

treme of Arizona's predominantly Anglo-American intermountain zone. Clifton
was becoming known as a "Mexican camp," and company policy remained a dis
tant matter in the minds of workers in other areas of the territory.
But, once started, the trend continued.

In May of the following

year, a few weeks before railroad construction stopped at Maricopa Station,
the Sentinel reported that Superintendent Van Arsdale had hired a gang of
forty-five Chinese laborers to lay the foundation for a ten-stamp mill at
the Yuma Mill and Mining Company, located about four miles across the river
from Yuma in the Carga Muchacha District.

On completion of. this work, the

same crew was to be assigned to work on a spur track to the Southern Pacific
line.

The drift of Chinese labor into mining work became even more omi

nous to Yuma residents when, on August 21, ten Chinese proceeded up'the
Colorado to work some placers they had rented in the vicinity of Chimney
(Picacho) Peak.

"This is not very pleasant news for Yuma," commented the

editor of the SentInal.

"We have quite a population here which, when more

lucrative employment fails, can always make a living from our neighboring
placers."^

■:

; ;

;, ; ,

y

:

Six months passed before construction was resumed eastward from
Maricopa Station in January, 1880.

Meanwhile, the question of Chinese la

bor became an issue throughout the territory.

Editorials boomed the conse-

quences of forcing native-born Americans to compete with labor prepared by 2
8
7

27Ibid., August 17, 1878.
28Ibid., May 3, 10, I 879.
^Ibid., August

23, 1879.

m
generations of misery and trained to work “without air and. food.

:Vaga

bondage and crime were said to be the direct result of this immigration.
local politicians were challenged to define .their positions: publically,
and the Immigration Act of July 1, 1879, then being formulated, was cited
as evidence of federal recognition of the seriousness of the Chinese quesOT . '
‘
. "VI.:..:
tion. •' Editors themselves exchanged rhetorical blows. The strongest oc
curred in Tucson between L. C. Hughes of the Arizona Weekly Star and John
Wasson, editor of the Citizen, when the latter* s defense of the use of
Chinese labor provoked the following tirade from Hughes:

;■

■

;

He /Wasson/ has been forced to say something soothing for his
masters, who are now largely importing coolie labor into Arizona....
It is well for him /the Arizona miner/ to know who advocates the
filling tQ) of our: territory with an ignorant, filthy, leperous
horde,...paralyzing labor and introducing their loathsome vices ^
“The Chinese must go!* became the symbolic cry that greeted Southern

Pacific foremen when they arrived with their crews to continue construction
:. ' - V : r : "
v ■r
" i x .:::.1 r : . : " .' r "
, .
r.":/"'..;
in 1880. There is no doubt that the position taken by Hughes was representa
tive of the majority.

However, of all towns in Arizona, Tucson needed

Arizona Weekly Star. February 13, 1879.
•^Arizona Sentinel. August 10, 17, November 30, 1878, February 1,
1879. According to the Arizona Weekly Star, the Immigration Act of • x
July 1, 1879, provided that no vessel would carry.more than 15 Chinese
passengers. ; This was probably a;preliminary act later clarified by the
Immigration Act of May 6, 1882 (22 Stat. L., 58), the first Chinese ex
clusion act effecting immigration into the continental limits of the
United States. February Z7, 1879.
•^Arizona Weekly Star. July 24, 1879. The Southern Pacific Com
pany, Wasson’s masters, according to Hughes, had a strong lobby in
Tucson under Phineas Banning of Los Angeles. McClintock tells a story
of the battle to push the railroad franchise through legislature in late
1878; Banning finally invited the legislative body to a d j o u m to
Charlie Brown* s Congress Hall Saloon, where the matter was settled. In
later years, C. P. Huntington, head of the Southern Pacific, “set the
value of an Arizona legislature at...$4,800." McClintock, Vol I, p. 290.
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transportation most desperately.

A traveller describing a trip to Mari

copa Station on the previous spring, illustrated the importance of the
railroad in pumping new life into Arizona from this meeting point be
tween the future and the past:
Big freight teams were hauling everything one could think of,
from a quartz mill to a lady,s dress. At that time Maricopa Wells
was the nearest railroad point to Tucson, Phoenix, Florence, Globe,
Silver King and Tombstone. Although Tombstone was a very new mining
camp millions of feet of mining timber were already being hauled
for the big silver mines— a distance of nearly 200 miles over the
worst kind of road....Big freight teams were still coming into
Tucson from the western end of the Santa Fe Railroad, somewhere in
New Mexico with merchandise that had probably been brought in New .
New York or Chicago six months or a year before.33
As the railroad neared Tucson in March, 1880, the promise of new pros
perity momentarily dispelled the bitterness rising out of the Chinese, ques
tion.

Even editor Hughes altered his position to fit the trend,

.Taking

the view that the propriety of importing Chinese laborers into Arizona was
best left to the wisdom of higher authorities, he said:
The Government of the United States is supreme in the terri
tories, and the laws and treaties made by it are entitled to the
respect and support of every good citizen. Mexicans and Chinese,
and Europeans, Asiatics and Aborigines have a right to labor for
wages, and to dispose of their earnings as they please.34
Nor did the Southern Pacific officials appear inclined to weigh
either the moral, social or legal aspects of the Chinese question.

Though

this type of labor may not have been the best, it was the most profitable,
and despite Arizona’s protests, the company continued to use Chinese for
common labor almost exclusively.

In June, as construction proceeded through

33Edward Vail, "The First Railroad in Arizona." A typewritten
memoir donated to the University of Arizona Library, February 24, 1926.

^Arizona Weekly Star. March 11, 1880.
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Tucson toward Benson, census takers counted 853 Chinese among the 1,200
employees then in the railroad camp.

The non-Chinese population, number

ing only 3^7, was composed of the following groups:
Persons born in Mexico . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons b o m in A r i z o n a ..................
Persons b o m in the United States,
excluding Arizonans .................
Other foreign b o m (excluding Chinese) . . .

43
8
100
86

The actual number of the Mexican workers are further reduced by the fact
that the above figure includes the members of several Mexican families re
siding in camp.

Among the one hundred persons b o m in other states than

Arizona were many skilled workers who arrived in the territory with the
company, including locomotive engineers, firemen, brakemen, telegraphers,
blacksmiths and other specialized personnel among whom was James Strobridge,
construction superintendent.
■

35

, .

.

In view of the many economic factors bearing upon the employment

of Chinese in railroad construction, the issue was left to be decided by
those who felt their competition most keenly.

However, the railroad held

the promise of future jobs for Arizona's unemployed, not only in other in
dustries stimulated by m o d e m transportation facilities, but in the main
tenance of the road itself.
found consolation.

In this prospect, the editor of the Sentinel

"It will only be a short time till every unemployed

man in Yuma County who wants work can readily obtain it, and if he has a
family there are frequent opportunities of obtaining charge of a section
of the track."

36

The long adobe section houses, many of which still stand

•^Tenth Census. 1880. Arizona.
schedules

Microfilm copy of the original

•^Arizona Sentinel. October 23 , 1880.
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along the Southern Pacific track, became symbolic of tiie■first signifi
cant iriiroai to penbiiieht rrilroad ■work for Mexican laborers.

Enabled to

live on the job with their families/ they could make light of uhat other
wise was an isolated and lonely type of woik.

Meamtoilej in the towns

along the line, periodic demands for help in unloading freight provided
additional income.

In April, shortly after the arrival of the railroad

at Tucson, the co:%any reported an urgent need of laborers to unload eighty
box cars already gathered at the s

i

d

i

n

g

.

~

;; tiheire the initial iiipact of the introduction of machinery in mining
and aigriculture resulted in temporatry diseeployment of MeodLcah woricers, the
coming of itedianized transportation to Arizona b r o u ^ t even mbro serious
reprecussionis -to all areas of business and commerce ’in the -Southwest.

On

one "train, several large orders -of heavy equipment and merchandise could
be sped to their destination in a few days over rails paralleling the old
Overlaid R b M along ^xich freight teams of the 1870*s struggled successively
for months to deliver shipments of such size and weight in partial consign
ments .

Mexican arrieros were laid;off in increasing numbers as freighting

companies reduced their teams and fought for control of the remaining
lateral commerce :flowing to towns north and south of the railroad;

Mer-

chants in Yuma, Kioenix and Tucson closed their accounts with importers at
Hermosillo and Guaymas, and Mexican freighters who had extended, their service to settlements and military posts above the border went out of business
and returned to Sonora.

'Arizona Weekly Star. April 8, 1880.
- ;■'V-
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As the trade south of the border began "to shrink, .merchants in

southern Arizona received their first warning of.the impending collapse
of the system of commerce based upon the "doby dollar.". Saall stores
suffered little loss in restocking their shelves witix a new line of goods
shipped by rail.

But the larger merchants were caught with great quan-

titles of old stocks,imported at considerable expense by wagon train,
which no w :had to be. sold below cost.

•

They had extended much credit to

country stores above and below the border, most of whom could not meet
their bills on short notice..The rush to make collections merely.brought
the large merchants more kezican pesos, the value of which began to fluctuate as much as five to ten percent in this region.

By early 1883,

several Tucson firms were near bankruptcy, and in February, alarm spread
through, the community-when Vfi11 lam Zeckendorf announced the failure of
his store.

38
. A search for causes began immediately, and within.a. week.

the culprit was brought before the bar of public opinion, editor Hughes..
of. the Daily Star presiding:

• .,

.

,

, .v.

„ , It is an admitted fact that the disasters which have, befallen
several of our business houses were in a great measure hastened,
-if not largely due, to their transactions in business .on the
Mexican money basis, which for the last six months have proven
as treacherous as quicksand....It is just now a matter of serious
concern in Tucson whether we shall get rid of Mexican silver,
and bring into use an exclusively American currency. - The senti-.
ment of the business community is clearly in favor of it. 39

V-

:;u

However, corporate ownership^ "mechanization, and particularly the impact

of the railroad, trere"systems of the westward sweep of social and economic
currents now undercutting the frontier institutions of Arizona. Mary areas*
9
3
Og .
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Arizona Btilv Star. February
39Ibid., March 4, 6, I 883.

24, I 883.
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of society failed to survive the abrupt transition.

As the Southern

Pacific built past the Colorado, the flamboyant “bust of the doby dollafP
was predicted by the appearance of an obscure Cocopah chief. Captain Tom,
who came to Tuma in the spring of 1879 telling of the poverty of his -un
employed tribe.

Located on the river several miles below Yuma, they had

derived part of their living by cutting wood for the steamers, which had
now ceased service to the Gulf due to the coming of the railroad.

Uo

As the railroad proceeded toward the eastern border, the ascent of
Arizona's copper era drew near.

Meanwhile, Henry Lesinsky*s miners and

smelting crews worked to maintain a steady, flow of ore through the smelters
despite fuel shortages, delays in transportation, inadequate protection
and other adverse conditions reminiscent of those confronting the Sonora
Exploring and Mining Company at Tubac in the late 1850* s.
come the busiest place in Arizona.

Clifton had be-

According to an observer describing,

the camp during the spring: o f .I 878,.the settlement was beginning to stretch
out along the banks.of the San Francisco River beneath a towering wall of
red cliffs.

The reduction works of the Gleason and Sweeny Mine was sit

uated at the northern extreme of the camp, a neat adobe structure surrounded by outlying buildings and several Mexican huts.

A mile below

was Clifton, comprised.of some thirty to forty Mexican adoWs, forming
a devious line between the cliffs ,and the river, and two well constructed
buildings, which made rp the office and residence of Louis Snedberg, Super
intendent of the Longfellow Copper Mining Company.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Arizona Sentinel. May 10, 1879.
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of the work, the -writer said:. .

..

. „

•

...

....

. ., :They employ some 200 men. at the mine and works, principally
„,
Mexicans, with a^onsiderable number of frei^xters and coalburhers
%charcoal burners/ in the mountains adjacent. Average wages paid. .
here, $2 a day, in L. C. M. Go’s, "checks" of promissory notes,
. - printed on stout red cloth, and payable entirely in merchandise at
the company's store in Clifton, or if a considerable amount, half
in green backs and.half in merchandise, at M. lisinsky*s store in
Silver City.
~
~ : ..
.
'
Under such isolated conditions, it is safe to say that most, if not all,
the payroll went back to the company via the store or the mess hall.
Butchering was done at dawn every other morning, when beef and mutton
could be purchased at twelve arid a half cents a pound.

Mexican workers

did not like to cook for themselves, yet they deplored the mess system at
Clifton.

In any event, their money went one direction or the other.

The

importance of the commissary stores during the early operation of the
mines is revealed by Colquhoun, who writes: ‘"Often the company lost money
on the copper they shipped, but these losses were more than offset by the
profits on the stores.

Had it not been for the stores the enterprise
<■’•*. ■. mm ^V ' * § *<•»• • •I*-"V ' •’*- -'
.1.
„
.t. '
S' ‘ *. *4
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•*
- * ''
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could not have existed."

:

At this time, most of the Mexican workers were recruited in New
Mexico, and even as far east as EL Paso.

But, due to the Apache problem.

■ .

it was difficult to hold the men once they were brought into the mines.
In 1879, the Apache chief Victorio broke off the San Carlos reservation
and raided the Clifton camp, driving off their mules and frightening away
many, of the Mexican laborers.
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In order to fill the g m s , more hands were
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However, .•..desertions
continued.• .v •Realising
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portarice:of the family .imit in Mexican culture, "Lesinsky finally decided

^ T h e -Arizona Star. April 25, 1878.
Colquhoun, The History of the Clifton-Morencl Mining District.
P*
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to recruit aarried men -with families, -thus doubly assuring the company of
more permanent workers since by placing their loved ones in a position of
danger, desertion was made even more unthinkable.

Don Antonio, described

by Colquhoun as the "beau ideal of the Spanish caballero,n was assigned
to the task of importing twenty-five Mexican families. - None were interested,
however, so he chose the next best alternative, returning to Clifton at
the head of a caravan of twenty-five ’Mexican couples, who were promptly
married by superintendent Staedberg on their arrival

in camp.^

;

:

In June of 18?9, a writer at Clifton stated there was still an
almost continous demand for labor, Lesinsky having left on the 11th of
that month in hopes of recruiting seventy-five to one hundred workers.
His recruiting trips of the previous year had led him through several set
tlements of southern Arizona, where he struck upon the idea of hiring
Chinese, railroad laborers.

Introduced into Clifton purportedly to be em

ployed only as wood choppers, the Chinese were used to the company's ends
with no less ruthlessness than that shown toward them by the railroads.
Much to the discontent of the Mexican workers, the "Chinamen were employed
as miners, and if occasionally a few were killed no questions were asked,
45
and. the work went on as usual."

During the year ending May 31, 1880,

the mines of the Clifton-Morenci;district smelted 3# 183#750 pounds of4
3

43

Colquhoun, The Early History of the Clif ton-Morenci District.
pp. 49-50. Later, Colonel Bennett was appointed as Justice of the Peace.
He became Poston’s counterpart at Clifton, attending to marriages, baptism,
divorcesj etc. In Colquhoun* s opinion, his job was a sinecure, since the
Mexicans were quite well-behaved and law abiding.-‘ If a Mexican committed
a crime, -he worked out his sentence in the mines. Ibid., p. 63; The His
tory of the Clifton-Morenci Mining District, p. 15..
..
'
"

r
:
’ The Arizona Star. June 12, 1879.
4<
'.
' "V V
", '
"Colquhoun, The History of the CHf-hnn-Morenci Mining District,

P. 13
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copper, according to Raphael Parapeily, iAo set the total labor force ab
only 110 persons.^
In the spring of 1882, Indian'trouble resumed when Gerbnimo broke
off the reservation and killed eleven Mexican teamsters at a camp twelve
miles south of Clifton.^

Apache raiders not only forced the arrleros to

drive armed along the trails that linked the mines to civilization, but
even harrassed the drivers hauling ore along the track between the mine and
the smelters.

Les insky alleviated the latter problem in 1881 when h e :im

ported a tiny steam engine capable of pulling up the grade to the foot of
the Longfellow Incline.

Henry A. Arbuckle and two Mexican helpers were

assigned to its operation, which included maintenance, as well as heaving
the locomotive back on the tracks during its many derailments.

Aside from

bringing the camp the distinction of possessing the first locomotive in
Arizona, the engine expedited the processing of ore, and Colquhoun adds,
’'
*' "
-' "' .■jilft * .1
“it was something the Indians could not steal."

v-. , ,

However, the ascent of Clifton* s destiny began with the construc
tion o f :the narrow guage the Arizona and New Mexico Railroad, which was
built through to a junction with the Southern Pacific at Lordsburg, in 1882.
Where Arizona had produced 5,000,000 pounds o f ;copper during the preceding
year, the total output rose to 15,000,000, then jumped to 24,500,000
pounds in I 883.

Clifton produced 8,000,000 pounds of copper from the De-

......... 49
troit smelters alone.

....
,

......

"
‘ ’
.. . , ,

'

Tenth Census of the United States: 1880, Vol. XV, Report of the
Mining Industries of the United States, p. 800.
47

Colquhoun, The Early History of the Clifton-Morenci District.,

PP. 74-75.
^ T h e History of the m i fton-Moren«i Mining District, pp. 9-11.
^Hamilton, pp. 152, 199.
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,Under the management of. James Colqulioun, a young Scottish engineer,
the Arizona Copper Company doubled the work force at Clifton to; a total of
four hundred in 1883, among whom were about one hundred C h i n e s e . H o w 
ever, before the end of the year, Colquhoun discharged the Chinese, re
placing them with Anglo-American and Mexican miners.

On their way out of

the hills, several of the unfortunate orientals were waylaid and killed
for the money they had scraped.' together.

But, as in many other;boom

settlements of this period, a large percentage of Chinese driven out of
mining and railroad work, remained in the community to open businesses.
Meanwhile,.where the percentage of Anglo-Americans continual to increase in v
other mining districts in the intenapuntain zone, Clifton became a predominantly Mexican community.

Anti-Mexican sentiments, though no doubt

felt by the Anglo-American miners here, were not outwardly expressed to any
significant degree, either toward resident or. alien Mexicans.

The difference

in attitudes at Clifton is noted in the remarks of D. L,-.Sayre, publisher
of the Clarion, who commented as follows:

_,

.

.

..

.

v

Our Mexican fellow citizens have largely attended masquerade
balls nightly in the Tip-Top hall for several nights past, and
they have done their share of merrie-making for the carnival week
of 1885. Among themselves the Mexicans are kindly and orderly, but
a few white men generally manage t o .intrude their presence on these
festive" occasions and not only" mar the pleasure of the devotees
of Terpsichore, but disturb the whole neighborhood, in the small
hours of the night, by their" noise. ^

By 1890, Clifton had become Arizona* s melting pot of minority groups.

At

this time, a writer described the community as having three general stores.

5°ibid.,

p. 28

p. 192.

'

.^*1 • Colquhoun, The History of the Clifton-Morenci Mining District.
j:
'The Clifton Clarion. February 18, 1885.
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seven saloons, two doctors, several Chinese restaurants and "washes houses
with *hop* joint attachments," and on the outskirts of town, a large machine
shop and round house for the Arizona and New Mexico Railway.
the population composition, the writer continued:

":

•

Regarding
-

The railroads,* reduction works imd mines...belong to the
Arizona Copper Company, and hundreds of men are employed;... The , . ,.
major part of the population is Mexican; there is a large Chinese
contingent who have a strong foot-hold, a respectable sprinkling
of Italians, several /Jewish/ itinerant merchants...All skilled
workers are white. .What the population is in round numbers no one.
knows as the census enumerator failed to enumerate "a large per
centage...but it is estimated, approximately,, that the population
is about 2,000 souls.53
~
,
.... - • ■
"

During these years/ the richer veins were being mined but at Clifton

and1copper districts throughout the territory struggled to increase produc
tion levels to offset expenses incurred by declining copper prices.

The

Detroit Copper Mining Company at nearby Morenci finally shut down, while '
the Clifton mines often had barely enough money to pay wages and none to
meet payments on a million dollar mortgage.

The old mechanical means of

reducing copper ore was not successful in processing the low-grade oxidized
porphry then coming out of the shafts,' with the result that much of "the"
copper content passed on to the dumps.

Colquhoun commenced "fooling

around with a forty-gallon barrel and a can of sulphuric acid," and, at a
time when the company appeared financially deemed, he proved that copper
could be leached profitably from the tailings formerly consigned to the
dumps.

Unable to get financial backing, he set the men to work building

a leaching plant from reclaimed timbers and iron fittings'capable of extracting 2,000,000 pounds of copper a year.

^ Arizona D a H v Citizen. December 27, 1890.

%uck,' p.:;29,
" ' ; rv-:. ,

-v,

rr.

v

z
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Colquhoun's discovery injected new life into.the industry.

Pro

duction was increased forty percent and the cost of processing copper re
duced two cents a pound.

In regard to labor demand, the advent of the

leaching plant had even greater effects.

Where profits once depended

almost solely on the quality of the ore, the capacity of the reduction
works now became the principal factor, thus permitting increased volume to
compensate for declines in copper content.

Consequently, to sustain the

tremendous quantities of low-grade ores flowing through the smelters and
leaching plants, the number of surface and underground workers had to be
doubled and tripled.

Qy the turn of the century, the output of the Ari

zona Copper Company exceeded that of the entire territory in 1883,; some
29,000,000 pounds of copper being processed through their reduction plants
during 1904.

In this year, the Overland Monthly reported that the company

was using the latest improved machinery.

In the mine shafts, ore was

hauled in electric cars from huge bins and racks to the elevators, then
brought to the surface to be processed through m o d e m concentrators,
smelters, and leaching plants. •The "hell-bom machine,M which had displaced so many workers during the 1870's,' was n o w making possible the era-

55
ployaent of 2,500 men in these mines alone.
As in the case of the Clifton mines, the developmental years of
the majority of Arizona's copper districts are a reiteration of the
crucial role of transportation in copper mining.

Where the early 1880's

brought traverse railroad transportation to the territory, the approach
of the twentieth century witnessed an urgent rush to extend f eeder lines
into the principal districts, among which were those at Globe, where the

% I a r k Sullivan, "A Wonderful Copper Plant," Overland Monthly.
Vol. XLV (June," 1905), pp. 476-82.
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Old Dominion Mine had been forced t o .shut down due to the lade of fuel.
Through these years, railroad construction companies depended increasingly
upon Mexican labor, the Chinese.being forced out wherever they, came into
competition with non-orientals.

During the construction of an extension

o f .an Atchison,' Topeka & Santa Fe line f m a Benson to Calabasas,' in 1881-82,
anti-Chinese riot, occurred when the contractor sought to introduce .Chinese
labor on the grade approaching Crittenden.

Bocks flew, pick handles swung,

and when the fury subsided, the Chinese were forced to get their baggage
and wait by the tracks for the train back to Benson.

Meanwhile, liberal

rounds of Tar Flat whiskey had put the mob in a festive mood.

-A rope

swung upward over a telegraph pole,-, and the contractor was hauled aloft.
At mid-point, however, the crew returned him to earth, partially strangled,
and readily extracted his premise not to hire the obj ection^le .lbbor
The incident, followed by the discharge of the Chinese laborers at Clifton
in 1883, established precedents against the hiring of orientails on Arizona1s
railroads and mines.

This worked to the advantage of Mexican workers, who

found their position as Arizona’s principal source of labor further
strengthened by the elimination of a class willing to undercut the pre
vailing Mexican wage.

___

.

,.

.

•

;

... However, for several years prior to the turn of the century, AngloAmericans and Europeans held the majority of the railroad construction jobs,
particularly on the reads north of the Gila River. .Though some. Mexican
workers were no doubt employed in the construction of the Santa Fe west
ward from Gallup in I88I-83, the grading and track laying crews were

^Prescott Weekly Courier.'A^ril 22, 1882.
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largely Anglo-American,' Irish and Scandinavian.

'

.

A Prescott resident re

turning from the Santa Fe camps made no mention of Chinese or Mexicans
being among the construction g a n g s t h e behavior of the hands being suf
ficient to frighten away the great majority of human kind.

"They are

building the road fast," he reported, "and a hard crowd of individuals you
will find oh the works;

Murder, robbery and the lynch law predominate and

"the law officers have a hard row to hoe."

Only a few weeks prior to his

visit, a mob had lynched a deputy sheriff for killing one of their number,
and three Swedes hung a boy for stealing money.: In regard to the latter
incident,1 the writer took satisfaction in noting that "two of them were
caught and will be jerked to Jesus next month, for murder;"^
As late as 1898,1 Governor Murphy stated in a report, aimed pri
marily at attracting Anglo-American residents, that the companies were em
ploying only "a few Mexicans and Indians as section hands on railroads."*^
However, the drift of Mexican workers into railroad work was increasing,
often impelled by emergency conditions under which construction foreman
were forced to double their crews by importing laborers.

This condition

developed at Globe, where the lack of transportation facilities often
threatened to throw the miners out of work.

During the 18801s the smelters

in this district were importing coke from Cardiff, Wales, at a cost of $65.50
a tori, all of which had to be hauled over toll roads leading into the dis
trict. ;Though the:veins, were rich in copper, prospectors concentrated on 5
7

57

:.>:v
1
'.'“11
V : Tombstone Weekly Epitaph. March 6,1 1882.

..Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of the Interior,
1898 (Washington: Government Printing: Office,,1898), p p . .106-07•
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silver due to the.high cost of fuel in refining copper.^

Unable to gain

access to the Deer Creek coal beds on the San Carlos reservation, operators
in Globe decided to build a narrow guage road northward to the Santa Fe
line.

The Arizona Mineral Belt Ba U r o a d Company was organized and the

community held a meeting at which some two hundred men offered their labor
for stock in the cospany and farmers and ranchers along the proposed road
put up $100,000 in cash to procure necessary materials.^

Work commenced

on August 18, 1883, however, after laying about forty miles of track and
drilling a tunnel near the Bim, the project failed and the Mineral Belt road
was sold for labor liens amounting to $44,000.
v

62

Fires, floods, declining copper rprices and frequent shutdowns

plagued the -district during the next ten years •

*

Hopes raised in Januaryv

1894, with the announcement that grading had commenced at Bowie for the Gila
Valley, Globe

& Northern Railway.^

However, tract laying stopped at

Geronimo when negotiations bogged down between company officials and the.
Department of the Interior regarding a right of way across the San Carlos
reservation.

Received in the aftermath of another serious fire in Globe's

business section, the news nearly broke the spirit of the camp.

"Globe

will soon be deserted hy its people, ** wrote the editor of the Graham County
Bulletin on July 20 •

The miners were leaving camp and the merchants sell ing

' £Q '
'*■
•' '
'
■ ' "' '
Alexander Ziede, "The Territorial History of the Globe Mining Dis
trict, Arizona" (unpublished master* s thesis. University of Southern Cali
fornia, 1939)# pp. 23, 65, quoting the Arizona Silver Belt, April 17, 1888,
• -.. — 60' - -•..
.
Arizona Silver Belt. April 28, May 12, I 883.
Ibid.. August 18, September 15,1883.
Ziede, pp. 73-74, quoting McClintock, Vol. I, p. 286.
^ Graham County Bulletin. January 19, February 9, 1894.
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out. : Most of the mines were already closed, and the Old Dominidri Had:re
duced wages from three to two and a half dollars a day, annouheihg it would
shut down i*«x its supply of coke was exhausted.^*' On February 18, 1^5#' .
Congress passed an act making possible the right of way across the reser
vation, but President Cleveland insisted that the Apaches should be the
sole arbiter’s in extending this privilege*

Meanwhile, HLbbe stayed oh its

feet t y hauling copper and «>ke by wagon betweeh. the Old Dominion and the
rail head at Geronlmo.

Finally, in December, 1897» officials of the Gila

Valley, Globe & Northern Railway met with Apache leaders, and while tribal
members and the off-reservation citizenry celebrated over barbequed beef,
the details of the concession were worked out, among which was included
an agreement that the company would employ as many Apaches "as they could
work to advantage” and buy wo<^ from them as long as they were ready to
sell it at a price more economical than cosQ..^

•

In Harch of the following spring, trade laying was resumed.

How

ever, grading was hanpered f i m the outstart due to the Midland Construc
tion Company's temptation to c^italize bn cheap :ldbbr, ibgardii^ w h i c h ''
the editor of the Arizona Silver Belt wrote:
'

:i'

;

..
C„'•

The construction crews are composed" chiefly of Meodcahs and
Indians, with a few whites. It is difficult to get white men to
work, the wages being only Jl .50 per day, and board $5 per week with
some minor charges, which /further/ reduce a man's net earnings....
About 75 men are now at work, not counting Indians cutting brush.66

From all appearances, neither the Mexican nor Indian crews were satisfied*
5
6

<4
June 22, July 20, 1894.
65

;

Arizona Silver Belt. December 23, 1897.
. * *: Ibid.. April 28, I898.

&A . « "

with, the wage, which was not above that paid to them for canal labor in-the
1870,,s.

Few Apaches reported for work, and if others were interested, it _ ,

is apparent that Mexican workers were being hired in their place, which was
in violation of the agreement made with the tribes on the preceding year.
The month of May brought rumors of a threatened outbreak at San Carlos, . -.
which the editor of the Arizona Silver Belt discounted, saying there was no
dissatisfaction among the Indians.
stressed economic factors alone:

Yet, in justifying his opinion, he
"Many of the Indians are engaged i n :the

cultivation of their, fanas; others are employed in the laborious work of
making the grade for- the Q U a Valley, Globe & Northern railroad across the
reservation, while not a few find employment in the white settlements bor
dering the reservation.

In July, the Midland Construction Company was

moved ahead.to work on a cut through Pinal, Pass twenty-one miles east of ,
Globe.

Though making fair headway, they;were still unable to get men,"

despite their offer to increase wages by twenty-five cents a day.

Meanwhile,

another grading crew continued the work near the agency at San Carlos.

To

meet the labor shortage, the company commenced supplementing this crew by
importing Mexican laborers from EL Paso, Texas, fifty having recently ar
rived, bringing the total number in the camp "to about three ,hundred m e n . ^
By this means, track laying was pushed on to completion without further loss
of time and with a minimum outlay in wages.

On November

30, railroad trans

portation reached Globe, marking the end of the depression in this district
and the beginning of its years of boom production.
The tendency to import Mexican labor from EL Paso increased at this6
8

67lbid.;Mayl9, 1898.
68Ibid., July 28, 1898.

.
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time, due to the construction of the Mexican Central Railway to Juarez and
•
" ■
i
■
' i.'
• •• ; ; •
■•
• < -, .«%
the desire for cheaper labor on th@ part of. railroad companies in the ^South
west.

In 1902, Governor Bn>die stated tiiat i r t z o m h ^ eight railroads.aid

some five hundred miles of track in her transportation network, not counting
that represented by the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific lines.

Where ex-

tensive construction required it, labor was being imported from. Texas and
Mexico.

Though the transportation heeds of the copper districts provided

ample motive for additional railroad workers, in many instances, the driving
force behind the rush to complete feeder lines was the work of Epes Randolph
of 'the Southern Pacific Company, who sought to monopolize transportation in
Arizona for the Harriman interests.

During the rivalry between the Southern

Pacific and competing companies,' which sometimes culminated in pitched battles,
Mexican workers were hired by the hundreds, often at twice the normal pay.
In 1904, a right of way fight took place in the Gila Vailley when
the Southern Pacific attempted to block the eastward construction of the
Phoenix & Eastern Railway, a Santa Fe subsidiary," then grading up the canyon
between Florence and Kelvin.

Failing to obtaiin an Injunction against their

opponents, the Southern Pacific prepared for battle on their own teems.

Tons

of equipment were unloaded at Globe and a large work foree dispatched to Box
Canyon, where they proceeded to build down the grade directly in front of
the Phoenix & Eastern.

The ensuing clash was described on April 4 in the

Tucson Citizen, as follows:*
0
7

Report of the Governor.... 1902, p.

96.

70
The strategy used by the Southern Pacific in winning control over
the majority of Arizona’s railroads is treated in a paper by Paul P. Anspach,'.
"The Building of the Arizona & Eastern Railroad" (unpublished Master’s thesis,'
University of Southern California, 194?).
. _
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The surveying gangs and the grading crews of the Santa F e :
/Phoenix & Easteim/ and the Southern Pacific A r i z o n a & Eastenj/
~ . companies, who are building grades along the north bank of the Gila
River between Kelvin and Dudleyville in Pinal County,’ met with blood
shed Thursday last. Several hundred men,-' graders and surveyors, in
cluding xdiite men, Indians and Mexicans,’ engaged in a grand free-for;all fight.w. As it is now,v both crews are working and they are putting
on all the men they can get. One crew to get men from the other will
pay more wages,’ and wages have gone up until Indians are getting $2.75
per day. 71
.
•
By April 9, the Southern Pacific was reported to have one thousand
men and two hundred and fifty teams at work in the disputed area.

Epes

Randolph had taken personal command,- assisted by his field marshals,- R. R.
Coleman, the railroad contractor,' and E. A. McFarland, chief engineer of the
Cananea,1 Taqul River and Pacific Railway.

Meanwhile, a squad of lawyers

were pressing the Southern Pacific’s claim to the contested grade,- stating
that they had filed at the land office in Tucson two hours and twenty minutes
ahead of the Phoenix

& Eastern and charging that the latter had jumped onto

the eighteen mile stretch illegally. ^

Physical interference and repeated

injunctions continued^- followed b y a legal squabble that finally ended in
*x

%

.

i

*

*

.. I ...

...

1907,‘ when the Southern Pacific bought out their competitor.
On another occasion, the Southern Pacific Company and the FhelpsDodge interests engaged in a race to capture control of transportation into
the Courtland-Leadville district, resultdjig in a contest that sent labor
speculators scurrying to El Paso to recruit Mexican workers.

In 1904, the

huge smelters of Bisbee’SvCqpper Queen Mine were blown in at Douglas, setting

TVti.

4 . 190».

-

^Ibid., J ^ r u 9, 1904.'
^Anspach,' p. 66.

;

"

:
v "

\
■'.> %}/'.
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a milestone in the history of the Fhelps-Dodge Goiroaiy arid creating a de
mand for transportation facilities through the copper districts to the
Early in January, 1909, Ptol^-Dodge incorporated the Mexican

north.

&; ■

Colorado Railroad Company and started construction of a road between Courtland and the Company’s El Paso & Southwestern terminal at Douglas.

Hardly

a week passed, however, when Epes Randolph ordered the Arizona & Colorado
;
. ■: ;
■_
C;:; •. :
^
Railroad Company, a Southern Pacific subsidiary, to extend its line from
Pearce to Courtland.1

While the Mexico & Colorado was still on the out-

skirts of Courtland, working a small force of sixty-eight Anglo-American
and Mexican workers and about twenty teams, Randolph amassed men,' equipment,
and some two hundred and twenty-five mules at Pearce, announcing that his
compary intended to build a line paralleling the Mexico & Colorado directly
;•

into Douglas.

yg

.

1.

•

:

.

i.V: ■-■■O.s

'

■'

By the end of .January, several grading outfits having a

combined total of two thousand men were at work on the Southern Pacific line
at Pearce. ‘

The race for Douglas was under way.

A few days later, the Southern Pacific drew abreast the Mexico
:.
\ ;v.
:’r:; v..-r:r l . n .
& Colorado, and, on February 1?,' the leading crews of both companies tried
to grade the same four hundred foot stretch on the side of a hill, the
results of which were reported b y a correspondent to the Arizona Daily Star
as follows:

:

:t 7^Tuck/ p. 58.

'

Arizona Daily Star. February, 3» 1909* Judging by the names of
the new lines, both companies aimed ultimately to import coal from Heir
Mexico and Colorado, a plan often proposed at this time. In 1902, a pre
liminary survey north from Clifton for the proposed Clifton & Durango Rail
road also anticipated reducing fuel costs in refining copper by importing
it from a nearer source. Arizona TVlarie. September 13, 1902.
' Arizona Daily Star.^ January 23.
'

;

^Ibid., January 30, 1909.

29, 1909.

"

■

:: .x.
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The one began to plow ts$ the stakes of the other, and in tarn:
the other put its scrapers to work turning over the road bed to suit
its own engineers. For a time it was a case of the cart of one rail
road striving to pass o v w the sooop of the other, and as fast as the
"Bspee" /Southern Pacific/ would plow over a stretch of soil the
Southwestern /Mexico & Colorado? would scoop it back out of the way.'
Officials flew out to the work site in touring cars running at full speed.
Taking a position on an adjacent hill, superintendents Cambell (PhelpsDodge) and McClure (Southern Pacific) surveyed the spectacle until it be
came apparent that a decisive turn was Improbable.

Then they withdrew

their forces to wait for an amicable settlement.
The increase in mining and the sporadic labor demands of the rail
road companies thrust the question of cheap labor to the forefront in Arizona' s econcmic picture during this period.
became a profitable business in itself.

Speculation in Mexican labor

Hotels and bars in towns adjacent

to mines and construction sites became a common meeting place for labor
agents and superintendents who wanted to "make a deal" for another gang of
Mexicans.

More than ever before the availability of cheap labor tended to

become the final justification for impetuous investors, as well as the
cushion upon which inexperienced managers relied to absorb losses incurred
by poor mining judgment.

The growing faith which amateur plungers of this

period placed in those who knew how to obtain and work Mexican laborers
provoked the following remarks from an authority on Arizona's copper de
posits, who wrote in 1904:
Several of the companies that have b ^ n exploring Bisbee have
been "exported" from the front porch of the Copper Queen hotel,
where there are good d m i r s and a comfortable place for one's feet.
; Largely trim, the fact that these properties lay more or less near
'

•

••

•-

t .• ■

-

•

./

, : • Ibid., February 18, 1909. The writer's mention of the "South
western" pertains to Phelps-Dodge's EL Paso & Southwestern, of which the
Mexico & Colorado was a branch.

•■■•>
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the proved aone they have been able to secure large sums of money
for costly exploration. Their shafts have been sunk oh the opinion
of some mining captain whose ability to handle Mexican labor and lay
timber has been more conspicuous than his knowledge of where he might
cut ore or get a railway track.<9
i
•
Though somewhat apart from public attention, the central figure of
the period was the labor recruiter.

Bated by union workers for his traf

fic in cheap labor and solicited by employers only insofar as he proved

:

profitable to them, he was a universal outcast, both above and .below the
border.

His activities often led M m beyond the limits of the law, yet

never far enough to move authorities into taking action against him.

The

contract labor and immigration statutes of the time were designed to apply
to seaports and to overseas .immigrants and could easily be evaded due to
their inapplicability to conditions along the border.

The labor recruiter

operated in violation of several immigration laws. .The immigration Act of
February

1885 declared void all labor contracts made with foreign im

migrants prior to their arrival in the United States.

It also prohibited

any person or company to prepay the transportation, assist, or encourage
in any way the immigration of aliens under contract for Imbor.^

On October

19, 1888, the act was amended to reward persons reporting violations of its
provisions.

While the Immigration Act of 1907 sought to control Japanese .

immigration primarily, its provisions applied to all immigrants.

Section

^ D w i g h t E. Woodbridge, "Botes of the Bisbee District, Arizona,"
Pie Engineering and Mining Journal. L X X V H I (August 25, 1904), p. 295.
on
•
*
-For a general discussion of the formulation and content of the
immigration acts of the United States to 1917, see Darrell H. Smith and .
H. 6. Herring. The Bureau of Immigration: Its History. Activities, and Or
ganization ("Service Monographs of the United States Government." Bo. 30,
compiled b y .the Institute for .Government Research, Baltimore: John* Hopkins
Press. 1924), pp. 5, 173.
.........
.
.
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one stipulated that -whenever the president had reason to believe that a
foreign country was issuing passports enabling persons to come to the
United States to the detriment of labor therein, he could refuse such im.
-Bl
migrants entry into the country.

'

-

The above acts aimed to eliminate many abuses resulting from the
contracting of foreign labor, as well as prevent the degradation of working
conditions in the United States.

None were designed to restrict the flow

of voluntary Mexican labor across the border in any way.

The Immigration

Act of 1891 provided for the location of inspection stations at ports of
entry along the seaboard and the Mexican and Canadian borders, two of which
were in operation on the Mexican boundary by" 1894.

But, due to the great

distance covered by the border line and the constant remigration across it,
the smuggling of orientals, as well as the traffic in Mexican labor went
on, unabated.
Where the attention of the western populace remained absorbed
primarily in Oriental i m i t a t i o n through the last two decades of the cen
tury, from 1900, Mexican immigration also became a matter of general concern.
The rush to build feeder railroads into the copper districts and the resul
tant upturn in production brought thousands of Mexican workers into Arizona.
Between

1900 and 1910, Mexican immigration was three times larger than that

of the two preceding decades combined:

':
81— ..'
^
-;
V . :, TIbid., pp. 24-26. Continued violation of this act resulted in a
presidential proclamation excluding Japanese and Korean laborers, followed
by the "Gentlemen’s Agreement," in February, 1908, whereby Japan was to
discourage immigration of laboring classes into the United States and care
fully supervise immigration into countries contiguous to it.
-
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Ctaparison Between the Number of Persons BoxiSoin Mexico and the Total Population in Arizona02

Year

:
Total
,
: population

: Mexican
:
bom

: Percent
: of total

:
%

1880

:

40,440

:

9,330

:

23.06

1890

i

59,620

:

11,534

:

19.35

:
•
:

Numerical increase
since last census
4,982
2,204

t

1900

1

122,931

:

14,172

!.

11.53

2,638
2

1910
- ■

1 :
:

204,354

:
:

29,452

:

14.41

2

15,280

.
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In 1908, the Department of Commerce published a report by Victor
S. dark, which constitutes the first comprehensive study of tixe inflow arid
go
diffusion of Mexican laborers throughout the Southwest at this time. ^ In
cluded in his report were observations on the unlawful role played by the
labor contractors.

American labor agents preferred crews imported from

the interior of Mexico to those picked up by chance along the border.

The

agent worked through his Mexican counterpart, the enganchador, the "hooker"
who enlisted workers largely from the tramp population around cities, be
cause of hostile sentiments and prohibitive legislation that made open reOf,
cruiting dangerous in the rural districts.
The methods of transportation
to the border varied.

In some cases, the gangs of workers were placed

These figures are compiled from the Ninth Census of the United
States: 1870. Population. I, 336-341; Tenth Census of the United States:
l&SO. Population I. to. 492-95: U. S.,. Department of the Interior, Eleventh
Census of the United States: 1890. Population. I, 2, 6l0;.U. S., Department
of the Interior. Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900. Population. I.
Pt. I,* p. xviii, 734; U. S.,Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,.
Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910. Population. H . 66,- 82.
^% exican labor in the United States. U. S. Dept, of Commerce
Bulletin No.' 78 (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1908) •
- -

^ I b i d ..' p. 476.
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aboard a northbound train under the charge of a boss "who held the tickets,
the cost of which was passed on to the American agent who deducted it from
the workers 1 salaries, once they were placed on a job.

Mexican laborers

often signed up for work merely as a means of travelling to towns farther
north, slipping off the train at an opportune moment.

The practice was

evidently common enough to result in considerable loss to the recruiters,
for Clark reported that "one is told of locked car doors and armed guards
on the platfonas of trains to prevent desertions en r o u t e . O n deliver
ing, a group of workers to the border, the enganchador was paid off by an
American labor contractor, who either delivered the recruits directly to
an employer and collected his commission, or he sold them to another agent.
At Tucson and at Trinidad and Denver, Colorado, there were large agencies
that handled a considerable number of Mexican laborers.

On the other hand,

a private labor contractor occasionally speculated, retaining a select crew
at his. headquarters on subsistence in order to secure a better price from
a particular railroad or mine operator soon to be badly in need of extra
hands.

The workers were held with promises of higher pay, which often did

not materialize, merely to keep them away from rival agents.

Meanwhile,

chiseling on railroad fares and other graft progressively reduced the
workers* wage.

During these years, the large labor contractors often com

bined their business with that of supplying the workers they placed with
provisions and other articles f omerly sold at the company stores.

Of this

practice, Clark writes:
Indeed, this is their main source of revenue and some firms are
said to furnish labor to railways without commission in return for
the privilege of keeping the commissary. The working man buys at
the commissary because he can get credit there...and the commissary

8%bid., p. 471
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can grant this credit because its arrangement with the employing t
corporations gives it,the exclusive right to charge such debts
against the payroll.
' ■■
:' \
.r::

.•

According to the editor of the Bisbee Daily Review, thousands of
Mexicans"were brought into Arizona during 1901 to work on the railroads
and in the mines.

I&e inflow of workers was so great at this time that

he questioned the accuracy of the 1900 census in setting Arizona* s total
population at

1

?l?t saying, "There is little doubt, despite .these of

ficial figures, that the territory has a bona fide population of about
140,000.1,87

Bo immigration statistics were kept at this time, but Clark

estimated that between 60,000 and

noally.

88

•

100,000 Mexicans crossed the border an-

■v’; '.... .

Though recruiting accounted for a considerable amount of this im
migration, the majority resulted from economic conditions in Mexico, which
encouraged a constant northward movement among the laboring class to supplylabor demands in the less developed states, and, in part, to escape peonage
in the agricultural states above the Valley of Mexico.

' The northward

construction of the Mexican Central Railway gave a tremendous impulse to
the northward migration.

The people of the agricultural states tended to

be more sedentary than those of the northern frontier.

They disliked taking

work, even on a temporary basis, if it led them into areas beyond daily
travelling distance from their homes.

Many worked on the haciendas, which

held workers in one locality through indenture, even though better wages

Ibid..no. 471, 475-76.
87January 16, 1902.
''

Clark, p. 466.
89Ibid..p. 471.

.

' ' '
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might have been available elsewhere.

Geographic factors also tended to

confine the people of this area, since those willing to leave the temperate
Central Mesa for work above the border had first to solve the problem of
travelling several hundred miles through the arid barranca country of
Durango and the desert expanses of Chihuahua,

In the case of the average

peon, this journey would have to be made on foot.

However, as the building

of the railroad proceeded northward, many Mexican villagers found both the
means and the incentive to leave their native regions.

Once hired to lay

track, the peon found the promise of a daily wage a powerful inducement to
remain with the construction company as a section laborer.
cision, the regional bond was broken*

With this de

.

Gradually he became bolder and more worldly-wise and could be
prevailed upon to work for a month or so a hundred miles or more up
and down the line....This carried the Central Mexican villager a
thousand miles from his home and to within a few miles of the border,
and American employers, with a gold wage, have had little difficulty
in attracting him across that not very formidable line.90
Aside from providing jobs that drew the Mexican villagers farther
northward, the railroads effected changes in rural life conducive to emi
gration.

Villagers became regular customers of the commissary cars, making

small purchases of candy, soft drinks, and many other items previously un
available to them.

Where money had been conserved as a meagre supplement

to a basically agricultural existence, wages now became the principal means
of support to the families of railroad workers, thus further loosening their
psychological and economic ties to the land, as well as providing greater
mobility.

Of all regional bonds, those existing between the Mexican laborer

and his family was the most tenacious.

However, the companies often cir

cumvented this problem by providing box cars in which the workers* families
'• . -

•
9

9°Ibid., pp. 469-70.

and their belongings were transported from one location to another.
While some labor was attracted by the National Railroad of Mexico
to Laredo, according to Clark, the chief migration occurred along the
Mexican Central from Qaeretaro and San Inis Potosf to EL P a s o . ^
railroads diverged from this point, the EL Paso

Several

& Southwestern and the

Southern Pacific being the most important to Arizona as labor feeders.

At

this time, Arizona also received a considerable inflow of labor from Sinaloa
and southern Sonora via the Guaymas Railway, which was soon to complete a
west coast connection through to Guadalajara via the Southern Pacific of
Mexico Railroad.

Aside from attracting workers northward, the railroads

became great feeders of labor to other industries above the border.

The

foreman of section gangs working near the boundary complained often of the
problem of retaining labor, the majority of which crossed the line in search
of better paying jobs.

In September, 1907* a section foreman hired four

hundred men, employing them in a single group.
ninety were laid off.

By October, two hundred and

However, since only about thirty applied

for free

transportation south, he assumed that the:others had crossed the line.
Mine operators below the border also complained of the same trouble.

In

one instance, a representative of a large sdne in Chihuahua claimed that
within a year he had imported 8,000 laborers from Zacatecas and the older
mining districts of Central Mexico, about eighty percent of whom left," a

QO • . . . . . .
part going to New Mexico and the remainder to Arizona.

1

-

Above the boundary,

the drift of labor from the railroads into mining and other occupations corw
tinued.

One contractor said he lost an entire gang before they readied the
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job, leaving him with a sizeable bill for railroad fares, costing $12.50
per head.

The mines paid fifty to seventy cents a day higher, than, the

customary $1.25 earned by Mexican railroad laborers, and were the princi
pal cause of the drift from railroad w r k , -which the Southern Pacific Com
pany claimed resulted in the loss of a large percentage.of their Mexican
laborers annually.
Before long,.Mexico began to feel the impact of, the northward shift
of industry and labor.

Die exodus of workers from the agricultural regions

shattered the remnants of the hacienda system.

Peons on haciendas adjacent

to the railroads easily escaped, travelling to distant regions.where they ...
could find employment.. President Diaz encouraged the states to create a
body of rurales, among whose principal duties was that of patrolling the
*»
•

roads for escaped p e o n s . ^
ficial means.

.. *

*

i■

However, the system could not be saved by arti

Hacienda wages were so much a matter of tradition that the

daily dos'reales, twenty-five cents, had remained unchanged over the past
half-century, except in tenas of purchasing power, which had fallen to half
its former value by 1900.

Due to railroad.jobs and .the mining boom, in the

northern states, where wages were three to four times higher, the hacendados
were pressed closer to bankruptcy as their labor drifted away, leaving their
estates unproductive.
parts of Mexico.

In seme instances, whole villages migrated to other

"In fadt," Clark writes, "the hacendados are reported to

make little effort to keep their labor in the face of higher wages elsewhere,
except by preventing open recruiting in their vicinity.

• Ibid., pp. 471-72.

Meanwhile, EL Paso

,

^ R o b e r t B. Brinsmade, EL latifurdi smn mexicano (Mexico, D.F:
Secretaria de Fomento. 1916), pp. 15-16.
^^Clark, pp. 514-15.
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became a clearing house for the traffic in Mexican labor.

1907, the

Arizona Daily Star reported Mexican, workers travelling as far north as
Chicago and points along the Missouri River.

"The Santa Fe now employs

Mexicans as section hands and surfacers along almost the entire system be
tween Kansas City and Fort Worth.

Other roads all over the Southwest are

now employing the Mexican on this class of work. .Labor agencies, in EL Paso
are shipping out Mexicans by the hundreds to the Pacific coast."

At this

time, shortages had become general in most of the states north of Mexico
City, and, as a result of the drain on their labor force, Mexico began im
porting orientals, who also drifted above the border.
ter problem, the editor of the Star continued:

......
,...

In regard to the lat

. .

, ,

To meet the growing deficiencies in the supply of native labor
the big construction operators b n the west coast of Mexico and the
mining companies in the coal fields of Coahuila have begun the im
portation of Japanese and Chinese and it is estimated that 6,000
Japanese have .been brought, into Mexico in the past year. Probably
a thousand Chinese have been imported. The importation of the
Japanese laborers for railroad construction has proven an unsatis
factory experiment so far. Down on the Manzanillo extension they
stay just long enough to accumulate a few dollars and then desert
their jobs, heading for the northern boundary. Under the Mexican
laws, they are allowed the same rights as citizens and are free to
leave when they please;9o
This development had its ironic aspects since practically all mining

and railroad construction in Mexico was conducted by American and British
" -V: '' ,

% ...

•

speculators and operated primarily for their own benefit.

Mexico had little

part in it, other than deriving seme revenue and supplying cheap labor, the
latter of which was being carried off by rival companies above the border.
Consequently, American contractors were forced to import orientals as a
means of meeting growing labor deficiencies in Mexico.

August 23, 1907.

As competition for

22?
labor forced wages upward

in Mexico,

hacendados in voicing ccmplaihts.

American superintendents joined the

Glaric mentions an American railroad con

tractor, then laying track on the west coast for'the Southern Pacific o f '
Mexico line who said "he whs paying common labor as high as $1.25 /pesos/
a day, where he had been psylng 50 emits five years ago.

This contractor

has imported Asiatics, but prefers Mexicans when they can be obtained.
In view of these practices, the undemining of the Immigration Act of 190?
can be attributed largely to the profit motive of American employers arid
th e !tendency of seme Department of Commerce officials to wink at the il
legal activities of labor recruiters above the border and American companies
in Mexico,' who not only encouraged the violation of the contract labor laws,
but were indirectly responsible for blazing new inroads for oriental immi
gration into the United States.'*®

The act of 190? was less than three

months old when, on March 14, President Roosevelt invoked its provisions,
prohibiting further Immigration of Japariese and Korean laborers into the '
United States.

However, American employers in Mexico were not affected

adversely until the consummation of the "Gentlemen*s Agreement," in February
of the following year, when Japan agreed to discourage and carefully super
vise the immigration of laboring classes into the United States, as-well as
Mexico and Canada.

'

.

:

^

^Clark, p. 514.
■»..1..

'
°°0n February 14, 1903, the Bureau of Immigration was transferred
from the Bureau of the Treasury to the Department of Commerce arid Labor.
However, the personnel assigned to patrol the border remained inadequate.
As early as I 893, the governor of Arizona complained that nine inspectors
were riot adequate to guard a line extending some 450 miles over open desert
terrain. "Crossing this line is one railroad and about a dozen wagon roads
and innumerable pack trails, besides which are several long level stretches
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By the summer of 190?, the labor shortage In Mexico became
critical.

’

Mexican papers were filled with dispatches telling of crops

unharvested and railroad and construction work delayed due to the impos
sibility of securing workers.

In an effort to retain a local work force

during critical seasons, authorities of seme of the central states finally
intervened in the hiring of laborers for work in other states.

The need

of replacements among American contractors on the west coast of Mexico
became so acute that relief contingents of Mexican laborers were exported
from the United States to assist in the completion of the Southern Pacific
line to Guadalajara.

According to Clark, during that summer "Mexican im

migrants were being shipped back to the state of Sonora from EL Paso at a
wage equal to that they would be paid on American railways near the frontie,;.”

;

-

■
’

"

Seasonal factors also influenced the labor picture, both adversely
and favorably.

Mexican workers were inclined to leave their jobs in Ari

zona and return to their home regions during planting and harvesting sea
sons.

During the above year. Governor ELbby reported constant remigration

across the boundary:

"-

:

;

What proportion of those Mexican immigrants remain here
is impossible to say. They are passing to and fro all the
tween Sonora and Arizona. The high wages in the mines and
in railroad work, and on the ranches and ranges tempt them

;

/

permanently
time be
smelters,
to leave

over which wagons and pack animals can easily make their way without follow
ing any public path." The governor reported as many as thirty Chinese were
taken in a single arrest. Report of the Governor...1893. p. 18.
. ...... ^Clark, p. 513* It was noted at this time that contract laborers
earning 50 to 75 cents a day in Chihuahua were being shipped via El Paso
to Sonora where they would be paid $1.25 to $1,50, probably laying track
on the Southern Pacific of Mexico line. Blsbae Dally Review. June 2, 1903.
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the Mexican states, for a % h U e at least. Many of thea vrork a fe¥
months and return to Mexico,; but numbers stay from year to year.-*"0
Since higher wages was the primary attraction in drawing workers above the
border, permanent residence and ultimate citizenship remained largely an'.incidental factor.

This was particularly the case among workers whose families

were still in Mexico.

-Among some five hundred men employed at a lumber mill,

and camp near Flagstaff at this time, there were about twenty immigrant
Mexicans hired as tie cutters at two dollars a day.

The postals tress said

that making out money orders for Mexicans employed at this caap and else
where around Flagstaff formed a considerable part of her work.

Other post

masters in areas where Mexican aliens were employed in numbers also reported
that they sent money bade to Mexico.

The extent to which Mexican workers

continued to live under the bi-locational circumstances is indicated by the
influence of seasonal cycles on the importation of labor, as observed by
Clark:

;
;
L

When the rains begin, usually about May, he must be at home to
plant his crop. After that he is willing to work during the growing
period, leaving his family to attend to irrigation and weeding; but
he must be home for harvest. From that time until tiae fiestas ending
with the December holidays are over, the.7labor market in Mexico is
tight; from January to May the workman is willing to go aqyi&ere pro
viding it is not too cold... .Many of those passing through EL Paso
have made the trip from Central Mexico to Arizona or Kansas City fdr
a second or third time, but after a number of such trips the heme tie
loosens,* and it is not unusual for the family ultimately to accompany
the husband, thus taking the next step toward permanent removal.-*®2

However, ,remigration of this type was motivated by the need of help in the
home village and did not bring relief to the haciendas and corporate enter
prises, where the Mexican workers were not personally concerned with 1
2
*
0

100Report of the Governor...1907. p. 5.

^Clark, pp. 494, 497.
102IbM.. PP. 473-74.
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recurrent labor demands.

-

;

Where Arizona originally received, the majority of Mexicah immigra
tion from Sonora and Chihuahua,- the turn of the century •witnessed a "breBiQndous inflow of workers from the villages adjacent to the Mexican railways,
including natives of states as far south as Guanajuato, Aguas CaHentes, and
Michoacan.

At this time, American employers varied widely in their

opinions of Mexican workers, and though their statements differed little from
those voiced over the past half-century,' some clues to the character of the
Mexicans now arriving in the Southwest may be derived from the reactions
they effected in their employers.

According to Clark, those who preferred

Mexican laborers did so because they were docile, fairly efficient,' and used
to low pay at h o m e . ^ ^

The perennial charge of ore stealing was still heard,

but none of the employers complained of hostile attitudes among the "workers,
and very few mentioned traits of unreliability and treachery cited so often
during the mld-1800,s.

In the latter instance, the difference is explained

by the absence of the tension that once prevailed along the border.

However,'

it may also be attributed, in part, to the contrast in cultural background
between the Mexicans from the agricultural states of the Central Mesa,' who
tended to reflect traits typical of the hacienda peon^ aid those from the
northern states, who had grown up shifting for themselves as teamsters,* miners
and vaqueros and were quick to employ frontier tactics in their own defense.
Clark writes that the Mexican wrker^of "".the.early .iskk)*s.sqpplel
mented all other kinds of labor in the mines of New Mexico and Arizona.
In exploratory work,' ^he.tiill be found. ..using drill and powder in some
new mine opened in a new district, to the exclusion of white labor, yet

103Ibid..~ p. 468.
%)4ibid.,

p. 477.

•
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later, if the property proves valuable, he nay be supplanted yholly by
skilled American miners.

One mine owner said that in isolated regions he

preferred Mexicans because they could be replaced easily if they became
dissatisfied.

105

In addition to their inexperience, the Mexican miners

of this period had the reputation of being careless, both in timbering
and the handling of powder.

,

Complaints in this respect, however,’ w e r e .

expressed largely by American workmen, %ho resented the hiring of Mexicans
and claimed they disliked working with thsa."^

Among evidence to the

contrary, Clark cites the record of the Eagle Pass Mines, located on the
Rio Grande near Laredo, which reported only one fatal underground accident
during eleven years of operation.

Mestizos were also considered "risky

labor and satisfactory only on low paying and simple types of work."

Some

times referred to as "cholos" by Anglo-Americans, they were set apart as a

.

-....

•

•
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distinct class from the Mexicans from Sonora and Chihuahua.

i-

-

As this

Mfrbld.. j>.

■ ,

^ I b l d . . p. 692.'

‘

1

'

‘

P . 489.
■ 108

- •
.
‘-, -.•
Ibid.-, p. 491. The term (hole, an inter-Andean equivalent of
the Mexican„term mestizo." appears occasionally in Clark!s report. He uses
it according to its correct definition, i.e.', a person of Indian and Euro
pean extraction. In addition to this meaning, Velazquez defines the word
as a title of contempt which whites of the Pacific seaboard give to Indians
of the baser sort and to native servants. See Mariano Velazquez de la
Cadena,’ A New Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages
(Chicago* Wilcox & Follett.Go.. 1951% 0. 203. Though the term choln
is sometimes'zheard being applied in a derogatory.sense to:Mexican people,
particularly in California, its use was not common either in Mexico or
the Southwest. In view of its South American origin, it was probaibly
introduced on the west 'coast by Chileans, many of whom, were attracted there
during the gold rush.
1
. . ...

.

. .

.
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attitude implies," employers readily played upon socio-economic distinc
tions to force salaries lowerV
mestizos^ d a r k writes:

In respect to wage discriminations against
-

.

: r

A foreman in Arizona, whose statement could not be verified,*
said: ••the Santa ie paid N a v s ^ Indians $2 a day when it was
paying "Gholos" $1.25, because Indians did nearly double the work... *
The Yaqui Indians also are considered good workers. The governor
of Arizona said: 'The best laborer we get from Mexico is the Yaqui
Indian.*-®9
On the other hand, where American employers above the border rated the
mestizos very low, mine operators in Mexico had a contrary opinion.

This

difference in view seemed to be true in regard to all classes of Mexican
labor.

Speaking of the ability of Mexican laborers to learn readily, an

engineer at Papantia, Vera Cruz,' wrote in 1910, "A Mexican helper to Ameri
can machinists soon picks up much knowledge, and becomes competent to do
practically all the work around the mine."*
110* Another operator in Lower
California said that his workers were not only quick to learn but were good
judges of the quality and value of o r e s . ^ "

However, these workers, as

well as the old timers who had many years of m ining experience, tended to
remain in Mexico where their salary and occupational standing was far higher
than that accorded them in the best of the mining camps above the border.
Perhaps the most logical explanation to the many conflicting evaluations
of Mexican labor during this period is seen in the comments of a labor

1 ^Ibld..!p. 500. At this time," many Yaqui, Indians came above the
border to earn money to purchase guns and ammunition.in the defense of
their lands against the encroachments of foreign concessionaires and the
Mexican arayv However, their reputation as dependable and energetic
workers was not motivated by this objective alone, for Yaquis were known
throughout Sonora and Arizona as being among the best of the native laborers.
110Hngh C. ELwes, "Points About Mexican Labor," Engineering and
Mining Journal, XC (October." 1 9 1 0 % 66?..
m

Oark,i p. 491.
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contractor %ho spent many years both as an employer and recruiter of
Mexican railroad workers.

His conclusions were as follows:

Much depends upon the foreman. I can tell the character of a
section boss by the u m b e r of new men he wants. Seme never need
new men, because their old hands stay with them,1 and if they leave.
others come from neighboring sections. I know good Mexican section
foremen.112

112Ibld.. p. 478.

1

CHAPTER m
1HE MEXICAN LABOR ISSUE IN TERRITORIAL POLITICS

By. the turn of the century, the question of importing Mexican
labor not only became an issue between employers and Anglo-American workers,
but it also encouraged a convergence of interests between the leaders of
Arizona’s nascent union movement and the political factions supporting
statehood.

From the Gadsden Purchase through the territorial period, so

cial and political developments predicted this alliance.

During the years

immediately following the Gadsden Treaty, Anglo-American settlers sensed
the precariousness of their venture into the uncertain zone west of the
upper Rio Grande.

Moving westward in the wake of military conquest, they

were quick to justify acts of aggression as being consistent with the
tenets of conquest, for they were both the conquerors and the army of oc
cupation.

They were extremely sensitive to distinctions between Sonoran

'
•'■The temper of the time is nowhere better illustrated than in
Governor Lane’s virtual seizure of La Mesilla, New Mexico, Arizona’s first
seat of civil government. In April, 1851, Bartlett’s boundary commission
determined the settlement to be in Mexican territory. On the following
month, Don Rafael Ruelas and sixty Mexicans crossed the line and settled in
La Mesilla, establishing their intention to remain Mexican citizens. With
in the next year, more than half the population of Dona Ana County followed,
in many cases, due to the seizure of their lands by Anglo-Americans holding
."Texas headlights" for six hundred and forty acres for service in the Texas
War. Bartlett, I, 213-14. In the spring of 1853, in view of New Mexico’s
apparent intention to continue in control of La Mesilla, Mexico requested
the United States to abandon the village. In response, Governor lane issued
an order to occupy the settlement, calling upon Colonel Sumner for military
support, which the latter denied. Nevertheless, Lane continued his un
authorized course, provoking the following remarks from the editor of the
Alta Californian: "It is clear that he thinks that he will be sustained by
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traditions and their own way of life which they, felt should, in fact,
must be established here without delay if this area was to be held and .;. ,
peopled by Anglo-Americans in numbers sufficient to attain territorialstatus with a constitution compatible with their culture.

Though Arizona

was then a county of the Territory of Mew Meodce, Arizonans were opposed
to joint territorial status with Hew Mexico and strongly resisted any :
trend toward a fusion of Merican.and.Anglo-American traditions, particu
larly in regard to political institutions.

There would be no Oteros repre

senting -them in Gongress,nor would Arizona laws a t t e s t to embrace Mexi"

f '

r

. -

i

'1

can usage, as "they did in Hew Mexico.

4 -* -

,

4- . >

In this respect, Anglo-American

settlers in Arizona had a good chance of attaining their ends, for unlike
Hew Mexico, the region was settled by Mexican people along the Santa Cruz
Valley only.

The rest of the territory was controlled by indigenous groups.

After two unsuccessful attempts to gain territorial organization,
in 1854 and 1857, disheartened Arizonans prepared again, in 1859* to place

the Government at home and that his act will c a n y out the wishes of Con
gress. To wrest the territory from the Mexicans he must call out the
militia or assemble a force of volunteers; in which case the Mexicans must
fight or run; and if they do fight, why then we suppose we shall, have
another war existing *by act of Mexico 1** June 6, 1853• Six months later,
however, the disputed village came into the possession of the United States •

with the ratification of the Gadsden Purchase.
y/F
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Hew Mexico’s Representative Miguel A. Otero, an able politician
in all respects, was much criticized during the years Immediately pre
ceding the Civil War for his Confederate sympathies and defense of peonage
in Hew Mexico. In view of the Southern proclivities of the majority of the
vocal populace in Arizona, few had any personal quarrel with Otero. However,
in regard to having a Mexican represent them in public office, it is signifi
cant that in only one instance, during the pre-territorial period, was a
person of Mexican extraction elected to a political post. This occurred
following a constitutional convention in Tucson in April, i860, when governorelect L. S. Owings appointed Ignacio Orantia as lieutenant-governor of the
proposed provisional government. Parish, I, 325-26.
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Sylvester Howry la Congress as their representative.

.

The extent to which

the Mexican issue penaeated Arizona politics at this time is reflected in a
statement Howry made during a speech in February of that year.

Xn regard

to territorial organization and the acquisition of Sonora, to said:
_

The territory of Arizona is separated from New Mexico proper by
natural boundaries;...it derives no benefit from the present con
nection; and...any opposition to the desired legislation /the bill
to organize Arizona/ arises from the Mexican population, which
fears the influence of a large American emigration.... New Mexico is
at present thoroughly Mexican in its character and vote. Sonora,
if we acquire it at onee* will be "the same. Qy separating Arizona
from it /New Mexico/, and encouraging an American emigration, it
will become the "leaven which shall leaven the whole I m p . " %- al
lowing it to remain attached to New Mexico, or by attaching it to
Sonora when acquired, the American influence will be swallowed up
by the great preponderance of the Mexican vote.-5

On May .7, the residents of Arizona Gity joined in a meeting at which they
expressed their support of Howry and established a provisional government
to maintain order and "protection for citizens against Indians and Mexicans,"
the latter of whom they charged had "invaded our territory and stained our
soil with American blood;.../and/ brutally murdered and mangled bodies of
k
our citizens in charge of wall stations."
Even those who were opposed to
territorial organization at this time used the predominance of Mexican popu
lation as their principal argument.
Arizonian wrote:

;

•

In June, the editor of the Weekly
..

-

'-

.

Let us look at the matter in a fair and candid manner. If organized,
and the Mexican population admitted to citizenship, we should be com
pletely under their control, which*, considering the character of a r
large portion of the Mexican residents, would be far from agreeable.

•^Mowry, pp. 34-35. He uses the term emigration quite often, in this
instance, meaning emigration of Anglo-Americans from the states into Arizona.
..... h
..;
Los Angeles Star. Hay 21, 1839. They were referring to the killing
of four of Crabb*s men at Dunbar's tome (see Chapter I, p. 30), and an at
tack on an Overland station at Apache Pass on the previous year. Supra
p. 82, n. 81.
"Vune 30* 1859.

At a meeting held in Tucson on JtQy 3» Mowry was noaninated, and
in La Masilia* Judge Raphael Ruelas scheduled the elections for September
1.^

On the appointed day, the vote was cast without much excitement except

in Arizona City, where irate Anglo-American residents barred Mexican voters
from the polls following a report that several Mexicans had attacked a
mail station near White's Ranch, a few days previous, stealing six horses
and escaping into Sonora.

As might be expected, in view of their above

statement of purpose in forming a local government, the news of the attack
caused considerable reaction, described by the editor of the Weekly
Arizonian as follows:

;

‘

-v" •;

\

- -

■ ■

This outrage caused much feeling among the Americans, and a few
of them determined to clear the Gila River of Mexicans. They paid
those in their employ, supplied them with provisions, and.ordered
them to leave. The Mexicans, it is said, went to Slater’s haying
camp and endeavored to steal his mules, but were pursued by the
Americans. One account says that six were killed— another, only
one. The Mexicans at the mines, in the Gila junction, are much
alarmed, and a collision is feared. When will Congress put an end
to these scenes of violence by giving Arizona the protection of the
law?6
7

However, the coincidence of an apparent Mexican "crime wave" occurring
virtually on election eve and the vague details surrounding the incident
indicate possible exaggeration directed at arousing anti-Mexican sentiment
prior to election day.; la any event, the Mexican population stayed away
from the polls and "the election passed off very quietly, the vote... :
/being/ a little short of 200."

In the final outcome, Sylvester Howry

was elected. Congress again refused him a seat, and before the year ended,
another bill to organize Arizona f&iled passage.

6Ibld., July 14, 1859.
^September 15, 1859.

.

;
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To meet the need for local order, the settlers made several at
tempts to establish provisional governments, as well as forming citizens
committees and other civil bodies.

Meanwhile, anti-Mexicanism. continued -

as a principal issue in their agitation for territorial status, which tended
to defeat their purpose, since by discouraging the Mexican vote, they

:;

seriously pared down the population count shown on precinct registers.

In.

the face of continued rejection at Washington, Arizonans turned increasingly
to the Southern cause,

8

and found in the slavery issue another point of

conflict with the Mexican population, the majority of whom opposed the institutionv

In April, I 860, the settlers met at Tucson to draw up another

plan for territorial government.

L. S. (Swings of Mesilla was elected

governor, and many prominent Southern sympathizers, including Sylvester
Howry and Captain Ewell of Fort Buchanan, took part in the proceedings,
described as a "direct precursor of the Confederate Territory of Arizona.*
9
3

^Herman Ehreriberg was one of many settlers influenced toward dis
union by their disgust with the federal government. Though he had never
previously revealed favor toward the South, the plight of the residents of
Tucson in August, 1861, who were then hemmed in by Apaches, led him to
make the following declaration in a desperate letter appealing for help.
"The only reason under heaven that can be assigned for the injustice and
bad treatment we have undergone is that the people of Arizona are Southern
in feeling, and have dared avow It. The eleven-starred banner that floats
over the town of Tucson shows that her citizens acknowledge no allegiance
to abolition rule." Weekly Alta Californian. September 7, 1861. At this
time, the town was in the hands of Captain Hunter of the Confederate Texas
Battalion.
^Eaton, p. 191, quoting the War of the Rebellion, Series I, IV,
39, 56, 89. Mew Mexico had already formulated a slave code as a conces
sion to the South, enforced by the Confederate wing in the legislature at
Santa Fe. However, these laws did not express the sentiments of Mew
Mexico's Mexican populace. Bancroft, pp. 682-84.
.
V .
■^Ganaway, pp. 105-436, quoting Charles 5. Walker, "Causes of the
Confederate Invasion of Mew Mexico," Mew Mexico Historical Review. VIII
(1933), PP* 78-96.
.
‘
;
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Though many of the officials of the provisional, governaent were not in
favor of a strong anti-Mexican policy, ,the movement had the expulsion of
the Mexicans from the, territory as one of its expressed objectives.

How

ever, this aim proved embarrassing vhen, in August, the provisional govern
ment contemplated a meeting between Owings and Governor Pesqueira to secure
rights of transit across Sonora.

As a result, the expulsion movement

weakened considerably, according to the editor of the Los Angeles Star.
who observed:

;

Although carried, not long since, by a large majority, j % e ex'pulsion proposal/ is daily becoming unpopular. It is thought that
it might have many bad tendencies; it might altogether defeat the
contemplated treaty with Pesqueira; and if it did not defeat the
conclusion of the treaty, it would certainly cause it to be entirely
disregarded by the Mexicans of all grades and classes.11 From this time on^ antiL-Mexicanisa lost much of its political
force, largely due to the desire of the Southerners to maintain good re- '
latlons with Sonora, and if possible,’ win the support of Governor Pesqueira
in using his state as an invasion base.12

For this reason, perhaps, when

the secessionists convened at Tucson, in August, 1861, to elect a delegate
to the Southern Congress and draw up a constitution, their attitude toward
the Mexican population was not specified, the only indication being an
Indifferent provision decreeing that all proceedings in the territorial
.
13
courts be conducted in English.
■
. «f«|
,
...
.
....
’
I•f
September 8, 1860. Early in 1861, Pesqueira extended rights of
transit to Arizonans over which Moray shipped his first load of ore to
Guaymas in April. Sacramento Union. July 2, 1861.
12
Throughout the Civil War rumors of Confederate activity con
tinued to pour out of Sonora. However, though Governor Pesqueira re-" .
'ceived their overtures in a friendly manner, according to Ramon Corral,
he avoided involvement and maintained the position that such matters lay
within the jurisdiction of the Federal government at Mexico City. Corral,
p. 24.
^Qanaway, p. 120.

Daring the years following the organization of the territory in
1864, the political position of the Mexican population shifted considerably.
In I867, arguments flared over the relocation of the capital from Prescott
to Tucson, provoking the following bits of sarcasm from the editor of
Prescott’s Daily Arizona Miner:
I hardly think that the change will be beneficial to the Terri
tory, but on the contrary, prejudicial. Tucson has not a white

His Excellency Governor Richard C. McCormick of Prescott has
approved and signed a a m , locating the Capital of Arizona at a
place called Tucson^ close to the Mexican line, and nearly 200
miles frcm a white settlement of any note. Allah is great*.

However," through the 1870*5 the Mexican population not only enjoyed in
creasing relief as the direct object of political harangues," but even found
themselves being enticed to the polls by politicians interested in counter
ing opponents whose principal strength came frcm the steadily increasing
immigration of Anglo-Americans and Europeans.

Rivalry for the Mexican vote

became quite marked in the fall of 1870, when McCormick, on completing his
term as governor,- ran for Congress against P. R. Brady.

A letter received

at Tucson from a writer in Adams villa even conceded that the settlement’s
predominantly Mexican population could demonstrate considerable wisdom at
the polls:
The Mexican element of our place has thoroughly awakened to the
importance of casting an intelligent and discriminating vote...By
seme method of reasoning they have arrived at the sensible conclusion

'111'' '
September 30» I 867. The editor was perhaps unaware that the
Mexican population was in the majority at this time and remained so well
into the 1870*s.
•^October 5»' I867.
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that experience at Washington is more essential to a candidate
than a knowledge of the Spanish language.1®
The extent to tdiich the contestants competed for their vote indicated its
growing importance at this time.

A Tucson resident, J . M. Baldenegro, on

returning from. Wlckeriburg where McCormick had made a recent speech, re
ported that Brady’s supporters were leading Mexicans who could not under
stand English to believe that McCormick's statements were anti-Mexican.
Baldenegro’s statement was printed in Spanish in the Arizona Citizen with
a word of caution against heeding a certain person muv astuta idio was cir
culating false information about McCoimick.^

Accusations continued along

the same vein, culminating with the charge that Brady's workers violated
the polls on election day.

According to the editor of the Citizen. "In

more than one instance th^r were can^it in the very act of voting Indians,
soldiers, and Sonorians..."18

...

,

..

.....

.

,

The charge of vote-buying became more prevalent during these years,1
further illustrating the desire to attract the Mexican populace to the
polls,' if only to use their vote to advance personal interests.

During

the elections following the appointment of Governor John C. Fremont in
1878,' a Yuma priest martiied his parish to the polls and voted them under,
highly questionable circumstances, aiccordlng to the editor of the Arizona
Sentinel.
T“ .“ .1 1.,n

At this time, a eroun of grafters known as the "Ring" had be■ .
^
^

come quite influential in Arizona politics.

In Yuma, they were reported

to have asserted considerable control in a local election held in January*
7
1

^Arizona Citizen. November 5» 1S70.
17Ibld..
^ I b l d .. Notember 12,

1870.

2k2
of that year, not only In effecting the election of Janes Reilly as
District Attorney, but in passing a M U
fice in Yuma County.^

raising the salary for that of

Against a background of bribery and corruption,

the territorial elections took place in November.

Just prior to election

day, the above priest,' who was one of a group described by the Sentinel
as the wBefonaers,w took his parish to the County Clerk's office where
they declared their intentions to become citizens, after which they were
taken to a blacksmith's shop and paid a quantity in silver.

However, in

describing the incident, the editor was uncertain whether the money was
given with the intention "to bay their vote or get them to vote."

Another

group from the same parish were said to have been barricaded in the bladesmith's shop on the eve of the election and, at dawn, were marched down to
the polls.

"Several of them who were suspected of having changed their

tickets, were given fresh tickets and made to hold these up in plain view,
as they walked up to the ballot box."

Over one hundred Mexican parishioners

were supposed to have voted in this manner, though it seems improbable that
such an uMertaking could have been accomplished without attracting the
attention of the whole community and provoking a reaction similar to that
occurring here in 1859#1when Yuma was a mere collection of adobe huts
called Arizona City.

However, in summarizing the incident several weeks

later, the editor was certain of the following points:
Less than a dozen of them could write their names, and many of
them could not tell their age; not a dozen of them can today tell
for whom they voted; and if forty-odd of them would tell why they
voted, they would say it was because "a certain sum of silver,"
to wit: five dollars, was paid to each of them down at Doten's
blacksmith shop.20

^ Arizona Sentinel.1 June 29, I 878,
20Ibid.. November 9, 30, 18?8.
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. . Through the latter ,quarter of the century, vestiges of pre-terri
torial attitudes toward the Mexican population were further softened as
thoughts of future statehood began to turn in the minds of Arizona’s
politicians.

Ihe initial step lay in presenting a more impressive popula

tion figure to Congress. :Consequently, census reports and other official
publications paid increasing attention to Article V H I of the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, pertaining to citizenship.

On January 19, 1874,

Representative McCormick presented a bill in Congress requesting citizen
ship for all Mexican people who had resided continuously in any territories
acquired from Mexico through the Guadalupe-Hidalgo and Gadsden treaties
since the time the treaties were ratified.

21

~

,In 1898, Governor Murphy de

clared that special effort would be made to incorporate all Mexicans af
fected by the Guadalupe Treaty, thus serving notice that Arizona was pre
paring her argument for statehood.*
22

AntimMexicanism still persisted, but

without the militant hostility of the turbulent 1850*3.

While Mexicans

were often exploited at the polls, the solicitation of the Mexican vote
held hope of reducing their apathy toward politics and the possibility of
winning significant representation in the territorial legislature.

Where

they had been excluded as a social group, a two-class socio-economic system
had evolved by the late nineteenth century, which, despite the resentment
it provoked dmong the Mexican population, had at least proved workable.

The

r two-scale wage system had become traditional, and though a" widening gap de
veloped between Anglo-American and Mexican wages, the latter showed enough

^Arizona Citizen. February 28. 1874.
22Report of the Governor...1898. pp. 12-13.

m
increase to offer Mexican families the promise of better living standards
in the future.
Arizona* s social and economic progress might have continued along
increasingly tranquil paths through the territorial period to statehood.
However, on the

ere of the twentieth century, a collision occurred between

the mounting tide of alien laborers from Mexico and the union movement then
spreading southward from the Rocky Mountain zone into the mining districts
of Arizona.

Already smarting under the defeats they suffered through the

importation of Mexican strike breakers during the Colorado coal strikes
of 1903-04, union organizers entering Arizona directed their principal ef
forts against the employers of alien Mexicans.

They found their strongest

support in Arizona's intermountain zone, where Anglo-American miners viewed
the northward surge of Mexican immigration as a threat which would soon
destroy the two-wage system, leaving laborers of all social classes with
■tiie choice of accepting the prevailing minimum or going without work.
During the 1 8 7 0 * mechanization in the mines had opened a series of higher
pay scales to specialized Anglo-American workers, which, in turn, tended
to pull up the wages of common laborers within this socio-economic group. ^
But, for more than a decade thereafter, the scale for Anglo-American labor
levelled off at about three dollars a day, due largely to the increasing
inflow of alien competition from below the border.

,

While the union organizers and Anglo-American workers often made
■
'<
" ^
an effort not to discriminate against citizens of Mexican extraction, the
>

.

.

. « - - •,

growing sentiment against alien Mexicans tended to generalize, lumping all
people of Mexican extraction into the cheap labor class, then being exploited

• .^See Table 6
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON BETWEEN WAGES PAID TO ANGLOAMERICAN AND MEXICAN LABORERS IN MINING4
Wage
Per
Diem

'
I860

1865

'
1870

1875

- ......
.
1880 1885 1890

' ' '
1895

...

1900

'
1905

1910

aDrawn from random sources: newspapers, mining reports, and works
of contemporary authors, Mowry, Browne, Hinton and others. Both pay scales
had a minimum and maximum usually ranging about 25 cents above or below the
average shown here, depending upon the region.
,
.
^Anglo-American scale.

Until about 1880, the pay usually included

board.
Mexican scale. Until about 1880, the pay included a ration of
60 pounds of flour, and often beans and salt.
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to the detriment of other workers.

Consequently, through no fault of

their own, Mexican-Americans also became the object of a renewed antiMexicanism typical of the early years of the present century.

While

resident Mexicans felt sympathetic to the immigrant national, they did
not want to be confounded with him in public opinion.

Furthermore, they

resented being placed in direct competition with the alien Mexican laborer,
feeling he could afford to work for a cheaper wage, since he had no family
with him.

24

However, with the steady increase in corporate control of Arizona's
mines, an impersonal relationship had developed between the workers and
their employers, the latter of whom had little interest in balancing
social factors against economic realities in regard to the setting of
wages.

Though many foremen expressed dissatisfaction with alien Mexican

workers, the major part of railroad and mining work required no particular
skill, and employers stood fast on their prerogative of accomplishing this
work by the cheapest possible means.

Consequently, unskilled Mexican-Azaeri-

can laborers had no other alternative but to work for the prevailing rate
paid to imported labor.

Nor did employers overlook the opportunity to

use the mounting anti-Mexican sentiments among their Anglo-American em
ployees as justification for levelling the wages of the Mexican-American
workers on a par with those being paid to imported aliens.

Where the Mexi

can labor scale had increased from an average of one dollar and a half in
1885 to about two dollars in 1895, it levelled off and remained constant
through the first decade of the present century, at which time Mexican
immigration doubled.
—-

Meanwhile, with the increase of union activity in

—

Clark, p. 513•

2ft?
Arizona, during the period 1900-10, Anglo-American wages rose again from
about three dollars to four for the same type of work, as indicated in
Table 6,

Nevertheless,' the past effect of alien competition on their

wages and the current levelling of the wages of resident Mexicans served
as a warning to Anglo-American workers, and as importations from below
the border continued, their thoughts turned increasingly to collective
action as their only defense against management.
Behind the cheap labor philosophy of this period lay not only
the profit motive, but the obsession in the minds of employers that any
increase in wages was a dangerous concession to the nascent union movement,
then gathering strength in the mining districts of the West through the ef
forts of the Western Federation of Miners.

In this attitude, mine operators

had the sympathy of the general public, who looked with apprehension upon
the bomb throwing attendant to the Hay Market riot of 1886, the sanguinary
victory of the steel workers over an army of Pinkerton detectives during
the Carnegie strike of 1892, and the paralysis of transportation incurred
by the Pullman strike two years later.

The sudden breaking of the jamb

of socio-economic pressures generated by the industrial revolution shocked
the conservative minda of the period, which needed little encouragement in
attributing the strikes and agitation to foreign ideas imported into their
tranquil communities by agents of the bolshevist Industrial Workers of the
World.

Consequently, an employer importing cheap labor to break a strike

could do so without fear of censure from the public at large.

The strike

of the Western Federation of Miners in the Colorado coal fields during '
1903-04 was easily rendered ineffective by the mass recruiting of Mexican

laborers.2** On June 6, 1904, the remnants of local sympathy for the
strikers vanished when a charge of dynamite ripped through a railroad
station at Cripple Creek, killing eleven non-union miners who had gathered
at the platform after the close of work at the Findley Mine that d ^ .
Operators immediately blamed the W F M, idu> in turn, accused the operators
of using the Incident to break up the union.

It was never determined

whether the bombing was the work of anarchists, union agitators, or the
mine operators themselves.

However, the latter lost little time in capi

talizing on the public’s fury, and by nightfall, the whole district was
being scoured by a sheriff’s posse after union men.

is the union move

ment spread southward through the Rockies, a feeling of resentment hardened
against the employers of Imported labor and against the alien Mexican work
ers themselves, who, without protective organization of any kind, were
little more than pawns in the battle now looming in Arizona’s copper dis
tricts. ^7
The first Arizona local of the Western Federation of Miners was
formed at Globe i n .1896 following a demonstration against a wage cut and
’’ ■
" ''
-a
the employment of Mexicans in the Old Dominion Mine.

' .. ,'
At this time, con

struction on the CAla. Valley, Globe & Northern Railway had been held up

25ciark,: p. k92.
2^Tucson Citizen. June 7, 1904.
2?A history of the W F M told largely from the union’s point of
view is found in Vernon H. Jenson, Heritage of Conflict: Labor Relations
in the Non-Ferrous Metals Industry (New York: Cornell University Press,
1950).
' '
''''
",v
^Arizona: A State Guide, compiled by the Works Projects Admin
istration Writers Program, American Guide Series (New Ibrk: Hastings House,
1940), p. 97.
.
.........
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at (Jeronimo for almost two years.

Only a small force was kept on at the

Old Dominion and the smelters were closed most of the time du6 to lack
of fuel, failing copper prices, and the long haul by wagon to the rail
In I896, the mine changed hands, and with the United Globe Mines,

head.

resumed operations.

According to William Sparks, an old timer in the

Globe area, the new owners of the Old Dominion sent out a young engineer
from Michigan named Parnell, who brought "a noted Mexican •pusher, * named
Alexander McClain, from Morenci and installed him as mine foreman."

As

operations resumed, he began replacing Anglo-American employees with Mexi
cans.

At this time, the Mexicans at the Clifton-Morenci mines were being

paid one dollar and seventy-five cents to two dollars for a ten hour day,
while the lowest wage at Globe was three dollars.'

However, Parnell soon

cut the wages of the car men and shovelers to two dollars and seventy-five
cents.

Unrest spread, but no trouble developed until he again cut the

minimum,* setting it at two dollars and twenty-five cents.

Three weeks

later, he was accosted on the street in Globe,* and smoldering tempers
flared.

That night the miners called a meeting at the court house for

"all those who wished to keep GQcbe a •white nan’s town. •"

A jingoistic

spirit took hold, one merchant declaring that he might as well b u m his
store if the Americans left the canp.

However, the miners made it clear

that their complaint referred only to Mexican aliens, not citizens of Mexi
can extraction.
The meeting broke aid the crowd marched to Parnell’s house.

They

pulled the young superintendent out at gun point, aid, for a moment, the
demonstration neared serious proportions.
mob.

However, older heads quieted the

Parnell was given one hour to fire all Mexican nationals and put
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wages up, or b e ';escorted out of Globe and deposited on the San Carlos
reservation with nothing for protection but a canteen.

At this point,

someone whirled a loop over his head, and Parnell weakened.

Wages were

restored and McClain and the alien Mexicans discharged the next day.
Soon afterward, the new owners closed the Old Dominion.

However, union

organizers continued to work, forming a local that survived the shut-down
and grew until Globe became known as the "center of labor agitation in the

-30

■

Territory."

At this time, James Douglas was increasing the control of the
Phelps-Dodge interests over Arizona's copper resources, which became al
most complete by the turn of the century.

In 1885, their principal proper

ties at Bisbee were grouped under one head with the formation of the Copper
Queen Consolidated Mining Company.

At the time Parnell was placed in charge

of the Old Dominion Mine at Globe, Phelps-Dodge had already expanded be
yond the Bisbee-Warren District, taking possession of the United Globe
Mines in 1892 and the Detroit Copper Company at Mo r e n d three years later.
By 1903, they acquired the Old Dominion Mine, at which time their holdings
represented the majority of the principal properties in all the copper dis
tricts except Jerome.

Here, the veins being worked by the United Verde Cop

per Company had attracted Douglas' attention, but due to del^rs in putting
through railroad transportation, he made no serious attempts to buy the
property.

^ Arizona Republic. April 18, 1928.
-^Arizona:

A State Guide, p. 97.

^ T h e historical information regarding building of the Phelps-Dodge
empire is drawn largely from Robert G. Cleland, A History of Phelps-Dodge.
1834-1950 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952).
..
..
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Dae to its widespread acquisitions, the; corporation was affected
increasingly wherever labor disputes ocearred, and the labor-aanageaent
issues of the early twentieth century reduced largely to a battle between
the union and Fhelps-Dodge, the regional differences in wages and the em
ployment of Mexican aiians depending jaimarily upon union strength, rather
than company policy.

Parnell* s subsequent transfer from Globe to Bisbee

illustrates the difference in the course of events in a union and non
union area.

Having almost been lynehed for hiring aliens at Globe, Parnell,

as well as the lynch leader,' Bennett, were transferred to Bisbee, where
they managed a mine with

-

m apparent "trouble, despite the fact that Phelps-

Dodge managers in this area continued to hire Mexican aliens for many

years.32
: .

'

v-

,.

;;

.

.

.

:

. .

In attempting to organize the Bisbee-V7arrm District, the W F M

found their efforts

thwarted

throughout the territorial period by apathy

among the employees a M determined opposition on the part of the managers
against unionism in any form.

Organizers worked through the districts

holding meetings, taking votes and staging strikes which dragged on hope
lessly for months.

Meanwhile production continued almost without interrup

tion, the strikers ultimately giving xq> and leaving the area, having suc
ceeded only in enhancing the reputation of invincibility enjoyed by the
companies in this section of the Fhelps-Dodge empire.

Unlike the compara

tively isolated Globe-Miami District, most of the copper mines of Bisbee
and Douglas were surrounded by well populated communities, as well as being
near the border where labor could be obtained easily.

Wherever a strike

occurred, temporary crews c o u M be brought in from adjacent camps.

Mean

while,' gaps in personnel were gradually filled with available local help

^Arizona Republic. April 18, 1928.
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and importations fron below the line.

As a result, even where union or

ganizers found the men in favor of forming a local, they were reluctant
to pursue this m i to the point of calling a strike.

During March of 1902,

the W F M felt they had won over enough men at the Congress Mine to form a
local.

Work stopped, but when a vote was taken, enthusiasm for the pro-

33
posal had vanished.

;

.

While Anglo-American workers in this region openly expressed re
sentment over Mexican competition, it did not lead to demonstrations such
as occurred at Globe.

The strength- of the Phelps-Dodge position here placed

matters of policy beyond -such methods of approach.

Whether the issue at

hand involved one workman or five hundred,* the choice before them was
limited to either accepting policy or leaving -town.
Mine is Bisbee," observed a writer in 1900.

"Hearly everybody who works

in Bisbee works for the Copper Queen Company.
from, the company.w

35

"The Copper Queen

Above 1,400 men draw pay

The community itself flourished or waned in the

looming shadows of the smelters,,its destiny fluctuating with the decisions
of the corporation.

In February,' two years later, Phelps-Dodge moved the

Copper Queen's smelters over to Douglas to be installed in the Calumet &
Arizona's redaction works.

Along with them went eight hundred men.

"Of

this number no less than 300 are Mexican laborers," wrote the editor of the
Bisbee Daily Review, attempting to console the bewildered residents.

-^Bisbee Daily Review. March 15. 1902.
-^The Bisbee deportations of July 12, 1917, exemplify the "get-outof-town" mandate asserted b y the managers. On that date, 1,186 striking
workmen were suddenly rounded up, put on a train and dumped in the desert
near Columbus, New Mexico. A government commission later found the action
unwarranted. U. S.y Dept, of Ldbor, Report on the Bisbee Deportations Made
by the President's Mediation Commission to the President. November 6, 1917
(Washington: U.S.' Government Printing Office, 1918), 1-5.
^ T h e Arizona Graphic. I (January 13,' 1900), 1.
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"Bisbee...will become the rival of all the mining camps of the West in
more ways than one.
can population.
pay.
1

Bisbee*s future is that of a mining town.

Two thousand miners employed.

An Ameri

Eight hours work, $3.50

That is the future of Bisbee.
The union movement vacillated considerably during these years due

to the diverse conditions W F M organizers encountered in Arizona* s "copper
districts.

Where they found unionism welcome in the predominantly Anglo-

American aobe-Miami region, the Bisbee-Warren district remained impene
trable, though Qie majority of the Wikers, including the Mexlcan-Amerlcans,
seemed receptive to organization.

In the Clifton-Morenci District, the

W F M showed little inclination toward attempting to organize'the workers,
their majority being aliens who were largely unaware of the objectives of
the union movement and often arrived in the various copper districts ig
norant that their fortune in being hired was due to the fact that a strike
was in progress in the very camp employing them.

Even if such a plan were

feasible, union organisers were aware of the difficulty in attempting to
indoctrinate the steady stream of alien workers to the aims of unionism,
for those without families or local ties continually drifted from camp to
camp, their places being taken by new recruits from below the border.

In

stead, the W F M directed its principal effort among the higher paid AngloAmerican workers, relying upon a strong anti-Mexican policy to win support.
However, this course merely increased the dilemma of unionism in Arizona,
since it played directly into the hands of the employers by further per
petuating "the existence of two competing classes of workmen, each a threat

36
'
J February 6, 1902.

to the aims and security of the other.

. .

Perhaps the most curious of the W F M ’s activities at this time
was the interest shown by some of their officials in agitating among the
Anglo-American workers employed by the Cananea Consolidated Copper Com
pany at Cananea, Sonora.

The object of their activities seemed quite

vague and reflected an international character typical of the International
Workers of the World,, with whom the W F M was anxious to disassociate it
self.

In the. spring of 1902, a wave of dissention spread through the

Cananea mines, leading to pitched battles between the Anglo-American and
Mexican miners.^®, A series of strikes developed culminating in the firing
of the whole Anglo-American crew in early May, following a strike for four
and a half dollars a day.

The manager later commented, "...would not hire

one of them again, if we had to pay the Mexicans $10 a day to take their
places....! don’t mind unions, but not of the kind that were mixed up in
this trouble."39
Arizona: A State Guide, p. 96. The Mexican workers might well
have become the union’s strongest supporters, for they not only sensed
keenly the discrimination levied upon them, but they seemed quite prone
to take collective action against employers, often at the slightest provo
cation. The Bisbee Daily Review gives an account of a wood chopping crew
walking out while o n .contract to the Roy Consolidated Copper Company at
Douglas following an argument over the price of a load of wood. According
to the superintendent, F. Q. Toung, the crew refused to take a reduced .
price for a cord of wood two and a half-feet long, the standard price then
being $8.00 for a cord three feet long. At the time of this report. Young
was still; in town looking for another force of wood choppers,..the former
having quit just as the mill was ready for operation. April 23, 190?. ;
00
'
■ •
.
-The-Bisbee Daily Review reported a rock fight taking place be
tween eighteen Anglo-American miners and 200 Mexicans at Cananea. March

25, 1902;
39Ibid.. May 9, 1902. This strike was preceded by one occurring
in January 15-17, apparently for higher wages also. At the time, the local
editor reported. Bisbee to be "filled with miners who drew their time at
Cananea and left for greener pastures.® January 19, 1902.
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Concurrently, another more militant labor movement was reaching
above the border to esoert influence upon the Mexican workers in the
Clifton-Morenci area.

Bais was the anarcho-syndicalist movement led by-

Ricardo and Enrique Flores Magdn, then attacking the Diaz government,

.

Wall Street, and world capitalism, in general through the Mexican liberal'
Party.

Mot to be confused with the Marxist or socialist currents of the

time, they followed the anarchist philosophy aimed purely at destruction
of the old order;

In 1904, after a series of arrests and the seizure of

their printing press in Mexico City, Enrique fled above the border, tdiere
they continued publication of La Regeneracion at San Antonio, Texas.

For

several years, the Flores Magdn brothers travelled about the Southwest
and other areas of the nation, their followers working through social
clubs and trade unions.^
, Though there is no evidence that they had any direct connection
with the Clifton-Morenci strike of 1903, the conduct of the strike re
vealed a sense of unity and decision notably lacking in the activities of
the WVF M.

In all its outward aspects the Clifton-Morenci strike was a

paradox that caught the whole territory by surprise.

There was no ap

parent labor organization, and in view of the preponderant number of alien
Mexicans in the district, the strikers could not expect support free the
W F M.

Yet, where the W F M had failed thus far in staging a successful

strike on a large scale, the Mexican workers at Clifton managed to tie up
the whole district.
The strike was preceded by two events which indicated the growing
<
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influence of the union movement in Arizona politics, particularly in re
gard to the question of hiring alien Mexican laborers.

In March 2 V 1901,

during Governor Murphy* s last year in office, legislature passed a bill
enabling the governor to create a special body called the Arizona Rangers.
Their personnel, whose Identification was to be kept as secret as possible
"for strategic purposes,” were authorized to command the services of cattle
men and law officers when necessary.-

Formed originally to patrol the border

and prevent cattle rustling, the mine owners often used the Rangers to sup41
press strikes.
. However, this setback to unionism was soon compensated.
Having formed the body as one of his last acts of office, Murphy, himself
a mine owner, resigned to attend to business affairs, forcing his successor.
Governor Alexander 0. Brodie, to take office prematurely on July 1, 1902.
According to McClintock, when the Twenty-Second Legislature met, cm Janu
ary

19,; 1903, they passed an act "directed against the companies employing
:

Mexican and contract labor. ..prohibiting more than eight hours of labor
on underground work in the mines."

42

While the eight hour law constituted

a major victory for union men in their efforts toward better working con
ditions, their principal satisfaction came in seeing an effective blow de
livered to mine operators who sought to employ alien Mexicans wherever pos
sible because they would submit to working ten to twelve hours a day at a
wage that undercut the union scale by almost fifty percent.

5

^ C a r l M. Rathbun, "Keeping the Peace Along the Mexican Border,"
Harper* s Weekly. 1 (November 17, 1906), 1632.
..
.
M c C l i n t o c k , H , p.

352.

,

.

-V

^ A t this time. Globe miners were preparing to request $4.00 a day
for mine labor, though they did not win this advance until 1907. The raise
was limited to work under 100 feet. However, in 1909, all underground work
was set at $4.00. Arizona Daily Star. January 9, 1909.
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On June 1, the eight hour law went into effect with tiie under
standing that wages would remain unchanged.

Chi the following day, mine

operators in the Olifton-Morenci District rot the work day from ten to
eight hours accordingly, but, in doing so, offered their men only nine
hours' pay, in effect, reducing their wage by one-tenth.
this proposal and commenced to walk out.

The men rejected

On the morning of June 3* the

smelters and nrfUs were shut down and 3,500 men idled.

At

There was no

violence and everyone seemed to be in a good humor, as well as in agree
ment with the action being taken.

Of the men who started the strike,

eighty to ninety percent were Mexican.

Though nb leadership had been ap

parent, the editor of the Bisbee Daily Review observed, " T h e Mexicans be
long to numerous societies and through these they can exert some sort of
organization to stand together."

As the strike progressed, it became

known the principal men in charge were A. Salcido, president of a Mexican
society, Frank Colombo, an Italian, and a Rumanian, V. H. Las tonneau.
On June 5, the Bisbee Daily Review reported the progress of the
strike as follows:
The strike is now composed almost entirely of Mexicans. ,Quite
a number of Americans have left the camp. These men are taking no
part with the Mexicans...At Metcalf, where practically all the men •
employed are Mexicans, the tie up of operations was complete from
the start. The men prevented the loading of any ore on the cars:
which haul it to the Arizona /Copper Company/ reduction works at
Clifton....It seems that the Mexicans are being led by one or two
prominent leaders; they gather two or three times a day in Morenci
and listen to speeches from the leaders who are very industrious
/aid/ have used harsh language concerning the "gringos"...This
morning at 5 o'clock, more than two hundred Mexicans were already
gathered at the mouth of the Huaboldt tunnel, listening to the
harangues by the leaders and music by the band... .This will probably

^Bisbee Daily Review.' June 2, 3, 1903.
^ I b i d .y June 3. 1903.

•

be the end; of Mexican labor in the district.^
During the next few days, the fury of man and the elements merged
to bring the Clifton strike to a spectacular climax.

At the outbreak of

the strike. Governor Brodie ordered the Arizona Rangers to the scene.

On

June 9» they watched some 2,000 sullen workers conduct a one hour parade
through the streets of Morenci in defiance of the Rangers and a relentless
downpour of rain. Noting that most of the demonstrators were armed with
• ••y
. - ■,
_
'
rifles, pistols and knives. Sheriff Parkes sent word to the governor re
questing more help.

Meanwhile, the rain continued, impelled by thunderstorms

in the adjacent mountains.

Suddenly, two torrents of water converged on the

junction of Chase Creek and. the San Francisco River, forming a crest that
ripped through the length of Clifton, destroying nearly $100,000 in prop
erty and taking a death toll of nearly fifty persons, according to later
ll!7
. -estimates.
Federal troops were rushed to the strike bound district,
followed by six companies of national guards.

By June 12, the community

was declared under martial law,1 and the Mexican Consul, Arturo Elias, had
.
. .
. ng
'
arrived in hope of exerting his influence on the strikers.
However, the
strike was over, the flood constituting a formidable distraction, since
the principal dsmage occurred along the narrow valley of Chase Creek which
was thickly settled by Mexican laborers and their families.

Despite its

^ J u n e 5, 1902.
....
^MeClintock quotes the above figures, Vol. H , p. 424. Early
reports set the toll at thirty dead and about $50,000 in damage. Bisbee
Daily Review.1 June 10, 12, 1903. The flood broke through several concen
trator retaining dams in the canyons above the town, releasing a tremen
dous quantity of mud and debris. Consequently only about a dozen bodies
were recovered.
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tragic outcome,' however, the flood may have averted a collision between
the armed strikers and the incoming troops resulting in even greater fa
talities.

.

Arizona's first major strike came to a close.

The strikers were

disarmed, their houses searched, and arrests made, following which the
leaders were taken for trial and ultimate confinement in the territorial
prison at luma.

Though the companies won an easy victory, they had done so

behind an array of troops larger than any witnessed in Arizona since the
campaigns of General Crook during the closing years of the. Apache w a r s . ^
This fact brought even greater notoriety to the "Mexican affair" at Clif
ton and may have exerted a sobering effect upon the W F M. in regard Mexi
can workers, as well as illustrating the extent to which employers might
go to prevent the spread of unionism in .Arizona.

In any event,.the V F M

was impressed to the point of making a statement which constituted the onlytribute the strikers received for their efforts.

On being questioned as

to the position the union intended to take in regard to the strike and its
outcome, W F M President, Charles Moyer, answered from their regional head
quarters at Denver, "The men at Morenci have the full support of the Western
Federation of Miners."'*0

,

......

Until the onset of the labor disorders that accompanied the World
War, the Clifton strike of 1903 remained the only significant outbreak.
Across the territory," mine managers took immediate action to prevent the

^ Ibid., June 13, 1903. Lastemeau and others were sentenced on
May 28,' 1904. After an attempt to break out, las tonneau was given an ad
ditional ten years, but died of consumption in_1906. McClintock, II,'
p. 491.
^ Blsbee Daily Review. June 12,' 1903.
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recurrence of such an Incident, often calling for the Arizona Rangers
•wherever serious disagreement occurred between themselves and their em
ployees.

During the same year, the Rangers rushed to Globe where they ‘

were reported to have settled another strike which, though free of dlsorder, had dragged on for two weeks to the discomfort of impatient managers.
The body combined the militancy of the militia with the mobility of a posse,
enabling it to crosscut many political ancj administrative barriers.

This

was illustrated during the bloody Cananea strike of 1906, conducted by followers of the Flores Magon brothers and directed against discrimination in
the Mexican and Anglo-American salaries in,the Cananea mines.

WFM agi

tators were also involved, further aggravating the Mexican workers.

Build-

ings were burned and. more than timniy persons killed before order was restored.

59

With the consent of the governors of Arizona and Sonora, Cap

tain Rynning led the Rangers across the border as an unorganized mob,
after which they were reorganized on Mexican soil as temporary Mexican
1
troops before martiiing -into the strike a r ea.^
.
,
^

'

.

^
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'

.^
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At this time, the W F M doubled their organizational efforts in :
the Bisbee-Warren area, only to encounter mounting resistance.

In 1906,

a vote of 2,700 miners in Bipbee showed only fifteen percent in favor of
the union.

Observers heralded the vote as the “defeat of unionism at

Bisbee,"'^’ and though the claim was premature, there was every reason to

^"Rathbun. Harper* s Weekly. L. 1633-34.
' 52Marjorie R. Clark. p. 11. "
^Rathbun, Harper*s Weekly.- L.

‘

V

^

1634.'

.
:

::

. 5: \

^ I b e Defeat of Unionism at Bisbee." The Engineerinp: and Mining
Journal. L X X H (March 24," 1906), pp. 570-71.. .
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believe that the future would, sustain it.

Officials of Bisbee Local 106

continued working to attract a majori'ty of the men into the union.

Mean^

■$diile, Phelps-Dodge managers insisted that Bisbee would remain an open
carp, countering union agitation by boosting the miners* wages to about
four dollars a day on March of the following year.

55

In doing so, however.

"^The Mexican scale remained at about $2.00. By December, 1917*
despite the influence of war time inflation and accompanying labor strikes,
the gap between the common labor wage and the pay in the higher grades was
quite noticeable, the per diem wages in the Bisbee-Warren area being as
follows: laborers, $2.15 to $3.30; miners, $5.35; timbermen and mechanics,
as high as six dollars. S. C. Dickenson, "A Sociological Survey of the
Bisbee-Warren District,M prepared for the Arizona State Bureau of Mines,
Tucson, Arizona, December 31, 1917. p. 38. (Typewritten.) On the other
hand, in May of the same year, the Miami Copper Company in the GlobeMiami district were paying Mexican laborers, $3.65 to $4.15; "whiten
laborers, $4.65 to $5.15; miners, $5.40; and mechanics, $5.90. T. A.
Rickard. "Men and Machinery," The Mining and Scientific Press. CX7I (April'
6, 1918), p. 471.
• '
The demands of the war years had brought many Mexicans into the
previously Anglo-American interaotmtain zone, the work force at the Miami
Copper 'Company being equally divided between three general groups: AngloAmericans and British, Mexicans, and Balkans. However, the intrusion "of "
Mexican competition did not depress the labor scale as a whole despite the
persistence of the two-wage system in this area, whereas, in the BisbeeWarren district, the absence of social discrimination in the common labor
scale, according to Dickenson’s figures, tended to pull down the maximum
almost $2.00 below that being paid in the Globe-Miami area, suggesting that
the prevalence of alien Mexican laborers in the Bisbee-Warren district
tended to depress both the lower and upper levels of the common labor scale.
At this time, the Copper Queen Mine employed 369 Mexican laborers, only
three of whom were citizens, while the Calumet & Arizona, located in the
sane district, had only two citizens among, the 117 Mexicans employed there.
Dickenson, pp. 54, 62-63.
,
.
. A comparison between, the Globe-Miami and Clifton-Morenci districts
in 1915 indicates the same trend in wages wherever alien Mexicans were
working in great numbers. Following a strike at the Inspiration and other
mines in the Globe-Miami district^ the men agreed to return to work for the
following minimum pay, based on copper selling at thirteen cents a pound:
laborers, $2.00; miners, $3.50; skilled employees, $4.25. The Copper Era.
January 29. 1915. Meamdiile, the Clifton-Morenci district was paying all
laborers as low as $1.62 a day for copper selling at eighteen cents. John
A. Fitch, "Arizona’s Embargo on Strike Breakers," The Survey, XXXVI (May 6,
1916), pp..143-44.
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the company also raised the sliding copper profits scale, offsetting the
On i^ril 10, about 1,200

advance in the miners*, pay to seme extent.-^
union miners voted to strike.

Though a large percentage of the men re

sponded, the mechanics and engineers ignored the walkout.
there was n o need to call the Rangers into the area.

In this instance,

Work continued, and

as scab labor replenished the work force, union men found themselves being
turned away.

Anxiety spread, union sessions were poorly attended, and

after six months, the W F H called off the doomed strike on December 24.^
Though alien Mexican
, labor continued to be hired wherever necessary
' '
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in the Bisbee-Warren District, there is no evidence that this practice re-

KQ

duced the wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers .

Where the pay for

common labor levelled off, the upper salaries continued to increase, gener
ally matching the union scale at Globe, and with the opening of a Y M C A
library and the founding of the Shattuck-Denn Hospital in 1907, Bisbee de
veloped the reputation as a model camp in regard to morale and working con
ditions.

Commenting on the lack of disorder and strikes, a correspondent

wrote to the Enp^jiflariryf and Miwinpr Journal in 1904, "The contrast between
some of the union-ridden camps of the West and a town like Bisbee...is
.•-

■
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v At this time, the Phelps-Dodge mines had established a wage sys
tern set according to a base pay,plus a percentage which fluctuated .with
current copper prices. When prices declined, so did salaries, thus en
abling the company to maintain a relatiyely constant profit margin. In
1917, the scale was set on copper selling at twenty-six cents a pound.
The best rate a miner could expect at this time was $4.00 and fifteen
cent copper, after which his per diem pay rose about ten cents to each
penny advance in copper prices. Dickenson, p. 39• ;
..... ^Bisbee Daily Review. April 9* 10, 12, 13, 30, December 24,
1907. '
............. . ,
;

Supra, p.

261, n. 55.

;
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full of s i g n i f i c a n c e . W i t h o u t a doubt unionism vzas defeated in Bisbee,
and remained so for several years.

However, the evident trend toward better

working conditions here was not solely the result of an enlightened policy
germinating in the minds of management free of outside influences.

The

Phelps-Dodge interests had succeeded in defeating unionism by meeting and,
in some instances, even exceeding the demands of the union movement.

In

time, employers in other districts commenced to follow their example.

The

union scale at Globe became the yardstick which managers gauged carefully
before setting their wages.

Though the availability of alien workers con

tinued to have a levelling effect on common labor wages, undercutting the
Globe scale in the higher pay grades became an increasingly risky business
for managers who wished to retain their skilled labor.

'^

During these years, the W F M began to search for an effective
mtians of deterring the employment of alien labor.

Strike action had

proven generally impotent in areas where aliens were employed in large
nimbers because of the reluctance of non-alien employees to risk a walk
out against employers who were not only ready to replace them with Mexican
nationals, but had demonstrated that strikes would be met with aimed troops
and the threat of impirisoiment.

Consequently, union agitators turned in

creasing attention to the election of political candidates who would pro
mote legislation against the hiring of labor detrimental to working condi
tions in the territory.

They .began b y directing their appeal to the Anglo-

American workers, not only as a person sensitive to the need for a means of
safeguarding working conditdehs a M living standards, but as a voter who

._
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•iLabor Conditions in the Southwest,« L X Z V n (March 31, 1904),
p. 510. Later, the companies established a pension set at two percent of
the worker* s salary multiplied by his years of service. Dickenson,’ p. 40.
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knew the potential danger of the Mexican vote.

Statehood was not far away

and there was a chance that a zealous Mexican minority might exert a strong
Influence in the making of the constitution.

Mexicans were claimed to be

strongly Republican, as the vote in New Mexico proved.

Joint statehood

with New Mexico, now being advocated by seme congressmen,' would find Ari
zona* s working classes wedded to a territory not only Republican in their
vote, but ruled to a great extent by a landed Mexican aristocracy whose
traditions and sentiments were linked more to the Old World than to the
young democratic West.

AO

Yet, the voter had to beware of false crusaders

who use d .anti-MexLcanisn to conceal their hostility toward statehood in any
fora.

These were the representatives of the railroads and mining corpora

tions which were now practically escaping taxation altogether and sought
to avoid paying their fair share of the costs of state government by ob
structing Arizona's admission.^

.

.

,

These were strong arguments which, true or otherwise, appealed to
both the Anglo-American worker and to those seeking his support in winning
a seat in the legislature.

In regard to those already in office, there were

other more rational approaches to the Mexican alien issue.

In formulating

a body of oriental exclusion acts, the federal goverment had already ex
pressed itself against the degradation of working conditions in the country
------ :
--------

■

f -

^ There was more truth than poetry to this claim. According t o ,
one observer, Mexicans were well represented at the constitutional conven
tion in New Mexico. The delegates of Mexican extraction numbered thirtytwo, twenty-six of whom were alumni of Saint Michael's College at Santa,Fe.
A. J. McKelway, "Social Principles of the New State Constitutions," The
Survey.' XXV (January 7, 1911), pp. 611-12.
.
^ R obert Baker, "Human liberty or Human Greed," The Arena. XXXV
(March 6, 1906), p. 242.

through the importation of cheap labor.

Obviously, local legislators

should support this effort by passing measures against the saturation of
Arizona*s labor market with alien workers from Mexico. " Furthermore, in
mining and other hazardous occupations, the employment of laborers who
could neither speak nor read the English language posed a clear and preva
lent danger.
Where direct action against management had failed, political
pressure began to show favorable results, and though it was necessary to
concede that politicians would approach the issue from a political viewpoint
first, the passage of the literacy law of 1909 was welcomed by union of
ficials as a turn in the right direction.

On January 18 of that year, the

Twenty-Fifth Legislature passed an act over the veto of Governor Kibby
providing that no person should, register as a voter who could not read
any section of the constitution or who could not write his own name.

Ac

cording to McClintock, the measure was “directed against the Mexican popu
lation, which it was claimed generally had voted the Republican ticket.
The Literacy Law proved a powerful weapon for the union movement, for it
touched directly upon the matter of mono-lingualism among the alien Mexi
can miners, which Anglo-Americans regarded as a hazard in the mines.

Ac

cording to a study conducted by the United States Immigration Commission
in 1911, sixty percent of Arizona's smelter workers were Mexicans,

(hie

half of them had been in the United States less than five years, and of
two hundred and eight Mexican smelter workers interviewed, only five had
become citizens, eight percent could speak English, and less than five
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percent could read it.

Furthermore, discrimination was easily used

against non-English speaking Mexicans /who were reported to have "suffered
silently from dishonesty and brutality of petty foreman who had sold jobs,
conducted raffles, and in other ways taken advantage of the inarticulate
6 4 ........ "
' '"
'
'
'" " .....
Mexicans."
In view of the safety factor, and. the abuses attendant to .
the hiring of aliens who could not speak English, the literacy Law pro-

.

vided inroads for convincing debate against continued employment of Mexi
can nationals in the mines, and it was not by coincidence that the essen
tial features of the act constituted the major part of the anti-alien
labor package presented by the representatives of Arizona’s union move
ment at the constitutional convention on the following year.

.

On the other Hand, while the W F M could count on considerable
local support in adopting a strong anti-Mexican position at the convention,
a direct attack against the hiring of alien workers placed management in a
position to launch a formidable counterargument.

Though the temperament

of the times rejected the exploitation of alien workers by their .employers,
it was also unfashionable to deny them equal protection under the law and
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W. J. Lauck, "Labor Conditions in Arizona’s Smelters." Mining
and Scientific Press. CIV (February 3, 1912), p. 212.
.
^ " A Strike Without Disorder," Hew Republic, V (January 22, 1916),
p. 304. These abuses were reported in the Clifton-Morenci District and
involved the Detroit Copper Company (Phelps-Dodge), Shannon Copper Company,
and the Arizona Copper Company. On September 12, .1915, the Mexican workers
called a strike against the above companies, on this occasion tying up the
district for nineteen weeks. The grievances they cited were, (l) the selling
of jobs, (2) refusal of the managers to listen to grievance committees, (3)
the raffling of worthless trinkets to the Mexican workers, who in many in
stances were compelled to buy them, and (4) discrimination in wages. The
minimum wage for underground labor was set at $1.62 for 18 cent copper,
where the GLobe-Miami minimum paid $3.50 for copper selling at 13 cents.
John A. Fitch, "Arizona’s Etibargo on Strike-Breakers,". The Survey XXXVI
(May 6, 1916), p. 143.
.
' .
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the rigjht to earn a

In this respect, both labor and management

faced each other on treacherous grounds.
Movement was at lts height.

At this time, the Progressive

Slum clearance, charity organizations,

temperance crusades, labor laws and anti-trust regulations were but a few
of the warning signals to conservatism that r e f o m was on the march again.
By the same token, a particular characteristic of the period was the humani
tarian urge to bring social justice to minority groups.

Where the public

had been largely indifferent to the problems of the foreign Immigrant in
previous decades, it now seeaed to be a«personal obligation to expose the
bondage of Italian workers in the coal mines of West Virginia, and other
abuses of immigrant labor.

Die peonage issue in the case of Alonzo Bailey

vs Alabama thrust vestiges of Negro slavery before an indignant nation who
judged upon the matter long before Justice Hughes voiced the opinion of
the Supreme Court. ^

Agitation for Indian rights awakened a dormant sense

of guilt among the public, and a clamor swept the country in behalf of the
tribes people, even reaching into Arizona where efforts to bring water to
the forgotten Fimas developed into a national crusade in the years that
followed.

Unionism was a part of the new era of social thought, but in

rallying support for their cause, union representatives in Arizona would
have to beat softly on the drum of anti-Mexicanism.

Though it had proved

an effective political instrument in the seclusion of the early territorial
days, a whole nation was now turning a critical ear to the statehood con
troversy in the Southwest, and the issues involved were being monitored '
and interpreted by The Outlook. The Survey. The Arena. Public Opinion and

^"A Blow at Peonage,” The Outlook. X C V U (January 14, 1911),
pp. 47-48.
. „

many other organs of the reform movement, their editors placing strong era.

..
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'
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phasis won the Fourteenth Amendment and matters of htoman rights.
The nation took particular interest in comparing New Mexico and
Arizona during the controversy over joint statehood.

In pointing out the

fact that New Mexico exceeded Arizona in size, population, property value
and school attendance, the editor of the Nation commented. "Arizona* s
fervid objection to Statehood wedlock with New Mexico cannot be justified
on the ground that it would be marrying down in the social scale.

Of the

two, New Mexico, as the older community, is apparently more advanced in
culture.' The prejudice between Arizona and New Mexico is partly racial
and partly political.

As the constitutional convention® met in each

territory, the public contrasted the proceedings with even greater emphasis
on racial aspects, often noting the effect unionism would have on Mexican
rights in Arizona.

A. J. McKelway, the National Child Labor Committee*s

Secretary for the Southern States, observed that the Mexican population
in New Mexico was represented by thirty-two delegates, twenty-six of whom
were alumni of Saint Michael* s College at Santa Fe.

On the other hand,

Arizonans were narrowly selective in choosing their delegates:

■

•

Arizona has a population of 30,000 Mexicans, but...the 4,000
voters among them had no representative in the convention. One
"
°°Most of the editorial arguments involved the rights of the Mexi
can population in some way. In regard to the admission of the territories,
Charles F. Lummis wrote, "The.citizens of New Mexico and Arizona have a
double claim on the nation, such as none of the old States had— not
only the inherent right of American communities to home rule, but the added
solemn pledge of this Goverment, in the aforesaid treaty /of GuadalupeHidalgo/, to the people it took over from Mexico after the war..." "Bi
the lion's Den." Out West. X V I H (February, 1903), p. 22?.
•
- ^

-

• »•

■

-

.............

67"The New States," The Natiiin. XC (June 23. 1910).

•• •

pp.

620-21.
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county sent to the convention a machinist, a plumber, two miners,
a butcher, three lawyers— one of them the only corporation lawyer
in the body— and a railroad switchman who successfully contested
the place against one of the greatest mining magnates of Arizona
and Old Mexico.°°
Though it cannot be said that the Arizona convention was attended
only by representatives of management and labor, a pro-Anglo-American
unionist faction took the initiative, thrusting the alien labor issue for
ward with a vigor that split the assembly into two camps.

In taking such

a positive stand, the delegates of labor ran the risk of losing support
from Arizona’s large population of alien Europeans, since there was no
logical means of drawing a line between them and the alien Mexican workers.
Consequently, the labor faction was. forced to gamble on whipping up a
nationalistic spirit which might attract votes from the representatives
of the farming and ranching regions who were not as firmly set to the de
feat of anti-alien measures as those pledged to the support of mining in
terests.

,

,

The convention opened at Phoenix on October 10, 1910.
the 19th and the

Between,

25th, the labor group presented three anti-alien proposi

tions aimed at prohibiting the importation of contract labor, excluding
aliens from employment in public works, and prohibiting the employment of
non-English speaking persons in hazardous work.

A, F. Parsons (Douglas)

introduced the first of these measures. Proposition Forty-Eight, submitting
that persons who were not citizens, or ifco had not declared their intention
to become citizens, be barred from employment in any state, county or

The Survey. XXV, pp. 611-12. McKelway was understating his case
in regard to Arizona* s Mexican population.. His figure of 30,000 refers to
the foreign b o m alone, 29,452 by the count taken during the census of
1910. Supra, p. 220. However, Arizona’s Mexican b o m population repre
sented only a portion of the total number of persons of Mexican extraction
being denied representation at the convention.

municipal work.

In view of the other measures proposed by the labor

delegation, the bill was moderate In that it did not strike directly at
private Interests.

On October 24, H. G. Cuniff (Crown King, Yavapai

County) presented Proposition Eighty-Nine, a measure to prohibit the im
portation of contract laborers which, In effect," merely reiterated the provisions of the contract labor lams already enacted by the federal
goverraent.^0

On the following morning, Alfred Kinney (Globe) placed

labor* s prize package before the convention.
One, which reed in part:

•

This was Proposition Ninety-

;

No individual, firm, corporation or association shall employ
men in underground or other hazardous occupations, iho cannot
speak the English language, nor...employ alien labor to the ex
tent of more than twenty per cent of the entire amount of labor. . .
employed by such individual, film, corporation dr association.'1
Throughout the presentation of the measuresj A. C. Baker (Phoenix),
E. E. EUlmrood (Bisbee), Lamar Cobb (Clifton) and other members of the
opposition listened through the first and second readings and prepared
counter-arguments to meet the proposals on their return from the committees.
Apparently, the labor faction hoped to effect a psuedo compromise by
presenting propositions Forty-Eight and Eighty-Nine as decoys over which
to stage a mock battle, then sacrifice them in exchange for increased sup
port in the passage of Proposition Ninety-One.

Labor had little to gain

^ T . A. McGinnis, •‘The Influence of Organized Labor on the Making
of the Arizona Constitution* (unpublished Master*s thesis, Department of
History, University of Arizona, 1930), p. 75.
.
..
: ,
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Complete Verbatim Report, Arizona Constitutional Convention,
1910. A typewritten report of the minutes of the convention. No author
or. date. I, p. 2. For a supplementary source to aid clarifying dates,
balloting, and so on, see Minutes of the Constitutional Convention of the
Territory of Arizona. Session B ^ rming October 10. 1910 CPhoenix: Phoenix
Printing Co., no date).
---- ----------.

McGinnis, p,I 82.
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in securing the road, work and other jobs which Proposition Forty-Eight
sought to protect.

This type of work paid very little and normally could

be accomplished only by hiring Mexican or Indian labor.

Insofar as Propo

sition Eighty-Nine was concerned, though the union would have considered
its passage desirable, there was little chance that Arizona could success
fully deter the importation of contract labor where the federal government
had failed to do so, despite the prohibitions outlined in the Immigration
Act of 1885.

On the other hand, if labor were able to write Proposition

Ninety-One into the constitution, it would force the mining companies to
open thousands of jobs to workers above the border now held by Mexican
aliens, as wall as nearly doubling the salaries being spent in each mining
community.

To a public anticipating the costs of statehood, the appeal in

this factor alone would have been a tremendous influence in effecting pas
sage of the measure.

Such an outcome would entail serious financial con

sequences for the mining industry.

However, their representatives could

hope for little sympathy in structuring their defense along these lines
during an era when the very mention of profit bore iniquitous connotations.
Consequently, they chose first t© question the constitutionality of Propo
sition Ninety-One,* basing their attack on the equal protection clause i n .
Section One of the Fourteenth Amendment, the word ‘•persons11 being con
strued to apply to both citizens, and aliens.

:

^

:

v

Debating on the measures began on November 18 and continued for
the next four days.

Proposition Forty-Eight, relating to the exclusion of

aliens from public works, was taken up first.

She strongest argument

.

against the measure was the difficulty in obtaining labor for road work.
Speaking of the reluctance of Anglo-American laborers to undertake the work
involved in setting bridge piling, John P. Qrme (Osborne) said, “Ihey will
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not get down in those holes and work all day in and day out.

The Ameri

can labor won’t do it, and in working on our roads hauling gravel, ninetenths of the men are Mexicans who do that hauling.n

Pointing out a.

principal defect in the proposal, the convention’s president, George W.
P. Hunt (Globe), moved that the measure be changed to read that only citi
zens "or wards" would be employed, in order to give the Indians a chance
to do the work.

However, Tamar Cobb (Clifton) opposed the amendment, de'
»70
daring, "We want to stop cheap labor altogether."'
On the following

morning, A. C. Baker (Phoenix) pronounced the measure unconstitutional,
drawing a retort from M. G. Cuniff (thrown King) that it was not unconsti
tutional to protect American labor.

"If the right salary is paid," he

„

continued, •'they will get American labor where they are now compelled to
take Mexican or Indian."

After a vote of twenty-two to twenty-five, the
73

bill was sent back to the committees for revision. J
On November 21, Proposition Eighty-Nine relating to the importa
tion of contract laborers returned from the committees with the recommen
dation that it be postponed indefinitely, since the subject was already
covered by federal statute.

When W. T. Webb (Tucson) moved for acceptance

of the recommendation, Cuniff (Grown King), who had presented the measure,
exploded, ."The whole delegation from Yavapai are pledged to have this in
the Constitution!"

A tactical skirmish ensued when the representatives of

^Verbatim Report, H , pp. 30-31* It is probable that Cobb was
merely trying to encourage labor into taking a strong position on this
measure, since it offered no threat to the mining interests in his county.
Later, his argument in the latter’s defense initiated an attack against
Proposition 91* culminating in defeat of the measure.
^ I b i d ., H I , pp. 3‘-6.
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management detoured the course of the argument by implying that there was
a relationship between prohibiting the importation of aliens and Spelling
them.

Hoping to rescue the debate as it soared farther into thei hypo

thetical realm, Albert M. Jones (Yavapai) conceded that the exporting and
Importing of goods required the establishment of physical means and legal,
procedures.

"But aliens cone without being brought," he concluded, "and

I think it should be given to the State to prevent the importation of
aliens,"

- •

However,' aside from Cuniff*s outburst, neither side seemed in

clined to expend serious effort on the measure beyond using it to draw
their lines for the battle that lay ahead.

When lysander Cassidy (Phoenix)

moved for indefinite postponement, the motion carried, killing the measure
insofar as the convention was concerned.

-

On the same day, the growing restlessness of the delegates to
get on to Proposition Hinety-One was satisfied to the extent of hearing
a third reading of bill, accompanied by a report from the Judiciary Com
mittee containing suggested revisions and their recommendation that the
measure pass.

Meanwhile," the convention continued to receive" letters from

various districts also requesting passage of .the proposal in s m e form ac
ceptable to labor.

A letter signed by four hundred residents of Globe

specifically indorsed the clause prohibiting the employment of non-English
speaking persons in hazardous occupations.^

A similar letter from Cochise

County stressed the other portion of the measure providing that a minimum
of eighty percent of the ecroloyees engaged in any occupation be American
76
citizens.

74lbld., m ,
7^£cQinnis, p.

p.

1.

83." -

^Verbatim Report, H I , p. 2.
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On the following day, November 22, Malford Winsor (Yuma) moved
for acceptance of the Judiclary Comittee *s recomettiation for passage.
Before voting, Janes Crutchfield (Phoenix) clarified certain circumstances
justifying its passage, saying that in many Instances as high as ninety
percent of the crews employed were aliens "who were brought here largely
by going over the laws against contract labor and their further employment
should be discouraged."

His statement provoked a heated counterattack led

by E. E. Ellirarood (Bisbee), who opposed the proposition on constitutional
grounds, citing the Fourteenth Amendment.

In his opinion, the only

grounds to sustain the measure were the "police power of the State relating
to public health, safety and morals."^

A. C. Baker (Phoenix),- John Bolan

(Bisbee),-'and others voiced their support of EUinwood's argument;

How-•

ever, attack from this quarter did not concern the labor faction so much
as the evidence of doubt that swept over the delegates from the ranching
and agricultural areas.

Albert Jones (Yavapai), who bn the previous day

had spoken against the importation of contract laborers, pointed out that
if a farmer hired one alien to do two day's work, he would be violating
the law.

Fred L. Ingraham (Yuma) concurred, adding that the law went be

yond men in underground work.

Halford ifiLnsor (Ytima) finally pulled the

bill back from the fire tiy moving that the term "understand the English
language intelligently" be used in place of *fepeak the English language,"
after which it was voted to have the bill engrossed and read again.^
With this exchange, debating o n !the anti-alien bills discontinued

^ E U i n w o o d , General Attorney for the El Paso & Southwestern .
Railroad and the Phelps-Dodge interests, "was rightly considered '
•
to be one of labor's worst enemies,? according to McGinnis, p. 40.
78Verbatim Report, H I . ■pp. 13-19. passim.
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for several days, the session ending with the labor delegation in trouble,
(hie bill was already defeated and Proposition Forty-Eight left hanging in
balance.

However, these were minute considerations compared to the losses

they suffered with the shift in attitude among the farming and ranching
representatives in regard to Proposition Ninety-One, and it is significant
that in subsequent meetings labor’s line of argument shifted completely
away from the clause referring to the employment of citizens and concen
trated solely on that pertaining to the employment of non-Efaglish speaking
persons in hazardous occupations, which struck only at the mining indus
try.

To a great extent, this change also evidenced the final emergence.

of the fundamental issue of the convention, which virtually reduced it to
a battle between the Western Federation of Miners and the mine operators.
Having been defeated in the copper camps, labor was prepared to.gamble
everything on a salient against the balance of political power which the
mining interests had gained during the territorial period and would con
tinue, to assert under statehood unless overturned in the convention hall.
On the other hand, the representatives of management arrived in Phoenix
determined to head off the threatened unionist coup d ’etat in the capital
city.

This issue took precedence above all others.

.The alien labor con-.

troversy was in reality merely one of many battle fronts.

Constitu

tional provisions,' federal statutes, and ethical considerations bearing
upon alien labor were irrelevant in the opinion of both factions, and
would remain so until the economics of labor-management relations were
resolved.

.

On December 1, .debates resumed.

:„
Immediately after the reading of

the amended draft of Proposition Ninety-One, Lamar Cobb (Clifton), who
had previously spoken in favor of Proposition Forty-Eight, stated the

-

position of the mining companies without further reservation, declaring:
Mr. President, I am opposed to this proposition. > The county....
which I represent produces about eighty million pounds of copper
and is the largest producer in Arizona, and pne-half of the men
employed underground cannot speak the English language intelli
gently, and if this proposition is adopted, I fear it will d o s e
down practically all, if not all,' of the mining companies in that
district.'9
The attack continued in this vein, carried forth principally by delegates
from the Glifton-Morenci District.

However, though their arguments

favored the mining companies, some showed genuine concern over the .effect
the bill would have on many of the thousands of Mexican workers employed
in the mines.

The comments of A. M. Tuthill (Morenci) were representative

of this sentiment:

,

\

I*m not particularly interested in whether it shuts a com
pany down or not, but there is one phase of the question pro
posed some members of the convention do not take into considera
tion at all. Now in my town there are at least 1,000 Mexicans
employed in the mines who do not speak Baglish. Now some of '
those men have been in that town for twenty-five years; they,
have their families there; they have their little homes which * "
they are constantly improving. Should this pass, it will ab
solutely say to them, "You cannot work.*00
Proponents of the measure tried to throw more emphasis oh the
hazards the bill purportedly would eliminate.

Citing an example,' P. F.

Connelly (Douglas) described an accident that occurred at a smelter in his
district when a man started the mill and could not stop it or understand
orders how to.

"This is more a safety appliance than an act," he concluded.

Tuthill countered with the information that an investigation during the
previous year revealed that over a five year period the difton-Morenci
District had the lowest percentage of accidents in the territory.
the economic consequences of the proposition seemed to remain the

However,
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opposition’s most formidable argument, which they emphasized increasingly
throughout the rest of the debate, and after A. R. lynch (Safford) painted
a picture of the closing of the mines of Metcalf and Morenci and the
spread of financial ruin throughout the remainder of Greenlee County,
votes began to change from yes to no, striking Proposition Ninety-One
down to defeat by a count of twenty-six to nineteen.

81

On the following day, it was management that conceded to labor a
psuedo compromise in the passage of Proposition Forty-Bight by a narrow
margin of twenty-seven to twenty-two votes.

Labor representatives re

sponded to the salting of their wounds with evident bitterness. .As the

Qp
discussion neared the moment for the final vote, Thomas Feeney (Bisbee)
shifted from argument to open attack on management in general:
There are one million Americans idle today; if paid right
;
they will work. I tell you that the great employing agencies,
chiefly the corporations are inflicting upon this country a
curse similar to that of the slave trade before the Civil War....
They are entailing on Arizona and the other states of the Union
in order to get cheap labor.
A flurry of applause followed Feeney* s statement, after which John P. Orme
(Osborne) brought the discussion back to the.topic of prohibiting aliens
from municipal work, restating the difficulty in getting "white men" to
take such jobs.

"Lots of Mexicans have been here twenty to twenty-five

years, and it would keep them from working, and allow them to fill our
jails."

However, P. F. Connelly (Douglas) was little concerned with the

fate of the Mexicans in Orae's county.

"If they have Mexicans who have

.. ............. -.-.-.- .-..-....

iv, pp. 6-8.

" f

Feeney, who had worked at'the Copper Queen Mine since 1904, was
the most radical labor man at the convention. In EUinwood and Feeney,
Bisbee was represented by the extreme left and right of this gathering.
McGinnis, p. 40.

2?8
lived there twenty-five years and who have not declared the intention to
become American citizens,* he replied, "it would be best to get rid of ’
them."

. . .

- ■

............

The constitutional convention ended, labor having succeeded only
in excluding aliens from public works.

However, the defeat of the union's

anti-alien measures at the convention worked to the advantage of unionism
in time, for it left the membership with no other alternative than to
exert effort to include Mexican workers in the movement, alien or other
wise, in order to present a more united front against management.

Though

the union’s opposition to the importation of alien Mexicans continued,
the indiscriminate anti-Mexican! sm of this period declined,' permitting
Mexican-American workers to identify themselves more closely with organ
ized labor.

The fusion of interests between Anglo-American and Mexican

workers was further advanced in the crucible of violence, lynching of
labor leaders, and the wholesale deportation of- workers that accompanied
the World War years.

Where Anglo-American workers took no part in the

Clifton strike of 1903, the strike conducted there in September, 1915,'
found the Anglo-American miners walking out in sympathy with the Mexicans,

QO

"verbatim Report, IV, pp. 2-5.
^Through popular vote labor achieved, for a short time, tiie ob
jective lost in the defeat of Proposition Ninety-One. By a majority of
10,694 votes cast during a general election, November 3»‘ 1914, the public
passed an act providing that any employer of over five persons in Ari
zona would not employ less than "eighty percent qualified electors or
native born citizens of the United States." The Arizona Alien Labor Law,"
The Outlook. Oil (January 20, I915), pp. 109-JO. See also Acts. Resolu- :
tions and Memorials of the Regular Session of the Second Legislature of
the State of Arizona. January 11. 1915- March 11, 1915.CPhoenix: The
.
McNeil Co., no date). Amendments, p. 12. She act was shortlived, however,
for after provoking, protests from alien residents and several foreign
governments, the issue was taken into the Supreme Court where Justice
Hughes declared the law in conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment.
Raich vs Traux, 239 U.S. 33, 42 (1915).
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even though they were satisfied with their higher wages.

That labor did

not lose ground on the basic issue contested at the convention was evi
denced on this occasion when Governor George Hunt called out the militia
to restrain a body of strike breakers, and even further infuriated the
managers by arresting flebing company officials on the charge of "being
fugitives from justice and inciting a r i o t . A s

a result, the Fhelps-

Dodge interests started a recall campaign against Hunt, which only won
him increased admiration and support from workers in all quarters of the

86
state.

Due to increased cooperative effort, the wages of Mexican

87
laborers began to rise in the. union districts, ' holding tiie promise of
an early end to the two-wage system that discriminated between Mexican
and Anglo-American laborers throughout the territorial period.
However, it would be altruistic to assert that tiie growing parti
cipation of Mexican workers in the union movement indicated a significant
decline in anti-Mexicanism at this time.

The goad of economic necessity

was merely beginning to impress upon Anglo-American and Mexican workers
that cooperation was the better course.

But, by comparison with inci

dents such as the Sonoita massacre of 1859* the feeling against Mexican
workers at the constitutional convention was quite mild, reflecting little
more hostility than might be expected to occur between two rivalling labor
factions at the present time, regardless of their social or racial compo
sition.

Nor did the alien labor issue end at this time.

It was, in fact,

O ff

"The Arizona Copper Mines," The Outlook. C X H (February
pp. 250-51.
....

2, 1916),

86
"A Strike Without Disorder," New Republic. V (January
pp. 304-06.
Supra, p.

261, n. 55.

22, 1916),
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just beginning.

With the growing demands for cheap labor in harvesting

work, programs for contracting alien Mexican labor were established
during both wars, the government ultimately resigning itself to legali
zing what it could not prohibit.

These developments, occurring largely

in the aftenaath of the territorial period, give the history of Mexican
labor in Arizona its principal importance.

However, they evolved from

social and economic currents generated by the reopening of the mines of
Tubac and the establishment of hay camps along the Salt River Valley.
The mining and agricultural fortunes built from these rode beginnings
might well have been delayed a quarter of a century without tiie northward
migration of laborers from Sonora.

And as the early reports of J. Ross

Browne, W. G. Boyle and other mining authorities suggest, for every
empire'built in Arizona upon a fortune in high grade ore, ten empires
were built by men who discovered low grade ores and a fortune in Mexican
labor.

.
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